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3. Principle of Interrelating Canons. No canon of interpretation is absolute. Each may be overcome by the strength of differing principles that point in other directions.

4. Presumption Against Ineffectiveness. A textually permissible interpretation that furthers rather than obstructs the document’s purpose should be favored.

5. Presumption of Validity. An interpretation that validates outweighs one that invalidates (ut res magis valeat quam pereat).

Semantic Canons

6. Ordinary-Meaning Canon. Words are to be understood in their ordinary, everyday meanings—unless the context indicates that they bear a technical sense.

7. Fixed-Meaning Canon. Words must be given the meaning they had when the text was adopted.

8. Omitted-Case Canon. Nothing is to be added to what the text states or reasonably implies (casus omissus pro omisso habendus est). That is, a matter not covered is to be treated as not covered.

9. General-Terms Canon. General terms are to be given their general meaning (generalia verba sunt generaliter intelligenda).
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15. **Presumption of Nonexclusive “Include”.** The verb *to include* introduces examples, not an exhaustive list.

16. **Unintelligibility Canon.** An unintelligible text is inoperative.
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17. **Grammar Canon.** Words are to be given the meaning that proper grammar and usage would assign them.
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19. **Series-Qualifier Canon.** When there is a straightforward, parallel construction that involves all nouns or verbs in a series, a prepositive or postpositive modifier normally applies to the entire series.

20. **Nearest-Reasonable-Referent Canon.** When the syntax involves something other than a parallel series of nouns or verbs, a prepositive or postpositive modifier normally applies only to the nearest reasonable referent.

21. **Proviso Canon.** A proviso conditions the principal matter that
it qualifies—almost always the matter immediately preceding.

22. Scope-of-Subparts Canon. Material within an indented subpart relates only to that subpart; material contained in unindented text relates to all the following or preceding indented subparts.

23. Punctuation Canon. Punctuation is a permissible indicator of meaning.
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24. Whole-Text Canon. The text must be construed as a whole.

25. Presumption of Consistent Usage. A word or phrase is presumed to bear the same meaning throughout a text; a material variation in terms suggests a variation in meaning.

26. Surplusage Canon. If possible, every word and every provision is to be given effect (*verba cum effectu sunt accipienda*). None should be ignored. None should needlessly be given an interpretation that causes it to duplicate another provision or to have no consequence.

27. Harmonious-Reading Canon. The provisions of a text should be interpreted in a way that renders them compatible, not contradictory.

28. General/Specific Canon. If there is a conflict between a general provision and a specific provision, the specific provision prevails (*generalia specialibus non derogant*).

29. Irreconcilability Canon. If a text contains truly irreconcilable provisions at the same level of generality, and they have been simultaneously adopted, neither provision should be given effect.


31. Associated-Words Canon. Associated words bear on one another’s meaning (*noscitur a sociis*).
32. **Ejusdem Generis Canon.** Where general words follow an enumeration of two or more things, they apply only to persons or things of the same general kind or class specifically mentioned (*ejusdem generis*).

33. **Distributive-Phrasing Canon.** Distributive phrasing applies each expression to its appropriate referent (*reddendo singula singulis*).

34. **Prefatory-Materials Canon.** A preamble, purpose clause, or recital is a permissible indicator of meaning.

35. **Title-and-Headings Canon.** The title and headings are permissible indicators of meaning.

36. **Interpretive-Direction Canon.** Definition sections and interpretation clauses are to be carefully followed.

37. **Absurdity Doctrine.** A provision may be either disregarded or judicially corrected as an error (when the correction is textually simple) if failing to do so would result in a disposition that no reasonable person could approve.
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38. **Constitutional-Doubt Canon.** A statute should be interpreted in a way that avoids placing its constitutionality in doubt.

39. **Related-Statutes Canon.** Statutes *in pari materia* are to be interpreted together, as though they were one law.

40. **Reenactment Canon.** If the legislature amends or reenacts a provision other than by way of a consolidating statute or restyling project, a significant change in language is presumed to entail a change in meaning.

41. **Presumption Against Retroactivity.** A statute presumptively has no retroactive application.
42. **Pending-Action Canon.** When statutory law is altered during the pendency of a lawsuit, the courts at every level must apply the new law unless doing so would violate the presumption against retroactivity.

43. **Extraterritoriality Canon.** A statute presumptively has no extraterritorial application (*statuta suo clauduntur territorio, nec ultra territorium disponunt*).

44. **Artificial-Person Canon.** The word *person* includes corporations and other entities, but not the sovereign.

**GOVERNMENT-STRUCTURING CANONS**

45. **Repealability Canon.** The legislature cannot derogate from its own authority or the authority of its successors.

46. **Presumption Against Waiver of Sovereign Immunity.** A statute does not waive sovereign immunity—and a federal statute does not eliminate state sovereign immunity—unless that disposition is unequivocally clear.

47. **Presumption Against Federal Preemption.** A federal statute is presumed to supplement rather than displace state law.

**PRIVATE-RIGHT CANONS**

48. **Penalty/Illegality Canon.** A statute that penalizes an act makes it unlawful.

49. **Rule of Lenity.** Ambiguity in a statute defining a crime or imposing a penalty should be resolved in the defendant’s favor.
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The views expressed in this book are those of the authors as legal commentators. Nothing in this book prejudges any case that might come before the United States Supreme Court.
“Verbis legis tenaciter inhaerendum.”

—Medieval legal maxim meaning
“Hold tight to the words of the law.”

“[L]aw, without equity, though hard and disagreeable, is much more desirable for the public good, than equity without law: which would make every judge a legislator, and introduce most infinite confusion.”

—William Blackstone
1 Commentaries on the Laws of England 62
(4th ed. 1770).

“Various and discordant readings, glosses, and commentaries will inevitably arise in the progress of time, and, perhaps, as often from the want of skill and talent in those who comment, as in those who make the law.”

—James Kent
1 Commentaries on American Law 437 (1826).

“[J]udges must be aware today that there are currents of ferment in the legal world that seek to revise or even overthrow traditional notions of judicial interpretation.”

—William H. Rehnquist
“The Nature of Judicial Interpretation,”
in Politics and the Constitution:

“What is of paramount importance is that Congress be able to legislate against a background of clear interpretive rules, so that it may know the effect of the language it adopts.”

—Finley v. United States,
To Maureen McCarthy Scalia
and
Karolyne H.C. Garner
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Foreword

Frank H. Easterbrook

“[S]trict construction . . . is not a doctrine to be taken seriously” (p. 356). Many people will be surprised to read this line, which is elaborated in an entire chapter (§ 62) of a book by two textualists who think that statutory language is both the start and the finish of the interpretive process. But no one who has paid close attention to how textualists decide cases (on the bench) or explain their methods (on or off the bench) should be surprised. Some texts proclaim that they should be read “strictly” (i.e., narrowly); others demand a broad or general application. The text’s author, not the interpreter, gets to choose how the language will be understood and applied. The court’s job is to carry out the legislative project, not to change it in conformity with the judge’s view of sound policy.

Those who favor a more open-ended judicial role often quote a passage from Chief Justice John Marshall, who is usually accounted the greatest of our Justices—and whose status as a member of the founding generation (he participated in Virginia’s ratifying convention) gives him a claim to represent the original understanding about interpretive method. Chief Justice Marshall once wrote: “Where the mind labours to discover the design of the legislature, it seizes every thing from which aid can be derived.” This passage has been used to argue for resort to legislative history, the (imputed) intent of the legislators, and a dominant role for the judge’s sense of whether a given reading produces good consequences (if a judge can determine what the consequences will be, often a hard task even for social scientists who can draw on data unavailable to a court making a prediction).

That’s not remotely what Chief Justice Marshall meant, however. Here is the full sentence: “Where the mind labours to discover the design of the legislature, it seizes every thing from which aid can be derived; and in such case the title claims a degree of notice, and will have its due share of consideration.” He was advocating, not a departure from statutory text, or a role for extra-statutory materials, but consideration of all the enacted text rather than a subset of it. This book takes the same position (§ 24). It is brimming with quotations from Chief Justice Marshall, all of which support a textualist approach to interpretation.

What Chief Justice Marshall knew—what this book develops—is that the more the interpretive process strays outside a law’s text, the greater the
interpreter’s discretion. Extra materials are bound to look in multiple directions. Legislators’ talk (whether on the floor or in a committee report) is not as precise as statutory language, and it is not adopted by the process for creating laws (bicameral approval plus signature by the chief executive). Legislative intent is a fiction, a back-formation from other and often undisclosed sources. Every legislator has an intent, which usually cannot be discovered, since most say nothing before voting on most bills; and the legislature is a collective body that does not have a mind; it “intends” only that the text be adopted, and statutory texts usually are compromises that match no one’s first preference.

If some legislators say one thing and others something else, if some interest groups favor one outcome and others something different, how does the interpreter choose which path to follow? Direction often comes from the interpreter’s sense of wise policy. That sense may be mistaken—the Law of Unintended Consequences applies to judicially created rules as much as it does to those with origins in the legislature or an agency—but the real problem lies in a transfer of authority from elected officials to those with life tenure. The legislature acts first, the executive branch (or private parties) second, and the judiciary third. If the final decision-maker exercises significant discretion, then it rather than the legislature (or the executive) is the real author of policy. Yet in a democracy, policy-makers are supposed to be on short leashes: for the federal government two years (the House), four years (the President and his appointees), or six years (the Senate). Judges serve for 20 years or more and never face the voters. Democratic choice under the constitutional plan depends on interpretive methods that curtail judicial discretion.

*Curtail* does not mean “eliminate.” Interpretation is a human enterprise, which cannot be carried out algorithmically by an expert system on a computer. But discretion can be hedged in by rules, such as those that this book covers in detail, and misuse of these rules by a crafty or willful judge then can be exposed as an abuse of power. A more latitudinarian approach to interpretation, by contrast, makes it hard to see when the judge has succumbed to the Dark Side of Tenure—which, like the Dark Side of The Force in *Star Wars*, is marked by self-indulgence. Tenure is designed to insulate the judge from popular will, so that the judge will be more faithful to a text that may have been adopted by a political coalition that is now out of favor. But tenure can also liberate the judge from those texts. A system of interpretation is good to the extent that it makes this kind of misuse more visible—both to the interpreter (who often thinks that his ideas of wise policy really just *must* be the same as the legislature’s) and to the public.
Political scientists, editorial page writers, and cynics often depict judges as doing nothing other than writing their preferences into law. Careful observers of the judiciary do not make that mistake. The Supreme Court of the United States decides about 80 cases a year, a tiny fraction of the nation’s litigation. The Justices choose most of those 80 because they pose questions that have divided other judges. In other words, the 80 cases present the questions that the legal system finds hardest to address, and in which decent arguments can be made for different resolutions. Yet the Justices resolve almost half of their cases unanimously, and many of the others by lopsided votes. The amount of real disagreement has not increased in the last 70 years. Judges of the courts of appeals, whose cases are (on average) less contentious, agree even more often. Recently the Supreme Court issued a unanimous decision in a reapportionment dispute that had different political parties (and different ethnic groups) at each others’ throats. Professional norms—including norms about interpretive method—produce much more consensus than would be expected if judges’ decisions mirrored the disagreement in legislative bodies or political debates.

It is tempting to say that the approach reflected in this book is the source of this substantial agreement, though that cannot be verified empirically. What is certain is that the rate of agreement would be higher if the authors’ methods were more widely followed. This would not push the body of American law to either the left or the right on the political spectrum. Just as well-defined property rights permit people to pursue their own goals through contracts or trade, so well-defined interpretive principles permit legislators to pursue their goals with confidence that the political bargains will be enforced. Some sessions of the legislature are liberal, some conservative, and some reach compromises that include benefits for all sides. The more straightforward the rules of interpretation, the better this process can work—and the easier the people will find it to change public policy by electing persons who support their views.

The textualist method of interpretation cannot produce judicial unanimity across the board, however. One reason is the selective nature of litigation. People will pay lawyers to press their cases in courts of appeals, or the Supreme Court, only if they see a chance of prevailing. Litigation is expensive, and no one but a zealot or madman throws good money after bad by taking a pointless appeal or filing a doomed petition for certiorari. So the cases available for decision by an appellate tribunal depend on the prevailing interpretive method. Imagine a Supreme Court comprising Justice Scalia and eight near clones. That Court would find lots of cases to be hard; this book shows the sorts of interpretive
issues that might cause the Justice Scalia of 2011 to disagree with the Justice Scalia of 2012. It would grant review of those hard cases and decide many of them five to four (Scalia I to V versus Scalia VI to IX). Cases that the Warren Court found hard and decided 5–4, this hypothetical Court would find easy and decide 9–0; lawyers would stop presenting those disputes. But they would bring more and more of the disputes that divide textualists—and there are lines of division among textualists, as footnote 4 on page 247 of this book demonstrates.

Another reason why textualists are bound to disagree among themselves is built into the rule that meaning depends on the enacted text rather than what the text’s authors meant, intended, planned, or expected the text to accomplish. Words don’t have intrinsic meanings; the significance of an expression depends on how the interpretive community alive at the time of the text’s adoption understood those words. The older the text, the more distant that interpretive community from our own. At some point the difference becomes so great that the meaning is no longer recoverable reliably. Perhaps that point has been reached for the Cruel and Unusual Punishments Clause of the Constitution’s Eighth Amendment and some of the Constitution’s other grand generalities.

When it becomes hard to understand how the original interpretive community heard a text, a court must choose from among three options: (1) it can give that text a new meaning; (2) it can attempt a historical reconstruction; or (3) it can declare that meaning has been lost, so that the living political community must choose. The second of these methods is bound to produce disagreement, as happened a few years ago when the Supreme Court tackled the Second Amendment and all nine Justices tried to understand the original meaning of a text that concerned a form of organization (the 18th-century militia) alien to the modern interpretive community.\(^8\)

The first of these methods—the way of the “Living Constitution”—is often praised as preferable to rule by the dead. But the “Dead Hand” is not the opposite of the “Living Constitution.” When the judiciary is suitably modest about its ability to understand an interpretive community of long ago, the alternative is \textit{neither} rule by the dead nor rule by living (but tenured) judges; it is democracy, rule by the people through their representatives.\(^9\) The Constitution prevails over a statute to the extent that the Constitution contains a legal rule. When the original meaning is lost to the passage of time—or when it was never really there but must be invented—the justification for judges’ having the last word evaporates. The alternative is choice through the Constitution’s principal means of decision: a vote among elected representatives who can be thrown out
if their choices prove to be unpopular. That outcome should be welcomed rather than feared.

This book is a great event in American legal culture. One of your coauthors is the preeminent legal lexicographer of our time. As for your other coauthor, not since Joseph Story has a sitting Justice of the Supreme Court written about interpretation as comprehensively as in the book you are holding. And Justice Story’s magisterial *Commentaries on the Constitution of the United States* (1833) dealt principally with substance rather than interpretive method. Every lawyer—and every citizen concerned about how the judiciary can rise above politics and produce a government of laws, and not of men\textsuperscript{10}—should find this book invaluable.
Preface

Our legal system must regain a mooring that it has lost: a generally agreed-on approach to the interpretation of legal texts. In this treatise we seek to show that (1) the established methods of judicial interpretation, involving scrupulous concern with the language of legal instruments and its meaning, are widely neglected; (2) this neglect has impaired the predictability of legal dispositions, has led to unequal treatment of similarly situated litigants, has weakened our democratic processes, and has distorted our system of governmental checks and balances; and (3) it is not too late to restore a strong sense of judicial fidelity to texts.

Both your authors are textualists: We look for meaning in the governing text, ascribe to that text the meaning that it has borne from its inception, and reject judicial speculation about both the drafters’ extratextually derived purposes and the desirability of the fair reading’s anticipated consequences. We hope to persuade our readers that this interpretive method is the soundest, most principled one that exists. But even those who are unpersuaded will remain, to a large degree, textualists themselves—whether or not they accept the title. While they may use legislative history, purposivism, or consequentialism at the margins, they will always begin with the text. Most will often end there.

Hence the importance, to all of us, of textual meaning. How is that meaning to be determined? By convention. Neither written words nor the sounds that the written words represent have any inherent meaning. Nothing but conventions and contexts cause a symbol or sound to convey a particular idea. In legal systems, there are linguistic usages and conventions distinctive to private legal documents in various fields and to governmental legislation. And there are jurisprudential conventions that make legal interpretation more than just a linguistic exercise (see especially §§ 48–51 [private-right canons], 54 [prior-construction canon]).

Anglo-American law has always been rich in interpretive conventions. Yet since the mid-20th century, there has been a breakdown in the transmission of this heritage to successive generations of lawyers and lawmakers—indeed, a positive disparagement of the conventions by teachers responsible for their transmission. The result has been uncertainty and confusion in our systems of private ordering and public lawmaking—and, to the extent that judicial invention replaces what used to be an all-but-universal means of understanding enacted
texts, the distortion of our system of democratic government.

The descent into social rancor over judicial decisions is largely traceable to nontextual means of interpretation, which erode society’s confidence in a rule of law that evidently has no agreed-on meaning. Nontextual interpretation, which makes “statesmen” of judges, promotes the shifting of political blame from the political organs of government (the executive and the legislature) to the judiciary. The consequence is the politicizing of judges (and hence of the process of selecting them) and a decline of faith in democratic institutions. It was with characteristic foresight that George Washington declared: “I have always been persuaded, that the stability and success of the National Government and consequently the happiness of the people of the United States, would depend, in a considerable degree, on the interpretation and execution of its laws.”

We seek to restore sound interpretive conventions. The “fair reading” approach that we endorse will not make judging easy. (Easier, perhaps, but never easy.) Nor will it produce an absolute sameness of results. But it will narrow the range of acceptable judicial decision-making and acceptable argumentation. It will curb— even reverse—the tendency of judges to imbue authoritative texts with their own policy preferences. It will also discourage legislative free-riding, whereby legal drafters idly assume that judges will save them from their blunders.2 Many of these interpretive goals can be achieved—especially in fields other than constitutional law—even by a diluted strain of textualism. As for what we have called pure textualism, we hope to convince the reader of that as well.

Our approach is consistent with what the best legal thinkers have said for centuries. Textualism will not relieve judges of all doubts and misgivings about their interpretations. Judging is inherently difficult, and language notoriously slippery.3 But textualism will provide greater certainty in the law, and hence greater predictability and greater respect for the rule of law. A system of democratically adopted laws cannot endure—it makes no sense— without the belief that words convey discernible meanings and without the commitment of legal arbiters to abide by those meanings. As one commentator aptly puts the point: “[I]t is not too much to say that the preference for the rule of law over the rule of men depends upon the intellectual integrity of interpretation.”4 And as Chief Justice John Marshall put it:

Judicial power, as contradistinguished from the power of the laws, has no existence. Courts are the mere instruments of the law, and can will nothing. When they are said to exercise a discretion, it is a mere legal discretion, a discretion to be exercised in discerning the course prescribed by law; and,
when that is discerned, it is the duty of the Court to follow it. Judicial power is never exercised for the purpose of giving effect to the will of the Judge; always for the purpose of giving effect to the will of the Legislature; or, in other words, to the will of the law.\textsuperscript{5}

Our basic presumption: legislators enact;\textsuperscript{6} judges interpret.\textsuperscript{7} And interpret is a transitive verb: judges interpret texts. We propose to explain how they should perform this task.

One final personal note: Your judicial author knows that there are some, and fears that there may be many, opinions that he has joined or written over the past 30 years that contradict what is written here—whether because of the demands of stare decisis or because wisdom has come late. Worse still, your judicial author does not swear that the opinions that he joins or writes in the future will comply with what is written here—whether because of stare decisis, because wisdom continues to come late, or because a judge must remain open to persuasion by counsel. Yet the prospect of “gotchas” for past and future inconsistencies holds no fear.

A.S.
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Introduction

A. The Why of This Book

The Flood-Control Case

You be the judge—the appellate judge—for a moment. Here is the case: There has been a tragic incident at a reservoir near New Orleans. Two honeymooning waterskiers have died. A federal employee was sitting atop a tower that looked down on the reservoir. With full knowledge that there were skiers nearby, he opened the huge floodgates to let out water. There was no particular need to drain any water. Yet he did it. The force of the current he created sucked two married couples through the gates, and one member of each couple—one husband and one wife—died. The surviving spouses have sued the federal government. After a trial, the district judge found that the government employee’s actions went “beyond gross negligence” and “constituted a classic example of death and injuries resulting from conscious governmental indifference to public safety.”

The 1952 Federal Tort Claims Act broadly authorized most tort actions against the federal government, but it expressly excluded actions prohibited by the 1928 Flood Control Act, which said that “no liability of any kind shall attach to or rest upon the United States for any damage from or by floods or flood waters at any place.” The issue—whether this statutory immunity embraces the loss of human life—is a question of interpretation.

The lawyers in the case, as well as your two colleagues on the bench, have urged you to consider all kinds of factors:

• The contents of the reservoir are “flood waters” under the statute, because a prior Supreme Court opinion has so held.

• The immunizing statute is dated 1928, and the recent trend is against tort immunities.

• The purpose of the statute was to prevent a rash of lawsuits against the federal government for massive flood-control measures taken after the devastating Mississippi flood of 1927.

• The statute has not been the subject of reported litigation since 1942. One of your colleagues insists that the 1928 statute is
defunct.

- It is well established that waivers of sovereign immunity are to be narrowly construed. This means, one of your colleagues asserts, that the 1928 exemption from the Federal Tort Claims Act should be broadly construed.

- The record suggests that the surviving spouses are of extremely modest means, and it does not show whether the decedents had any life insurance.

- The legislative history suggests that the overriding concern was with the federal government’s destruction of farmland by flooding it to create reservoirs. Nowhere does it contain any reference to a loss of life.

- The original drafters of the immunity, as far as appears, never foresaw a day in which flood-control reservoirs would be used recreationally (as they have been since the 1950s). One of your colleagues has invited you to “imaginatively reconstruct” what those members of Congress would want if they were here today; they would never, he thinks, have intended immunity. He has also suggested that today’s Congress would never endorse such an immunity.

- The Flood Control Act’s immunity-conferring language is sweeping: no liability of any kind for any damage at any place.

Your two appellate colleagues are split, and you have the deciding vote. How should you decide? And (more important) why? What should you consider?

Those are the types of questions that we propose to answer in this book. And at the end of this introduction, we will give our own answers to those very questions in this hypothetical flood-control case—based on a case that was actually decided by the Supreme Court of the United States. Look now if you must (p. 44). But we invite you to ruminate about the case as we first discuss some fundamental points of interpretation.
The Need for a Sound Approach

Ours is a common-law tradition in which judicial improvisation has abounded. Statutes were a comparatively infrequent source of English law through the mid-19th century. Where statutes did not exist, the law was the product of judicial invention, at least in those many areas where there was no accepted common law for courts to “discover.” It is unsurprising that the judges who used to be the lawgivers took some liberties with the statutes that began to supplant their handiwork—adopting, for example, a rule that statutes in derogation of the common law (judge-made law) were to be narrowly construed and rules for filling judicially perceived “gaps” in statutes that had less to do with perceived meaning than with the judges’ notions of public policy.\(^1\) Such distortion of texts that have been adopted by the people’s elected representatives is undemocratic. In an age when democratically prescribed texts (such as statutes, ordinances, and regulations) are the rule, the judge’s principal function is to give those texts their fair meaning.\(^2\)

Some judges, however, refuse to yield the ancient judicial prerogative of making the law, improvising on the text to produce what they deem socially desirable results—usually at the behest of an advocate for one party to a dispute. The judges are also prodded by interpretive theorists who avow that courts are “better able to discern and articulate basic national ideals than are the people’s politically responsible representatives.”\(^3\) On this view, judges are to improvise “basic national ideals of individual liberty and fair treatment, even when the content of these ideals is not expressed as a matter of positive law in the written Constitution.”\(^4\)

To the extent that people give this view any credence, the notion that judges may (even should) improvise on constitutional and statutory text enfeebles the democratic polity. As Justice John Marshall Harlan warned in the 1960s, an invitation to judicial lawmaking results inevitably in “a lessening, on the one hand, of judicial independence and, on the other, of legislative responsibility, thus polluting the bloodstream of our system of government.”\(^5\) Why these alarming outcomes? First, when judges fashion law rather than fairly derive it from governing texts, they subject themselves to intensified political pressures—in the appointment process, in their retention, and in the arguments made to them. Second, every time a court constitutionalizes a new sliver of law—as by finding a “new constitutional right” to do this, that, or the other—that sliver becomes thenceforth untouchable by the political branches. In the American
system, a legislature has no power to abridge a right that has been authoritatively held to be part of the Constitution—even if that newfound right does not appear in the text. Over the past 50 years especially, we have seen the judiciary incrementally take control of larger and larger swaths of territory that ought to be settled legislatively.

It used to be said that judges do not “make” law—they simply apply it. In the 20th century, the legal realists convinced everyone that judges do indeed make law. To the extent that this was true, it was knowledge that the wise already possessed and the foolish could not be trusted with. It was true, that is, that judges did not really “find” the common law but invented it over time. Yet this notion has been stretched into a belief that judges “make” law through judicial interpretation of democratically enacted statutes. Consider the following statement by John P. Dawson, intended to apply to statutory law:

> It seems to us inescapable that judges should have a part in creating law—creating it as they apply it. In deciding the multifarious disputes that are brought before them, we believe that judges in any legal system invariably adapt legal doctrines to new situations and thus give them new content.6

Now it is true that in a system such as ours, in which judicial decisions have a stare decisis effect, a court’s application of a statute to a “new situation” can be said to establish the law applicable to that situation—that is, to pronounce definitively whether and how the statute applies to that situation. But establishing this retail application of the statute is probably not what Dawson meant by “creating law,” “adapt[ing] legal doctrines,” and “giv[ing] them new content.” Yet beyond that retail application, good judges dealing with statutes do not make law.7 They do not “give new content” to the statute, but merely apply the content that has been there all along, awaiting application to myriad factual scenarios. To say that they “make law” without this necessary qualification is to invite the taffy-like stretching of words—or the ignoring of words altogether.

There is no doubt that some courts—many courts—have accepted the invitation. All too true is the observation of Edward H. Levi: “[T]he fact is that in our society the law court is a powerful instrument for effecting changes that the legislature will not enact or for preventing, for some time at least, the changes that the legislatures do enact.”8 There is no constitutional justification for such a judicial hegemony.

Lawyers emboldened by the courts’ adventurism in social reform actively encourage more of it, as with the lawyers who in 2011 filed suit against
SeaWorld, trying to establish that the Thirteenth Amendment’s prohibitions of slavery make the aquarium’s keeping of killer whales unconstitutional. Such “give-it-a-try litigation” will be spawned by a corps of judges, or even a significant minority of them, who are willing to veer from text and tradition.

One object of this treatise is to remove a facile excuse for judicial overreaching—the notion that words can have no definite meaning. As we hope to demonstrate, most interpretive questions have a right answer. Variability in interpretation is a distemper. It is not true, as some commentators have claimed since the mid-20th century, that “[a]ll legislative language is ambiguous and usually susceptible of several reasonable readings.” Even further from the truth is the contention that “in fact, statutes and precedents can yield up any number of plausible or permissible readings.” That dogma, if accepted, would annihilate critical thought about interpretive decision-making.

This treatise has another purpose as well. More serious, perhaps, than the fact that some judges knowingly persist in acting as lawgivers is the fact that many judges who believe in fidelity to text lack the interpretive tools necessary to that end. American legal education has long been devoted to the training of common-law lawyers, and hence common-law judges. What aspiring lawyers learn in the first, formative year of law school is how to discern the best (most socially useful) answer to a legal problem, and how to distinguish the prior cases that stand in the way of that solution. Besides giving students the wrong impression about what makes an excellent judge in a modern, democratic, text-based legal system, this training fails to inculcate the skills of textual interpretation. What students learn about the canons of interpretation and other principles of textual construction they learn haphazardly, when reading cases in such text-based courses as tax law, securities law, employment law, environmental law, and administrative law. Yet perhaps there exists a promising trend. In recent years, a few schools have adopted a mandatory first-year “Legislation and Regulation” course—after a long period of neglect. Even so, a noted Harvard law professor, Mary Ann Glendon, has said: “Most of our fellow citizens, no doubt, would be astonished if they knew how little training the average law student receives in dealing with enacted law.” When your authors, as an experiment, asked a group of about 600 lawyers how many knew the meaning of *ejusdem generis* (one of the oldest and most frequently applied canons [see § 32]), only about 10 had sufficient confidence in the answer to raise their hands.

Although our legal system “calls and must call for increasingly skilled
interpretation,” the lack of training in lawyers produces a lack of competence in judges. In 1933, a leading legal philosopher, Morris R. Cohen, summed up the situation this way: “There are few branches of the law of which the theory is so confused or disorganized as in the case of the interpretation and construction of written instruments.” A quarter-century later, when the predicament was somewhat less disheveled than it is today, two leading commentators wrote: “American courts have no intelligible, generally accepted and consistently applied theory of statutory interpretation.” Hence it is hardly surprising that one can find judicial opinions, even from the highest courts, that sanction almost any approach to the interpretation of legally operative language—up to and including the remarkable principle that words need not be construed to mean what they say. A descriptive treatise on modern legal interpretation would have to read like the familiar lawbook annotations that “inform” us that Rule X is thus-and-so, but that some courts say Rule X is not thus-and-so. Such undiscriminating compendiums of judicial holdings might be useful to the litigator seeking some authority that will sanction the interpretation being urged. But they exist elsewhere, and it is not our aim to expand their number. Our approach is unapologetically normative, prescribing what, in our view, courts ought to do with operative language.

The reader may well wonder: Where are all these interpretive canons to be found? Are they tidily collected somewhere in a code? Generally, no. Mostly, the canons exist within the thousands of law reports scattered through a law library, expounded at length but with questionable lucidity. One marvels at the naiveté of a 1946 statement: “The rules of interpretation of an English statute are well settled and familiar to all students.” That was not true in England at the time, and it was not true in America. The very next year, Justice Felix Frankfurter complained: “I do not get much nourishment from books on statutory construction, and I say this after freshly reexamining them all, scores of them.” We believe that our effort is the first modern attempt, certainly in a century, to collect and arrange only the valid canons (perhaps a third of the possible candidates) and to show how and why they apply to proper legal interpretation.
The Prevailing Confusion

Is it an exaggeration to say that the field of interpretation is rife with confusion? No. Although the problem of tendentiously variable readings is age-old, the cause is not: the desire for freedom from the text, which enables judges to do what they want.

Distortion of text to suit the reader’s fancy is by no means limited to the law. In the field of literature, T.S. Eliot warned about literary critics who forget that they are dealing with a text and instead find in a work such as Hamlet “a vicarious existence for their own artistic realization.” They substitute “their own Hamlet for Shakespeare’s.” The practice of injecting one’s own thoughts into texts has long been given free rein in some schools of scriptural exegesis—so long, in fact, that scholars have given the practice its own disreputable name: *eisegesis*. The antonym of *exegesis*, the term *eisegesis* denotes the insertion of the reader’s own ideas into the text, making the reader a full collaborator with the original author and enabling the introduction of all sorts of new material. For eisegetes, the possibilities are endless.

Liberation from text is attractive to judges as well. It increases their ability to do what they think is good. Unlike Shakespeare producers and theologians, judges are pressured by the environment in which they operate. In our adversarial system, one side—the side with a bad argument—has an incentive to urge departure from (or distortion of) text. It was about early nontextual expositors that John Locke wrote when he asked: “[Does] it not often happen that a man of an ordinary capacity very well understands a text or a law that he reads, till he consults an expositor, or goes to counsel; who, by the time he [has] explain[ed] them, makes the words signify either nothing at all, or what he pleases?”

The quest for nontextual decision-making sometimes becomes a kind of mystical divination. Consider, for example, the view of Richard C. Cabot, an early proponent of nontextualist views. Preferring the spirit to the letter, he thought that we should endlessly create new meanings for the U.S. Constitution:

The spirit of any agreement is thus disconcertingly wider and deeper than its letter, because both are parts of the human spirit, a network of interweaving purposes aware of but a fragment of its own implications. Its purposes are not sharply or permanently outlined. They grow as it grows. [What grows? the agreement? the human spirit? the fragment?] They find
meaning after meaning hidden like a nest of Chinese boxes inside the one
that they start with. . . . The spirit of the . . . written Constitution of the
United States is something to be learned, but also something to be
cultivated and to be created.27

What exactly this means is anyone’s guess. Why Cabot used the word
disconcertingly in the first sentence is puzzling, since he appears exuberant
about the nebulous spirit to which he refers. Cabot was an unabashed enthusiast
for letting the intangible, protean spirit overtake the tangible, fixed words of
authoritative texts: “The labor of interpreting rigid words in light of growing
purposes is a perennial human task . . . . The spirit must remake the letter again
and again, not only because we forget but because we grow.”28

But even in 1933, Cabot’s theory of interpretation was not exactly new. That
time had found its apotheosis in Holy Trinity Church v. United States.29 This
notorious Supreme Court case involved a statute that expressly prohibited “the
importation . . . of . . . foreigners . . . under contract . . . to perform labor or
service of any kind in the United States.”30 The statute made exceptions for,
among other occupations, professional actors, artists, lecturers, and singers, but
none for clergymen. The United States sued Trinity Church, in New York City,
for the penalty provided by the statute, because the church had contracted with
an English minister to become its pastor. While admitting that the church’s act
was “within the letter” of the statute, the Supreme Court of the United States
nonetheless felt that the church should not be held liable— “felt,” we say,
because the situation involved what is technically known as a casus male
inclusus (that is, a situation unquestionably covered by the explicit words of
the statute, but thought to be illadvisedly covered). A result-oriented Court applied a
“viperine interpretation” that killed the statute for present purposes to achieve a
desired result. Its rationale: “[A] thing may be within the letter of the statute and
yet not within the statute, because not within its spirit nor within the intention of
its makers.”31 Nontextualists often quote this statement to justify readings that
defy the text, as when Justice William Brennan used it in United Steelworkers v.
Weber32 to permit a racially based affirmative-action program in the face of a
statute that made it unlawful to “discriminate . . . because of . . . race.”33

Holy Trinity is a decision that the Supreme Court stopped relying on more
than two decades ago.34 Its ascendency among theorists began in the early 20th
century, when (for example) one commentator urged judges to substitute their
own idealized version of what the governing text might say (but does not),
touting the “imaginative comprehension of the element of ideal policy on the
part of the judicial mind” and decrying the “inordinate respect for procedure [that] comes to dominate legal interpretation.” A later theorist, still active, argues that judges should base decisions on their sense of what “community morality” provides. In his view, “[s]tatutory interpretation aims to make the governance of the pertinent community fairer, wiser, and more just.” We do not mean to suggest that what has assertedly become the theorists’ “preferred style of interpretation” has achieved predominance within the judiciary. While a spirit-of-the-law approach occasionally rears its head (see § 58), the Supreme Court of the United States has not cited Holy Trinity favorably since 1989, and Justice John Paul Stevens’s invocation and defense of the case in a 2007 concurrence was joined by no other Justice.

Modern nontextualism is based in part on an equivocal use of the word construction, which is the noun corresponding to construe. When construing a statute, one engages in statutory construction, which has long been used interchangeably with the phrase statutory interpretation. When one is construing a constitutional text, one is engaged in constitutional construction or, again, constitutional interpretation. When construing a contract, one is likewise engaged in contractual construction—though the more usual phrase is contractual interpretation. So far, so good.

Oddly enough, though, the noun construction answers both to construe (meaning “to interpret”) and to construct (meaning “to build”). Lawyers have been known to make the embarrassing linguistic gaffe of talking about constructing a statute when they refer to deriving meaning from it. A book about constitutional adjudication (by a nonlawyer, we are happy to add) referred to “the Supreme Court’s role in constructing the United States Constitution,” a solecism that one of us called out in a book on legal usage.

As it happens, nontextualists have latched onto the duality of construction. From the germ of an idea in the theoretical works of the 19th-century writer Francis Lieber, scholars have elaborated a supposed distinction between interpretation and construction: “The academic discourse . . . increasingly distinguishes between constitutional interpretation, which is a hermeneutic exercise common to literature and law alike, and constitutional construction, which is a political and adjudicative exercise designed to fill the interstices of constitutional text.” Thus is born, out of false linguistic association, a whole new field of legal inquiry.

But the equivocal nature of construction has positively done harm in the work
of constitutional theorists who wish to liberate judges from the texts they construe. One, for example, has recently written a 474-page book largely premised on the distinction: *Constitutional interpretation*, he says, is “the ascertainment of meaning,” while *constitutional construction* involves “build[ing] out the American state over time,” especially through all the supposed “modalities of interpretation: arguments from history, structure, ethos, consequences, and precedent.” These are said to be “state-building constructions.” He argues that when political and social movements over time “are successful, they change the mind of the general public, politicians, and courts,” and that “[t]his influence eventually gets reflected in new laws, in new constitutional doctrines, and in new constitutional constructions.” Even some textualists have embraced the distinction so as to contrast the legitimacy of constitutional interpretation with the relative illegitimacy of so-called constitutional construction.

But this supposed distinction between *interpretation* and *construction* has never reflected the courts’ actual usage. As a scholar accurately wrote in 1914: “Some authors have attempted to introduce a distinction between *interpretation* and *construction* . . . but it has not been accepted by the profession. For practical purposes any such distinction may be ignored, in view of the real object of both interpretation and construction, which is merely to ascertain the meaning and will of the lawmaking body, in order that it may be enforced.” Or another in 1993: “The terms ‘construction’ and ‘interpretation’ have been used as synonyms when applied to statutes for as long as scholars have written on the subject.”
Textualism and Its Challengers

Theories of legal interpretation have been discussed interminably, and often so obscurely as to leave even the most intelligent readers—or perhaps especially the most intelligent readers—befuddled. So why would we add to the number? In fact, we do not. Far from proposing yet another novel approach, we seek a return to the oldest and most commonsensical interpretive principle:

In their full context, words mean what they conveyed to reasonable people at the time they were written—with the understanding that general terms may embrace later technological innovations.

Hence a 2012 statute referring to aircraft, if still in effect in 2112, would embrace whatever inventions the label fairly embraces, even inventions that could not have been dreamed of in 2012. The exclusive reliance on text when interpreting text is known as textualism. We believe that this approach elicits both better drafting and better decision-making.

In the broad sense, everyone is a textualist. Even judges without textualist convictions habitually open their opinions by stating: “We begin with the words of the statute.” This statement belabors the obvious. One naturally must begin with the words of the statute when the very subject of the litigation is what the statute requires. But to say that one begins with the words of the statute is to suggest that one does not end there. Like the starting line of a boat race, the text is (on this view) thought to be a point of departure for a much longer journey. So when you read qualified introductory bows to the text, brace yourself for a nontextual solution—maybe a far-fetched one.

Textualism, in its purest form, begins and ends with what the text says and fairly implies. Its principal tenets have guided the interpretation of legal texts for centuries. To enable the reader to evaluate pure textualism with an open mind, we must lay to rest at the outset the slander that it is a device calculated to produce socially or politically conservative outcomes. Textualism is not well designed to achieve ideological ends, relying as it does on the most objective criterion available: the accepted contextual meaning that the words had when the law was enacted. A textualist reading will sometimes produce “conservative” outcomes, sometimes “liberal” ones. If any interpretive method deserves to be labeled an ideological “device,” it is not textualism but competing methodologies such as purposivism and consequentialism, by which the words and implications of text are replaced with abstractly conceived “purposes” or
interpreter-desired “consequences.” Willful judges might use textualism to achieve the ends they desire, and when the various indications of textual meaning point in different directions, even dutiful judges may unconsciously give undue weight to the factors that lead to what they consider the best result. But in a textualist culture, the distortion of the willful judge is much more transparent, and the dutiful judge is never *invited* to pursue the purposes and consequences that he prefers.

If pure textualism were actually a technique for achieving ideological ends, your authors would be counted extraordinarily inept at it. One of them, a confessed law-and-order social conservative, wrote the first Supreme Court opinion protesting the “enhancement” (i.e., increase) of criminal sentences on the basis of factual determinations made by judge rather than jury and dissented from such “conservative” majority opinions as those setting a constitutional limit on the amount of punitive damages, preventing tort suits against nonmilitary personnel by persons injured in active military service, and imposing criminal punishment for “using a firearm” on a defendant whose “use” of the gun was to trade it for drugs. He has cast the deciding vote or written for the Court in such “liberal” majority opinions as the one holding unconstitutional laws prohibiting the burning of the American flag and the one overruling the case allowing un-cross-examined hearsay to be introduced in criminal prosecutions. Your other author holds many opinions commonly seen as “liberal.” He is pro-choice, for example, and supports same-sex marriage; but he finds nothing in the text of the Constitution that mandates these policies. He also favors gun control and deplores the Second Amendment, but he believes that the majority opinion in *Heller* correctly interpreted that amendment as establishing a personal right to bear firearms.

Sir Thomas More (1478–1535) well knew the discomfort that the good judge sometimes feels. Speaking of his judicial duties, he declared: “[I]f the parties will at my hands call for justice, then, all were it my father stood on the one side, and the Devil on the other, his cause being good, the Devil should have right.” The judge’s responsibility is a hard one.

Nontextualism, which frees the judge from interpretive scruple, comes in various forms. Perhaps the nontextualists’ favorite substitute for text is purpose. So-called purposivism, which has been called “the basic judicial approach these days,” facilitates departure from text in several ways. Where purpose is king, text is not—so the purposivist goes around or behind the words
of the controlling text to achieve what he believes to be the provision’s purpose. Moreover, *purpose* is taken to mean the purpose of the author (the legislature or private drafter)—which means that all sorts of nontextual material such as legislative history (see § 66) becomes relevant to revise the fairest objective meaning of the text.

The most destructive (and most alluring) feature of purposivism is its manipulability. Any provision of law or of private ordering can be said to have a number of purposes, which can be placed on a ladder of abstraction. A law against pickpocketing, for example, has as its narrowest purpose the prevention of theft from the person; and then, in ascending order of generality, the protection of private property; the preservation of a system of private ownership; the encouragement of productive activity by enabling producers to enjoy the fruits of their labor; and, finally, the furtherance of the common good. The purposivist, who derives the meaning of text from purpose and not purpose from the meaning of text, is free to climb up this ladder of purposes and to “fill in” or change the text according to the level of generality he has chosen. Climbing the levels of abstraction is a rhetorical ploy that allows the judge to disregard text, as Judge Frank Easterbrook explains: “Shifting the level of generality—emphasizing the anticipated effects of a rule while slighting the rule itself—is a method of liberating judges from rules. . . . A corps of judges allowed to play with the level of generality will move every which way, defeating the objective of justice (equal treatment) under law.” The unpredictability of purposivism is inevitable, as Lord Devlin recognized: “Five judges are no more likely to agree than five philosophers upon the philosophy behind an Act of Parliament, and five different judges are likely to have five different ideas about the right escape route from the prison of the text.”

Early in his career as a judge, Justice Harry Blackmun understood how best to further the interests that legislation seeks to protect. He wrote: “[T]he recognized purpose and aim of the statute are more consistently and protectively to be served if the statute is construed literally and objectively rather than non-literally and subjectively on a case-by-case application.” That view is precisely correct—though Justice Blackmun famously came to depart from it in his later years on the Supreme Court, perhaps because of the impatience that all of us feel in seeing the slow progress of the machinery of democratic government.

The term *purposivism* suggests, wrongly, that its supposed antonym—namely *textualism*—precludes consideration of a text’s purpose. That is not so. It is untrue that a textualist judge must “put on blinders that shield the legislative
purpose from view.” As we will demonstrate, the textualist routinely takes purpose into account, but in its concrete manifestations as deduced from close reading of the text. It is when an abstract purpose is allowed to supersede text that the result is what Justice Felix Frankfurter cautioned against: “interpretations by judicial libertines” who “draw prodigally upon unformulated purposes or directions.”

The evident purpose of what a text seeks to achieve is an essential element of context that gives meaning to words. Nail in a regulation governing beauty salons has a different meaning from nail in a municipal building code. The purposivist, however, goes beyond the immediate purpose evident from the text (climbs the ladder of generality) to find another purpose—often a highly abstract one—enabling him to give crabbed interpretations to limiting provisions and unrealistically expansive interpretations to narrow provisions.

Consider a simplified illustration of purposivist interpretation: A city ordinance reads, “It is a class A misdemeanor for the driver of a vehicle not to come to a complete stop at a stop sign.” Someone gets stopped, arrested, and charged. The proof is incontrovertible. A judge who wants to get around the language might divine the purpose as being to promote public safety and note that there are no significant public-safety issues if it is 3:00 a.m. and no pedestrians or other drivers are anywhere in the vicinity. This judge might therefore find an equitable exception to the statute as “promoting its genuine purposes” and as “being true to its spirit.”

What purposivism disregards is that some statutes pursue their broadest purpose (public safety, in the previous example) in a prophylactic fashion (always stop at a stop sign because we don’t trust your judgment about whether public safety requires it). And other statutes depart from their broadest purpose in the other direction. A ban on vehicles in a public park might be aimed at protecting park visitors from dangerous or fast-moving objects, for example, but ambulances might be excepted. Otherwise it would pursue that broadest goal only at the expense of harming other values that the legislature deems important. After all, no statute, and no private instrument for that matter, pursues its “broad purpose” at all costs. The statute might not have won majority approval without the provisions that limit its application or that simply stop short of what it might have done. Those limiting provisions (or the absence of more expansive provisions) are no less a reflection of the genuine “purpose” of the statute than the operative provisions, and it is not the court’s function to alter the legislative compromise.
One thinks of A.P. Herbert’s fictional Lord Mildew, who was probably exasperated with purposivist arguments when he proclaimed: “If Parliament does not mean what it says it must say so.”

Another common replacement for text is consequentialism, often referred to as *pragmatism* or *workability*. The proponents of this view (we will call them *consequentialists*) urge that statutes should be construed to produce sensible, desirable results, since that is surely what the legislature must have intended. But it is precisely because people differ over what is sensible and what is desirable that we elect those who will write our laws—and expect courts to observe what has been written. There is an uncanny correspondence between the consequentialist’s own policy views and his judicial decisions.

Some commentators are remarkably frank about it: “[P]olicy issues, even of a controversial character, are inherent in the judicial and interpretative function, and judges must (where necessary) import their own political morality to resolve interpretative questions when the legislative intent is doubtful or (sometimes, and within limits) even when the legislative intent is just substantively bad.” In short, these theorists would give judges free rein to override the legislature’s “bad ideas”—even the bad ideas that are not unconstitutional.

The common response of purposivists and consequentialists to criticisms of their theories is that textualism, with its cross-cutting canons and competing principles, does not always provide a clear answer and hence can also be subjectively manipulated. Yet there is a world of difference between an objective test (the text)—which sometimes provides no clear answer, thus leaving the door open to judicial self-gratification—and tests that invite judges to say that the law is what they think it ought to be.

Purposivists and consequentialists often purport to give effect to what the legislature desired—the broader purpose that it had in mind, or the sensible, workable outcomes that it surely intended. On this theory, the judges are “faithful agents” of the legislative branch, giving effect to what elected representatives of the people really desired.

But this mask of judicial lawmaking has recently been cast aside as interpretive theorists have begun arguing that judges are not just “faithful agents” but “cooperative partners” with the legislature in the making of our laws. Curiously enough, these theorists, none of whom is otherwise known as an advocate of originalist interpretation of the Constitution, rest this assertion (for the federal courts, at least) on the original meaning of “The judicial Power”
in Article III, § 1 of the Constitution. According to their account, judicial power was understood to include (and presumably state courts were also understood to possess) the power to “depart from or compromise the words or letter of a statute.” 80 In other words, “[t]o prevent injustices by the most dangerous branch, the least dangerous one—no less an agent of ‘We the People’ [sic]— was expected to . . . trim back unjust and partial statutes, and make legislation more coherent with fundamental law.” 81

In medieval England, when the legislative and judicial powers were commingled, judges did exercise both. 82 But the Supreme Court of the United States was firmly committed to judicial textualism as early as the chief justiceship of John Marshall. While riding circuit in 1813, Marshall wrote:

To [the legislative] department is confided, without revision, the power of deciding on the justice as well as wisdom of measures relative to subjects on which they have the constitutional power to act. Wherever, then, their language admits of no doubt, their plain and obvious intent must prevail.” 83

To whatever extent inherent judicial authority to revise statutes was asserted after the 18th century, it was a rare and anomalous throwback to the earlier heyday of judicial power—like the canon of interpretation that statutes in derogation of the judge-made common law were to be strictly construed (we reject this view: see § 52). How else to explain the total absence in modern judicial opinions of the concept of judge as legislating partner? This concept survives not in the real world but only in theoretical disputation over whether it was ever one of the assumed powers of judges in the United States. Any nominee to a federal judgeship, or any candidate for state judicial election, who dared assert a power to change statutory law would be soundly rejected. How is it that this magnificent judicial prerogative to legislate, supposedly present at the founding of our republic, utterly disappeared? Have our judges become less assertive, less bold, less jealous of their powers? No. Despite an occasional judicial opinion recalling bygone glories, our system of separated powers never gave courts a part in either the drafting or the revision of legislation. 84 Bills of rights, which existed at both state and federal levels, set forth with some specificity the only “fundamental law” that courts were authorized to prefer over text enacted by the people’s representatives.

Some of the other rarefied theoretical attacks on textualism so defy common sense and human experience that we perhaps waste the reader’s time in discussing them. Some commentators try to obliterate all distinctions between
textualists and nontextualists by positing that a text has no meaning, no independent existence, apart from authorial intention—so that all interpreters are “intentionalists.” This is what one commentator fallaciously urges:

[T]here can be no “textualist” method, because there is no object—no text without writerly intention—to which would-be textualists could be faithful. And if there is no object—no plain and lucid text to which interpreters could be faithful—neither is there an object to which interpreters could be unfaithful. Consequently, “judicial activism,” usually defined as substituting one’s preferred meaning in place of the meaning the text clearly encodes, becomes the name of a crime no one could possibly commit. After all, you can’t override a meaning that isn’t there.85

To say that words have no meaning, indeed no existence, apart from the intention of their author is a ludicrous extension of the thesis that a tree falling in a deserted forest makes no noise. King Lear would still be King Lear if it were produced by the random typing of a thousand monkeys over a thousand years. And a Bob Hope joke would still be funny if it were sculpted in sand by the action of the desert wind. To be sure, authors may use figures of speech that cause straightforward statements to mean the opposite of what they say. It is possible to write “That is a brilliant notion!” meaning to convey that the notion is quite absurd. But that the statement represents sarcasm or irony or satire is apparent from its context (the device would be ineffective otherwise)—and in any event legal texts are supposed to be straightforward expressions of denotation and not the place for literary devices that make words mean what they do not say. (For a more extended treatment of intention, see § 67.)

Another philosophical approach (if it can be called that) denies any distinction between what the text says and what the reader does with it. On this view, all interpretation is self-fulfilling:

[M]ost [lawyers and judges] tell a story about legal interpretation that is simply a scam . . . . The truth is, there is no such thing as “just following the law.” Every judge, every lawyer, every interpreter always makes the law, never finds it, when reading a legal text. And their personal views inescapably play a central role in the making.86

One could hardly imagine a more sweeping negation of the possibility of laws that accurately represent the judgment of the people, laws whose content is predictable, and judges who subjugate their personal views to the rule of law. “A government of men, not of laws” summarizes this cynical view, which invites
judges to do whatever they like, since they cannot do otherwise—the doctrine of predestination applied to judicial decisions.

Justice Felix Frankfurter recognized quite the opposite possibility when he praised Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes for his legal self-abnegation: “Probably no man who ever sat on the Court was by temperament and discipline freer from emotional commitments compelling him to translate his own economic or social views into constitutional commands.” This view of Holmes is neither naive nor disingenuous: It depicts an admirable quality to which more judges should aspire.

At perhaps the zenith of nontextualism, some ultramodern theorists urge judicial creation of a “text beyond the text.” One noted commentator asserts: “Recently legal scholars have paid attention to what can be called ‘The Constitution Outside the Constitution.’” This invisible, unratified nondocument that restricts future democratic choice consists of whatever is “deeply embedded in our political order,” such as “the general social safety net of the modern social welfare state [in particular the Social Security Act], the basic structure of modern environmental law, and the core provisions of our civil rights statutes.” This is not to say that the real Constitution (the text ratified by the people and kept in the National Archives) does not matter. It is said to matter “because it provides the structure through which we act politically to get our representatives to enact statutes that will become part of the constitution outside the Constitution.” This view, the commentator states, is “the conventional wisdom among scholars.” If so, it is yet another means by which theorists seek to avoid the constraints of a controlling text.

One judicial critic of originalism (and of purposivism, consequentialism, and all other approaches) says that there is no need for a criterion: “I have been tempted from time to time to develop a theory of my own, partly because it’s just more fun to have a brightly colored banner to fly, and partly because the leading theories do have their virtues.” He has not succumbed but instead has developed the no-theory theory:

What’s needed is not yet another theory but an escape from theorizing. . . . Wisdom lies simply in knowing the limits of one’s knowledge, that good sense is more often displayed in collective and diverse settings than in a rarefied appellate atmosphere, and that the language, structure, and history of law serve best as mediums [sic] of restraint rather than excuses for intrusion.
Restrained judges may lack the cachet of inhabiting the handsome mansion of a theory, but their modesty might some day return some greater measure of governance to those to whom it rightly belongs.95

That looks much like a brightly colored banner. We have little concern that the judge who follows such advice will lack cachet, but great fear that he will lack an objective basis for judging. Do the injunctions “be modest” and “be restrained” mean always deferring to the wishes of the legislature? And if not always, then how are the appropriate occasions to be identified? By the statute’s departure from what the people ratified in the United States Constitution? From long-standing, traditional practices in most states? From what the current national majority seems to desire? From what would be good for the society? From the views of the “wisest” people who are (ex officio) our judges? Judges’ repudiation of what this author calls a theory and what we would call principled interpretation creates an aristocratic regime in which wise, modest judges (trust them) allow or forbid whatever they like or dislike.

For more on nontextualist stratagems—which are anything but fully developed theories of interpretation—see §§ 58–61 and 66–70.
B. The How of This Book

Some Fundamental Issues

To prescribe the principles of sound interpretation, we must resolve some fundamental issues about which there is a surfeit of disparate views. We set them forth here to declare what we believe the approach to interpretation should be.

First, and most fundamentally: Is it the goal of judicial interpretation to give effect to the drafter’s subjective intent? This is traditionally said to be the case, but judges are and should be doing something else entirely. In the interpretation of legislation, we aspire to be “a nation of laws, not of men.” This means (1) giving effect to the text that lawmakers have adopted and that the people are entitled to rely on, and (2) giving no effect to lawmakers’ unenacted desires. As Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes put it: “We do not inquire what the legislature meant; we ask only what the statute means.”96 That is why the cases approving the use of legislative history (as we do not) disapprove of it when the enacted text is unambiguous. The same exclusionary rule applies to the interpretation of private documents. Their very object is to express the parties’ intent in a binding form. Private ordering is a misnomer if judges can countermand its directives by finding unexpressed “genuine” intent—which ends up being what the judges think would be fair. So unless the text itself is ambiguous, the parol-evidence rule excludes precontractual indications of what the parties thought they were achieving.

Traditional authorities on interpretation, while repeating the mantra that the objective of interpretation is to discern the lawgiver’s or the private drafter’s intent, would add that this intent is to be derived solely from the words of the text.97 We would have no substantive quarrel with the search for “intent” if that were all that was meant. But describing the interpretive exercise as a search for “intent” inevitably causes readers to think of subjective intent, as opposed to the objective words that the drafters agreed to in their expression of rights and duties. Subjective intent is beside the point. Speculation about it—even in the oddly anthropomorphic phrase intent of the document—invites fuzzy-mindedness. Objective meaning is what we are after, and it enhances clarity to speak that way. For a more detailed explanation of why we renounce references to intent, see § 67.

Second, is the objective meaning of the words the sole legitimate criterion of interpretation? In the broadest sense, yes: What we seek is textual meaning. But
in a narrower sense, perhaps not: Many established principles of interpretation are less plausibly based on a reasonable assessment of meaning than on grounds of policy adopted by the courts. (These principles do not, we hasten to add, go so far as to give words a meaning they cannot bear, but merely favor one among the permissible meanings.) In statutory interpretation there is, for example, the rule of lenity, whereby ambiguity in a criminal law is resolved in favor of the defendant; and in interpretation of private contracts there is the rule that ambiguity will be construed contra proferentem, against the party that drafted the instrument. It might be said that rules like these, so deeply ingrained, must be known to both drafter and reader alike so that they can be considered inseparable from the meaning of the text. A traditional and hence anticipated rule of interpretation, no less than a traditional and hence anticipated meaning of a word, imparts meaning. Other rules, such as the constitutional-doubt canon (see § 38), are based on judicial-policy considerations alone. We accept these oft-recited rules of interpretation unless they seem to us incoherent, not genuinely followed, or in plain violation of our constitutional structure.
**Permissible Meanings**

A fundamental rule of textual interpretation is that neither a word nor a sentence may be given a meaning that it cannot bear. Without the concept of permissible meanings, there is no such thing as faithful interpretation of legal texts. Through accurate knowledge of language and proper education in legal method, lawyers ought to have a shared sense of what meanings words can bear and what linguistic arguments can credibly be made about them.

Some words have two or more quite different meanings. For example, *post* can refer to a piece of timber set upright, a position of employment, or mail. More commonly, however, the interpretive issue involves not which of two totally different meanings is intended but what level of generality is to be accorded to a single meaning. In writings on the interpretation of texts, the loose norm is to refer to all uncertainties of meaning as *ambiguities*. But there is a useful and real distinction between textual uncertainties that are the consequence of verbal ambiguity (conveying two very different senses, as when *table* could refer either to a piece of furniture or to a numerical chart) and those that are the consequence of verbal vagueness (as when *equal protection of the laws* can be given a scope so narrow as to include only protection from injury, or so broad as to include equal access to government benefits). A word or phrase is ambiguous when the question is which of two or more meanings applies; it is vague when its unquestionable meaning has uncertain application to various factual situations.98 Take, for example, the Supreme Court case applying a statute that imposed an enhanced penalty for “using a firearm” in connection with a drug crime.99 The phrase was ambiguous: The majority thought that it referred to *any* use of a firearm, including trading one for drugs; the dissenters thought it referred to use of a firearm for the purposes for which firearms are normally employed. Even on the latter assumption, the phrase *using a firearm* was (arguably, at least) vague. Do the purposes for which firearms are normally employed include only the discharge of firearms? Or do they also include threatening with firearms? Brandishing them? Carrying them openly?

True ambiguity is almost always the result of carelessness or inattention.100 It is rarely intentional—though there are certainly instances of statutory or contractual ambiguity in which each side, fully aware of the ambiguity, embraces it in the hope or belief that its version of meaning will ultimately prevail. This is one reason why the search for the shared “intent” of the drafters of a multiparty product is a search for something that never existed.
Vagueness, on the other hand, is often intentional, as general terms (reasonable time, best efforts, equal protection) are adopted to cover a multitude of situations that cannot practicably be spelled out in detail or even foreseen. Like ambiguity, vagueness can often be clarified by context. When, for example, the general term defendant is used in a statute dealing with criminal procedure, it obviously refers only to criminal defendants. Most interpretive canons apply to both ambiguity (as narrowly defined) and vagueness. There are some meanings (some applications) that even the vaguest of terms cannot bear. But some canons have practical application only to ambiguous terms (e.g., the nearest-reasonable-referent canon [§ 20]) or only to vague ones (e.g., ejusdem generis canon [§ 32]).

The principle that the semantic content of words is limited to permissible meanings may seem too obvious to be worth insisting on. But some do not accept it: They seek to arrive at legal meanings through some method other than discerning the contextual meaning of words and sentences and paragraphs.
The “Fair Reading” Method

The interpretive approach we endorse is that of the “fair reading”: determining the application of a governing text to given facts on the basis of how a reasonable reader, fully competent in the language, would have understood the text at the time it was issued. The endeavor requires aptitude in language, sound judgment, the suppression of personal preferences regarding the outcome, and, with older texts, historical linguistic research. It also requires an ability to comprehend the purpose of the text, which is a vital part of its context. But the purpose is to be gathered only from the text itself, consistently with the other aspects of its context. This critical word context embraces not just textual purpose but also (1) a word’s historical associations acquired from recurrent patterns of past usage, and (2) a word’s immediate syntactic setting—that is, the words that surround it in a specific utterance.101

Among the best historical statements of the fair-reading approach is that of Chief Justice John Marshall:

To say that the intention of the instrument must prevail; that this intention must be collected from its words; that its words are to be understood in that sense in which they are generally used by those for whom the instrument was intended; that its provisions are neither to be restricted into insignificance, nor extended to objects not comprehended in them, nor contemplated by its framers;—is to repeat what has been already said more at large, and is all that can be necessary.102

A modern version of the fair-reading method was set forth in 1934 by Frederick J. de Sloovère, who wrote:

[T]he demand for certainty and predictability requires an objective basis for interpretation which can be attained only (1) by a faithful reliance upon the natural or reasonable meanings of language; (2) by choosing always a meaning that the text will sensibly bear by the fair use of language; and (3) by employing a thoroughly worked out but rational method for choosing among the several possible meanings.103

De Sloovère’s version improves on Marshall’s statement by eliminating the possibly misleading references to intention (see § 67). He was right to insist on certainty, predictability, objectivity, reasonableness, rationality, and regularity, which are the objects of the skilled interpreter’s quest.
As we have said, in a fair reading, purpose—as a constituent of meaning—is to be derived exclusively from a text. Normally, finding a purpose in text is a straightforward matter requiring no feats of subtle deduction. Generally the purpose is unmistakable. A statute imposes a tax: The purpose is to contribute to the fisc. A statute provides that anyone with three or more convictions for DUI must have his driver’s license permanently revoked: The purpose is to keep those so convicted permanently off the road. (The purposivist, leaping to the more general purpose, might find it to be keeping habitual drunks off the road, that status being evidenced by three DUI convictions—and since, to achieve that purpose, the convictions must have been valid, collateral attack is permissible.)

A statute limits the time for appeal to 60 days after judgment has been entered: The purpose is to close off appeal, and terminate the litigation, after 60 days. (The purposivist might find it to be closing off appeal after a reasonable time, which is specified as 60 days in normal circumstances—but special circumstances may provide an exception.) A statute creates a private claim for harassing phone calls: Its purpose is to deter, and provide compensation for, telephone harassment. (The purposivist might find it to be deterring, and providing compensation for, *viva voce* harassment by electronic means—so that the statute might be held to apply to videos posted on the Internet.) But there is something just as powerful as those types of elementary deductions—and indeed something that can replace them when the narrow purpose is indeed ambiguous: the prefatory material of most legal instruments—the title, preamble, purpose clause, and recital (see § 34 [prefatory-materials canon]). As Max Radin wrote in 1942:

> In modern statutes it has become increasingly common to set forth the purpose in elaborate detail in the preamble. This, it may be well to add, is far from being an innovation. At all times in English history it was an extremely common practice, notable examples of which are the Statute Quia Emptores and the Statute of Uses. But old or new, the practice gives us a fairly definite notion of what the statute means to accomplish.\(^{104}\)

There is, however, an important caveat: While such provisions as a preamble or purpose clause can clarify an ambiguous text, they cannot expand it beyond its permissible meaning. If they could, they would be the purposivists’ playground, since it is common for a preamble or purpose clause to invoke the most acceptable or stirring objective that the drafters had in mind—which is almost always the most general objective. (“In Order to form a more perfect Union, establish Justice, insure domestic Tranquility, provide for the common defense, promote the general Welfare, and secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves
and our Posterity . . . .” Who could object? But should all ambiguities in the Constitution be resolved on the basis of what judges think will “form a more perfect Union”? A well-known example of judicial interpretation, seemingly invented by the Oxonian H.L.A. Hart and sometimes called a “chestnut” in books about statutory construction, may serve as a useful illustration of the fair-reading method. An ordinance states: “No person may bring a vehicle into the park.” The example, according to Hart, illustrates that there are “debatable cases in which words are neither obviously applicable nor obviously ruled out.” He asks whether the no-vehicle rule applies to these items:

airplanes
automobiles
bicycles
roller skates

We might add:
toy automobiles

ambulances
baby strollers
gliders
golf carts
Heelys roller shoes
mopeds
motorcycles
motorized wheelchairs
rollerblades
scooters
Segways
skateboards
tricycles
unicycles
unmotorized wheelchairs

Is the application of this ordinance truly going to induce lots of hand-wringing? It should induce some critical thinking, yes. But judges who use the fair-reading method will arrive at fairly consistent answers. We do not mean to say the decisions will be easy. Nothing is easy. But the relevant line of inquiry is pretty straightforward.

With a terminological issue like this one, we should consult (without apology) what the lexicographers say. After all, they have studied dozens if not hundreds of instances of actual English usage to arrive at the core meaning of vehicle—the word at issue here. One meaning of the word—the very first given in some dictionaries—is “a substance, esp. a liquid, serving as a means for the reader application or use of another substance mixed with or dissolved in it.” The context of the sign here at issue, which includes its purpose of excluding certain things from the park—presumably things that would otherwise commonly be introduced—makes clear that this is not the sense that the sign bears. There is no more reason to address intrusion into the park of mixing media than to address intrusion of elephants. Another meaning of vehicle is apt—a meaning
defined in its most general sense by one current desktop dictionary as follows: “a means of carrying or transporting something.”\textsuperscript{107} Another dictionary says: (1) “[a] means of conveyance, usu. with wheels, for transporting people, goods, etc.; a car, cart, truck, carriage, sledge, etc.”; or (2) “[a]ny means of carriage or transport; a receptacle in which something is placed in order to be moved.”\textsuperscript{108}

Anything that is ever called a \textit{vehicle} (in the relevant sense) would fall within these definitions. But it is common usage that we are looking for, and not every “means of conveyance with wheels” and \textit{every} “receptacle in which something is placed in order to be moved” is commonly called a \textit{vehicle}—not airline carry-on luggage with wheels, for example; nor supermarket grocery carts; nor baby carriages. A more colloquial meaning is given by another dictionary as the second meaning for the relevant sense of \textit{vehicle}: “A self-propelled conveyance that runs on tires; a motor vehicle.”\textsuperscript{109} But if taken literally, this definition would embrace a remote-controlled, miniature model car—which does not seem right. The proper colloquial meaning in our view (not all of them are to be found in dictionaries) is simply a \textit{sizable} wheeled conveyance (as opposed to one of any size that is motorized). Designation of a certain roadway for use by \textit{vehicular traffic} might well include horse-drawn carts and even rickshaws, but it would not include remote-controlled model cars, baby carriages, tricycles, or perhaps even bicycles. Understanding the term in such a limited, colloquial fashion is similar to the manner in which Justice Holmes found the National Motor Vehicle Theft Act inapplicable to airplane theft. “[I]t is possible,” he wrote, “to use the word \textit{[vehicle]} to signify a conveyance working on land, water or air,” but “in everyday speech ‘vehicle’ calls up the picture of a thing moving on land.”\textsuperscript{110}

Taking the word to mean a sizable wheeled conveyance would exclude from the park only one of the five examples given by Hart: automobiles. It would permit airplanes, bicycles, roller skates, and toy automobiles. And among our additional examples it would admit to the park all except ambulances, golf carts, mopeds, motorcycles, and (perhaps) Segways.

How might the purposivist solve the same puzzle? He would not limit his determination of purpose to the one purpose unquestionably demonstrated from reading the text in context: the exclusion from the park of things that would otherwise commonly be introduced and that common usage would include within the prohibition. He would ask \textit{why} things are excluded, and would probably conclude for one or both of two reasons: to preserve the quiet, restful atmosphere of the park, and to eliminate the danger of fast-moving mechanical objects. The former purpose alone would not lead to the exclusion of \textit{all} motor
vehicles; electrically powered automobiles, mopeds, golf carts, and Segways would be admitted. The latter purpose (eliminating the danger of speeding objects) would exclude all of these, but would also exclude scooters, bicycles, unicycles, and perhaps tricycles. Whether some of the other items would be excluded (e.g., Heelys roller shoes, rollerblades, and skateboards) would depend on how far the purposivist is willing to allow the purpose of eliminating the danger of speeding to stretch the broadest meaning of vehicle.

One might ask, why assume one, or the other, or both of these purposes? And if it is a hilly park, why not assume a third: preventing the danger of runaway speeding objects—which would ban baby carriages and perhaps wheelchairs? There is no basis for the choice except the interpreter’s assessment of what the purpose ought to be. The purposivist would probably make an exception to the noisy-vehicle ban for ambulances: What lawmaker could possibly place the objective of peace and quiet above the objective of saving a human life? What the purposivist comes up with is not (as our solution is) a selection from among the permissible meanings of vehicle. None of those permissible meanings includes only noisy vehicles (except ambulances) and vehicles that travel at a great speed. What the purposivist has done is to create a new ordinance—one that excludes vehicles except ambulances and vehicles that are quiet and do not go fast. This may (perhaps) make a lot of sense, but it is not the ordinance that the city council adopted.

The purposivist approach assumes that legal instruments make complete sense. Of course they should be so interpreted where the language permits—but not where it does not. Not only is legal drafting sometimes imperfect, but often the imperfection is the consequence of a compromise that it is not the function of the courts to upset—or to make impossible for the future by disregarding the words adopted. Some of the imperfections can be cured or mitigated by doctrines and devices other than the mauling of text, such as enforcement discretion, the rule of lenity (see § 49), deference to executive interpretation, or special doctrines applicable to special situations. For example, it may well be that the undeniable exclusion of ambulances by the text of the ordinance is countermanded by an ordinance or court-made rule exempting emergency vehicles from traffic rules.111

A final point about fair-reading textualism. Although some judges diverge from it through purposivism or consequentialism, others (less commonly, to be sure) can diverge from it by “strict constructionism”—a hyperliteral brand of textualism that we equally reject. Consider a statute that defines white-collar
crime as “an act or series of illegal acts committed by non-physical means and by concealment or guile, to obtain money or property, to avoid the payment or loss of money or property, or to obtain business or personal advantage.”

A hypothetical defendant accused of embezzlement establishes that to effect the embezzlement, he had to press buttons, open doors, carry cashier’s checks on his person, etc. His lawyer argues that these are inarguably “physical means,” taking his client’s conduct out of the statute. A hypothetical strictconstructionist judge might agree that Congress got the wording wrong if it was in fact targeting anyone but spiritualists. On this view, the defendant cannot be properly charged, and Congress should be urged to redo its statutory handiwork.

But such a result would attribute to non-physical a permissible meaning (“not involving the use of physical means”) that is inconsistent with the textually manifest purpose of the act. One accepted meaning of physical is “inclined to be bodily aggressive or violent,” or “characterized by esp. rugged and forceful physical activity.” Various canons reinforce this fair reading: the weighing of context (§ 2), the presumption against ineffectiveness (§ 4), the ordinary-meaning canon (§ 6), and the historical meaning of the term being defined (white-collar crime) (§ 36). A good textualist uses interpretive devices to derive sound meaning from the words used.

In sum, a “viperine” construction that kills the text can result from reading it either nonliterally or hyperliterally. The soundest legal view seeks to discern literal meaning in context. Literal here bears a clinical sense, not a pejorative one: “A sensible literal meaning of a statute must always be followed if there is no other meaning that the words can reasonably bear.” Correspondingly: “If there is but a single sensible meaning, it is nearly always the literal meaning.” It is a slander on literalism to say, as Archibald Cox did, that “there is no surer way to misread any document than to read it literally.” By literally perhaps he meant “hyperliterally.” Or perhaps he was thinking of allegories or myths or satires—but the statement is incorrect with regard to legal instruments.


**Scope and Organization of What Follows**

Our advice in this treatise is subject to two significant limitations. First, it pertains only to what a court ought to do when it is free to interpret a text on its own. When an identical question of interpretation has previously been resolved by the same court or a superior court, the doctrine of stare decisis renders our advice irrelevant, except to the extent that it may induce a court to overrule its own precedent or to narrow the case’s application. In federal courts and some state courts, the interpretation of a statute by the agency charged with implementing it controls so long as it is within the range of reasonable interpretation—even though it may not be what the court would have arrived at on its own. When courts subject to that limitation are reviewing agency action, our advice will be useful only in identifying the range of reasonable interpretation, not in determining the best interpretation. Second, since our subject is the interpretation of texts, we do not address their validity. So in discussing statutory texts we explain the rule that ambiguity in criminal laws will be construed in favor of the defendant (the rule of lenity), and in discussing privately created texts we mention the rule that ambiguity in a written contract will be construed against the party that drafted the instrument (*contra proferentem*). But we do not discuss the doctrine that criminal laws failing to provide adequate notice are invalid or the rule that unconscionable contracts will not be enforced. These doctrines may incidentally trigger the interpretive principle that a text should be interpreted to have a meaning that makes it valid rather than invalid (see § 5), but they do not in themselves pertain to interpretation. In other words, we are not writing a treatise on legislation or on the law of contracts or, for that matter, on the Constitution. Our subject is solely interpretation: how a legal message is to be received by those who must apply its directives.

The raw material of our study consists of legally operative texts other than judicial opinions. (The words of the latter, as opposed to their dispositions, have, strictly speaking, no legally binding effect.) Authoritative legal texts setting forth binding governmental directives (e.g., constitutions, statutes, ordinances, regulations) are, of course, not the only category of legally operative language. A second category consists of texts adopted by private persons, acting either alone (as with wills) or by agreement (as with real-estate leases). Most of the interpretive principles applicable to one category apply to the other as well—but not all of them. For example, the venerable principle that an ambiguity should be resolved against the party responsible for drafting the document (*contra proferentem*)...
proferentem) does not apply to governmental directives. And the principle that language should be construed so as to avoid serious constitutional doubt does not usually apply to privately drafted documents.

Given these categories, the body of this treatise is divided into (1) principles that apply to all legally operative language, including both public and private texts; and (2) principles that apply specifically to governmental prescriptions such as statutes, ordinances, and regulations. We disclaim any full treatment of rules specifically applicable to language in the various types of private documents because those intricate rules would expand the text threefold with limited benefit, and they have been well covered elsewhere.120

The principles of interpretation here set forth are appropriate for courts in the absence of legislative prescription. (We do not regard a statute’s definition of terms [see § 36] as a legislatively prescribed rule of interpretation; it is simply part of the text being interpreted.) Legislative prescription of interpretive rules can raise two constitutional problems.

First, if the prescription purports to dictate the meaning of future legislation, it raises the question of the degree to which a legislature may prescribe the speech of future legislatures. Most general definitional sections contained in codified laws finesse this difficulty by defining words to have their ordinary meanings (which is what would be assumed anyway) and including a general exception that permits future legislatures to make their intent clear however they want (such as “unless the context indicates otherwise”).121 But what if a general definitional section in the code gives a word an unusual meaning, and does not specify “unless otherwise indicated”? (See p. 275.)

Second, when the prescription directs courts how to interpret texts (even the very statute in which the prescription is contained), it raises the problem of separation of powers: To what extent can the legislature tell the judiciary how to do its job? The answer may depend in part on what the job at issue is. A statutory prescription concerning the interpretation of private documents is not much different from a statutory prescription that the documents must say this-or-that to be valid—clearly within the legislature’s power. Statutes directing how the courts are to interpret the legislature’s own handiwork are another matter. Although a legislature can abolish the doctrine of sovereign immunity, can it take the lesser step of instructing the courts no longer to require a clear statement for a waiver? Some states have enacted a repealer of the rule of lenity,122 and the courts of some of those states have ignored such repealers.123 Some states have
specifically permitted or even required courts to consider legislative history (see § 66). The validity of such enactments is subject to reasonable debate. (See pp. 244–45.)
The Flood-Control Case Resolved

Let us now decide the case posed on page 1. If you are a textualist, you focus closely on the words. The crucial word is not any, but damage. It is inconceivable to us that a native speaker of English would refer to human deaths as “damage at a place.” Damages might be awarded for the deaths; but the deaths cannot idiomatically be referred to as damage. The word damage (harm to property) is quite distinct in meaning from damages (money awarded to a victorious litigant). No one who witnessed the deaths would have said, “What horrific damage there was!” Based on the text alone, the survivors should be allowed to recover because the immunity is inapplicable.

Most of the suggested rationales put forward by counsel and by your hypothetical colleagues are irrelevant: • That the immunizing statute is dated 1928, and the trend is against tort immunities.

• That the purpose of the statute was to prevent governmental liabilities arising from flood-control projects.
• That the statute has allegedly become defunct because of nonuse (see § 57 [desuetude canon]).
• That flood-control reservoirs have been made into recreational facilities.
• That the plaintiffs are of limited means and may not have life insurance on the decedents.
• That the legislative history contains no mention of loss of life (see § 66).
• That the enacting Congress would have wanted liability here or that the current Congress would want it (see § 67).

• That the immunity is sweeping (any . . . any . . . any); it still encompasses only damage.

It is relevant, of course, that a Supreme Court precedent establishes that the reservoir constitutes “flood waters” under the statute. And the canon that waivers of sovereign immunity are disfavored (§ 46) is arguably relevant, but that can be used only to resolve ambiguities, not to overcome the words of the text. Here the wording of the immunity is dispositive.

In the actual case on which our hypothetical problem was based, United States
v. James, the en banc Fifth Circuit allowed recovery, but the Supreme Court of the United States reversed. The Court’s opinion glossed over the distinction between *damage* (harm to property) and *damages* (money awarded in a court judgment) and used them interchangeably:

Although the Court of Appeals found, for example, that the word “damage” was ambiguous because it might refer only to damage to property and exclude damage to persons, the ordinary meaning of the word carries no such limitation. Damages “have historically been awarded both for injury to property and injury to the person—a fact too well-known to have been overlooked by the Congress.”

That passage verges on verbal legerdemain, similar to equating *desert* (a dry place) with *deserts* (what one deserves) or *premise* (logical foundation) with *premises* (property) or *specie* (coinage) with *species* (category under genus).

Justice John Paul Stevens filed an admirable textualist and originalist dissent, noting that in a proviso to the immunity, the statute twice referred to lands “subjected to overflow and damage.” He distinguished *damage* from both *injury* (personal injury) and *damages* (compensation), citing legal dictionaries and encyclopedias from the appropriate era. His reasoning was linguistically astute:

Because the preferred definition of “damage” in 1928 excluded harm to the person, one would think that the Court—in accordance with the “plain meaning” of § 3—would construe the immunity provision to bar liability only for property damage. Surprisingly, the Court reaches precisely the opposite conclusion. Its analysis, however, relies entirely on authorities which define “*damages*”—or the monetary remedy imposed on one found liable for a legal wrong—rather than “*damage*”—which is the term Congress employed to identify the liability from which the Federal Government was thereafter excused. It is therefore quite beside the point that “damages” have “historically been awarded both for injury to property and injury to the person’” for the statute bars liability for “damage,” not “damages.” . . . The Court thus provides no basis for thinking that Congress used “damage” other than in its common, preferred usage to mean property damage. If “plain meaning” is our polestar, the immunity provision does not bar respondents’ personal injury suits.

This passage exemplifies the attention to text, and specifically to its original meaning, that we seek here to promote. Alas, Justice Stevens’s reasoning did not
carry the day, and the surviving spouses recovered nothing.
Sound Principles of Interpretation
Principles Applicable to All Texts
The legal instruments that are the subject of interpretation have not typically been slapped together thoughtlessly but are the considered expression of intelligent human beings. In whatever age or culture, human intelligence follows certain principles of expression that are as universal as principles of logic. For example, intelligent expression does not contradict itself or set forth two propositions that are entirely redundant. Lapses sometimes occur, but they are departures from what would normally be expected.

Most of the canons of interpretation set forth here are so venerable that many of them continue to bear their Latin names. Properly regarded, they are not “rules” of interpretation in any strict sense but presumptions about what an intelligently produced text conveys.

The canons fulfill another purpose—a self-fulfilling purpose, so to speak: They promote clearer drafting. When it is widely understood in the legal community that, for example, a word used repeatedly in a document will be taken to have the same meaning throughout, and that a change in terminology suggests a change in meaning, you can expect those who prepare legal documents competently to draft accordingly.

Sections 1–37 of this treatise deal with principles for interpreting all types of legal instruments, from constitutions to statutes to ordinances to regulations to contracts to wills. Sections 38–57 are specific to statutory interpretation.
1. Interpretation Principle

Every application of a text to particular circumstances entails interpretation.

“There those who apply the rule to particular cases must of necessity expound and interpret that rule.”

Chief Justice John Marshall
Marbury v. Madison,
5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137, 177 (1803).

It is sometimes said that a plain text with a plain meaning is simply applied and not “interpreted” or “construed.” Whether that is true is perhaps a matter of definition. As we see things, “if you seem to meet an utterance which doesn’t have to be interpreted, that is because you have interpreted it already.” Any meaning derived from signs involves interpretation, even if the interpreter finds the task straightforward. Interpretation or construction is “the ascertainment of the thought or meaning of the author of, or of the parties to, a legal document, as expressed therein, according to the rules of language and subject to the rules of law.”

You might be tempted to say, “If the language were plain and unambiguous, we wouldn’t be arguing about it, would we?” Banish the thought: Lawyers argue about plain and unambiguous language all the time. That is their job: to inject doubt when it is in their clients’ interest. But more often the language is not plain and unambiguous, so that to figure out its meaning, the implicit process of interpretation that we apply to plain and unambiguous language must be made express. That process consists of this:

Given a rule of law that [those] conditions generically described as A produce a certain legal liability or other consequence X, does the specific fact or group of facts n fall within the genus A?

You read an authoritative legal text to discover A (a major premise). You find facts to discover n (the minor premise). Then you draw your conclusion. The formulator of this simple but profound paradigm, Sir Frederick Pollock, acknowledged the difficulties that inevitably arise: “[A]lthough it may at first
seem easy to untrained common sense to pronounce that some acts are within the prohibition of the law and others are not, there will and must be cases near the borderline which are not obviously on either one side or the other.”

Let us apply Pollock’s formula to a real case: In Worcester County, Massachusetts, a Panera Bread restaurant leased space in a shopping center under a written agreement that forbade the shopping center to lease space to any restaurant whose “annual sales of sandwiches” might be expected to exceed 10% of the restaurant’s income. The shopping center later negotiated for lease of space to a Qdoba restaurant, which sold exclusively tacos, burritos, and quesadillas. Panera filed a declaratory-judgment action in the Massachusetts Superior Court seeking to enjoin the lease. The condition that produced a legal consequence here (genus A in Pollock’s formulation) was a restaurant with more than the specified sales of sandwiches. Sandwiches not being a defined term in the lease, the court sensibly relied on a reputable dictionary, which defined a sandwich as “two thin pieces of bread, usually buttered, with a thin layer (as of meat, cheese, or savory mixture) spread between them.” The facts whose inclusion within genus A would produce the legal consequence of prohibition consisted of a restaurant that sold tacos, burritos, and quesadillas (n in Pollock’s formulation). The court found that these foods typically consist of a single tortilla stuffed with a choice filling of meat, rice, and beans (inexplicably neglecting to mention cheese). The injunction was properly denied on grounds that no reasonable speaker of English would call a taco, a burrito, or a quesadilla a “sandwich.”
2. Supremacy-of-Text Principle

The words of a governing text are of paramount concern, and what they convey, in their context, is what the text means.

“We have not traveled, in our search for the meaning of the lawmakers, beyond the borders of the statute.”

*United States v. Great Northern Ry.*, 287 U.S. 144, 154 (1932) (per Cardozo, J.).

When deciding an issue governed by the text of a legal instrument, the careful lawyer or judge trusts neither memory nor paraphrase but examines the very words of the instrument. As Justinian’s *Digest* put it: *A verbis legis non est recedendum* ("Do not depart from the words of the law").

Of course, words are given meaning by their context, and context includes the purpose of the text. The difference between textualist interpretation and so-called purposive interpretation is not that the former never considers purpose. It almost always does. The subject matter of the document (its purpose, broadly speaking) is the context that helps to give words meaning—that might cause draft to mean a bank note rather than a breeze. And even beyond that, it can be said more generally that the resolution of an ambiguity or vagueness that achieves a statute’s purpose should be favored over the resolution that frustrates its purpose.

But the textualist insists on four limitations:

First, the purpose must be derived from the text, not from extrinsic sources such as legislative history or an assumption about the legal drafter’s desires.

Second, the purpose must be defined precisely, and not in a fashion that smuggles in the answer to the question before the decision-maker. Assume a text that requires the losing litigant to pay the winner’s attorney’s fees; and assume further that the interpretive question is whether expert-witness fees are included. It is clear enough that in normal usage, expert-witness fees are not included. But if the express “purpose” of the provision is said to be making the winner whole for its costs of suit, that normal usage could be overridden. To find such a purpose in the absence of a clear indication in the text is to provide the judge’s answer rather than the text’s answer to the question. Positing a make-the-winner-whole purpose effectively begs the question—assuming what is to be proved: that reimbursing attorney’s fees means reimbursing other expenses as
well.

Third, the purpose is to be described as concretely as possible, not abstractly. For example, statutes of limitations have the purpose of ensuring that claims be brought within a specified period—they are not to be considered as having the generalized purpose of “promoting justice.” Every end is a means to a further end. Letting judges interpret the words of a text so as to achieve the abstract purpose of doing justice is effectively to let them decide what the statute should mean—to decide what is justice or equity—rather than to decide what the text itself says. There are many equally tempting way stations on the path to that ultimate purpose of doing justice and producing equity. For example, a statute providing a specific protection and a discrete remedy for purchasers of goods can be said to have as its purpose “protecting the consumer.” That would not justify expansive consumer-friendly interpretations of provisions that are narrowly drawn. Such a highly generalized purpose is not relevant to genuine textual interpretation.

Fourth, except in the rare case of an obvious scrivener’s error, purpose—even purpose as most narrowly defined—cannot be used to contradict text or to supplement it. Purpose sheds light only on deciding which of various textually permissible meanings should be adopted. No text pursues its purpose at all costs. Drafters make exceptions, or leave some matters uncovered, because of competing social values (in the case of legislation) or competing desires (in the case of privately drafted documents). Or to put the point differently, the limitations of a text—what a text chooses not to do—are as much a part of its “purpose” as its affirmative dispositions. These exceptions or limitations must be respected, and the only way to accord them their due is to reject the replacement or supplementation of text with purpose.
3. Principle of Interrelating Canons

No canon of interpretation is absolute. Each may be overcome by the strength of differing principles that point in other directions.

“[C]anons are not mandatory rules. They are guides that ‘need not be conclusive.’

Chickasaw Nation v. United States,

Principles of interpretation are guides to solving the puzzle of textual meaning, and as in any good mystery, different clues often point in different directions. It is a rare case in which each side does not appeal to a different canon to suggest its desired outcome. The skill of sound construction lies in assessing the clarity and weight of each clue and deciding where the balance lies.

An oft-cited law-review article by Karl Llewellyn, a highly regarded 20th-century legal scholar, derides time-honored canons of construction by asserting that “there are two opposing canons on almost every point.” Llewellyn’s supposed demonstration, however, treats as canons some silly (and deservedly contradicted) judicial statements that are so far from having acquired canonical status that most lawyers have never heard of them. And some are not canons of interpretation because they reject textual interpretation as the basis of decision. (To the extent that these might have become frequently expressed, they are not canons but anticanons.) The rest are not contradictions at all, but merely indications that different (noncontradictory) canons may sometimes provide differing indications of meaning. This unsurprising fact hardly renders the canons useless or obsolete: “[T]he fact that the maxims may work against each other . . . does not establish the hopeless confusion posited by Llewellyn’s model. It is simply a matter of competing inferences drawn from the evidence.”

Some modern critics have gone Llewellyn one better in glibly disparaging the canons. One actually says, “I . . . think that most of the canons are just plain wrong,” calling them “[v]acuous and inconsistent.” Elsewhere, the same commentator suggests—attributing an odious cynicism to all those who use the canons— “that they are fig leaves for decisions reached on other grounds.” Still another commentator asserts that “[r]ules and canons of statutory construction
must be abolished and eliminated from the legal vocabulary.”⁹ Alas, these types of derogatory remarks have influenced American legal education.

Still, most current academic commentary displays an increased, if sometimes begrudging, acceptance of the usefulness of the canons.¹⁰ This acceptance accords with the centuries-old wisdom that they are indeed helpful, neutral guides. Roscoe Pound endorsed them:

[C]ommon-law canons of interpretation are grounded in experience developed by reason and tend to a better administration of justice than leaving interpretation in each case to feelings of policy on the part of the tribunal, which may or may not be those of the legislators. If the canons were sometimes applied too rigidly in the [19th] century, it was rather because of a tendency to mechanical handling of all law at that time than because of any intrinsic unsuitableness of the canons themselves.¹¹

Justice Felix Frankfurter also endorsed them: “Insofar as canons of construction are generalizations of experience, they all have worth.”¹² The canons influence not just how courts approach texts but also the techniques that legal drafters follow in preparing those texts. Yes, they can be abused, as every useful tool can be abused. But we should hardly abandon them.

The sound view is that “statutory interpretation is governed as absolutely by rules as anything else in the law . . . . [O]n the whole, the rules of statutory interpretation are specially stable.”¹³ This is not to say that it is always clear what results the principles produce. But the principles to be applied in reaching these results are “specially stable.” They should be stable, that is, despite the efforts of many moderns to destabilize them.
4. Presumption Against Ineffectiveness

A textually permissible interpretation that furthers rather than obstructs the document’s purpose should be favored.

There is a legendary story about zoning legislation stating that “no drinking saloon may exist within a mile of any schoolhouse.” Misinterpreting and misapplying this provision, the court decided that a certain schoolhouse had to be moved.¹ That decision was precisely backward: The clear purpose of the statute, as gathered from the words alone (“no drinking saloon” is the prohibition), was to protect schoolhouses—not saloons.

The presumption against ineffectiveness ensures that a text’s manifest purpose is furthered, not hindered. Embodying this presumption, a provision of the California Civil Code affirms that a contract “must receive such an interpretation as will make it lawful, operative, definite, reasonable, and capable of being carried into effect.”² The italicized qualifiers essentially direct that the contract should be construed, if possible, to work rather than fail. Similarly for statutes: As expressed by the Texas Supreme Court, if the “language is susceptible of two constructions, one of which will carry out and the other defeat [its] manifest object, [the statute] should receive the former construction.”³

This canon follows inevitably from the facts that (1) interpretation always depends on context, (2) context always includes evident purpose, and (3) evident purpose always includes effectiveness.

An oft-cited case is The Emily & the Caroline,⁴ dealing with two ships that were being outfitted for the slave trade. The Slave Trade Act of 1794⁵ forbade anyone to “build, fit, equip, load, or otherwise prepare, any ship or vessel, within any port or place of the said United States . . . for the purpose of carrying on any trade or traffic in slaves”⁶—or else the ship or vessel would be forfeited. The crucial word was prepare: Did it mean to begin preparations, or to complete them? The evidence indisputably showed that the ships would be used to transport slaves, but the shipowners argued that the ships could not be “prepared” if they were not yet ready for use toward that purpose. The Supreme Court of the United States held that this interpretation would render “evasion of the law . . . almost certain”⁷:

As soon . . . as the preparations have progressed, so far as clearly and
satisfactorily to show the purpose for which they are made, the right of seizure attaches. To apply the construction contended for on the part of the claimant, that the fitting or preparation must be complete, and the vessel ready for sea, before she can be seized, would be rendering the law in a great measure nugatory, and enable offenders to elude its provisions in the most easy manner.\(^8\)

In other words, the vessel would never be fully “prepared” until it set sail, and would therefore be much harder to seize.

An 1883 case provides another example.\(^9\) A Pennsylvania statute provided that the Ridge Avenue Passenger Railway Company would pay annually to the City of Philadelphia a tax of 6% on the amounts of declared dividends that exceeded 6% of the company’s “capital stock.”\(^10\) The term was susceptible of two meanings. The company contended that it referred to authorized capital stock; the city contended that it referred only to capital stock actually issued (paid-in capital). The Pennsylvania Supreme Court held for the city: “[T]he object and purpose of the statute was to create and secure a revenue to the city of Philadelphia, whose streets the corporation [was] occupying for the purposes of [its] charter.”\(^11\) The court explained that if the company’s interpretation were correct, the company could manipulate the amount of authorized capital in such manner that it would never have to pay the city anything: “[T]his purpose and object of the statute, would be defeated; the absurdity of such a construction is therefore apparent.”\(^12\)
5. Presumption of Validity

An interpretation that validates outweighs one that invalidates (*ut res magis valeat quam pereat*).

“[W]hen a statute is reasonably susceptible of two interpretations, by one of which it is unconstitutional and by the other valid, the court prefers the meaning that preserves to the meaning that destroys.”

*Panama Refining Co. v. Ryan*,

The presumption of validity disfavors interpretations that would nullify the provision or the entire instrument—for example, an interpretation that would cause a future interest created by a will to violate the rule against perpetuities, that would cause an arbitration clause to be unenforceable, or that would cause a statute to be unconstitutional. The presumption might be viewed as a species of the presumption against ineffectiveness (see § 4), since an interpretation that renders a provision invalid (unlawful) “obstructs” its application to the maximum. In fact, some courts have applied the canon (wrongly) to interpretations that do not render a provision void but merely make it ineffective.¹ And some courts have even applied the presumption to interpretations that render a provision superfluous or nugatory (see § 26).² But these are imprecise applications.

An opinion by the formidable Justice Joseph Story on circuit exemplifies the proper application of the presumption of validity. When the recently formed United States sought to acquire land in Rhode Island for national-defense purposes, the state legislature enacted a statute authorizing any town or person in the state, with the consent of the governor, to sell lands to the United States for that purpose. The act contained a proviso “that all civil and criminal processes issued under the authority of the state . . . may be executed on the lands so ceded, and within the fortifications which may be erected thereon, in the same way and manner as if such lands had not been ceded as aforesaid.”³

The defendant in *United States v. Cornell* ⁴ was a soldier at Fort Adams in Newport Harbor, a federal facility that had been acquired under this state statute. Cornell had killed another soldier on the post and was tried for murder under a 1790 federal statute that provided the death penalty for anyone who commits murder “within any fort, arsenal, dockyard, magazine, or in any other place or
district of country, under the sole and exclusive jurisdiction of the United States.” Cornell’s counsel argued that the federal statute was inapplicable because it applied only where the United States had exclusive jurisdiction, whereas the proviso in the Rhode Island legislation authorizing the purchase retained the state’s civil and criminal jurisdiction. The issue, in short, was whether the provision stating that “all civil and criminal processes issued under the authority of the state . . . may be executed on the land so ceded” reserved concurrent legislative jurisdiction in Rhode Island, or rather merely permitted service of process in cases in which Rhode Island had jurisdiction. In reasoning that the latter must be the case, Justice Story adverted to the constitutional provision authorizing Congress to “exercise [the] Authority [of exclusive legislation] over all Places purchased by the Consent of the Legislature of the State in which the Same shall be, for the Erection of Forts, Magazines, Arsenals, dockYards and other needful Buildings.” When Congress purchased land in that manner and for those purposes, he said, exclusive federal jurisdiction automatically followed. But what if Rhode Island’s consent, by reason of the proviso, did not convey exclusive sovereignty? The consent, he wrote, should not be interpreted that way:

[I]t may well be doubted whether congress [is] by the terms of the constitution, at liberty to purchase lands for forts, dockyards, &c. with the consent of a state legislature, where such consent is so qualified that it will not justify the “exclusive legislation” of congress there. It may well be doubted if such consent be not utterly void. “Ut res magis valeat quam pereat,” we are bound to give the present act a different construction, if it may reasonably be done; and we have not the least hesitation in declaring that the true interpretation of the present proviso leaves the sole and exclusive jurisdiction of Fort Adams in the United States.

This was a surgically precise use of the presumption of validity. The Rhode Island proviso had to be interpreted that way because otherwise the Rhode Island statute would be void, authorizing a conveyance that was unconstitutional. Story’s use is even linguistically precise: The Latin *ut* means “in order that,” which appropriately introduces the sentence in which he applies the canon.
6. Ordinary-Meaning Canon

Words are to be understood in their ordinary, everyday meanings—unless the context indicates that they bear a technical sense.

“The enlightened patriots who framed our constitution, and the people who adopted it, must be understood to have employed words in their natural sense, and to have intended what they have said.”

Chief Justice John Marshall, 

The ordinary-meaning rule is the most fundamental semantic rule of interpretation. It governs constitutions, statutes, rules, and private instruments. Interpreters should not be required to divine arcane nuances or to discover hidden meanings. Justice Joseph Story’s words are as true today as they were when written in the middle of the 19th century, and they are true not just of constitutions but of all other legal instruments:

[E]very word employed in the constitution is to be expounded in its plain, obvious, and common sense, unless the context furnishes some ground to control, qualify, or enlarge it. Constitutions are not designed for metaphysical or logical subtleties, for niceties of expression, for critical propriety, for elaborate shades of meaning, or for the exercise of philosophical acuteness or judicial research. They are instruments of a practical nature, founded on the common business of human life, adapted to common wants, designed for common use, and fitted for common understandings.

This is not to say that interpretation will always be straightforward and easy—just that we should not make it gratuitously roundabout and complex.

Most common English words have a number of dictionary definitions, some of them quite abstruse and rarely intended. One should assume the contextually appropriate ordinary meaning unless there is reason to think otherwise. Sometimes there is reason to think otherwise, which ordinarily comes from context. And it should not be forgotten that not all colloquial meanings
appropriate to particular contexts are to be found in the dictionary—as the “using a firearm” example we gave earlier (see p. 32) illustrated.

Many words have more than one ordinary meaning. The fact is that the more common the term (e.g., run), the more meanings it will bear—the more “polysemous” it is, as linguists put it. Hence run was once calculated as having more than 800 meanings. Yet context disambiguates: We can tell the meanings of he is running down the hill, she is running late, she has been running the company for four years, the car is running low on gas, his enemies kept running him down, the driver was intent on running him down, and so on.

One scholar has suggested that the ordinary-meaning rule “presumes, wrongly, that all native listeners and readers of language always understand words to mean the same thing the speakers intended.” But those absolutes (all and always) mischaracterize the presumption. What the rule presumes is that a thoroughly fluent reader can reliably tell in the vast majority of instances from contextual and idiomatic clues which of several possible senses a word or phrase bears. Consider: A check might be an inspection, an impeding of someone else’s progress, a restaurant bill, a commercial instrument, a patterned square on a fabric, or a distinctive mark-off. A kite might be an object flown in the sky on a string, a hawklike bird, or a predatory person—or, as a verb, to kite might mean “to fly,” “to hurry,” or “to pass (commercial paper) fraudulently.” To say something nondescript such as “There was a check” or “The kite was present” means nothing certain. But once you combine words in ordinary, idiomatic ways—as by referring to check-kiting or by saying He checked the kite carefully before flying it—no ordinary speaker of the language could even pretend to misunderstand.

Some theorists deny that plain meaning or ordinary meaning ever exists. But common experience proves the contrary: In everyday life, the people to whom rules are addressed continually understand and apply them. Let us consider how the ordinary-meaning canon affects legal analysis. That occurs in a great variety of contexts.

Sometimes the canon governs the interpretation of so simple a word as a preposition. The Pennsylvania Supreme Court had to interpret the meaning of into in a statute that read: “A person commits an offense if he knowingly, intentionally, or recklessly discharges a firearm from any location into an occupied structure.” One James McCoy was inside the Old Country Buffet when he fired his gun. The question was whether, in ordinary English, into denotes the movement from outside to inside—or whether the movement of the
bullet from the gun chamber into the area in which it first struck something would be sufficient for discharging “into an occupied structure.” One might have analogized to other idioms: *Run into an occupied structure* suggests starting outside and going inside; while *peer into an occupied structure* suggests a continuing presence outside. On appeal, McCoy was properly held not to have fired his gun “into” the restaurant (since he was already inside), so his conviction was overturned.  

On a question like that one, a judicial interpreter might be tempted simply to rely on his or her own sense of the language— or *Sprachgefühl*, as the Germans call it (and, believe it or not, *Sprachgefühl* has been a word in our shamelessly pilfering English language since about 1894). But lexicographers and usage commentators have explicitly dealt with questions such as the meaning of *into*, and it would be a mistake not to consult them. As the Pennsylvania court’s opinion demonstrated, these authorities can illuminate a question such as the precise contours of *into*. For our readers’ convenience, we include as Appendix A a list of the principal dictionaries that can be consulted to determine the near-contemporaneous common meaning of words from 1750 to the present.

Courts have sometimes ignored plain meaning in astonishing ways. The Kansas Supreme Court, for example, perversely held that roosters are not “animals,” so that cockfighting was not outlawed by a statute making it illegal to “subject[] any animal to cruel mistreatment.” Far more satisfactory is the holding of a Massachusetts appellate court that a goldfish is an animal for purposes of a statute prohibiting the award of “any live animal as a prize or an award in a game . . . involving skill or chance.” The court relied in part on dictionary definitions:

“The word ‘animal,’ in its common acceptation, includes all irrational beings.” This broad definition, which accords with most dictionary meanings, leaves us little to contribute by deliberating on where the line should be drawn on any taxonomic scale.

Sometimes context indicates that a technical meaning applies. Every field of serious endeavor develops its own nomenclature— sometimes referred to as *terms of art*. Where the text is addressing a scientific or technical subject, a specialized meaning is to be expected: “In terms of art which are above the comprehension of the general bulk of mankind, recourse, for explanation, must be had to those, who are most experienced in that art.” And when the law is the subject, ordinary legal meaning is to be expected, which often differs from
common meaning. As Justice Frankfurter eloquently expressed it: “[I]f a word is obviously transplanted from another legal source, whether the common law or other legislation, it brings the old soil with it.”

Perhaps the most famous example of the technical-meaning exception—one that pervades legal drafting—is the presumption that person in legal instruments denotes a corporation and other entity, not just a human being (see § 44 [artificial-person canon]). This presumption has been known to rankle nonlawyers when they encounter it.

A case exemplifying ordinary legal meaning that diverges from everyday usage is State v. Gonzales, which involved a Louisiana statute defining the crime of contributing to the delinquency of a juvenile as “the intentional enticing, aiding, soliciting, or permitting, by anyone over the age of seventeen, of any child under the age of seventeen . . . to . . . [p]erform any sexually immoral act.” Ernest Gonzales, an adult, was convicted of this crime after enticing a 16-year-old girl to have sex with him. Yet she had already been emancipated and twice married. Was she a “child under the age of seventeen”? No, according to the Louisiana Supreme Court: The word child does not include an emancipated minor in the “ordinary accepted meaning under civil law.”

Another technical-meaning case involved the word consideration, which in general English means “something to be taken account of” or “polite thoughtfulness,” but in law means “value given in exchange for a benefit.” Now consider a statute that makes a felon of “[w]hoever for a consideration knowingly gives false information to any officer of any court with intent to influence the officer in the performance of official functions.” A criminal defendant seeking reduced bail lies to a trial court, saying that he has never before been convicted of a crime—as a result of which he gets his bail reduced. Has he lied “for a consideration”? A nonlawyer unschooled in the ways of legal terminology might well say so. But from the legal point of view, did he lie in exchange for something of value? The prosecution said that he did: The reduction in bail that he received as a consequence of his false statement was valuable to him. The defense lawyers argued that the phrase for a consideration means “for an agreed exchange” and in the context of this statute envisions “some benefit received from a third party” in exchange for false testimony. They urged that there was no agreed exchange—no legal “consideration”—when leniency is merely the consequence of false testimony. And they were right, as the Wisconsin Court of Appeals held. If the court had not applied the specialized legal sense of consideration, it would have misconstrued the statute.
Courts as well as advocates have been known to overlook technical senses of ordinary words—senses that might bear directly on their decisions. Consider *Estep v. State*, decided in 1995 by the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals. At issue was the meaning of a procedural rule that provided:

An appeal shall be dismissed on the State’s motion, supported by affidavit, showing that appellant has escaped from custody pending the appeal and that to the affiant’s knowledge, has not voluntarily returned to lawful custody within the State within ten days after escaping.

Having been convicted of telephone harassment, Jeffrey Estep appealed. Twelve days later the state filed a motion to dismiss Estep’s appeal, together with an affidavit from a prosecutor stating that Estep was taken into custody and then “mistakenly” released by the Dallas County Sheriff’s Department on the same day he filed a notice of appeal. According to the affidavit, he had “not voluntarily returned to lawful custody within Texas within ten days” of leaving the Dallas County Sheriff’s Department. Had he escaped? Finding that he had, the trial court granted the motion.

On appeal, the crucial question was the meaning of the word *escape*. The prosecutors argued that if a convicted criminal is accidentally released—even by the intentional action of a person with authority to release him—he is considered to have escaped. The court of appeals disagreed. For its understanding of the term *escape*, the court relied on an abridged, outdated, nonscholarly dictionary—the 1980 edition of the *Oxford American Dictionary*—which defined *escape* as “to get oneself free from confinement or control.” The court decided not to “expand[] the concept of ‘escape’ to include releases authorized by persons in authority but not authorized by law.”

What the court overlooked, perhaps because it failed to consult a law dictionary, is that *escape* as a term of art has traditionally borne precisely the meaning that the court disclaimed—to include a release authorized by a jailer but without legal sanction. Consider one sense in which law dictionaries have consistently defined *escape* since the mid-19th century: • **1839**: “An escape is the deliverance of a person out of prison, who is lawfully imprisoned, before such person is entitled to such deliverance by law.”

• **1847**: “The escaping or getting out of lawful restraint; as when a man has been arrested or imprisoned and gets away before he is discharged by due course of law. An *escape* is either negligent or voluntary; negligent, where the party escapes without the consent
of the sheriff or his officer; voluntary where the sheriff or his officer permits him to go at large.”

- **1969**: “A criminal offense at common law, and by statute in most jurisdictions, consisting in the unlawful departure of a legally confined prisoner from custody or the act of a prisoner in regaining his liberty before being released in due course of law. The criminal offense committed by a jailer, warden, or other custodian of a prisoner in permitting him to depart from custody unlawfully.”

- **2009**: “At common law, a criminal offense committed by a peace officer who allows a prisoner to depart unlawfully from legal custody.”

This term-of-art sense, admittedly on the wane in legal usage, should have been considered in determining which sense the word bore in the rule (see § 53 [canon of imputed common-law meaning]). The court’s decision may well have been correct, but not because *escape* could not possibly mean a release in which the prisoner was a passive participant.

Not always is it easy to determine whether ordinary meaning or a specialized meaning applies. For example, in *Nix v. Hedden*, the Supreme Court of the United States was presented with the question whether tomatoes were subject to the import tariff applicable to fruit, or to the higher tariff applicable to vegetables. Although botanists classify the tomato as a fruit, the American people consider it a vegetable. In a brief, straightforward opinion, the Court sided with ordinary meaning (not exactly a victory for the ordinary person, who as a result had to pay more for tomatoes). The decision was not clearly correct, since the Court had long applied a rule that ambiguities in tariff and tax statutes are to be construed in favor of the taxpayer.
7. Fixed-Meaning Canon

Words must be given the meaning they had when the text was adopted.

“Words must be read with the gloss of the experience of those who framed them.”


Words change meaning over time, and often in unpredictable ways.\(^1\) Queen Anne is said (probably apocryphally) to have commented about Sir Christopher Wren’s architecture at St. Paul’s Cathedral that it was “awful, artificial, and amusing”—by which she meant that it was awe-inspiring, highly artistic, and thoughtprovoking. All three words have since undergone what linguists call *pejoration*: Their meanings have degenerated so that they now bear mostly negative connotations. It would be quite wrong for someone to ascribe to Queen Anne’s 18th-century words their 21st-century meanings. To do so would be to misunderstand—or misrepresent—her meaning entirely.

Although courts routinely apply legal instruments to novel situations over time, their meaning remains fixed. Properly understood, originalism is an age-old idea in our jurisprudence for private and public documents alike.\(^2\) But it applies mostly to older documents that continue in effect: Those are the ones whose operative terms are most likely to have undergone semantic shift. The modern repudiators of originalism deal mainly with its application to public documents—statutes and constitutions. Their newfangled theory is that 18th- and 19th-century drafters expected the meaning of their words to evolve over time—as opposed to having a consistent meaning that will be applied to new and different situations. This view is belied by legal history.

In the English-speaking nations, the earliest statute directed to statutory interpretation made it a punishable offense for counsel to argue anything other than original understanding. Enacted by the Scottish Parliament in 1427, the act was entitled “That nane interpreit the Kingis statutes wrangeouslie.”\(^3\) It read: “Item, The King of deliverance of councel, the manner of statute forbiddis, that na man interpreit his statutes utherwaies, then the statute beares, and to the intent and effect, that they were maid for, and as the maker of them understooed: and quha sa dois the contrarie, shall be punished at the Kingis will.”\(^4\) Even with its
Law French ("whosoever speaks the contrary"), the original meaning of this statute is quite plain.

Similarly but less punitively, a 16th-century treatise entitled A Discourse upon the Exposicion and Understandinge of Statutes insisted that a statute must be read in its historical context, “for without knowledge of the ancient lawe they shall neither knowe the statute nor expounde it well, but shall, as it were, followe theire noses and groape at yt in the darke.” Sir Edward Coke (1552–1634) espoused this view, and so did John Locke (1632–1704).

Blackstone (1723–1780), the great 18th-century exponent of English law, was a thoroughgoing originalist. Consider his illustration. A law enacted in the 11th century forbade all ecclesiastical persons to “purchase provisions at Rome.” To an 18th-century reader (or, for that matter, to a 21st-century reader), this—in Blackstone’s words—“might seem to prohibit the buying of grain or other victual” while in Rome. But the historical evidence showed that in the 11th century, “the nominations to benefices [ecclesiastical-office appointments] were called provisions,” so that the statute was actually meant to prohibit bribes amounting to “usurpations of the papal fee.” To give provision the 18th-century meaning, or the 21st-century meaning, would be utterly wrong.

The idea that meaning itself—as opposed to the application of a stable meaning to new phenomena—might change over time was preposterous to the few 19th-century writers who even considered the idea. In 1821, James Madison, one of the architects of the Constitution and author of the Bill of Rights, correctly stated the gist of the fixed-meaning canon: “Can it be of less consequence that the meaning of a constitution should be fixed and known, than that the meaning of a law should be so? Can, indeed, a law be fixed in its meaning and operation, unless the constitution be so?” Daniel Webster, the greatest American lawyer of the 19th century, said this:

Will [our successors] think that what was thought by our fathers and grandfathers, who formed the Constitution and established the government, was wholly wrong? I suspect not. We must take the meaning of the Constitution as it has been solemnly fixed.

The upshot is that new rights cannot be suddenly “discovered” years later in a document, unless everyone affected by the document had somehow overlooked an applicable provision that was there all along. This is true of contracts and statutes as much as it is of constitutions.
The traditional view long remained unchallenged. In 1868, Thomas M. Cooley wrote: “A constitution is not to be made to mean one thing at one time, and another at some subsequent time when the circumstances may have so changed as perhaps to make a different rule in the case seem desirable.”\textsuperscript{13} In 1905, the Supreme Court of the United States applied the rule to the country’s founding document: “The Constitution is a written instrument. As such its meaning does not alter. That which it meant when adopted it means now.”\textsuperscript{14}

Yet despite the sway of this principled approach, which has lasted through the centuries in Anglo-American law, modern legal literature preaches the dogma of shifting meanings. The new religion began in the mid-20th century. Here is an example from 1956:

[T]he words used by a legislature . . . will undergo in common usage a constant process of change in meaning—or better, in ambiguity. . . . With substantial passage of time it becomes difficult for a court to grasp the earlier meanings and to avoid reading the statutory words with the later meanings they have assumed in use. . . . Since the meaning of words shifts and the standards of the statute are expressed by their means, there results a shifting in the meaning of the standards, however firm they may have been in the beginning.\textsuperscript{15}

And another example from 1989: “A law does not exist in order to be understood historically,” but instead “if it is to be understood properly—i.e., according to the claim it makes—must be understood at every moment, in every concrete situation, in a new and different way.”\textsuperscript{16} Over time, American law has been subjected to a drumbeat of such dogmatic assertions, especially in law schools.\textsuperscript{17} One of the leading consequentialist texts today, entitled Dynamic Statutory Interpretation, encourages thoroughly modern modes of “adapting statutes to new circumstances and responding to new political preferences . . . even when the interpretation goes against as well as beyond original legislative expectations.”\textsuperscript{18}

Yet originalism remains the normal, natural approach to understanding anything that has been said or written in the past. If you want to understand now what Queen Anne was saying about St. Paul’s Cathedral, you do not ask what the phrase \textit{awful}, \textit{artificial}, and \textit{amusing} means today. That alone is reason enough for using originalism to interpret private documents. But where public documents—constitutions, statutes, ordinances, regulations— are at issue, there is a still more important reason: Originalism is the only approach to text that is
compatible with democracy. When government-adopted texts are given a new meaning, the law is changed; and changing written law, like adopting written law in the first place, is the function of the first two branches of government—elected legislators and (in the case of authorized prescriptions by the executive branch) elected executive officials and their delegates. Allowing laws to be rewritten by judges is a radical departure from our democratic system. As Chief Justice William H. Rehnquist described the consequence, disregard of original meaning

is a formula for an end run around popular government. To the extent that it makes possible an individual’s persuading one or more appointed federal judges to impose on other individuals a rule of conduct that the popularly elected branches of government would not have enacted and the voters have not and would not have embodied in the Constitution, [this] version of the living Constitution is genuinely corrosive of the fundamental values of our democratic society.19

This is no accidental consequence of abandoning original meaning; it is the very reason for it—a surrender, as Lord Devlin put it, to the “great temptation to cast the judiciary as an elite which will bypass the traffic-laden ways of the democratic process.”20

This corrosion of democracy occurs even when law-revising judges are elected, as they are in many states. The five or seven or nine members of a state supreme court, lawyers all, can hardly be considered a representative assembly. Moreover, when the task of judges becomes the updating of written law, not only is the function of the popular branches diminished, but also the very nature of the judicial branch and the qualifications for those who serve in it are radically altered. The process necessarily becomes politicized: “If the dominant political force for the time being may, or thinks it may, amend the constitution offhand by procuring judicial spurious interpretation, it is evident that pressure will be brought to bear on the courts to adjust constitutional provisions to the exigencies of current political policy.”21 Candidates for an office whose function is to change the law will be selected, as legislators are, on the basis of what changes they promise to or are likely to bring about. Hence federal candidates for nomination or confirmation are now evaluated not exclusively, or perhaps even primarily, on the basis of such traditional judicial standards as legal ability, impartiality, and judicial demeanor, but on the basis of whether (to take the most prominent qualifications) they will or will not discern an innovated constitutional right to abortion or to homosexual conduct. The selection of
judges—even appointed judges—thus becomes an eminently political, results-oriented process. People want judges who will change (or not change) the law their way.

Sometimes the change from original meaning adopted by nonoriginalists consists in ascribing different meaning to a term that is ambiguous (in the narrow sense we have described above)—that is, to a word or phrase that can denote two different concepts. For example, the Supreme Court of the United States held in *Hudson v. McMillian* that the Eighth Amendment’s prohibition of *cruel and unusual punishments* covered such things as beatings by sadistic prison guards, even though until then *punishments* had been taken to refer to what the defendant was *sentenced* to undergo rather than to everything that took place during confinement. (A beating that was not part of the sentence would form the basis for a tort suit rather than a constitutional claim.) And it held in *Gregg v. Georgia* that a punishment could be “cruel” within the meaning of the Constitution if it is excessive for the offense involved, even though until then the word had been thought to refer to punishments that were in their nature physically cruel (thumbscrews, for example).

Usually, however, the change produced by nonoriginalists gives a different meaning to provisions that are not ambiguous but vague. Statutes often—and constitutions always—employ general terms such as *due process, equal protection, cruel and unusual punishments*. What these generalities meant as applied to many phenomena that existed at the time of their adoption was well understood and accepted. For example, the prohibition of cruel and unusual punishments in the federal Constitution was not thought to prevent categorical imposition of the death penalty for conviction of certain crimes. Well into the 20th century, conviction of certain crimes (for example, murder of a police officer) resulted in an automatic death penalty. Yet in *Lockett v. Ohio*, the Supreme Court held that the death penalty could never be mandatory upon conviction but must always be subject to suspension by the sentencing authority after a constitutionally required consideration of all “mitigating factors.” What the Constitution’s general term was understood to require had simply changed in light of what the Court called society’s “evolving standards of decency.”

Originalism prevents this sort of nine-person (or indeed five-person) constitutional revision. Yet the reader should not be deluded by the caricature of originalism as a doctrine that would make it impossible to apply a legal text to technologies that did not exist when the text was created. The First Amendment, it is sometimes said, would not apply to the Internet; legislation
regulating contracts would not apply to agreements to manufacture microchips; and so on. The objection is empty: Drafters of every era know that technological advances will proceed apace and that the rules they create will one day apply to all sorts of circumstances that they could not possibly envision: “A 19th-century statute criminalizing the theft of goods is not ambiguous in its application to the theft of microwave ovens.”

The meaning of rules is constant. Only their application to new situations presents a novelty. Professor Lon Fuller recognized this point in 1934: “Suppose a legislator enacts that it shall be a crime for anyone ‘to carry concealed on his person any dangerous weapon.’ After the statute is passed someone invents a machine, no larger than a fountain pen, capable of throwing a ‘death ray.’ Is such a machine included? Obviously, yes.” The category denoted by any dangerous weapon may include untold numbers of yet-to-beinvented harmful devices.

In Zucarro v. State, the statute at issue prohibited Sunday operation of “theaters, variety theaters, and such other amusements.” Did the statute apply to motion pictures, which did not exist when the statute took effect? Although the legislators could not possibly have had movies in mind, the court correctly held that a fair reading of the phrase such other amusements did indeed embrace them. Broad language can encompass the onward march of science and technology: “Old laws apply to changed situations. . . . While a statute speaks from its enactment, even a criminal statute embraces everything which subsequently falls within its scope.”

The Fourth Amendment, with its reference to “unreasonable searches and seizures,” is yet another example of encompassingly broad language that comes to be applied to technology unknown when the operative words took effect. In 2001, the Supreme Court held that the Fourth Amendment applied to a technology well beyond the conception of any Framer (or ratifier), disapproving the warrantless use of a thermal imager to determine whether high-intensity lamps (typically needed for growing marijuana indoors) were being used in a private home. The use of that device “to explore details of the home that would previously have been unknowable without physical intrusion” is a search that is presumptively unreasonable without a warrant. And the surreptitious and trespassory attachment of a tracking device to the underbody of an automobile constituted a search even though neither tracking devices nor automobiles existed in 1791.

A frequent line of attack against originalism consists in appeal to popular
Supreme Court decisions that are assertedly based on a rejection of original meaning. We do not propose overruling all those decisions. Our prescriptions are for the future. For the past, we believe in the doctrine of stare decisis, which will preserve most of the nonoriginalist holdings on the books. Which ones will fall depends on several factors.\textsuperscript{38} Stare decisis is beyond the scope of our discussion here, but it is germane to the present point that the relevant factors include the degree of public acceptance.

Some assert that only nonoriginalism could have produced those generally acclaimed results. The validity of that assertion is often questionable. \textit{Brown v. Board of Education},\textsuperscript{39} for example—the example most often cited—purported to rely on public education’s new importance, its changed place in American life throughout the nation. But it is far from clear—indeed, it is probably not true—that the Court’s reliance on the changed times was necessary. The text of the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Amendments, and in particular the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth, can reasonably be thought to prohibit all laws designed to assert the separateness and superiority of the white race, even those that purport to treat the races equally. Justice John Marshall Harlan took this position in his powerful (and thoroughly originalist) dissent in \textit{Plessy v. Ferguson}.\textsuperscript{40} Recent research persuasively establishes that this was the original understanding of the post-Civil War Amendments.\textsuperscript{41}

But this is not the most important response to those who point to the accomplishments of nonoriginalism. Nor is the most important response that for every popularly acclaimed nonoriginalist decision there is another that is popularly condemned. The most important response is, “So what?” It is in no way remarkable, and in no way a vindication of textual evolutionism, that taking power from the people and placing it instead with a judicial aristocracy can produce some creditable results that democracy might not achieve. The same can be said of monarchy and totalitarianism. But once a nation has decided that democracy, with all its warts, is the best system of government, the crucial question becomes which theory of textual interpretation is compatible with democracy. Originalism unquestionably is. Nonoriginalism, by contrast, imposes on society statutory prescriptions that were never democratically adopted. When applied to the Constitution, nonoriginalism limits the democratic process itself, prohibiting (through imaginative interpretation of the Bill of Rights) acts of self-governance that “We the people” never, ever, voted to outlaw. With nonoriginalism, those limitations will be determined, term by term, by Justices of the Supreme Court. The power to prohibit abortion, for example, was never
democratically removed from the people’s choice, but by judicial decree it is no longer a subject on which the people can seek to persuade one another and vote.

The conclusive argument in favor of originalism is a simple one: It is the only objective standard of interpretation even competing for acceptance. Nonoriginalism is not an interpretive theory—it is nothing more than a repudiation of originalism, leaving open the question: How does a judge determine when and how the meaning of a text has changed? To this question the nonoriginalists have no answer—or rather no answer that comes even close to being an objective test. For example, one apologist for semantic morphing states that “dynamism occurs when certain values are important enough to the statutory interpreter that they trump legislative primacy.” But what is important enough to one statutory interpreter may not be important enough to another. We know of no other nonoriginalist “test” that is not similarly mercurial. The choice is this: Give text the meaning it bore when it was adopted, or else let every judge decide for himself what it should mean today.

A caveat: Proper application of the fixed-meaning canon requires recognition of the fact that some statutory terms refer to defined legal qualifications whose definitions are, and are understood to be, subject to change. Giving a bad name to originalism was the 1925 Illinois case of People ex rel. Fyfe v. Barnett, which dealt with an 1887 statute that read as follows: “The . . . commissioners . . . shall prepare a list of all electors between the ages of twentyone and sixty years, possessing the necessary legal qualifications for jury duty, to be known as the jury list.” Because women were not electors in 1887 (they did not get the vote in Illinois until 1913), the Illinois Supreme Court held that only men could be on the jury list. That decision was incorrect. The statutory definition of elector in Illinois had been changed, and the semantic content of the jury-list law followed that change. It would be equivalently preposterous to hold that a pre-1913 statute outlawing the bribery of jurors applied only to men on juries—and that female jurors were free to accept bribes with impunity. A legal text referring to a statutorily defined term is understood to have a silent gloss, “as the definition may be amended from time to time.”

Statutorily amended, that is. It is not for the courts to change definitions from time to time, as the New York Court of Appeals did in Braschi v. Stahl Associates Co. In that case, the court had to decide the meaning of family in a rent-control statute that prohibited a landlord from dispossessing “either the surviving spouse of the deceased tenant or some other member of the deceased tenant’s family who has been living with the tenant.” Did this include a
A cohabiting nonrelative who had had an emotional commitment to the deceased tenant? Yes, said the court, relying on secondary dictionary definitions in which *family* is defined figuratively, not literally. The dissent correctly criticized this expansive interpretation, confining *family* to its traditional sense of “objectively verifiable relationships based on blood, marriage and adoption, as the State has historically done in estate succession laws, family court acts and similar legislation.”

In legal literature, the word *originalism* has undergone pejoration to such a degree that it has become a kind of snarl-word for scholars of the left. They consider the doctrine it represents to have been thoroughly discredited. Professor Randy E. Barnett has admirably summed up this slice of academic history:

> The received wisdom among law professors is that originalism in any form is dead, having been defeated in intellectual combat sometime in the 1980s. According to this story, Edwin Meese and Robert Bork proposed that the Constitution be interpreted according to the original intentions of its framers. Their view was trounced by many academic critics, perhaps most notably by Paul Brest in his widely cited article, “The Misconceived Quest for the Original Understanding” and by H. Jefferson Powell in his article, “The Original Understanding of Original Intent.” Taken together, these (and other) articles represent a two-pronged attack on originalism that was perceived at the time as devastating: as a method of constitutional interpretation, originalism was both unworkable and itself contrary to the original intentions of the founders.

If ever a theory had a stake driven through its heart, it seem[ed] to be originalism. But despite the onslaught of criticism, the effort to discern the original meaning of constitutional terms continues unabated. Indeed, by some accounts it may be the dominant method actually used by constitutional scholars—even by those who disclaim originalism. As Jack Rakove observed after listing those constitutional scholars who have offered originalist arguments, “[b]ut in truth, the turn to originalism seems so general that citation is almost beside the point.” And this movement toward originalism has cut across ideological lines. “In recent years, the originalist premise has also been manifested in the emerging strain of broad originalism in liberal and progressive constitutional theory.”
Barnett pinpoints just why some theorists oppose adhering to original meanings: “[N]ot because it cannot be done, but because the original meaning of the text can be ascertained, and they find this meaning to be inadequate or objectionable. They reject the meaning of the Constitution as enacted and wish to substitute another meaning that they contend is superior.”[52] The doctrine of originalism has succeeded in large measure because it is preferable to the alternatives: “It takes a theory to beat a theory and, after a decade of trying, the opponents of originalism have never converged on an appealing and practical alternative.”[53] Further: “The inability of the most brilliant and creative legal minds to present a plausible method of interpretation that engenders enough confidence to warrant overriding the text has helped make some version of originalism much more attractive.”[54]

And what is that version? It is the one that we espouse: original meaning, as opposed to original intention (which devolves into trying to read the minds of enactors or ratifiers). This brand of originalism—as opposed to the search for historical intent, which we renounce[55]—holds sway with many respected scholars today.[56] We hardly endorse all that these scholars have said, but we believe it to be imperative that the term originalism be reclaimed so that rational discourse about what it broadly represents may take place.
8. Omitted-Case Canon

Nothing is to be added to what the text states or reasonably implies (\textit{casus omissus pro omisso habendus est}). That is, a matter not covered is to be treated as not covered.

“Whatever temptations the statesmanship of policymaking might wisely suggest, construction must eschew interpolation and evisceration. [The judge] must not read in by way of creation.”

\begin{quote}
\end{quote}

The principle that a matter not covered is not covered is so obvious that it seems absurd to recite it. The judge should not presume that every statute answers every question, the answers to be discovered through interpretation.\footnote{As the noted lawyer and statesman Elihu Root said of the judge: “It is not his function or within his power to enlarge or improve or change the law.”} As the noted lawyer and statesman Elihu Root said of the judge: “It is not his function or within his power to enlarge or improve or change the law.”\footnote{Nor should the judge elaborate unprovided-for exceptions to a text, as Justice Blackmun noted while a circuit judge: “[I]f the Congress [had] intended to provide additional exceptions, it would have done so in clear language.”} Yet some authorities assert the judicial power, even the judicial responsibility, to supply words or even whole provisions that have been omitted. Some of them would have the court “reconstruct what the enacting legislature would have wanted” if it had addressed the overlooked case.\footnote{Statutory reform has been severely affected by [the] fiction . . . that when courts interpret and apply statutes theirs is not a creative role but only the role of finding and applying the legislature’s mandate. In what is perhaps its most extreme vision, this fiction takes the form of a conclusive presumption that when a legislature undertakes to prescribe at all for a problem it prescribes in full. . . . It is too plain for argument that neither a court in laying down a decisional doctrine nor a legislature in enacting a statute can possibly foresee and provide answers for all the questions that will arise. Thus, it is a matter not of choice but of necessity that courts must act creatively when interpreting and applying statutes.} (See § 60.) Others assert a judicial power entirely unconnected with a posited legislative intent:

Statutory reform has been severely affected by [the] fiction . . . that when courts interpret and apply statutes theirs is not a creative role but only the role of finding and applying the legislature’s mandate. In what is perhaps its most extreme vision, this fiction takes the form of a conclusive presumption that when a legislature undertakes to prescribe at all for a problem it prescribes in full. . . . It is too plain for argument that neither a court in laying down a decisional doctrine nor a legislature in enacting a statute can possibly foresee and provide answers for all the questions that will arise. Thus, it is a matter not of choice but of necessity that courts must act creatively when interpreting and applying statutes.
The traditional view, and the one we support, is to the contrary. The absent provision cannot be supplied by the courts. What the legislature “would have wanted” it did not provide, and that is an end of the matter. As Justice Louis Brandeis put the point: “A casus omissus does not justify judicial legislation.” And Brandeis again: “To supply omissions transcends the judicial function.”

A Maryland case—Montgomery County Volunteer Fire-Rescue Association v. Montgomery County Board of Elections—illustrates the point. Maryland’s Election Law required that a referendum petition contain the signer’s address, his printed name, and the date of signing, and that the signer sign his name “as it appears on the statewide voter registration list.” The statute provided that a signature must be validated and counted if these requirements and other, specified confirming requirements were met. In reviewing a petition to place a referendum on the ballot, the Montgomery County Board of Elections refused to validate many signatures because they were not legible, causing the petition to fail. In the ensuing lawsuit, the Board contended that it could not determine whether the signature represented the name “as it appears on the statewide voter-registration list” unless the signature was legible. The court decided that illegibility in itself could not be a basis for invalidity. The court noted that the legislature could have added legibility as a prerequisite for validation, as several other states have done. But in the absence of such a penmanship prerequisite, the Board could not create one.

The search for what the legislature “would have wanted” is invariably either a deception or a delusion. What is a gap anyway? It is not a void of some kind that makes a court’s decision logically impossible. Instead, it is the space between what the statute provides and what the gap-finding judge thinks it should have provided. It is “nothing else than the difference between the positive law and some other order considered to be better, truer, and juster.” What has been omitted in the gap invariably turns out to be what the judge believes desirable—so gap-filling ultimately comes down to the assertion of an inherent judicial power to write the law. Our rejection of such a power does not rest on a belief that “when a legislature undertakes to prescribe at all for a problem it prescribes in full.” That is a false statement of the issue. The issue is whether, when a legislature prescribes in a fashion that courts regard as providing only “in part” and not “in full,” what remains is to be governed by preexisting law, unamended, or rather by a new law, enacted by the courts. Judicial amendment flatly contradicts democratic self-governance.

Two caveats: First, interstitial lawmaking by courts is to be distinguished from
the courts’ continuing exercise of their commonlaw powers in jurisdictions where those are retained. The fact, for example, that a state legislature changes one rule of judge-made tort law does not suggest that the courts’ power over the remainder of tort law has been eliminated—and the continued exercise of that power is not filling a gap in the statute. (When, however, the statute purports to provide a comprehensive treatment of the issue it addresses, judicial lawmaking is implicitly excluded.) Second, it is possible, though rare, for a statute to leave a matter to future commonlaw development by the courts—either expressly or (where the statute deals with a traditional field of commonlaw jurisprudence) by implication. An example of the latter is the Sherman Act, whose reference to “restraint of trade” has always been taken to refer to activity (so denominated) that the common law made unlawful—and to authorize continuing development of that common law by federal courts. Express commitment to commonlaw development (though that of the states rather than of the federal courts) is to be found in the Federal Tort Claims Act, which provides that the United States is liable to tort claims “in the same manner and to the same extent as a private individual under like circumstances.”

The omitted-case canon—the principle that what a text does not provide is unprovided—must sometimes be reconciled with the principle that a text does include not only what is express but also what is implicit. For example, when a text authorizes a certain act, it implicitly authorizes whatever is a necessary predicate of that act. Authorization to harvest wheat genuinely implies authorization to enter the land for that purpose. In our earlier Montgomery County Board of Elections illustration, legibility might well have been an implicit requirement of the statute if the statute had not required (as it did) a printed name that could be compared with the voter registration list. To hold, on the other hand, that a statute rendering certain action unlawful and imposing governmental sanctions “implies” a private right of action for violation of the statute is gap-filling disguised as implication. The same can be said of implications from “penumbras,” “emanations,” and other legal fictions. It is part of the skill, and honesty, of the good judge to distinguish between filling gaps in the text and determining what the text implies.

Let us consider some cases of real and imagined gaps. In one case, a New York statute had provided criminal penalties for a person who committed a “fraudulent insurance act,” a term defined in the statute. The legislature later amended the statute to add a new defined term, “fraudulent health care insurance act,” but did not change the substantive part of the law to make that newly
defined act unlawful. The chief operating officer of a managed-healthcare provider was charged with committing a “fraudulent healthcare insurance act”—which the prosecution argued was a subspecies of a fraudulent insurance act. The New York Court of Appeals rightly ordered the case dismissed. The legislature had failed to criminalize the defined conduct; if that omission was inadvertent, the remedy lay with the legislature.

In a 1987 per curiam opinion, the Supreme Court of the United States interpreted a tax statute that read: “If any part of any underpayment [of income tax] . . . is due to negligence . . ., there shall be added to the tax an amount equal to 5% of the underpayment.” The taxpayer underpaid taxes by $7,000, but the vast majority of the underpayment (perhaps 90%) was found by the Tax Court to have been neither fraudulent nor even negligent. The taxpayer argued that the 5% penalty should be calculated not on $7,000, but only on the $700 underpayment that was negligent. The Supreme Court refused to add to the language of the statute (“an amount equal to 5% of the underpayment”) the language necessary to produce the taxpayer’s perhaps-more-reasonable result (“an amount equal to 5% of the amount of the underpayment attributable to negligence”). The statute as written, unsupplemented, was properly held to control.

Although legal texts are sometimes incomplete because they fail to address matters that ought to have been addressed, few openly espouse the view that courts may remedy the incompleteness with rules of their own creation. Those who do so often use the excuse exemplified in the interpretive creed of William Robert Bishin: “[I]f we have let the legislature foist its problems upon the courts, so be it. The courts must decide the case whether or not it should have been decided by the legislature.” The question-begging here is apparent. Courts must “decide the case,” to be sure. But does deciding the case mean determining (as Bishin assumes) which disposition would be most desirable? Or does it mean determining to what extent the statute (or the private document) alters the state of the law that would obtain if the statute did not exist? Ever since judge-made common law has been replaced by statutory law, the answer has been the latter.

Are there any established exceptions to the omitted-case canon? Yes, there are. In the field of private ordering, the most common is the doctrine of cy pres, under which, when the precise object of a charitable gift can no longer be achieved—for example, because of termination of the charity that was its beneficiary—the court will supply another object that comes close to the same
thing (for example, another charity with the same goals).\textsuperscript{26} In the field of governmental prescriptions, noncompliance with nonjurisdictional time limitations on court filings is excused when it is not the fault of the filer. The most common example is the tolling of statutes of limitations because of unforeseen events that make compliance impossible—as when a natural disaster disrupted the courthouse.\textsuperscript{27}

Other asserted exceptions are infirm. An example is the maxim that no one can benefit from his own wrong (\textit{nullus commodum capere potest de injuria sua propria}).\textsuperscript{28} The principle was invoked most starkly in a series of cases decided before the mid-20th century, when the question arose whether a murderer could inherit from his victims. At the time, the relevant statutes dealing with wills and intestacy did not explicitly address whether the wrongdoer could inherit. So there was no authoritative text to prevent the inheritance.

As a general matter of right and wrong, all of us recoil from the thought that a murderer could advance his heirship. In one case, a grandson murdered his grandfather to prevent changes in a will under which the grandson would inherit. The New York Court of Appeals decreed that he take nothing.\textsuperscript{29} By contrast, an Illinois case essentially allowed a defendant who murdered his mother, father, and sister to become heir to their entire estates.\textsuperscript{30} Most cases agreed with the Illinois murderer-can-inherit holding, which we believe is textually correct.\textsuperscript{31}

Today, all states have statutes that explicitly deal with this problem—saying, for example, that a person who “feloniously and intentionally kills the decedent forfeits all benefits.”\textsuperscript{32} The universal enactment of such laws illustrates what happens when courts (as most did in this instance) apply an unwise law as written. If the defect is serious, the legislature will cure it. The statute books will become more complete, and improvised judge-made exceptions that cannot be found in the text of enacted laws will be less numerous.
9. General Terms Canon

General terms are to be given their general meaning (*generalia verba sunt generaliter intelligenda*).

Without some indication to the contrary, general words (like all words, general or not) are to be accorded their full and fair scope. They are not to be arbitrarily limited. This is the general terms canon, which is based on the reality that it is possible and useful to formulate categories (e.g., “dangerous weapons”) without knowing all the items that may fit—or may later, once invented, come to fit—within those categories.

Some think that when courts confront generally worded provisions, they should infer exceptions for situations that the drafters never contemplated and did not intend their general language to resolve. These people want courts to approach general words differently from how they approach words that are narrow and specific. Traditional principles of interpretation reject this distinction because the presumed point of using general words is to produce general coverage—not to leave room for courts to recognize ad hoc exceptions. It is true that literal meaning is more readily discernible when the provisions are concrete and specific than when they are abstract and general, and one is right to hesitate and ponder before deciding that a specific factual situation falls within the coverage of a general provision. But in the end, general words are general words, and they must be given general effect.

Examples of general words with general meanings can be found in the post-Civil War amendments to the United States Constitution. The Fourteenth Amendment, for example, guarantees equal protection of the laws to “all persons.” Some commentators have argued that because it was enacted for the benefit of blacks, it should not apply to anybody else. But in the first case to expound the meaning of the Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Amendments—the *Slaughter-House Cases*—the Supreme Court acknowledged the breadth of the language used, as contrasted with the immediate purpose for their passage:

We do not say that no one else but the negro can share in this protection [of the 13th, 14th, and 15th Amendments]. Both the language and spirit of these articles are to have their fair and just weight in any question of construction. Undoubtedly while negro slavery alone was in the mind of the Congress which proposed the thirteenth article, it forbids any other kind of
slavery, now or hereafter. If Mexican peonage or the Chinese coolie labor system shall develop slavery of the Mexican or Chinese race within our territory, this amendment may safely be trusted to make it void. And so if other rights are assailed by the States which properly and necessarily fall within the protection of these articles, that protection will apply, though the party interested may not be of African descent.\(^3\)

Both text and tradition support this much of the opinion. The language of the Fourteenth Amendment—that no state may deny to any person the equal protection of the law—is very general. Scholarly commentary has long agreed. In 1922 a respected commentator accurately stated: “Although the primary purpose of the Fourteenth Amendment was undoubtedly . . . to safeguard the negro in his new status of a freeman, its actual scope is vastly wider than that, and its effect has been very far reaching.”\(^4\)

Nor could the general wording of the Fourteenth Amendment be confined to men. And it never has been. One of the arguments sometimes trotted out to show that textualists are not really evenhanded is the argument that despite the Fourteenth Amendment’s guarantee of equal protection to all persons, women were not given the vote until adoption of the Nineteenth Amendment. That has nothing to do with the meaning of person in the Fourteenth Amendment; it has to do with the meaning of equal protection. Not all instances of treating people differently violate that guarantee—which is why, on adoption of the Fourteenth Amendment, unisex toilets did not appear in all public buildings. And as horrible as it may seem, there is no doubt that the society that adopted the Fourteenth Amendment did not believe that the equal-protection guarantee gave women the vote, as the laws of the era demonstrate.

The general terms canons apply to interpretive issues with great frequency. In an Eighth Circuit case,\(^5\) the court construed a federal statute allowing the government to seize “any property, including money,”\(^6\) that had been used for an illegal gambling business. The question arose whether “any property, including money” included real as well as personal property. The Government had begun forfeiture actions against 13 parcels of real estate that had allegedly been used in an illegal gambling business. The trial court interpreted the term property not to include real property and therefore dismissed the forfeiture actions. But the appellate court quite rightly held that any property means “any property,” real and personal. It is not limited by the phrase including money (see § 15 [presumption of nonexclusive “include”]). An ill-considered dissent would have held that the clear language meant something other than what it said, based in
part on legislative history (see § 66) and on the “spirit of the law” (see § 58). The argument most frequently made against giving general terms their general meaning is the one made (and rejected) in the *Slaughter-House* cases—that those who adopted the provision had in mind a particular narrow objective (equal protection for blacks) though they expressed a more general one (equal protection for “any person”). The conclusive response to this argument is that “statutory prohibitions often go beyond the principal evil to cover reasonably comparable evils, and it is ultimately the provisions of our laws rather than the principal concerns of our legislators by which we are governed.”

In the case from which that statement derives, *Oncale v. Sundowner Offshore Services*, the statute at issue made it “an unlawful employment practice for an employer . . . to discriminate against any individual . . . because of such individual’s . . . sex.”

Joseph Oncale worked as a roustabout on an oil platform as part of an eight-man crew. He sued his employer under Title VII, alleging that his male coworkers had sexually harassed him. The lower courts rejected his claim, holding that Title VII did not cover claims by males alleging sex discrimination by other males. In the Supreme Court, however, Oncale prevailed. As the Court had held before, the statute protects men as well as women. And just as there is no textual basis for limiting its protections to women, the Court found “no justification in the statutory language or [its] precedents for a categorical rule excluding same-sex harassment claims from the coverage of Title VII.” The Court acknowledged that “male-on-male sexual harassment in the workplace was assuredly not the principal evil Congress was concerned with when it enacted Title VII.” But the statutory prohibition was broadly worded.

The other common argument against application of the canon is slightly less ambitious. It acknowledges that the general term cannot be limited to the precise evil that most concerned the lawgiver but asserts that when the situation at issue could not have been within the lawgiver’s contemplation, an ambiguity exists. That was the argument made in *Pennsylvania Department of Corrections v. Yeskey*. The plaintiff was a prisoner who, because he suffered from hypertension, had been excluded from participation in the prison’s motivational-boot-camp program, successful completion of which would have shortened his sentence. He contended that this exclusion violated Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act, which provided that “no qualified individual with a disability shall, by reason of such disability, be excluded from participation in or be denied the benefits of the services, programs, or activities of a public entity . . . .” The Act defined *public entity* as “any department, agency, special purpose
district, or other instrumentality of a State or States or local government.” The Department of Corrections argued that Congress could not possibly have had state prison programs in mind, that the question whether the law applied to such programs had no clear answer, and that the ambiguity should be resolved against federal interference with the running of state prisons. The Supreme Court of the United States disagreed: “[A]ssuming . . . that Congress did not envision that the [Americans with Disabilities Act] would be applied to state prisoners, in the context of an unambiguous statutory text that is irrelevant. As we have said before, the fact that a statute can be ‘applied in situations not expressly anticipated by Congress does not demonstrate ambiguity. It demonstrates breadth.’”

Sometimes the scope of the general term is unclear. In People v. Williamson, decided by the Colorado Supreme Court in 2011, the defendant, charged with sexual assault, claimed that the victim consented to having sex with him in exchange for money, and sought to introduce evidence that the victim had been arrested on five separate occasions for soliciting prostitution. The prosecution sought to exclude that evidence by reason of Colorado’s Rape Shield Statute, which created a presumption that evidence of a victim’s prior or subsequent “sexual conduct” is irrelevant and thus inadmissible. Williamson contended that solicitation of prostitution was not “sexual conduct” but merely talk. The court held to the contrary. It is a close question whether the general term conduct includes the proposal of conduct, but the court’s task was made easier by application of another canon—that a change in terminology suggests a change in meaning (see § 25 [presumption of consistent usage]). While the legislature had used the term sexual conduct to describe the type of behavior that falls under the Rape Shield Statute’s general rule of irrelevance and inadmissibility, it had used more narrow and specific terms—such as sexual activity and sexual intercourse—when it carved out exceptions to that general rule, and related statutes in the criminal code relied on and defined more specific terms, such as sexual intrusion and sexual penetration.

In the field of criminal law, the general term principle is subject to several well-established exceptions deriving from the common-law requirement of evil intent for criminal liability. Seemingly absolute criminal prohibitions (“no person may”) will not be applied to government agents in the lawful execution of their duties, to defendants who have been entrapped by the government, and to those acting in self-defense or out of necessity. See § 50 (mens rea canon).
10. Negative-Implication Canon

The expression of one thing implies the exclusion of others (expressio unius est exclusio alterius).

Expressio unius, also known as inclusio unius, is a Latin name for the communicative device known as negative implication. In English, it is known as the negative-implication canon. We encounter the device—and recognize it—frequently in our daily lives. When a car dealer promises a low financing rate to “purchasers with good credit,” it is entirely clear that the rate is not available to purchasers with spotty credit.

Virtually all the authorities who discuss the negative-implication canon emphasize that it must be applied with great caution, since its application depends so much on context. Indeed, one commentator suggests that it is not a proper canon at all but merely a description of the result gleaned from context. That goes too far. Context establishes the conditions for applying the canon, but where those conditions exist, the principle that specification of the one implies exclusion of the other validly describes how people express themselves and understand verbal expression.

The doctrine properly applies only when the unius (or technically, unum, the thing specified) can reasonably be thought to be an expression of all that shares in the grant or prohibition involved. Common sense often suggests when this is or is not so. The sign outside a restaurant “No dogs allowed” cannot be thought to mean that no other creatures are excluded—as if pet monkeys, potbellied pigs, and baby elephants might be quite welcome. Dogs are specifically addressed because they are the animals that customers are most likely to bring in; nothing is implied about other animals. On the other hand, the sign outside a veterinary clinic saying “Open for treatment of dogs, cats, horses, and all other farm and domestic animals” does suggest (by its detail) that the circus lion with a health problem is out of luck. (Notice how ejusdem generis [§ 32] also comes into play with this example.) The more specific the enumeration, the greater the force of the canon:

If Parliament in legislating speaks only of specific things and specific situations, it is a legitimate inference that the particulars exhaust the legislative will. The particular which is omitted from the particulars mentioned is the casus omissus, which the judge cannot supply because that
would amount to legislation.³

Even when an all-inclusive sense seems apparent, one must still identify the scope of the inclusiveness (thereby limiting implied exclusion). Consider the sign at the entrance to a beachfront restaurant: “No shoes, no shirt, no service.” By listing some things that will cause a denial of service, the sign implies that other things will not. One can be confident about not being excluded on grounds of not wearing socks, for example, or of not wearing a jacket and tie. But what about coming in without pants? That is not included in the negative implication because the specified deficiencies in attire noted by the sign are obviously those that are common at the beach. Others common at the beach (no socks, no jacket, no tie) will implicitly not result in denial of service; but there is no reasonable implication regarding wardrobe absences not common at the beach. They go beyond the category to which the negative implication pertains.

This interpretive canon should not be confused with other principles of law that may produce identical results. One commentator ascribes to the canon the Supreme Court’s doctrine that private rights of action are not to be “implied” in federal statutes that do not expressly create them—and goes on to condemn both the canon and the doctrine.⁴ But while some cases applying the presumption against implied right of action (§ 51) mention the fact that the statute in question contains an express private right of action separate from the implied one asserted,⁵ the provision of an express right is not considered the basis for or a condition of the doctrine. Indeed, the presumption against implied right of action has been invoked in several cases in which there was no basis for applying the negative-implication canon.⁶ And perhaps the most consequential “implying” of a private right of action—one for violating § 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act—occurred with respect to a statute that did create express private rights of action for other violations, so that the negative-implication canon would have precluded the implied right of action.⁷ But the United States Supreme Court’s rejection of implied rights of action is based not on a negative implication from an express private right of action, but instead on the principle that federal courts do not possess the lawmaking power of common-law courts. If Congress does not create a private right of action for violating one of its laws, the courts have no power to create one.⁸

Now for some examples.

In one case, the state constitution declared that the judges of superior courts must be elected by both branches of the legislature. Then, later, a legislative act
authorized the governor to appoint a temporary superior-court judge. The court applied the negative-implication canon to the constitutional language: “If one having authority prescribe[s] the mode in which a particular act [the naming of judges] is to be done, can the agent [the legislature] who executes it substitute any other? Does not the act of prescribing the mode, necessarily imply a prohibition to all other modes?” Hence the statute was held unconstitutional.

A second case illustrates what can happen when a court seems not even to recognize that the doctrine applies. A Mississippi statute provided that assistant district attorneys “may be removed at the discretion of the duly elected and acting district attorney.” Although district attorney was an elected position, some district attorneys were appointed by the governor between elections. And so the question arose whether a gubernatorial appointee had the power to remove assistant district attorneys. Did he have that power even though he had not been “duly elected”? The negative-implication canon would suggest not. Yet the Mississippi Supreme Court, without even mentioning much less considering the canon, held that “appointed” district attorneys who had not been “duly elected” were empowered to fire assistant district attorneys. It likewise did not mention or consider another canon that had obvious application: the surplusage canon (§ 26). Its interpretation deprived the words duly elected and of all effect.

A third case exemplifies a correct result, even though the court did not specifically cite the doctrine. A New Hampshire statute immunized municipalities from “damages arising from insufficiencies or hazards on public highways, bridges, or sidewalks . . . when such hazards are caused solely by snow, ice, or other inclement weather.” A person who suffered damages from a fall on ice in a public parking lot sued the city of Laconia. The city claimed a statutory immunity, arguing that (1) the parking lots are essential components of the highway system, (2) the purpose of the statute was to protect cities from lawsuits resulting from weather conditions on public property, and (3) the legislature could not be expected to enumerate in the statute every single type of public property. The plaintiff argued that a parking lot is not a highway, not a bridge, and not a sidewalk—and that the immunity therefore did not apply. The legislature could easily have written “any public property, including highways, bridges, and sidewalks,” but it did not. The New Hampshire Supreme Court correctly held that because the law specified three types of public property but omitted all others, the immunity did not bar the lawsuit.

As that New Hampshire case illustrates, the negative-implication canon is so intuitive that courts often apply it correctly without calling it by name. Consider
*United States v. Giordano*, decided by the Supreme Court of the United States in 1974. A statute established procedures for obtaining court orders authorizing the interception of wire and oral communications. It said that the “Attorney General . . . or any Assistant Attorney General . . . specially designated by the Attorney General” could authorize application for such orders. In Giordano’s case, it was the Attorney General’s executive assistant who applied for the court-authorized wiretap. Hence Giordano argued that the conversations to be used as evidence had been “unlawfully intercepted” and should be suppressed. A unanimous Court agreed with him: The statute named two types of high-ranking officials—and all others were excluded.
11. Mandatory/Permissive Canon Mandatory words impose a duty; permissive words grant discretion.

The text of this canon is entirely clear, and its content so obvious as to be hardly worth the saying. The trouble comes in identifying which words are mandatory and which permissive. The traditional, commonly repeated rule is that shall is mandatory and may is permissive:

The tenant shall provide written notice of an intent to vacate no fewer than 30 days before moving. (This states an obligation.)

The tenant may vacate the premises on 30 days’ written notice. (This grants permission, with a condition.)

When drafters use shall and may correctly, the traditional rule holds—beautifully.

But alas, drafters have been notoriously sloppy with their shalls, resulting in a morass of confusing decisions on the meanings of this modal verb. Volume 39 of Words and Phrases contains more than 55 pages of digested judicial holdings on the word—and the cases are anything but uniform. Have the courts been wayward in their holdings? Not really. The problem is that drafters have used the word improperly—even promiscuously. Consider the different types of sentences in which shall can appear. As you read the sentences, remember that shall ought to be replaceable by either has a duty to or is required to: • Each party shall bear its own expenses. (The grammatical subject is charged with the duty imparted by the verb phrase shall bear [= has the duty to bear]. The usage is correct.) • Each party shall be responsible for its own expenses. (The grammatical subject is not quite charged with a duty. [A duty to be responsible for? As opposed to a duty to bear?] Shall is a future-tense verb essentially equivalent to will, or perhaps a “false future” shall that should really be is responsible for.) • Neither party shall be required to pay the other’s expenses. (This could not mean “neither party is required to be required to.” Shall essentially means will. An improvement would be to replace shall be with is or to delete be required to.) • Neither party shall claim reimbursement for its expenses from the other party. (Does this really mean “neither party is required to claim reimbursement”? No. Shall here means may—as is common when a negative word such as not or neither precedes shall.) • Neither party shall be reimbursed by the other party for its expenses. (If shall is mandatory here, it merely means that neither party must be reimbursed—leaving open the option
that it may be. This *shall* appears to be equivalent to a future-tense *will*—or perhaps *may* or even *can* [referring to legal capability].) *Shall*, in short, is a semantic mess. *Black’s Law Dictionary* records five meanings for the word.1

Responding to this sloppy usage, courts have treated *shall* as having variegated meanings. In the Supreme Court of the United States alone, the pronouncements on its meaning have been widely diverse: • For existing rights, *shall* means “must,” but it need not be construed as mandatory when a new right is created.2

  • If a duty is imposed on the government, “the word ‘shall,’ when used in statutes, is to be construed as ‘may,’ unless a contrary intention is manifest.”3

  • A legislative amendment from *shall* to *may* had no substantive effect.4

  • *Shall* may be treated as a “precatory suggestion.”5

  • The “mere use of the word ‘shall’” in a statute “was not enough to remove the Secretary [of Labor]’s power to act,” even though the statute stated that the Secretary *shall* act within a certain time and the Secretary did not do so.6

  • The meaning of *shall* is not fixed: “[t]hough ‘shall’ generally means ‘must,’ legal writers sometimes use, or misuse, ‘shall’ to mean ‘should,’ ‘will,’ or even ‘may.’”7

Hence there has been a movement in recent years to rewrite the federal rules—appellate, criminal, civil, evidence—to remove all the *shall* and otherwise restyle them. (One of your authors had a leading role in this drafting reform.) Each *shall* became *must*, is, or *may*.

All this having been said, when the word *shall* can reasonably be read as mandatory, it ought to be so read. Consider a statute requiring subcontractors to provide notices of their liens (focus especially on the second sentence):

  Such claimant shall have given . . . written notices of the claim . . . to the prime contractor . . . and to the surety or sureties. Such notices *shall be accompanied by a sworn statement of account . . .*.8

A lawsuit arose when a claimant provided the surety with written notice but did not accompany it with a sworn statement of account. Incredibly, the court deciding this case held that despite the *shall*, the sworn statement was not
required. Yet the legislature had been admirably clear. The statute unambiguously states that a claimant *shall* provide the surety with both the written notice and a sworn statement of account.

Even if the court had properly found the sworn statement of account to be required, the case would still have presented what is a recurrent issue in the huge constellation of *shall–must* holdings: What is the effect of failing to honor a mandatory provision’s terms? That is an issue for a treatise on remedies, not interpretation.
12. Conjunctive/Disjunctive Canon

*And* joins a conjunctive list, or a disjunctive list—but with negatives, plurals, and various specific wordings there are nuances.

The conjunctions *and* and *or* are two of the elemental words in the English language. Under the conjunctive/disjunctive canon, *and* combines items while *or* creates alternatives. Competent users of the language rarely hesitate over their meaning. But a close look at the authoritative language of legal instruments—as well as the litigation that has arisen over them—shows that these little words can cause subtle interpretive problems. Although these conjunctions can appear in countless constructions, we have identified six types of sentences in which they most frequently appear in legal instruments.

### #1: The Basic Requirement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONJUNCTIVE</th>
<th>DISJUNCTIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>You must do A, B, and C.</td>
<td>You must do A, B, or C.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With the conjunctive list, all three things are required—while with the disjunctive list, at least one of the three is required, but any one (or more) of the three satisfies the requirement. Hence in the well-known constitutional phrase *cruel and unusual punishments,* the *and* signals that cruelty or unusualness alone does not run afoul of the clause: The punishment must meet both standards to fall within the constitutional prohibition. The same point holds true for the phrase *necessary and proper* in Article I of the Constitution.

A common interpretive issue involves the conjunction *and*, which (if there are two elements in the construction) entails an express or implied *both* before the first element. Here it is implied: “Service shall be made upon the District of Columbia by delivering . . . or mailing . . . a copy of the summons, complaint and initial order to [both] the Mayor of the District of Columbia (or designee) and the Corporation Counsel of the District of Columbia (or designee).” A plaintiff sued the District for injuries suffered when a fire truck struck her car, but her complaint was dismissed for failure to comply with the rule just quoted because she had not served the mayor. She contended that the purpose of the statute was substantially satisfied by service on the corporation counsel; since that officer was a statutory agent of the mayor, service on him or her was, in
legal effect, service on the mayor. The D.C. Superior Court correctly held that what the rule says, it says (see § 2 [supremacy-of-text principle]), and the *and* means that service must be effected on both corporation counsel and the mayor.⁶

Sometimes huge amounts of money can depend on these little words. In *OfficeMax, Inc. v. United States,*⁷ the federal tax code imposed certain taxes on “toll telephone service,” including “a telephonic quality communication for which . . . there is a toll charge which varies in amount with the distance and elapsed transmission time of each individual communication.”⁸ In 1965, when Congress enacted the relevant provision, AT&T was the only telephone-service provider in the United States that offered long-distance calling, and it imposed a toll on long-distance calls based on variations in *both* the time and distance of the call. In the 1990s, other operators started charging long-distance rates based on time only, and AT&T adopted this approach in 1997. If the tax code required variation based on both time and distance, then no telephone-service consumers would be subject to the tax. The Government contended that the tax applied whenever toll charges varied in amount based on *either* time or distance. OfficeMax argued that the tax applied only when toll charges varied in amount based on *both* time and distance. Relying in part on dictionaries and usage guides, the Sixth Circuit correctly held that *and* is conjunctive and that the toll must therefore vary on both bases.⁹

When there is a multi-element construction with an *and* between the last two elements only, the rhetorical term for the construction is *syndeton.* Some drafters, perhaps through abundant caution, put a conjunction between all the enumerated items, as here:

The seller shall provide:

(a) a survey of the property; and

(b) the surveyor’s sworn certificate that the survey is authentic and, to the best of the surveyor’s knowledge, accurate; and

(c) a policy of title insurance showing the boundaries of the property; and

(d) a plat showing the metes and bounds of the property.

This technique is called *polysyndeton.* It is a rhetorical technique merely; it does not convey a meaning different from that of the identical phrasing minus the *ands* at the end of (a) and (b). And it should be avoided by legal drafters lest, over time, it cast doubt on the meaning conveyed by the use of syndeton.
Sometimes drafters will omit conjunctions altogether between the enumerated items, as here:

The seller shall provide:

(a) a survey of the property;
(b) the surveyor’s sworn certificate that the survey is authentic and, to the best of the surveyor’s knowledge, accurate;
(c) a policy of title insurance showing the boundaries of the property;
(d) a plat showing the metes and bounds of the property.

This technique is termed *asyndeton*, and it is generally considered to convey the same meaning as the syndetic or polysyndetic formulation: It is as though *and* were inserted between the items. But because such a construction could be read as a disjunctive formulation, most drafters avoid it.

#2: The Basic Prohibition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONJUNCTIVE</th>
<th>DISJUNCTIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>You must not do A, B, and C.</td>
<td>You must not do A, B, or C.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With the conjunctive list, the listed things are individually permitted but cumulatively prohibited. With the disjunctive list, none of the listed things is allowed.

After a negative, the conjunctive *and* is still conjunctive: *Don’t drink and drive.* You can do either one, but you can’t do them both. But with *Don’t drink or drive,* you cannot do either one: Each possibility is negated. This singular-negation effect, forbidding doing *anything* listed, occurs when the disjunctive *or* is used after a word such as *not* or *without.* (The disjunctive prohibition includes the conjunctive prohibition: Since you may not do any of the prohibited things, you necessarily must not do them all.) The principle that “*not A, B, or C*” means “*not A, not B, and not C*” is part of what is called *DeMorgan’s theorem.*

#3: The Negative Proof

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONJUNCTIVE</th>
<th>DISJUNCTIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To be eligible, you must prove that you have not A, B, and C.</td>
<td>To be eligible, you must prove that you have not A, B, or C.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
With the conjunctive negative proof, you must prove that you did not do all three. With the disjunctive negative proof, what must you prove? If you prove that you did not do one of the three things, are you eligible? Suppose the statute says:

To be eligible for citizenship, you must prove that you have not (1) been convicted of murder; (2) been convicted of manslaughter; or (3) been convicted of embezzlement.

An applicant proves #3—that he has never been convicted of embezzlement—but fails to prove that he has not been convicted of both murder and manslaughter. Is he eligible? (No.) Is the requirement that he not have done one of these things, or that he have done none? (He must have done none.)

Consider a case involving two provisions of the Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act that gave an innocent-owner defense to forfeiture of a vehicle used in a drug crime. An owner’s vehicle could not be declared forfeited “by reason of any act or omission established by that owner to have been committed or omitted without the knowledge, consent, or willful blindness of the owner.” Oscar Goodman was given a Rolls-Royce that had been used in drug activity. He had not consented to the earlier drug activity, but may have known about it at the time he took title to the car. Could Goodman successfully raise the innocent-owner defense? Goodman contended that the innocent-owner defense should be read disjunctively to protect any owner who can prove a lack of knowledge, lack of consent, or lack of willful blindness. The Government contended that a disjunctive interpretation would lead to an absurd result that would allow every post-illegal-act transferee to escape the forfeiture statute by merely claiming lack of consent, regardless of his knowledge at the time of the illegal act or at the time of the transfer. The Third Circuit incorrectly held that even if you knew about the illegal act, if you did not consent your car cannot be forfeited. It neglected to apply DeMorgan’s theorem.

#4: Introduced with each or every

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONJUNCTIVE</th>
<th>DISJUNCTIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Every husband and father must report annually.</td>
<td>Every husband or father must report annually.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Each husband and father must report annually.</td>
<td>Each husband or father must report annually.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With the conjunctive and, proper usage would assign the adjectives every and each to both of the following nouns, so that “Every (each) husband and father”
means “Every (each) husband and every (each) father.” (See § 19 [series-qualifier canon].) But it is easy to mistake the meaning for “Every (each) husband-and-father”—easy enough, in fact, that the conjunctive uses here illustrated might be considered ambiguous. If the husband-and-father meaning is intended, the sentence should be recast that way, or perhaps as “Every (each) husband who is a father.” In the disjunctive instances, of course, the problem of ambiguity does not arise because husband or father includes not only men who fall into either category but also fathers who are also husbands and husbands who are also fathers.

**#5: Introduced with an Indefinite Article**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONJUNCTIVE</th>
<th>DISJUNCTIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A husband and father must report annually.</td>
<td>A husband or father must report annually.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With the conjunctive wording, only someone who fits both descriptions must comply. With the disjunctive wording, someone who fits either description must comply.

**#6: The Synonym-Introducing or**

“The award of exemplary or punitive damages is the exception, not the rule.”

“An interpretation can be novel, or innovative.”

In these sentences, the or introduces a definitional equivalent. The second item is nonrestrictive (i.e., the sentence is complete without it), so it is typically (as in the second example just quoted) set off by commas.

**#7: Variant Wordings and Variant Lead-Ins**

The wording of the lead-in may be crucial to the meaning. If the introductory phrase is any one or more of the following, then the satisfaction of any one element, or any combination of elements, will suffice. The introductory phrase each of the following is equivalent to all the following. But notice how the surrounding words can affect the sense:

- The member may select a remedy from among all the following: . . . . . (Choose one, even if the listing uses ands.)
Among the cumulative options available to a member are all the following: . . . (Choose as many as you like [because of the word cumulative], even if the listing uses ors.)

- The sole option available to a member is the choice of any one or more of the following: . . . (Choose as many as you like [because of the phrase or more], even if the listing uses ors.)

- Each of the following remedies is available to a member: . . . (Choose one—probably. The phrasing is ambiguous, whether the listing uses and or or.)

- A member may select from among the following remedies: . . . (Choose one—probably. The phrasing is ambiguous, whether the listing uses and or or.)

The blackletter rule in the main heading of this section covers the vast majority of wordings. But as with so many other interpretive issues, there is a vast array of possible permutations in phrasing. In one case, the Wyoming Supreme Court had to grapple with a statute that began with polysyndetic ors but then dropped the or between the last two enumerated items—in a provision that was ungrammatical to boot.16 The statute allowed for a child to be adopted “without the written consent of the parent” if the nonconsenting mother or father:

(a) has been adjudged guilty by a court of competent jurisdiction of cruelty, abuse, or mistreatment of the child; or

(b) has been judicially deprived of parental rights or had parental rights terminated with respect to the child; or

(c) who [sic] has willfully abandoned such child;

(d) if it is proven to the satisfaction of the court that said father or mother, if able, has not contributed to the support of said child during a period of one (1) year immediately prior to the filing of the petition for adoption . . . 17

Notice the absence of the conjunction or between subsections (c) and (d).

The child in this case had been adopted without the written consent of his father. The trial court found that the father had not provided support for the child during the period of one year before the adoption proceeding (the requirement set forth in subsection (d)), but it did not find willful abandonment (the
requirement set forth in subsection (c)). The father contended that because subsections (c) and (d) are not joined by the conjunction or, they must be read together as a single requirement, so that that provision ((d) without (c)) was no proper basis for allowing the adoption. The adopting parent contended that since the first three subsections were connected by or, subsection (d) should be construed as if it were connected by or as well. Ruling for the father, the court held that subsections (c) and (d) must be read together. So adoption of a child without the father’s consent required proof of both lack of support and willful abandonment.

That decision was correct. As we have said, asyndeton (absence of conjunction) is normally equivalent to syndeton (use of the conjunction and). Textually, there was no serious question that subsection (d) was cumulative. The only real question was whether it was cumulative with (c) alone or with (a) through (c). That did not matter for purposes of the case at hand, but the court got that right as well. Contextually, the requirement fits well with (c) but not (a) and (b). The grammar in the statute was abysmal, containing one inadvertency after another in subsections (c) and (d): The who in (c) is all wrong, and (d) is hopelessly unparallel. Yet the statute is intelligible, and the court’s unflinching approach to interpretation was laudable. The court complied with our § 8 (omitted-case canon) by stating:

The omission of words from a statute must be considered intentional on the part of the legislature. Words may not be supplied in a statute where the statute is intelligible without the addition of the alleged omission. Words may not be inserted in a statutory provision under the guise of interpretation.18

And it followed the presumption of consistent usage (§ 25):

Where the legislature has specifically used a word or term in certain places within a statute and excluded it in another place, the court should not read that term into the section from which it was excluded. A word or words appearing in one section of a statute cannot be transferred into another section. Since the word “or” is absent we must now conclude that (c) and (d) are not separate and not alternatives. The series of alternatives was interrupted by its absence and so joinder of (c) and (d) must have been intended.19

What remains here is to say a word about the unfortunate hybrid and/or—a
drafting blemish that experts often warn against but legal drafters nevertheless use. The literal sense of and/or is “both or either,” so that A and/or B means (1) “A,” (2) “B,” or (3) “both A and B.” So if you must do “A and/or B,” you have those three choices. Although one can envision situations in which this result is desired by the drafter, that unusual consequence is obscured (and is perhaps not meant) by use of the sloppy and/or. When that is meant, careful drafters would say A or B or both—or, if several items were to be listed, they would introduce the list with any one or more of the following.
13. Subordinating/Superordinating Canon Subordinating language (signaled by *subject to*) or superordinating language (signaled by *notwithstanding* or *despite*) merely shows which provision prevails in the event of a clash—but does not necessarily denote a clash of provisions.

Drafters often use the qualifiers *subject to* and *notwithstanding* (or *despite*). A dependent phrase that begins with *subject to* indicates that the main clause it introduces or follows does not derogate from the provision to which it refers. Suppose that § 7 of a statute says that an educational institution can operate in the state only if it qualifies as a “school,” pays a fee, and displays a valid certificate issued by the state department of education. A later section of the statute provides: “Subject to § 7, a kindergarten or other preschool program may operate only from the hours of 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.” This means that the permission for kindergartens and preschool programs to operate during those hours does not eliminate the requirement that kindergartens and preschool programs comply with § 7. There is no clash between the provisions; the later one merely imposes an additional 8-to-5-only requirement, and the *subject to* phrase makes this point clear.

*Subject to* should never introduce a provision that completely contradicts the provision that the *subject to* phrase modifies. To say that “all minors may be admitted *subject to*” an earlier provision that “no person may be admitted” makes no sense. But *subject to* often introduces a provision that contradicts some applications of what it modifies: “all persons may be admitted *subject to*” an earlier provision that “no minors may be admitted.”

*Notwithstanding* performs a function opposite that of *subject to*. A dependent phrase that begins with *notwithstanding* indicates that the main clause that it introduces or follows derogates from the provision to which it refers. The previous example could be reframed to say that “no minors may be admitted *notwithstanding*” an earlier provision that “all persons may be admitted.” (Hence the minors included among the *persons* in the clause that the *notwithstanding* phrase modifies are inadmissible.) Like *subject to*, a *notwithstanding* often produces contradiction of some applications of a broadly framed provision—as just demonstrated.

Drafters often use *notwithstanding* in a catchall provision, where its supposed referent is unclear and perhaps even nonexistent: “Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, a continuing-legal-education provider approved by the state bar may conduct seminars without fulfilling any other requirement.” There
may be nothing to the contrary anywhere in the document—even nothing that could be thought to be to the contrary. But the catchall notwithstanding is a fail-safe way of ensuring that the clause it introduces will absolutely, positively prevail.

Whether resolving a conflict of application, signaling an addition to other requirements, or merely making assurance doubly sure, subject to and notwithstanding phrases mean what they say: The provision to which they accord priority prevails. Let us illustrate the subordinating/superordinating canon with a case for each phrase.

In Weinstock v. Holden,¹ a provision of the Missouri Constitution established a commission that would “fix the compensation” for all elected state officials and judges. It provided that this schedule of compensation “shall become effective” unless disapproved by concurrent resolution of the general assembly, and that “[t]he schedule shall, subject to appropriations, apply and represent the compensation for each affected person.”² The commission’s schedule for 1997 was not disapproved by the general assembly, but neither did the general assembly appropriate the necessary funds. Weinstock, a retired judge, claimed entitlement to increased compensation as the schedule provided, arguing that subject to appropriations meant only subject to the availability of state funds. The Missouri Supreme Court correctly held otherwise:

[W]e must . . . allow the words “subject to appropriations” to have their full meaning. . . . Only after appropriation does the schedule become “the compensation for each affected person” in the sense that it is legally enforceable.³

In Green v. Commonwealth,⁴ the defendant, a 15-year-old, was convicted of using a firearm in the commission of a carjacking. He had been sentenced under a Virginia statute providing that a juvenile convicted of a violent felony will be sentenced as an adult, but the sentence may be suspended “conditioned upon successful completion of such terms and conditions as may be imposed in a juvenile court upon disposition of a delinquency case.”⁵ Yet the Virginia statute that he had violated provided for a sentence of three years and concluded: “Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the sentence prescribed . . . shall not be suspended in whole or in part, nor shall anyone convicted hereunder be placed on probation.”⁶ The trial court correctly ruled that the mandatory three-year sentence applied, and the Virginia Court of Appeals affirmed:

The word “notwithstanding” is defined as “without prevention or
obstruction from or by.” Webster’s Third New International Dictionary 1545 (1993). Given that understanding of the word, we conclude that the terms of Code § 18.2-53.1 are not limited by other incongruous laws because the General Assembly intended Code § 18.2-53.1 to function “without obstruction” from them. Nothing in § 16.1-272 contradicts this interpretation.⁷
14. Gender/Number Canon

In the absence of a contrary indication, the masculine includes the feminine (and vice versa) and the singular includes the plural (and vice versa).

In the Constitution, the President is referred to many times with the pronouns he, him, and his. These references, by common grammatical understanding, refer to a President of either sex. Grammarians and lexicographers have traditionally held that the masculine includes the feminine: He, him, and his are considered third-person singular common-sex pronouns—but only when the context calls for this understanding. English-language texts are rife with the generic-masculine pronoun. In recent decades, there has been a concerted effort among writers and editors, particularly in academic legal writing, to eradicate this convention. But it persists.

Does the principle that the masculine includes the feminine include the reverse? Does the new politically correct “generic-feminine” pronoun (Every judge who recuses herself is subject to this rule) include the masculine? Yes—at least in texts adopted in the age of political correctness.

As for the singular–plural principle, the United States Code addresses this issue (as well as the previous one) in its rules of construction: “In determining the meaning of any Act of Congress, unless the context indicates otherwise . . . words importing the singular include and apply to several persons, parties, or things; words importing the plural include the singular; words importing the masculine gender include the feminine as well.” The rule is simply a matter of common sense and everyday linguistic experience: “It is a misdemeanor for any person to set off a rocket within the city limits without a written license from the fire marshal” does not exempt from penalty someone who sets off two rockets or a string of 100. If you cannot do one, you cannot do any, or many. The best drafting practice, in fact, is to use the singular number for just that reason: Each rocket unambiguously constitutes an offense.

But what if the drafter makes the reference plural? That would normally include the singular. A provision in a lease saying that “No person may set off rockets on the premises” would properly be interpreted to forbid the setting off of a single rocket. But the proposition that many includes only one is not as logically inevitable as the proposition that one includes multiple ones, so its application is much more subject to context and to contradiction by other canons. If the same plural rockets were used in a governmental proscription
carrying a penalty ("It is a misdemeanor for any person to set off rockets within the city limits, etc."). there is some chance that a court would apply the rule of lenity (see § 49) to hold a single rocket harmless. An instance discussed by both Blackstone and Bentham concerned a 1278 statute establishing the penalty for "stealing horses." The English judges held that this provision did not apply to someone who stole a single horse. Bentham defended the holding as praiseworthy:

This construction I am aware has been cited as an instance of scrupulousness carried to the extreme, but I must confess I see not with what justice. Taking the value of the thing stolen for the measure of the guilt of stealing, the guilt of stealing horses is at least double, to that of stealing one horse: and it follows not, that because the legislature has thought fit to annex a certain degree of punishment to a certain degree of guilt, it therefore should annex the same to half that guilt. . . . IIn the doubt the safest decision was that which was on the mildest side: and from this no evil consequence could arise when followed by the well-imagined step that was taken next by the Judges. "They procured a new act" (says [Blackstone]) "in the following year."5 I honour those Judges, and, of all I know upon record, would cherish this precedent they have set us. It points to their successors the true method of giving the public the benefit of their discernment without transgressing the limits of their authority."6

His point is well taken—which is why books on legal drafting recommend using the singular over the plural.7
15. Presumption of Nonexclusive “Include”

The verb to include introduces examples, not an exhaustive list.

In normal English usage, if a group “consists of” or “comprises” 300 lawyers, it contains precisely that number. If it “includes” 300 lawyers, there may well be thousands of other members from all walks of life as well. That is, the word include does not ordinarily introduce an exhaustive list, while comprise—with an exception that we will discuss shortly—ordinarily does. That is the rule both in good English usage and in textualist decision-making. Some jurisdictions have even codified a rule about include.

Often the phrase that appears is including but not limited to—or either of two variants, including without limitation and including without limiting the generality of the foregoing. These cautious phrases are intended to defeat the negative-implication canon (§ 10): “Even though the word including itself means that the list is merely exemplary and not exhaustive, the courts have not invariably so held. So the longer, more explicit variations are necessary in the eyes of many drafters.” Even so, the commonness of these belts-and-suspenders phrases does not lessen the exemplariness of include.

In one particular legal specialty—intellectual-property law—comprise is held to be synonymous with include. Specifically, comprise introduces a nonexhaustive list in the field of patent-claim drafting. But this is a narrow, anomalous exception.
16. Unintelligibility Canon

An unintelligible text is inoperative.

“There are sometimes statutes which no rule or canon of interpretation can make effective or applicable to the situations of fact which they purport to govern. In such cases the statute must simply fail.”


A legendary Irish act provided that the material of an existing prison should be used in building a new prison and that the prisoners should continue their confinement in the old prison until the new one was completed.¹ This account is surely apocryphal, but the point it makes is revealing: To give meaning to what is meaningless is to create a text rather than to interpret one.

But we cannot press this unintelligibility principle too far. It is readily applicable when language makes no sense, or when two provisions are irreconcilable. But what about a provision that has a meaning so vague that its application to real-world events is imponderable? Or a term that is utterly ambiguous, even after all the tools of construction have been applied, but either of whose potential meanings would be workable and eminently reasonable? It would be appropriate to consider such a text unintelligible, but courts do not. They clarify the vagueness and resolve the ambiguity no matter what—subject to the principle that vague provisions restricting speech or imposing punishments are void. Indeed, in the case of statutes conferring vague or ambiguous authority on agencies, courts will permit the vagueness or ambiguity to persist, leaving it up to the agency to decide—from time to time and under different administrations—which of the various permissible interpretations it will adopt.

Consider the Mount Zion Church case.² One Rebecca Partlow was convicted of violating a statute prohibiting “the sale of spirituous liquors . . . within three miles of . . . Mount Zion Church in Gaston County.”³ The problem was that Gaston County had two Mount Zion Churches—one with a black congregation and one with a white one. The North Carolina Supreme Court began its analysis by rejecting (quite properly) the testimony of a legislator who voted on the bill, who would have testified that it was the black church that had been intended.⁴ (That was the one near where Partlow had allegedly sold the liquor.) “Whatever may be the views and purposes of those who procure the enactment of a statute, the legislature contemplates that its intention shall be ascertained from its words
as embodied in it. And courts are not at liberty to accept the understanding of any individual as to the legislative intent.” That mode of resolving the ambiguity having been eliminated, the court held: “We are constrained to declare that the clause of the statute under consideration is, because of its ambiguity, inoperative and void.”

Interestingly, the statute would not have been ambiguous—it would have been entirely clear—if there had been only one Mount Zion Church at the time of the bill’s enactment. A newly constructed church by the same name could not change the law’s original meaning (see § 7 [fixed-meaning canon]). The principle is that a statute is unintelligible if its original meaning remains intractably ambiguous after all the other interpretive tools are applied. Nineteenth-century courts tended—rightly, we believe—to invoke the rule boldly when it was called for.

Another case illustrates this rigorous approach. In 1872, the Texas Supreme Court confronted an act requiring that interlocutory appeals “be regulated by the law regulating appeals from final judgment in the District Court, so far as the same may be applicable thereto.” The word thereto, grammatically speaking, must mean “to interlocutory appeals”—as the court tacitly assumed. Yet can any law explicitly regulating appeals from a final judgment “be applicable” to interlocutory appeals? No. So the court concluded: “If . . . we find the Act . . . referring for its execution to other laws which can have no application, we are at a loss to know how the Act can be administered. . . . [W]hen we find ourselves totally unable to administer a law by reason of its uncertainty or ambiguity, . . . we shall not hesitate to discharge the duty which the law devolves upon us.” And so the court ignored the law. This approach was perhaps too rigorous—or at least too literal. The presumption against ineffectiveness (§ 4) suggests that “applicable” must mean not “applicable by its terms” but “susceptible of being applied.”

An interesting and more recent case testing the unintelligibility canon is AFL-CIO v. American Petroleum Institute. The federal statute at issue there required the Occupational Safety and Health Administration to promulgate standards for handling toxic material so as to ensure “to the extent feasible, . . . that no employee will suffer material impairment of health.” Interpreting that provision, a four-Justice plurality upheld the Fifth Circuit’s setting aside of the agency’s benzene standard on the ground that it was not supported by appropriate findings. Then-Justice Rehnquist concurred separately. After examining the legislative history, he concluded that “the feasibility requirement .
... is a legislative mirage, appearing to some Members but not to others, and assuming any form desired by the beholder.” It might mean “to the extent achievable without bankrupting the industry”; or “to the extent the benefits outweigh the costs”; or even “to the extent technologically possible.” He therefore concluded that the provision was unconstitutional as a delegation of legislative power to OSHA. We agree that the provision was textually ambiguous, and thus left its meaning to be determined by OSHA and the courts—leaving room for a determination that it was a delegation of legislative power (if one considers the prohibition of such delegation enforceable by the courts). But if, as Justice Rehnquist’s analysis assumes, a text means what the legislature intended it to mean, and if it was clear in this case that there was no meaning intended by a majority of Congress, then the product would be not an unconstitutional delegation but a meaningless and hence inoperative provision. As the textualist sees things, however, Congress enacted an intractably ambiguous phrase. It makes no difference whether a legislative majority favored a particular meaning. Justice Rehnquist was correct in believing that Congress had left the ambiguity to OSHA and the courts to resolve. One who believes in the determinativeness of “legislative intent” should hold “intentless” text to be inoperative—yet we know of no one who does so.

Sometimes, as in the American Petroleum Institute case, a court is presented with a text that would require more than a minor fix to make it intelligible. Although one minor emendation might be permissible (e.g., reading pirson as prison), a reconstructed text is not (see § 8 [omitted-case canon]). As the King of Hearts says in Alice in Wonderland: “If there is no meaning in it . . . that saves a world of trouble, you know, as we needn’t try to find any.”

In a curious and lengthy passage, Judge Richard A. Posner has likened a judge who follows the unintelligibility canon to a platoon commander who, on receiving a garbled message, does nothing and presumably allows his troops to be slaughtered. We quote the passage at length to impart its full flavor:

Suppose the commander of the lead platoon in an attack finds his way blocked by an unexpected enemy pillbox. He has two choices: go straight ahead at the pillbox, or try to bypass it to the left. He radios the company commander for instructions. The commander replies, “Go—” but the rest of the message is garbled. When the platoon commander radios back for clarification, he is unable to get through. If the platoon commander decides that, not being able to receive an intelligible command, he should do
nothing until communications can be restored, his decision will be wrong. For it is plain from the part of the message that was received that the company commander wanted him to get by the enemy pillbox, either by frontal attack or by bypassing it. And surely the company commander would have preferred the platoon commander to decide by himself which course to follow rather than to do nothing and let the attack fail. For the platoon commander to take the position that he may do nothing, just because the communication was garbled, would be an irresponsible “interpretation.”

The situation with regard to legislative interpretation is analogous. In our system of government the framers of statutes and constitutions are the superiors of the judges. The framers communicate orders to the judges through legislative texts (including, of course, the Constitution). If the orders are clear, the judges must obey them. Often, however, because of passage of time and change of circumstance the orders are unclear and normally the judges cannot query the framers to find out what the order means. The judges are thus like the platoon commander in my example. It is irresponsible for them to adopt the attitude that if the order is unclear they will refuse to act.13

The analogy limps. Except, perhaps, for those relatively few statutes that deal with the jurisdiction and procedures of the courts themselves, legislation is an order not to the courts but to the executive or the citizenry. When its command is garbled beyond comprehension, there is no command; and in our system of separated powers, courts have no power to devise one. Second (and relatedly), unlike the subordinate officer who is the agent of his superior and is arguably authorized to do (in the absence of a clear command) what he thinks his superior would want done—or indeed even to act on his own—courts are assuredly not agents of the legislature and have no power to write laws on their own. They are agents of the people, charged with remedying the harm that a person claims to have suffered at the hands of another person or of the government. It is no part of that charge to write laws that the legislature has not written. Third (and least important) if necessity knows no law, the necessity of taking action to win a battle or save the lives of troops committed to one’s care is not comparable to the necessity of figuring out who wins a courtroom dispute.
**Syntactic Canons**

## 17. Grammar Canon

**Words are to be given the meaning that proper grammar and usage would assign them.**

“This Court naturally does not review congressional enactments as a panel of grammarians; but neither do we regard ordinary principles of English prose as irrelevant to a construction of those enactments.”

*Flora v. United States*,


Although drafters, like all other writers and speakers, sometimes perpetrate linguistic blunders,¹ they are presumed to be grammatical in their compositions. They are *not* presumed to be unlettered. Judges rightly presume, for example, that legislators understand subject–verb agreement, noun–pronoun concord, the difference between the nominative and accusative cases, and the principles of correct English word-choice. No matter how often the accuracy, indeed the plausibility, of this presumption is cast in doubt by legislators’ oral pronouncements, when it comes to what legislators enact, the presumption is unshakable.

Courts sometimes say that rules of grammar govern unless they contradict legislative intent or purpose.² This statement is entirely correct (though it should go without saying) if it refers to legislative intent or purpose manifested in the only manner in which a legislature can authoritatively do so: in the text of the enactment. The presumption of legislative literacy is a rebuttable one; like all the other canons, this one can be overcome by other textual indications of meaning. But if the statement suggests that grammatical usage is some category of indication separate from textual meaning, it is quite wrong. Grammatical usage is one of the means (though not the exclusive means) by which the sense of a statute is conveyed: “The words [a legislator] uses are the instruments by means of which he expects or hopes to effect . . . changes [in society]. What gives him this expectation or this hope is his belief that he can anticipate how others (e.g., judges and administrators) will understand these words.”³

Often the issue centers on syntactic relationships. In a 1989 United States Supreme Court case, a Bankruptcy Code provision stated: “[T]here shall be
allowed to the holder of [an oversecured] claim, interest on such claim, and any reasonable fees, costs, or charges provided for under the agreement . . . .” The question was whether “interest on such claim” was subject to the qualification “provided for under the agreement.” The Court held that it was independent of the qualification, the conjunction and being essentially equivalent to together with:

This reading is also mandated by the grammatical structure of the statute. The phrase “interest on such claim” is set aside by commas, and separated from the reference to fees, costs, and charges by the conjunctive words “and any.” As a result, the phrase “interest on such claim” stands independent of the language that follows. “[I]nterest on such claim” is not part of the list made up of “fees, costs, or charges,” nor is it joined to the following clause so that the final “provided for under the agreement” modifies it as well. The language and punctuation Congress used cannot be read in any other way. By the plain language of the statute, the two types of recovery are distinct. Many high-stakes cases turn on such narrow linguistic questions.

But some grammatical principles are weaker than others—such as the preference for that in a restrictive relative clause and a comma plus which in a nonrestrictive relative clause. A famous example arose in the drafting of the 1984 Republican platform:

Republicans oppose new taxes that are unnecessary. (Restrictive meaning: only unnecessary new taxes are anathema.)

Republicans oppose new taxes, which are unnecessary. (Nonrestrictive meaning: all new taxes are anathema.)

An unfastidious wording that used which without a comma—one not seriously proposed at the Convention—could have gone either way:

Republicans oppose new taxes which are unnecessary. (Ambiguous.)

This grammatical convention—preferring that for restrictive clauses and comma-which for nonrestrictive ones—is unfortunately a weak basis for deciding statutory meaning. For while grammarians have sought heroically to establish this as a firm rule, they have been unsuccessful. Some usages of traditional English militate against it—the fact, for example, that that is not just a relative pronoun but also a stand-alone pronoun, a demonstrative adjective, and a conjunction. Good writers avoid too many thats in close proximity, and even a bad writer would never say (as the use of that as the defining relative pronoun
would require) “that that I saw.” What H.W. Fowler wrote in 1926 remains entirely true today:

[I]f writers would agree to regard *that* as the defining relative pronoun, and *which* as the non-defining, there would be much gain both in lucidity and in ease. Some there are who follow this principle now; but it would be idle to pretend that it is the practice either of most or of the best writers.\(^8\)

Hence it is not unusual to encounter a text that disregards the supposed *that–which* dichotomy. Consider, for example, Connecticut’s good-samaritan law. Designed to immunize healthcare providers who voluntarily render emergency aid, the law states that such providers

shall not be liable to [a] person assisted for civil damages for any personal injuries which result from acts or omissions by such person in rendering the emergency care, which may constitute ordinary negligence.\(^9\)

Does this mean that all emergency care is immunized, or only instances constituting ordinary negligence? If *which* is read nonrestrictively, the immunity is absolute; if it is read restrictively, only ordinary negligence is immunized. A strict *that–which* grammarian’s reading (coupled with the punctuation canon [§ 23]) creates an absolute immunity. But only a reading that gives *which* a restrictive sense (in both its instances in the statute)—and overrides the punctuation—gives effect to every word (see § 26 [surplusage canon]). So a court would be textually justified in ignoring the grammarian’s reading\(^10\)—though legal drafters would be well-advised in the future to heed Fowler’s recommendation for lucidity and ease.
18. Last-Antecedent Canon

A pronoun, relative pronoun, or demonstrative adjective generally refers to the nearest reasonable antecedent.

In 1841, President William Henry Harrison died in office—barely a month into the ninth presidency of the United States. At his inauguration, he had spoken for nearly two hours in the rain and contracted pneumonia, from which he died: a lesson to all bloviators. His vice president, John Tyler, became the new president.

Or did he?

The answer turned on the wording of Article II of the Constitution: “In Case of the Removal of the President from Office, or of his Death, Resignation or Inability to discharge the Powers and Duties of the said Office, the Same shall devolve on the Vice President.” The question was what it was, precisely, that devolved. Was it the office, or was it the powers and duties of said office? From a grammatical point of view, what is the antecedent of the legalistic pronoun same? Did John Tyler become the tenth president, or did he remain the vice president while having the powers and duties of the presidency? Constitutional scholars long debated the point.¹

The so-called last-antecedent canon resolves the issue favorably to Tyler: office is the nearest reasonable antecedent of same; the phrase powers and duties is a more remote antecedent. As a result, we can now confidently pronounce that there have been 44 presidents in the history of the United States as of 2012.

This rule is the legal expression of a commonsense principle of grammar, here rather technically expressed by a British grammarian: “It is clearly desirable that an anaphoric (backward-looking) or cataphoric (forward-looking) pronoun should be placed as near as the construction allows to the noun or noun phrase to which it refers, and in such a manner that there is no risk of ambiguity.”²

In what has been called the “seminal authority”³ on the last-antecedent canon, Barnhart v. Thomas,⁴ the Supreme Court of the United States illustrated how the rule works. Let us say that parents warn a teenage son: “You will be punished if you throw a party or engage in any other activity that damages the house.”⁵ With this homey example, the Court said in a unanimous opinion: “If the son nevertheless throws a party and is caught, he should hardly be able to avoid

---

¹ The so-called last-antecedent canon resolves the issue favorably to Tyler: office is the nearest reasonable antecedent of same; the phrase powers and duties is a more remote antecedent. As a result, we can now confidently pronounce that there have been 44 presidents in the history of the United States as of 2012.

² This rule is the legal expression of a commonsense principle of grammar, here rather technically expressed by a British grammarian: “It is clearly desirable that an anaphoric (backward-looking) or cataphoric (forward-looking) pronoun should be placed as near as the construction allows to the noun or noun phrase to which it refers, and in such a manner that there is no risk of ambiguity.”

³ In what has been called the “seminal authority” on the last-antecedent canon, Barnhart v. Thomas, the Supreme Court of the United States illustrated how the rule works. Let us say that parents warn a teenage son: “You will be punished if you throw a party or engage in any other activity that damages the house.” With this homey example, the Court said in a unanimous opinion: “If the son nevertheless throws a party and is caught, he should hardly be able to avoid
punishment by arguing that the house was not damaged.” The relative pronoun that attaches only to other activity, not to party as well:

The parents proscribed (1) a party, and (2) any other activity that damages the house. As far as appears from what they said, their reasons for prohibiting the home-alone party may have had nothing to do with damage to the house—for instance, the risk that underage drinking or sexual activity would occur. And even if their only concern was to prevent damage, it does not follow from the fact that the same interest underlay both the specific and the general prohibition that proof of impairment of that interest is required for both.

The actual language at issue in Barnhart was closely analogous. A social-security disability claimant was capable of performing her old job—but her old job (that of an elevator operator) was no longer available in the national economy. The relevant statute allows benefits “only if [the claimant’s] physical or mental impairment or impairments are of such severity that he is not only unable to do his previous work but cannot, considering his age, education, and work experience, engage in any other kind of substantial gainful work which exists in the national economy.” The claimant argued that she should be able to receive disability benefits because elevator-operator jobs were no longer available in the national economy, even though she was physically capable of doing the work required by such a job. The Court rightly rejected the argument. The restrictive relative clause (which exists in the national economy) modified only substantial gainful work; it did not reach all the way back to previous work.

The very first recital of the canon by the Supreme Court of the United States involved the demonstrative adjective such—in a case that arose in 1799. A Virginia statute provided that “no person, his heirs or assigns, . . . shall hereafter be admitted to any warrant [entitling compensation] for . . . military service, unless he, she, or they, produce . . . a proper certificate of proof made before some court of record within the commonwealth, by the oath of the party claiming, or other satisfactory evidence that such party was bona fide an inhabitant of this commonwealth.” In a footnote, Chief Justice Oliver Ellsworth stated: “The rule is, that ‘such’ applies to the last antecedent, unless the sense of the passage requires a different construction.” Here, he said, such party “must, in order to preserve the sense of the context,” refer to the donee of the warrant, his heirs, or assigns, referred to earlier in the passage.
One caveat. The last-antecedent canon may be superseded by another grammatical convention: A pronoun that is the subject of a sentence and does not have an antecedent in that sentence ordinarily refers to the subject of the preceding sentence. And it almost always does so when it is the word that begins the sentence. For example: “The commission may find that discrimination has occurred. It must be clear and explicit.” The nearest potential antecedent of it is discrimination, but without some other indication of meaning its proper referent is The commission.
19. Series-Qualifier Canon

When there is a straightforward, parallel construction that involves all nouns or verbs in a series, a prepositive or postpositive modifier normally applies to the entire series.

The Fourth Amendment begins in this way, with a prepositive (pre-positioned) modifier (unreasonable) in the most important phrase: “The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated . . . .”¹ The phrase is often repeated: unreasonable searches and seizures. Does the adjective unreasonable qualify the noun seizures as well as the noun searches? Yes, as a matter of common English. A similar question arises with the Impeachment Clause’s reference to high crimes and misdemeanors. And the answer is the same: The misdemeanors must be “high” no less than the crimes. In the absence of some other indication, the modifier reaches the entire enumeration.² That is so whether the modifier is an adjective or an adverb.³

Consider application of the series-qualifier canon to the following phrases:

- Charitable institutions or societies—held, that charitable modifies both institutions and societies.⁴
- Internal personnel rules and practices of an agency—held, that internal personnel modifies both rules and practices, and of an agency held to modify both nouns as well.⁵
- Intentional unemployment or underemployment—held, that intentional modifies both nouns.⁶
- Intoxicating bitters or beverages—held, that intoxicating modifies both bitters and beverages.⁷
- Forcibly assaults, resists, opposes, impedes, intimidates, or interferes with—held, that forcibly modifies each verb in the list.⁸
- Willfully damage or tamper with—held, that willfully modifies both damage and tamper with.⁹

Similar results obtain with postpositive modifiers (that is, those “positioned after” what they modify) in simple constructions:

• Institutions or societies that are charitable in nature (the institutions as well as the societies must be...
charitable).

- *A wall or fence that is solid* (the wall as well as the fence must be solid).
- *A corporation or partnership registered in Delaware* (a corporation as well as a partnership must be registered in Delaware).

The typical way in which syntax would suggest no carryover modification is that a determiner (*a, the, some, etc.*) will be repeated before the second element:

- *The charitable institutions or the societies* (the presence of the second *the* suggests that the societies need not be charitable).

- *A solid wall or a fence* (the fence need not be solid).

- *Delaware corporations and some partnerships* (the partnerships may be registered in any state).

- *To clap and to cheer lustily* (the clapping need not be lusty).\(^{10}\)

With postpositive modifiers, the insertion of a determiner before the second item tends to cut off the modifying phrase so that its backward reach is limited—but that effect is not entirely clear:

- *An institution or a society that is charitable in nature* (any institution probably qualifies, not just a charitable one).

- *A wall or a fence that is solid* (the wall may probably have gaps).

- *A corporation or a partnership registered in Delaware* (the corporation may probably be registered anywhere).

To make certain that the postpositive modifier does not apply to each item, the competent drafter will position it earlier:

- *Societies that are charitable in nature or institutions.*

- *A fence that is solid or a wall.*

- *A partnership registered in Delaware or a corporation.*

A case exemplifying the simple construction contemplated by the blackletter canon arose in Minnesota.\(^{11}\) A state statute allowed medical professionals access to certain hospital records if they were “requesting or seeking through discovery data, information, or records relating to their medical staff privileges [etc.].”\(^{12}\) In 1997, two doctors at Saint Cloud Hospital requested such information about themselves, and they were denied. The question was how to read the phrase *through discovery*—as modifying just *seeking* or also *requesting*. Did the statute mean “medical professionals requesting—or seeking through discovery—data, information, or records [etc.]”? Or did it mean “medical professionals requesting
or seeking—through discovery—data, information, or records [etc.]”?

The Minnesota Supreme Court correctly held that the latter interpretation controlled.  

Sometimes the syntax gets trickier. In *United States v. Pritchett*, the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit had to determine the reach of the adverbial phrase *when on duty*. The District of Columbia Code prohibited carrying a concealable pistol or dangerous weapon, but the prohibition did not apply to “jail wardens, or their deputies, policemen or other duly appointed law enforcement officers, or to members of the Army, Navy, or Marine Corps of the United States or of the National Guard or Organized Reserves when on duty.” A deputy jail warden was convicted of carrying a pistol when he was not on duty. The appellate court reversed the conviction because the statute did not apply to jail wardens, whether or not they were on duty: “[H]ad the drafters of the statute intended the phrase ‘when on duty’ to modify the earlier portion of the Act referring to deputy jail wardens, they could have . . . omitted the ‘or’ preceding members of the ‘Army, Navy, or Marine Corps,’ etc., and inserted a comma before the phrase ‘when on duty’ so as to separate it from the clause immediately preceding.” The court was right about the result and about the comma, but it was the *to* rather than the *or* that set the last phrase apart.

Perhaps more than most of the other canons, this one is highly sensitive to context. Often the sense of the matter prevails: *He went forth and wept bitterly* does not suggest that he went forth bitterly. And like all the other canons (and perhaps more than most), it is subject to defeasance by other canons. In *Phoenix Control Systems, Inc. v. Insurance Co. of North America*, an insurer (INA) provided a policy that covered the insured (PCS) for the defense of all lawsuits resulting from “any infringement of copyright or improper or unlawful use of slogans in your advertising.” When PCS was sued for copyright infringement in the preparation of a business proposal, INA declined to defend on grounds that the infringement had not occurred in advertising. The Arizona Supreme Court held that the modifier *in your advertising* did not reach back to *infringement of copyright*. This would seem to contradict the canon here under discussion, but the holding was justified by the rule that ambiguities in contracts will be interpreted against the party that prepared the contract (*contra proferentem*).
20. Nearest-Reasonable-Referent Canon

When the syntax involves something other than a parallel series of nouns or verbs, a prepositive or postpositive modifier normally applies only to the nearest reasonable referent.

Although this principle is often given the misnomer last-antecedent canon (see § 18), it is more accurate to consider it separately and to call it the nearest-reasonable-referent canon. Strictly speaking, only pronouns have antecedents, and the canon here under consideration also applies to adjectives, adverbs, and adverbial or adjectival phrases—and it applies not just to words that precede the modifier, but also to words that follow it. Most commonly, the syntax at issue involves an adverbial phrase that follows the referent.

A Prohibition-era case provides a striking example involving grammatically unparallel items with a postpositive modifier. Section 32 of Virginia’s Prohibition Act of 1924 provided that “the provisions of this act shall not be construed to prevent any person from manufacturing for his domestic consumption at this home . . . wine or cider from fruit of his own raising . . .” What was modified by at this home? Did this mean manufacturing at his home or consumption at this home—or both? What happened is that the appellant, J.R. Harris, produced wine at his farm in Brunswick County from berries grown there. He intended to take the wine from his farm to his home in Greensville County, where he would consume it. While transporting the wine, Harris was detained and later convicted of unlawfully transporting two gallons of wine.

The Virginia Supreme Court upheld the conviction. The court stated that the “rules of grammar will not be permitted to defeat the purpose of the act,” which was to “prevent the use of ardent spirits as a beverage.” This was a poor, result-oriented decision. In the phrase “manufacturing for his domestic consumption” both manufacturing and consumption are nouns, but are not nouns in parallel; the second is in a prepositional phrase modifying the first. Only by a contorted reading of the statute does the prepositional phrase at this home modify manufacturing as well as consumption (the adjacent noun).

Another postpositive-modifier case was the Sixth Circuit’s decision in In re Sanders, in which the court was called on to determine the reach of an adverbial during-clause. Under the Bankruptcy Code, a debtor could not receive a discharge of his debts under Chapter 13 if he had “received a discharge . . . in a
case filed under Chapter 7 . . . *during the 4-year period preceding*” the filing of a Chapter 13 petition. Jason Sanders had filed a Chapter 7 petition on July 29, 2002, and was granted a discharge in that case on February 5, 2003. He then filed a Chapter 13 petition on January 5, 2007—which was more than four years after his Chapter 7 filing, but less than four years after his Chapter 7 discharge. Did the phrase *during the 4-year period* modify the word *discharge* or the word *filed*? Not a difficult question. *Discharge* and *case filed* are not grammatically parallel; the latter is in a prepositional phrase modifying the former. The court correctly held that the four-year period started to run on the date of the *filing* of the Chapter 7 petition. Although it invoked the last-antecedent canon (§ 18), in fact the court was indulging in the common misnomer we mentioned above: The phrasing involved a *referent*, not an *antecedent*. 
21. Proviso Canon

A proviso conditions the principal matter that it qualifies—almost always the matter immediately preceding.

Properly speaking, a proviso is a clause that introduces a condition by the word provided. Provided “is introduced to indicate the effect of certain things which are within the statute but accompanied with the peculiar conditions embraced within the proviso.” It modifies the immediately preceding language.

Because of regular abuse of provisos, however, the rule that a proviso introduces a condition has become a feeble presumption. One now often finds provided that introducing not a condition to an authorization or imposition, but an exception to it, or indeed even an addition to it. And the authorization or imposition that it modifies is often found not immediately before but several clauses earlier. Because of the variable meaning and variable reach of provisos, they have come to be disfavored by knowledgeable drafters.

A classic case illustrating the proviso canon is Pennington v. United States, in which the United States Court of Claims was called on to interpret this text in an appropriations statute:

Back pay and bounty: For payment of amounts for arrears of pay of two and three year volunteers, for bounty to volunteers, and their widows and legal heirs, for bounty under the act of July 28, 1866, and for amounts for commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel States, and to soldiers on furlough, that may be certified to be due by the accounting officers of the Treasury, during the fiscal year 1908, $200,000;

Provided, That in all cases hereafter so certified the said accounting officers shall, in stating balances, follow the decisions of the United States Supreme Court or of the Court of Claims of the United States after the time for appeal has expired, if no appeal be taken, without regard to former settlements or adjudications by their predecessors.

Alexander Pennington had sought to have his military pay increased, arguing that the length of his active service should have been computed to include his years as a West Point cadet. The Comptroller of the Treasury rejected his claim, but later the Supreme Court held that cadet service should be included in term of service. The Comptroller refused to reconsider Pennington’s case. Pennington
contended that even though his claim did not include backpay or bounty, the proviso in this routine appropriations act functioned as an independent and permanent legislative enactment applicable to “all cases” and all “decisions of the Supreme Court.” The Court of Claims rejected this sweeping contention, interpreting the proviso as qualifying only this statute’s enacting clause, which involved backpay and bounty. As for Pennington’s argument that the proviso required accounting officers to follow United States Supreme Court and Court of Claims decisions in all cases—a specification that would not have been needed if it applied only to the small number of cases affected by the enacting clause—the Court of Claims aptly said: “It would be dangerous to charge upon Congress an intention to enact independent legislation so important in its results, because of its use of a few superfluous words in a clause of a statute, named and having all of the characteristics of a proviso.”
22. Scope-of-Subparts Canon

Material within an indented subpart relates only to that subpart; material contained in unindented text relates to all the following or preceding indented subparts.

In the following passage, the material in boldface relates to all three subparts, and the if-clause in subpart (C) relates only to (C):

1.1 Xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxxxxxxx xxx xx xxxx xx xxxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxx xxx xxx xxxxxxxx:

(A) Xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxxxxxxx xxx xx xxxx xx xxxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxx xxx xxxx xxxxxxxx;
(B) Xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxxxxxxx xxx xx xxxx xx xxxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxx xxx xxxx xxxxxxxx;
(C) Xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxxxxxxx xxx xx xxxx xx xxxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxx xxx xxxx xxxxxxxx; if xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxxxxxxx xxx xx xxxx xxxx.

Xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxxxxxxx xxx xx xxxx xx xxxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxx xxx xxx xxxxxxxx. Xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxxxxxxx xxx xx xxxx xx xxxxxxxx.

Yet a major caveat must accompany this canon. If the circumstances in which the text was created suggest that the formatting was not something that the drafters of the text enacted, then little or no heed should be given to it. In a paper contract, the formatting has credence: the parties, after all, saw and signed the document as prepared. With a legislative assembly, the same may or may not be true. If a legislative printing office formats bills in its own way after their passage, then the formatting is simply not part of the adopted text and is irrelevant. But since the rise of computers, legislators typically vote on fully formatted provisions. So the older a legislative provision is, the less this canon can be relied on.

Let us consider some actual examples.

In Jama v. Immigration & Customs Enforcement, the provision at issue read as follows (the crucial text being the italicized language at the end):

(E) Additional removal countries.
If an alien is not removed to a country under the previous subparagraphs of this paragraph, the Attorney General shall remove the alien to any of the following countries:

(i) The country from which the alien was admitted to the United States.

(ii) The country in which is located the foreign port from which the alien left for the United States or for a foreign country contiguous to the United States.

(iii) A country in which the alien resided before the alien entered the country from which the alien entered the United States.

(iv) The country in which the alien was born.

(v) The country that had sovereignty over the alien’s birthplace when the alien was born.

(vi) The country in which the alien’s birthplace is located when the alien is ordered removed.

(vii) If impracticable, inadvisable, or impossible to remove the alien to each country described in a previous clause of this subparagraph, another country whose government will accept the alien into that country.

The petitioner, who was born in Somalia, contended that he could not be removed to that country under section (E)(iv) because that country had not agreed to accept him (a condition mentioned in (E)(vii)). The Supreme Court of the United States rightly held that what happens in subpart (vii) stays in subpart (vii): “Each clause is distinct and ends with a period, strongly suggesting that each may be understood completely without reading any further.” So the Court concluded that the petitioner could be returned to his birth country even if its advance consent had not been obtained. The same result should have applied even if the periods had been semicolons.

Another United States Supreme Court case illuminates this canon. At issue in United States v. Hayes was a provision of the federal Gun Control Act of 1968, which prohibited the possession of a firearm by a person convicted of domestic violence. The Act defined a misdemeanor crime of domestic violence as follows:

[T]he term “misdemeanor crime of domestic violence” means an offense that—
(i) is a misdemeanor under Federal, State, or Tribal law; and

(ii) has, as an element, the use or attempted use of physical force, or the threatened use of a deadly weapon, committed by a current or former spouse, parent, or guardian of the victim . . . .

The defendant had been convicted of misdemeanor battery in West Virginia. The victim of that battery was his wife, but that relationship was not an element of the crime—that is to say, it was not the misdemeanor of spousal battery. The question, therefore, was whether the phrase *committed by a current or former spouse, parent, or guardian of the victim* modified *use of force* (within the same subpart (ii)) or *offense* (much earlier in the main lead-in clause). If the former, the spousal relationship had to be an element of the crime; if the latter, no. The Court held not, essentially rewriting the statute as follows (added material italicized, deleted material struck through):

[A] misdemeanor crime of domestic violence means an offense *committed by a current or former spouse, parent, or guardian of the victim* that—

(i) is a misdemeanor under Federal, State, or Tribal law; and

(ii) has, as an element, the use or attempted use of physical force, or the threatened use of a deadly weapon, committed by a current or former spouse, parent, or guardian of the victim.

The case is worth discussing in some detail because it provides an excellent example of how various canons of interpretation point to different outcomes, requiring sound judgment as to which have the strongest force. The Supreme Court’s majority, in finding that the inclusion of the crucial phrase in subsection (ii) was merely the consequence of “less-than-meticulous drafting,” relied on these points:

- It is normal usage to speak of *committing an offense*, but not *committing a use* (§ 6 [ordinary-meaning canon]).
- If included in subsection (ii), the word *committed* is superfluous (*use committed by* adds nothing to *use by*) (§ 26 [surplusage canon]).
- If the crucial phrase belonged in subsection (ii), adding another factor to that subsection, it would have been more grammatical for the earlier portion of that subsection to refer to *elements* (plural) rather than *an element* (singular) (§ 17 [grammar canon]).
An earlier statute defining *misdemeanor crime of domestic violence*, which used the same language—though not divided into subsections—had uniformly been interpreted to apply the committed by provision to the earlier noun *offense* rather than the nearest noun *use* (§ 54 [prior-construction canon]).

An intelligent use of the canons. Unfortunately, the majority also relied on legislative history (the remarks of a single Senator) and the question-begging factor of “Congress’ manifest purpose,” which it said would be frustrated because so few statutes had as an element the use of force “by a current or former spouse, parent, or guardian of the victim.”

For its part, Chief Justice Roberts’s dissent relied on:

- location of the crucial phrase in the indented subsection (ii) (the canon currently under discussion);
- the nearest-reasonable-referent canon (*use of force* rather than *offense*) (§ 20); and
- the rule of lenity, which interprets ambiguous provisions to favor the criminal defendant (§ 49).

The Chief Justice wrote pointedly:

> [T]he “committed by” phrase in clause (ii) is best read to modify the preceding phrase “the use or attempted use of physical force, or the threatened use of a deadly weapon.” By not following the usual grammatical rule [of the nearest reasonable referent], the majority’s reading requires jumping over two line breaks, clause (i), a semicolon, and the first portion of clause (ii) to reach the more distant antecedent (“offense”). Due to the floating “that” after “offense,” if “committed by” modified “offense” the text would read “offense that committed by.”

All in all, and on both sides, the case represents admirable use of the canons. Your judicial author joined the dissent, but the case was unquestionably close.
23. Punctuation Canon

Punctuation is a permissible indicator of meaning.

“[T]he meaning of a statute will typically heed the commands of its punctuation.”


No helpful aid to interpretation has historically received such dismissive treatment from the courts as punctuation—periods, semicolons, commas, parentheses, apostrophes. The original reason was understandable enough. Punctuation was considered of small account because it was thought to be “the work of the engrossing clerk or the printer.”¹ And, again in days of yore, it was held that because many legislators voted only on the basis of bills that they heard read aloud—without seeing the printed page—they could take no notice of the punctuation marks.² But some modern commentators have extended that justification to posit that “[p]unctuation and other marks of emphasis are not part of the English language.”³ Perhaps not, but they are a part of our system of writing. As the title of a recent best-selling book makes amusingly clear, punctuation can even change the meaning of words. It can convert nouns into verbs, and change a description of a panda bear (“Eats shoots and leaves”) into a description of Jesse James (“Eats, shoots, and leaves”). No intelligent construction of a text can ignore its punctuation.

Punctuation in a legal text will rarely change the meaning of a word, but it will often determine whether a modifying phrase or clause applies to all that preceded it or only to a part. Properly placed commas would cancel the last-antecedent canon in the example given earlier (see § 18): If the parents’ note read, “You will be punished if you throw a party, or engage in any other activity, that damages the house,” the added punctuation would make it clear that the final clause modified not just *activity* but *party* as well. (Nonharmful parties are allowed.) Periods and semicolons insulate words from grammatical implications that would otherwise be created by the words that precede or follow them, and parentheses similarly isolate the material they contain.

Commentators have often said that “[p]unctuation is never permitted to control, vary, or modify the plain and clear meaning of the language of the body
of the act.” This must be a remnant of the former denigration of punctuation that had not been adopted by the legislature; in modern times, we see no rational basis for such a rule. As is the case with other indications of meaning, the body of a legal instrument cannot be found to have a “clear meaning” without taking account of its punctuation. There is no reason to exclude punctuation from this stage of the inquiry. And we disagree with the position that the use of punctuation as an interpretive aid should be relied on only “when all other means fail.”

Punctuation is often integral to the sense of written language. In one famous instance, the U.S. Tariff Act of 1872 contained a tariff exemption in which a misplaced comma cost the United States Treasury some $1 million. A provision in that statute was supposed to exempt from tariffs the importation of semitropical and tropical fruit plants. But at some point during enactment, a comma after *fruit plants* was repositioned between those words, so that the statute referred to “fruit, plants tropical and semitropical.” Soon various fruit importers contended that all fruit could be brought into the United States duty-free. At first the Treasury Department overruled these contentions, but then it reversed its position and decided they had merit. The statute was soon amended—in 1874—to close the loophole.

A comma nearly cost a Canadian company $2.13 million. Rogers Communications Inc. contracted with Aliant Inc. to string miles of Rogers’s cable lines across thousands of utility poles in the Maritimes for an annual fee of $9.60 per pole. Rogers contended that this price held good for at least the first five years, but Aliant contended that the contract’s termination clause could be invoked at any time. It all came down to the effect of the second comma in a provision stating that the agreement

> shall continue in force for a period of five years from the date it is made,
> and thereafter for successive five-year terms, unless and until terminated by
> one year’s prior notice in writing by either party.

If the second comma had not appeared, the adverbial *unless*-clause would modify only the provision about the successive five-year terms. But with the comma, the phrase *and thereafter for successive five-year terms* becomes a parenthetical element, and the *unless*-clause becomes part of the main sentence. When the issue came before the Canadian Radio-Television and Telecommunications Commission, it properly concluded that “based on the rules of punctuation,” the second comma “allows for the termination of the [contract]
at any time, without cause, upon one year’s written notice.” The Commission reversed its decision after Rogers produced an equivalent French-language copy of the contract, which had only one possible interpretation, the one favorable to Rogers.

But hostility to punctuation persists. In Hill v. Conway, the Vermont Supreme Court confronted a provision of state law dealing with the suspension of drivers’ licenses. The provision said that “the suspension period for a conviction for first offense . . . of this title shall be 30 days; for a second conviction 90 days and for a third or subsequent six months, . . . but if a fatality occurs, the suspension shall be for a period of one year.” The Commissioner of Motor Vehicles suspended Randall Hill’s driver’s license for “365 days following his first offense conviction on a charge of careless and negligent operation with death resulting.” Hill contended that because the 30-day punishment for a first offense is set apart from the one-year fatality provision by a semicolon, 30 days should have been the limit of his suspension.

The Vermont court held that the semicolon should not prevail. The punctuation of a statute, it said, will not be more important to interpretation than the legislative intent. (See § 67.) Leaping to the most general description of legislative purpose, the court said that the statute was meant to preserve public safety and remove irresponsible drivers from the road. To bar the state from suspending for more than 30 days the license of a driver whose first offense resulted in a death would be “an absurd and irrational result, and inconsistent with the legislative objective as we construe it to be.” In short, the court abused the absurdity doctrine (see § 37) and disregarded the rule of lenity (see § 49). Such are the slighting indignities to which semicolons are often subjected.

Punctuation is tiny. So there must be added to the number of those who do not know the rules of punctuation the even greater number of those who are careless. Perhaps more than any other indication of meaning, punctuation is often a scrivener’s error, overcome by other textual indications of meaning. So in the case quoted at the beginning of this section, the Supreme Court, after noting that “[t]he unavoidable inference from familiar rules of punctuation” pointed in one direction, concluded that “all of the other evidence from the statute points the other way.”

Against the overwhelming evidence from the structure, language, and subject matter of the 1916 Act there stands only the evidence from the Act’s punctuation, too weak to trump the rest. . . . [W]e are convinced that the
placement of the quotation marks in the 1916 Act was a simple scrivener’s error, a mistake made by someone unfamiliar with the law’s object and design. Courts, we have said, should “disregard the punctuation, or repunctuate, if need be, to render the true meaning of the statute.”

One punctuation convention merits special mention: the serial comma—that is, the comma after the penultimate item in a series and just before the conjunction (a, b, and c). Authorities on English usage overwhelmingly recommend using the serial comma to prevent ambiguities. Let us say that a testator bequeaths the residue of his enormous estate to “Bob, Sally, George and Jillian.” Do the devisees take equal fourths, or do George and Jillian have to split a third? If Bob and Sally become avaricious, they might argue that they take thirds, not quarters, as shown by the punctuation.

Despite the well-known semantic hazards of omitting the serial comma, some legal drafters omit it anyway. And some legislative-drafting manuals, as a matter of style, actually adopt the newspaper convention of omitting it.

So although the better practice is to use the serial comma, courts should not rely much if any on its omission. The Arizona Supreme Court made this mistake in interpreting the word enterprise, which was statutorily defined as “any corporation, partnership, association, labor union or other legal entity.” The court erroneously latched onto the wording labor union or other legal entity as a single item in the enumeration because of the lack of a comma, reasoning that “[t]he absence of a comma after the phrase ‘labor union’ makes a difference,” so that the other legal entity must be one similar to a labor union and could not include the state. While the outcome seems correct for other reasons, the absence of a comma assuredly did not “make a difference.” Nor did the absence affect meaning earlier in the same statute in the phrases neglect, abuse or exploitation (abuse or exploitation is not a single category) or in the relative clauses that has been employed to provide care, that has assumed a legal duty to provide care or that has been appointed by a court to provide care (a better style would be to put a comma before the or). The court did not seem to notice that the serial comma was consistently omitted in the statute—as required by the state’s drafting manual—and wrongly attributed meaning to this fact in a particular instance.
24. Whole-Text Canon

The text must be construed as a whole.

“In ascertaining the plain meaning of the statute, the court must look to the particular statutory language at issue, as well as the language and design of the statute as a whole.”


Perhaps no interpretive fault is more common than the failure to follow the whole-text canon, which calls on the judicial interpreter to consider the entire text, in view of its structure and of the physical and logical relation of its many parts. Sir Edward Coke explained the canon in 1628: “[I]t is the most natural and genuine exposition of a statute to construe one part of the statute by another part of the same statute, for that best expresseth the meaning of the makers.” Coke added: “If any section [of a law] be intricate, obscure, or doubtful, the proper mode of discovering its true meaning is by comparing it with the other sections, and finding out the sense of one clause by the words or obvious intent of the other.”

In more modern terms, the California Civil Code states, with regard to private documents: “The whole of a contract is to be taken together, so as to give effect to every part, if reasonably practicable, each clause helping to interpret the other.”

Context is a primary determinant of meaning. A legal instrument typically contains many interrelated parts that make up the whole. The entirety of the document thus provides the context for each of its parts. When construing the United States Constitution in *McCulloch v. Maryland*, Chief Justice John Marshall rightly called for “a fair construction of the whole instrument.”

More than a century later, Justice Benjamin Cardozo echoed the point in the context of legislation: “[T]he meaning of a statute is to be looked for, not in any single section, but in all the parts together and in their relation to the end in view.”

The Supreme Court of the United States has said that statutory construction is a “holistic endeavor,” and the same is true of construing any document.

Many of the other principles of interpretation are derived from the whole-text
canon—for example, the rules that an interpretation that furthers the document’s purpose should be favored (§ 4 [presumption against ineffectiveness]), that if possible no word should be rendered superfluous (§ 26 [surplusage canon]), that a word or phrase is presumed to bear the same meaning throughout the document (§ 25 [presumption of consistent usage]), that provisions should be interpreted in a way that renders them compatible rather than contradictory (§ 27 [harmonious-reading canon]), that irreconcilably contradictory provisions should be given no effect (§ 29 [irreconcilability canon]), and that associated words bear on one another’s meaning (*noscitur a sociis*) (§ 31 [associated-words canon]).

The canon can lend itself to abuse. Properly applied, it typically establishes that only one of the possible meanings that a word or phrase can bear is compatible with use of the same word or phrase elsewhere in the statute; or that one of the possible meanings would cause the provision to clash with another portion of the statute. It is not a proper use of the canon to say that since the overall purpose of the statute is to achieve \(x\), any interpretation of the text that limits the achieving of \(x\) must be disfavored. As we have said, limitations on a statute’s reach are as much a part of the statutory purpose as specifications of what is to be done.

But the canon can also refute purposivist claims, as in *In re Stinson*, a 2002 bankruptcy case decided in the Western District of Virginia. Stinson alleged that BB&T, a prospective employer, discriminated against him because of an earlier bankruptcy filing. He relied on a 1984 statute disallowing discrimination “with respect to employment,” claiming that this language extended to hiring practices. Although the word *employment* is indeed broad, and might plausibly include hiring decisions, the court rightly rejected Stinson’s claim. Why? Because although § 525(b) of the statute prohibited discrimination by private employers “with respect to employment,” the preceding provision, § 525(a), which applied to government employment, forbade the government not only to “discriminate with respect to employment against” a person who had been a bankruptcy debtor but also to “deny employment to” or “terminate the employment of” such a person. If both sections had dealt with hiring, then the specification in subpart (a) would have been an exercise in “unwarranted superfluousness.” In short, the court used the whole-text canon to reject Stinson’s argument that his “interpretation more fully advance[d] the apparent goals of § 525.”
25. Presumption of Consistent Usage

A word or phrase is presumed to bear the same meaning throughout a text; a material variation in terms suggests a variation in meaning.

“[T]here is a natural presumption that identical words used in different parts of the same act are intended to have the same meaning.”

*Atlantic Cleaners & Dyers, Inc. v. United States,* 286 U.S. 427, 433 (1932) (per Sutherland, J.).

The correlative points of the presumption of consistent usage make intuitive sense. The preparation of a legal instrument has traditionally been seen as a solemn and deliberative act that requires verbal exactitude. Hence it has long been considered “a sound rule of construction that where a word has a clear and definite meaning when used in one part of a . . . document, but has not when used in another, the presumption is that the word is intended to have the same meaning in the latter as in the former part.”¹ And likewise, where the document has used one term in one place, and a materially different term in another, the presumption is that the different term denotes a different idea. If it says *land* in one place and *real estate* later, the second provision presumably includes improvements as well as raw land.

Yet more than most other canons, this one assumes a perfection of drafting that, as an empirical matter, is not often achieved. Though one might wish it were otherwise, drafters more than rarely use the same word to denote different concepts, and often (out of a misplaced pursuit of stylistic elegance) use different words to denote the same concept. Predictably, then, the canon has had its distinguished detractors. Justice Joseph Story called the approach “narrow and mischievous,” adding: “It is by no means a correct rule of interpretation to construe the same word in the same sense, wherever it occurs in the same instrument.”² One of Story’s examples from the Constitution is *state,* which bears four meanings in the document: (1) a section of territory occupied by a political society; (2) the government established by such a society; (3) the society that is organized under such a government; and (4) the people composing such a political society.³

Because it is so often disregarded, this canon is particularly defeasible by context. Perhaps under his colleague Story’s influence, Chief Justice John Marshall noted: “[I]t has . . . been also said, that the same words have not
necessarily the same meaning attached to them when found in different parts of the same instrument: their meaning is controlled by context. This is undoubtedly true. A prime example of defeasance by context was given long ago by Henry Campbell Black: A statute providing that a person who, “being married, . . . marries] any other person during the life of the former husband or wife” is guilty of a felony. The first use of marry refers to a valid marriage, but if the statute is going to make any sense, the second use cannot mean the same thing, but must denote going through the ceremony of marriage (though ineffectually). A more careful drafter might have written, in the second instance, purports to marry or goes through a marriage ceremony with.

But the presumption makes sense when applied (as it usually is) pragmatically. In a 1980 case, the Supreme Court of the United States had to decide whether the word filed bore the same meaning in two provisions contained in the same section of the Equal Employment Opportunity Act. The respondent argued that it meant different things. The Court held: “In the end, we cannot accept respondent’s position without unreasonably giving the word ‘filed’ two different meanings in the same section of the statute.” And the Court emphasized the besetting sin of short-term, expedient interpretations: “Even if the interests of justice might be served in this particular case by a bifurcated construction of that word, in the long run, experience teaches that strict adherence to the procedural requirements specified by the legislature is the best guarantee of evenhanded administration of the law.”

The presumption of consistent usage applies also when different sections of an act or code are at issue. In a 1988 case, the Iowa Supreme Court was called on to decide whether serious mental impairment meant the same thing in the statutory section dealing with involuntary hospitalization as it did in another section dealing with habeas corpus petitions for release from involuntary hospitalization. The psychiatric hospital argued that involuntary hospitalization entailed a more stringent standard for serious mental impairment than did the continued commitment of a patient who challenged the prolonged hospitalization against his will. Although in one place the statute spelled out three elements for involuntary hospitalization in the first instance—(1) mental illness, (2) deficiency of judgment, and (3) dangerousness—the hospital contended that the phrase serious mental impairment took on a different meaning in the later provision relating to continued confinement (dropping the dangerousness requirement). The court sensibly held that the two uses of the phrase—one in § 229.13 of the Iowa Code and the other in § 229.37—bore an identical meaning.
that included dangerousness.\textsuperscript{10}

Yet the presumption of consistent usage can hardly be said to apply across the whole \textit{corpus juris}. Frequently when a court is called on to construe a statutory word or phrase, counsel for one side will argue that it must bear the well-established or unavoidable meaning that the same word or phrase has in a different statute altogether. Without more, the argument does not have much force: "[T]he mere fact that the words are used in each instance is not a sufficient reason for treating a decision on the meaning of the words of one statute as authoritative on the construction of another statute."\textsuperscript{11} But the more connection the cited statute has with the statute under consideration, the more plausible the argument becomes. If it was enacted at the same time, and dealt with the same subject, the argument could even be persuasive.
26. Surplusage Canon

If possible, every word and every provision is to be given effect (*verba cum effectu sunt accipienda*¹). None should be ignored. None should needlessly be given an interpretation that causes it to duplicate another provision or to have no consequence.

“This words cannot be meaningless, else they would not have been used.”

*United States v. Butler,*
297 U.S. 1, 65 (1936) (per Roberts, J.).

The surplusage canon holds that it is no more the court’s function to revise by subtraction than by addition. A provision that seems to the court unjust or unfortunate (creating the so-called *casus male inclusus*) must nonetheless be given effect. As Chief Justice John Marshall explained: “It would be dangerous in the extreme, to infer from extrinsic circumstances, that a case for which the words of an instrument expressly provide, shall be exempted from its operation.”² Or in the words of Thomas M. Cooley: “[T]he courts must . . . lean in favor of a construction which will render every word operative, rather than one which may make some idle and nugatory.”³ This is true not just of legal texts but of all sensible writing: “Whenever a reading arbitrarily ignores linguistic components or inadequately accounts for them, the reading may be presumed improbable.”⁴

Sometimes lawyers will seek to have a crucially important word ignored—such as *only,* *solely,* or *exclusively*—and nontextualist judges will often oblige them. In one such case, *Abright v. Shapiro,*⁵ the New York Rent Stabilization Code excluded from rent stabilization “housing accommodations used *exclusively* for professional, commercial, or other nonresidential purposes.”⁶ In this particular case, which took 13 years for the courts finally to resolve, 52 physicians used their residential apartments for professional purposes, as a result of which the landlords began charging higher rent based on the fair market value of the building used as professional premises. The physicians sued on grounds that their rents had been stabilized and they were not using the premises *exclusively* for professional purposes since they also continued to live there. The Appellate Division essentially read the word *exclusively* out of the statute and allowed the landlords to have their higher rent on wholly nontextual grounds
reflecting purposivism: “[R]ent stabilization was not adopted to provide a means
for those with the ability to pay to avoid having to pay a market rent for premises
in which to practice their profession.”² Perhaps not. But the legislature used the
adverb exclusively, and the court was wrong to negate its clear meaning.

Lawyers rarely argue that an entire provision should be ignored—but it does
happen. For example, in Fortec Constructors v. United States,⁸ the quality-
control paragraph of a construction contract with the Army read as follows:

All work . . . shall be subject to inspection and test by the Government at all
reasonable times and at all places prior to acceptance. Any such inspection
and test is for the sole benefit of the Government and shall not relieve the
Contractor of the responsibility of providing quality control measures to
assure that the work strictly complies with the contract requirements. No
inspection or test by the Government shall be construed as constituting or
implying acceptance.⁹

When the Army demanded that the contractor demolish and reconstruct
noncompliant work, the contractor protested that the on-site Army inspector had
failed to notify Fortec of the defects and that this silence constituted an
acceptance of the original work. The court correctly rejected this argument:

To agree with Fortec’s contention would render clause 10 meaningless. This
court must be guided by the well accepted and basic principle that an
interpretation that gives a reasonable meaning to all parts of the contract
will be preferred to one that leaves portions of the contract meaningless.
Therefore, Fortec’s contention is rejected for being inconsistent with
contract clause 10. The Corps quality assurance inspections did not
constitute an acceptance of the work.¹⁰

More frequently, however, this canon prevents not the total disregard of a
provision, but instead an interpretation that renders it pointless. Because legal
drafters should not include words that have no effect, courts avoid a reading that
renders some words altogether redundant.¹¹ If a provision is susceptible of (1) a
meaning that gives it an effect already achieved by another provision, or that
deprives another provision of all independent effect, and (2) another meaning
that leaves both provisions with some independent operation, the latter should be
preferred.

Put to a choice, however, a court may well prefer ordinary meaning to an
unusual meaning that will avoid surplusage. So like all other canons, this one
must be applied with judgment and discretion, and with careful regard to
context. It cannot always be dispositive because (as with most canons) the underlying proposition is not *invariably* true. Sometimes drafters *do* repeat themselves and *do* include words that add nothing of substance, either out of a flawed sense of style or to engage in the ill-conceived but lamentably common belt-and-suspenders approach. Doublets and triplets abound in legalese: *Execute and perform*—what satisfies one but not the other? *Rest, residue, and remainder*—could a judge interpret these as referring to three distinct things? *Peace and quiet*—when is peace not quiet? A clever interpreter could create unforeseen meanings or legal effects from this stylistic mannerism. This consequence, indeed, has befallen the phrase *indemnify and hold harmless*: The two parts of the phrase are historically synonymous, but some modern courts have purported to find distinct senses.  

The English law lords once held, quite properly, that the second part of the statutory phrase *in addition to and not in derogation of* added nothing but emphasis. Before the 2007 revisions, the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure contained varying requirements for cause, for good cause, for cause shown, and for good cause shown. There was no reason to believe that, after removal of the attendant modifiers, the cause did not have to be good or did not have to be shown.

A United States Supreme Court case testing the canon’s application against duplication of meaning was *Moskal v. United States*. The defendant had participated in a scheme that altered the odometer readings on used vehicles, and then obtained (through the mail from another state) new titles that showed the falsified readings. The state officials who issued the new titles did not know that the readings were fraudulent. The defendant was convicted under 18 U.S.C. § 2314, which punishes anyone who, “with unlawful or fraudulent intent, transports in interstate . . . commerce any falsely made, forged, altered or counterfeited securities . . . , knowing the same to have been falsely made, forged, altered or counterfeited.” The titles were obviously not “forged, altered or counterfeited”; Moskal argued that they were not “falsely made” either, since those who made them believed them to be accurate. The Court rejected this argument in part because it would make “falsely made” redundant with “forged” and “counterfeited,” and would thus “violate[] the established principle that a court should give effect, if possible, to every clause or word of a statute.”

We agree with (and one of us wrote) the dissent, which explained Congress’s quadrupling of near-synonyms:

As the United States conceded at oral argument, and as any dictionary will confirm, “forged” and “counterfeited” mean the same thing. Since iteration
is obviously afoot in the relevant passage, there is no justification for extruding an unnatural meaning out of “falsely made” simply in order to avoid iteration. The entire phrase “falsely made, forged, altered, or counterfeited” is self-evidently not a listing of differing and precisely calibrated terms, but a collection of near synonyms which describes the product of the general crime of forgery.¹⁶

Yet words with no meaning—language with no substantive effect—should be regarded as the exception rather than the rule. In one interesting case, the absurdity doctrine (§ 37) might have tempted a court to disregard a word (male) incorporated by reference into a statute, but that doctrine could not overcome the constitutional provision that had been incorporated. In People ex rel. Ahrens v. English,¹⁷ an Illinois suffrage statute provided that any woman 21 or older could vote for school officers if she belonged to one of the three classes mentioned in Article 7 of the Illinois Constitution. Those classes consisted of (1) those who were electors in the state on April 1, 1848; (2) those who were naturalized before January 1, 1870; and (3) male citizens of the United States over the age of 21. The Illinois Supreme Court recognized that reading the word male as being incorporated into the statute “is wholly inconsistent with the entire scope and the manifest intent of the act,”¹⁸ and seemed prepared, because of the absurdity, to disregard that word insofar as interpretation of the statute was concerned. It found, however, that the constitutional provision governed the voting qualifications for the office in question, and that provision could not be disregarded.¹⁹ The would-be voter’s petition for mandamus was denied.²⁰

At least one commentator has suggested that the surplusage canon is fundamentally wrong: “Statutes are not always carefully drafted. Legal drafters often include redundant language on purpose to cover any unforeseen gaps or simply for no good reason at all. And legislators are not likely to waste time or energy arguing to remove redundancy when there are more important issues to address. Thus, the presumptions [underlying this canon] simply do not match political reality.”²¹ We think the objection ill-founded for four reasons. First, the surplusage canon is well known: Statutes should be carefully drafted, and encouraging courts to ignore sloppily inserted words results in legislative freeriding and increasingly slipshod drafting. Nothing should be included in a legal instrument “for no good reason at all.” Second, general language—not redundancy—is the accepted method for covering “unforeseen gaps.” Third, if the legislators themselves are not mindful of ferreting out words and phrases that contribute nothing to meaning, they ought to hire eagle-eyed editors who are.
(Many, in fact, do.) Finally, when a drafter has engaged in the retrograde practice of stringing out synonyms and near-synonyms (e.g., transfer, assign, convey, alienate, or set over), the bad habit is so easily detectable that the canon can be appropriately discounted: Alienate will not be held to mean something wholly distinct from transfer, convey, and assign, etc.\textsuperscript{22}
27. Harmonious-Reading Canon

The provisions of a text should be interpreted in a way that renders them compatible, not contradictory.

“[O]ne part is not to be allowed to defeat another, if by any reasonable construction the two can be made to stand together.”

Thomas M. Cooley,
*A Treatise on the Constitutional Limitations Which Rest upon the Legislative Power of the States of the American Union* 58 (1868).

The imperative of harmony among provisions is more categorical than most other canons of construction because it is invariably true that intelligent drafters do not contradict themselves (in the absence of duress). Hence there can be no justification for needlessly rendering provisions in conflict if they can be interpreted harmoniously. But if context and other considerations (including the application of other canons) make it impossible to apply the harmonious-reading canon, the principles governing conflicting provisions (see §§ 28 [general/specific canon] and 29 [irreconcilability canon]) must be applied.

How does this pragmatic canon apply in practice? In *State v. Bowsher*, the Arizona Supreme Court was faced with two statutory provisions that dealt with the beginning of a probated criminal sentence. One of them provided that “a period of probation commences on the day it is imposed or as designated by the court”; but another provided that a probationary period must begin “without delay.” The trial court had sentenced Brad Bowsher to serve two consecutive four-year probationary terms. On appeal, Bowsher argued that the sentence was unlawful because the second period could not start “without delay” but must start four years after the date of sentencing. The Arizona court rightly held to the contrary. If *without delay* in the second provision prohibited even consecutive probationary periods, it would flatly contradict *or as designated by the court* in the first provision. The reconciliation was to interpret the first provision as allowing consecutive sentences, and to interpret the second as requiring the later sentence to commence immediately (“without delay”) on expiration of the first. In short, the court read the two sections of the statute harmoniously so that one did not nullify the other.

Not every harsh result indicates a contradiction that must be “reconciled”
away. Double taxation, for example. In Commissioner v. Beck’s Estate, an income-tax provision of the Internal Revenue Code treated as “income” of the grantor of a trust “any part of the income of a trust [that is] applied to the payment of premiums upon policies of insurance on the life of the grantor.”

Meanwhile, a gift-tax provision of the Code imposed a tax on “the transfer . . . of property by gift . . . whether the transfer is in trust or otherwise, whether the gift is direct or indirect.” The problem in Beck’s Estate was that a portion of the income of an irrevocable insurance trust was used to pay annual premiums for the life-insurance policies of the grantor. While the grantor agreed that he had to pay income tax on the value of those premiums, he deducted the premium amount from his gift-tax return in the year when the trust was created and funded. The IRS disallowed the gift-tax deduction. In the consequent litigation, Beck’s estate argued that it would be “unbearably inconsistent . . . to tax the value of that income as a gift from him [when the trust was established] . . . and thereafter to tax those payments as his income.”

With Judge Jerome Frank writing for the Second Circuit, the court decided that both income taxes and gift taxes were due for the value of the premiums. The court reasoned that the gift-tax and income-tax provisions had originally been enacted as part of the same act, indicating Congress’s intention that they overlap. Further, Judge Frank memorably noted that there would have been straightforward ways for legislators to arrive at Beck’s estate’s desired result: “For Congress knows—who would not?—how to prevent such double taxation. A short sentence would have done the trick. The familiar ‘easy-to-say-so-if-that-is-what-was-meant’ rule of statutory interpretation has full force here. The silence of Congress is strident.”

The harmonious-reading canon is just as applicable to contracts as it is to statutes. A Third Circuit case exemplifies this principle, though its application of the principle is questionable. In J.E. Faltin Motor Transp., Inc. v. Eazor Express, Inc., a lease for the use of a trailer contained arguably contradictory provisions. Section 1 contained broad language that “no provision in this contract shall be construed to increase the legal liability of any party hereto.” Section 3.5, meanwhile, stated that the lessee would indemnify the lessor “for any loss or damage [to the trailer] . . . arising out of the . . . possession of said trailer, or arising from any other cause.” After the trailer was destroyed by fire, the lessor, Faltin Motor, sued the lessee, Eazor, to make good on the § 3.5 indemnity. The court found no inconsistency between the two provisions: § 1 meant, it said (implausibly), that there can be no increase in liability beyond what is stated in
the contract (including § 3.5). A better resolution, mentioned by the court but not dispositively, would have been to hold that the specific provision (§ 3.5) governed over the general (§ 1)—which brings us to our next blackletter canon.
If there is a conflict between a general provision and a specific provision, the specific provision prevails (*generalia specialibus non derogant*).

The general/specific canon, like the irreconcilability canon (see § 29), deals with what to do when conflicting provisions simply cannot be reconciled—when the attribution of no permissible meaning can eliminate the conflict. Which provision must yield? Or must they both be disregarded? Under this canon, the specific provision is treated as an exception to the general rule. Jeremy Bentham supplied the rationale: “[T]he particular provision is established upon a nearer and more exact view of the subject than the general, of which it may be regarded as a correction.” Or think of it this way: the specific provision comes closer to addressing the very problem posed by the case at hand and is thus more deserving of credence.

The most common example of irreconcilable conflict—and the easiest to deal with—involves a general prohibition that is contradicted by a specific permission, or a general permission that is contradicted by a specific prohibition. Imagine, for example, a sign at the entrance to a park that reads: “No wheeled vehicles. Bicycles and baby carriages may be walked along the paths.” The second sentence, which flatly contradicts the first, governs when a bicycle or baby carriage is in the park—a specific exception to the general prohibition. The same effect ordinarily occurs even when the contradictory provisions are separated by intervening text.

Note that the general/specific canon does not mean that the existence of a contradictory specific provision voids the general provision. Only its application to cases covered by the specific provision is suspended; it continues to govern all other cases. So if a lease provides in one clause that water is provided, and in another it provides that the tenant is responsible for all utilities, the tenant will still be liable to pay for all utilities other than water.

The rule applies to contradictory provisions in a single statute no less than to contradictory provisions in a contract. Consider a case from Missouri. The domestic-relations statute stated: “If a party requests a decree of legal separation rather than a decree of dissolution of marriage, the court shall grant the decree in that form.” But a different section of the statute contained a provision dealing with the specific situation in which one of the parties claims that the marriage is irretrievably broken: “If both of the parties by petition or otherwise have stated
under oath that the marriage is irretrievably broken, or one of the parties has so stated and the other has not denied it, the court, after considering the aforesaid petition or statement, and after a hearing thereon shall make a finding whether or not the marriage is irretrievably broken and shall enter an order of dissolution or dismissal accordingly.”

Here is what happened. Mrs. McCallister filed a petition for legal separation. In response, Mr. McCallister stated in a verified pleading (i.e., under oath) that the marriage was irretrievably broken and requested a dissolution of the marriage. Mrs. McCallister opposed dissolution and denied that the marriage was irretrievably broken, but did not do so under oath. The trial court entered a decree of legal separation. On appeal, Mr. McCallister contended that § 452.320.1 required that the denial that the marriage was irretrievably broken had to be under oath. The appellate court agreed and proceeded, quite justifiably, to treat the section dealing specifically with a claim of irretrievable breakdown as an exception to the general rule about a party’s request for a legal separation.

But what about contradictory provisions in two separate statutes—an earlier general prohibition (or permission) contradicted by a later specific permission (or prohibition), or an earlier specific permission (or prohibition) contradicted by a later general prohibition (or permission)? Does the rule apply to these? And does its applicability depend on which provision is enacted later?

The reason why the canon might be thought inapplicable to seeming contradictions in successive statutes is simple: No one (or almost no one) thinks that the way contradictions are to be resolved in single instruments, including single statutes, is that the provision appearing later in the instrument prevails. But it is a principle of statutory construction that a later-enacted statute that contradicts an earlier one effectively repeals it (see § 55). So where there is a conflict between a general provision and a specific one, whichever was enacted later might be thought to prevail. But that analysis disregards the principle behind the general/specific canon—namely, that the two provisions are not in conflict, but can exist in harmony. The specific provision does not negate the general one entirely, but only in its application to the situation that the specific provision covers. Hence the canon does apply to successive statutes. Indeed, that is perhaps its most common application, since legislators are often—despite the presumption to the contrary—unfamiliar with enactments of their predecessors. They unwittingly contradict them.

A Nebraska case provides an example. Nebraska’s Age Discrimination Act, enacted in 1963, prohibited discrimination on the basis of age. In 1986, however,
the legislature amended the statutes governing retirement of state employees to give retirees the choice of receiving their pensions in a lump-sum payment if they were under the age of 55, but with the forfeiture of some benefits if they were over 55. Nebraska’s Equal Opportunity Commission sued the State Employees Retirement System on behalf of an over-55 retiree, contending that the age-based forfeiture was prohibited. The Nebraska Supreme Court correctly held that the specific provisions of the 1986 retirement legislation prevailed over the general age-discrimination prohibition of the 1963 statute. When statutes are in conflict, as when the provisions of a single text are in conflict, the specific controls over the general.\(^8\)

The perceptive reader may have observed that this case would have come out the same way even without the benefit of the general/specific canon. For even without it, the later statute would have been an implicit repeal of the earlier statute’s application to state-employee retirement. So the canon makes no difference when it is the specific provision that has been enacted later. Implicit repeal of the earlier statute’s application to the specific situation would produce the same effect: The specific would prevail. But the general/specific canon makes all the difference if the general provision has been enacted later.

The Supreme Court of the United States confronted such a situation in *Morton v. Mancari*.\(^9\) The Indian Reorganization Act of 1934\(^10\) provided an employment preference for qualified Native Americans in the Bureau of Indian Affairs. The Equal Employment Act of 1972\(^11\) prohibited racial discrimination in federal employment. The Supreme Court rejected the claim by non-Native American employees of the BIA that the preference had been repealed, reasoning in part as follows:

> [T]he Indian preference statute is a specific provision applying to a very specific situation. The 1972 Act, on the other hand, is of general application. Where there is no clear intention otherwise, a specific statute will not be controlled or nullified by a general one, regardless of the priority of enactment.\(^12\)

This type of reasoning assumes two provisions of equal dignity. The Louisiana Supreme Court has misapplied it to a general constitutional provision that should have been held to nullify a statutory one. A Louisiana statute provided that all property of a specific orphans’ home was “exempted from all taxation, either by the State, parish, or city in which it is situated, any law to the contrary notwithstanding.”\(^13\) Thirty-two years after that statute was passed, Louisiana
adopted a new constitutional provision that “[a]ll property shall be taxed in proportion to its value.” When the City of New Orleans tried to tax the orphans’ home, the home sued to enforce the exemption. The Louisiana Supreme Court incorrectly held that the specific provision antedating the more general provision remained operative. It limited its application of the canon by a condition with which we do not agree. It said that “[a] general statute, without negative words, will not repeal the particular provisions of the former.” In other words, while “all property shall be taxed” yielded to the canon, “no property is exempt” would not have; the specific exemption for the orphanage would have been repealed. We see no basis for this distinction. More important, though, the general/specific canon applies only to provisions that are of the same level of legal hierarchy. A specific statutory provision that contravenes a general constitutional injunction or prohibition is invalid.

Sometimes it is difficult to determine whether a provision is a general or a specific one. In *Radzanower v. Touche Ross & Co.*, the Supreme Court of the United States had to decide whether a suit against a national bank for violation of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 could be brought under the venue provision contained in that statute, which allowed suit in any district where the violation occurred, or could be brought only under the exclusive-venue provision for suits against national banks established by the 1878 National Bank Act, which limited venue to the district in which the bank was established. The Court held that the latter provision governed, in part because “[i]t is a basic principle of statutory construction that a statute dealing with a narrow, precise, and specific subject is not submerged by a later enacted statute covering a more generalized spectrum.” Yet there is great force in what Justice Stevens wrote in dissent:

[B]oth of these statutes are special venue statutes. Neither party relies on the general venue provision in 28 U.S.C. § 1391. One relies on a special statute for one kind of litigant—national banks; the other relies on a special statute for one kind of litigation—cases arising under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. The precise issue before us involves only a tiny fraction of the cases in either special category: Most litigation against national banks does not arise under the Securities Exchange Act; and most litigation arising under the Securities Exchange Act does not involve national banks. Thus, with equal logic we might describe either statute as creating an exception from the somewhat more general provisions of the other.
29. Irreconcilability Canon

If a text contains truly irreconcilable provisions at the same level of generality, and they have been simultaneously adopted, neither provision should be given effect.

When reconciliation of conflicting provisions cannot reasonably be achieved, the proper resolution is to apply the unintelligibility canon (§ 16) and to deny effect to both provisions. After all, if we cannot “make a valid choice between two differing interpretations, ... we are left with the consequence that a text means nothing in particular at all.”

Courts rarely reach this result. If both of the contradictory provisions have been adopted simultaneously, and if the general/ specific canon cannot resolve the conflict, some authorities suggest that the later-appearing provision must prevail (on the theory that, appearing later in the text, it presumably repeals the earlier provision). Others suggest, quite to the contrary, that the earlier-appearing provision must prevail (because of the “priority of its position”). Yet neither of those positions bears any relationship in the usual case to the text’s probable meaning. Unless the text has been amended, the later provision is not later in time, having been adopted simultaneously with the earlier one—so it cannot realistically be thought to have repealed the earlier one.

A third way of cutting this Gordian knot of irreconcilable provisions is to enforce the provision “relatively more important or principal to the [instrument].” This approach, advocated by Samuel Williston, has been approved by the New York Court of Appeals. It will often be unavailable, as when a loan contract contains conflicting interest rates or a construction contract contains conflicting performance dates. And where it is available, it will amount to a search for nonexistent “intent”—not much different from the approach that Joel Prentiss Bishop long ago recommended for contracts: “[T]o regard but lightly the technical rules ... and, feeling after the intent of the parties, to discard on the one hand, and retain on the other, what in the result will best give effect to such intent.”

But outright invalidation is admittedly an unappealing course—especially when the matter covered by the contradictory provisions is central to the document or statute in question. One can often resort to some other rule of interpretation—in a contract with conflicting interest rates, perhaps to the rule
that the document should be construed *contra proferentem* (see p. 427), imposing the lower rate of interest on the loan company that prepared the document; or in a criminal statute applying the contradictory provision that favors the defendant, under the rule of lenity (§ 49). Often there will be a background rule of law that steps in to supplant the contradictory provisions. For example, when a contract contains contradictory provisions for the time of performance, a reasonable time will be presumed; and in some jurisdictions perhaps a legal rate of interest will be presumed when interest is clearly required but its amount not specified. These devices will often save the document.

If irreconcilability occurs with penal provisions, the result should favor the accused (see § 49 [rule of lenity]). In *State v. Taylor*, two sections of a statute adopted at the same time conflicted. One section declared it a felony to willfully and maliciously maim or wound someone else’s horse, and the very next section declared the same conduct a misdemeanor. After maiming a horse inside a building that he broke into, Taylor was prosecuted for second-degree burglary, defined to include “breaking and entering . . . with intent to . . . commit any felony therein.” On appeal of his conviction, Taylor argued that because he had committed a misdemeanor under § 1988, he could not lawfully be charged with second-degree burglary. The court agreed and threw out the conviction—but on the wrong grounds: “Where there is an irreconcilable conflict between different sections or parts of the same statute, the last words stand, and those which are in conflict with them, so far as there is a conflict, are repealed; that is, the part of a statute later in position in the same act or section is deemed later in time, and prevails over repugnant parts occurring before, though enacted and to take effect at the same time.” By the court’s reasoning, if the misdemeanor provision had come first and the felony provision second, Taylor’s conviction would have been affirmed. But this result would be erroneous under the rule of lenity. Because a clash of this kind gives rise to an ambiguity, lenity should be the guiding principle.
30. Predicate-Act Canon

Authorization of an act also authorizes a necessary predicate act.

“[W]here a general power is conferred or duty enjoined, every particular power necessary for the exercise of the one, or the performance of the other, is also conferred.”

Thomas M. Cooley,
A Treatise on the Constitutional Limitations Which Rest upon the Legislative Power of the States of the American Union 63 (1868).

Contrary to the praise heaped on the Shakespearean character Portia for holding that Shylock could take his pound of flesh but not spill a drop of blood (“O upright judge! . . . O learned judge!”), it was a terrible opinion. She should have invoked the principle that contracts to maim are void as contrary to public policy. Her supposedly brilliant rationale ignored the well-acknowledged predicate-act canon. Authorization to take the flesh surely implies the authorization to spill blood—just as permission to harvest the wheat on one’s land implies permission to enter on the land for that purpose. This is just common sense—and is one of the reasons why “strict construction” is foolish (see § 62).

The predicate-act canon is ancient. In 1759, Sir Henry Finch wrote that “[w]here the king is to have mines, the law giveth him power to dig in the land.” Further:

“[T]he vendee of all one’s fishes in his pond, may justify the coming upon the banks to fish, but not the digging of a trench to let out the water to take the fish, for he may take them by nets, and other devices; but if there were no other means to take them, he might dig a trench.”

The canon applies to all manner of texts. In the context of legislation, it has long been held that “whenever a power is given by a statute, everything necessary to making it effectual or requisite to attaining the end is implied.” As for contracts, the California Civil Code (to cite but one example) mandates that “[a]ll things that in law or usage are considered as incidental to a contract, or as necessary to carry it into effect, are implied therefrom, unless some of them are
expressly mentioned therein, when all other things of the same class are deemed to be excluded.”\textsuperscript{6} And as for grants: “One who grants a thing is presumed to grant also whatever is essential to its use.”\textsuperscript{7}

The Supreme Court of Illinois has properly noted two limitations on the predicate-act canon: (1) “The implication under this rule . . . must be a necessary, not a conjectural or argumentative one”;\textsuperscript{8} and (2) “where the means for the exercise of a granted power are given, no other or different means can be implied, as being more effectual or convenient.”\textsuperscript{9}

The predicate-act canon must be applied with caution, lest the tail of what is implied wag the dog of what is expressly conferred. Despite the story describing how “for the want of a nail the kingdom was lost,” the authority to protect the kingdom does not reasonably imply the authority to promulgate standards for the shoeing of horses: “The incident follows the principal, and not the principal the incident.”\textsuperscript{10} Determining what is \textit{reasonably} implied takes some judgment.

What takes \textit{no} real judgment, though, because of its obviousness, is the point that Jeremy Bentham was at pains to make in the 19th century: “Command includes permission. To mean to command any act to be done, and not to mean to permit it to be done, is impossible.”\textsuperscript{11} Hence it makes little sense to draft a legal instrument that says a person both \textit{shall} and \textit{may} do an act—as apparently was once common.\textsuperscript{12} If you must do something, then you are necessarily allowed to do it.
31. Associated-Words Canon

Associated words bear on one another’s meaning (*noscitur a sociis*).

The Latin phrase *noscitur a sociis* means “it is known by its associates”—a classical version, applied to textual explanation, of the observed phenomenon that birds of a feather flock together. The associated-words canon could refer to the basic principle that words are given meaning by their context (see § 2)—and some authorities use this canon at that broad level of generality. But we mean something more specific. When several nouns or verbs or adjectives or adverbs—any words—are associated in a context suggesting that the words have something in common, they should be assigned a permissible meaning that makes them similar. The canon especially holds that “words grouped in a list should be given related meanings.”

Take a line from Shakespeare’s *The Tempest*, first published in 1623, in which Gonzalo says that he would not have “treason, felony, sword, pike, knife, gun, or need of any engine.” The mere listing provides helpful context for the meaning of *engine*, which today is considered a broad term with an entirely neutral meaning. The editors of the modern Folger edition of the play translate *engine* as “military weapon.” And the *Oxford English Dictionary* details the violent associations of the term from its first use in about 1300 through the 19th century: “A machine or instrument used in warfare. Formerly sometimes applied to all offensive weapons, but chiefly and now exclusively to those of large size and having mechanism, *e.g.* a battering-ram, catapult, piece of ordnance, etc.”

If someone were to argue that *pike*, in Gonzalo’s list, might refer to a freshwater fish or that *engine* might refer to the locomotive car on a train, the argument could be easily dismissed by looking to the surrounding terms. Likewise, if a statute is said to apply to “tacks, staples, nails, brads, screws, and fasteners,” it is clear from the words with which they are associated that the word *nails* does not denote fingernails and that *staples* does not mean reliable and customary food items.

For the associated-words canon to apply, the terms must be conjoined in such a way as to indicate that they have some quality in common. The walrus’s allusion to “shoes and ships and sealing-wax, . . . cabbages and kings” provides no occasion for *noscitur a sociis*. The common quality suggested by a listing should be its most general quality—the least common denominator, so to speak.
There is reason to disagree with the Canadian decision holding that the statutory term *ordinances* means only laws made by a legislative body, since it was conjoined with *Acts* in the statutory phrase *Acts and ordinances*. The only quality that those words surely have in common is a legally binding effect prescribed by a governmental authority. There is no more reason to believe that *ordinances* were meant to be similar to *Acts* in regard to the nature of the promulgator than there is to believe that they were meant to be different in that regard. That is to say, the phrase *Acts and ordinances* could have meant “Acts [of the legislature] and all other binding pronouncements [issued by any proper authority].”

Despite our nails-and-staples example, the most common effect of the canon is not to establish which of two totally different meanings applies but rather to limit a general term to a subset of all the things or actions that it covers—but only according to its ordinary meaning. So in the case just discussed, the Canadian court used the canon (wrongly, we submit) to restrict the term *ordinances* to one of its many possible applications—namely, only those laws made by a legislative body.

The associated-words canon has tremendous value in a broad array of cases. Consider the Minnesota statute making it a crime to carry or possess a pistol in a motor vehicle unless the pistol is unloaded and “contained in a closed and fastened case, gunbox, or securely tied package.” When police stopped Phyllis Taylor, she was found to have a pistol within her purse on the floor behind the passenger seat. On appeal, Taylor argued that her purse was a “case,” which dictionaries define as “something that encloses or contains.” The state argued that *noscitur a sociis* imparts a restrictive meaning to *case*: A gunbox is a hard, latched container; and by the terms of the statute a *package* must be a “securely tied” package; and a *case* a “closed” and “fastened” case. This listing suggests a container that does not make the gun readily retrievable. A purse, by contrast, is just where a woman would pack heat for ready access. So the Minnesota Court of Appeals rightly held that Ms. Taylor was not within the exception to the statute. The outcome might have been different if the general word *case* had not been qualified by such specific adjectives.

You might well wonder why the rule of lenity (§ 49) would not save Taylor here. The answer is that the rule of lenity applies only when a reasonable doubt persists after the traditional canons of interpretation have been considered. There was no ambiguity here.
Although most associated-words cases involve listings—usually a parallel series of nouns and noun phrases, or verbs and verb phrases—a listing is not prerequisite. An “association” is all that is required. Consider a Texas case involving a public-information act that contained an exemption from disclosure for “[a]n internal record or notation of a law enforcement agency or prosecutor that is maintained for internal use in matters relating to law enforcement or prosecution . . . if . . . release of the internal record or notation would interfere with law enforcement or prosecution . . . .”\(^8\) An unsuccessful applicant for a position as a Fort Worth police officer submitted an open-records request for copies of the hiring-process documents relating to his application. The city refused to provide them, contending that this information was exempt from disclosure by reason of the law-enforcement exception.

In the ensuing litigation, the city argued, reasonably enough, that the information it sought to protect was related to law enforcement; its officers must make well-informed hiring decisions, and if the information it obtains and records during the hiring process were readily available to the public, those third parties who provide information about the applicant would be reluctant to speak candidly. The court of appeals nonetheless denied the exemption on grounds of *noscitur a sociis*:

> In three separate instances, the statute links the words law enforcement and prosecutor. The doctrine of construction—*noscitur a sociis*—teaches that “the meaning of particular terms in a statute may be ascertained by reference to words associated with them in the statute; and that where two or more words of analogous meaning are employed together in a statute, they are understood to be used in their cognate sense, to express the same relations and give color and expression to each other.”

Under this rule of construction, we construe the phrases “information relating to law enforcement” and “would interfere with law enforcement” in reference to the type of information that would also “relate to prosecution” or “interfere with prosecution.” So doing, we conclude that the phrase “law enforcement,” in light of the immediately following words “prosecutor” or “prosecution,” evidences an intent by the Legislature to include within the law enforcement exception only that type of information that relates to violations of the law.\(^10\)

Note the slippery reference to *intent* (see § 67), as opposed to meaning. Yet on the whole, such close textual analysis is laudable.
32. *Ejusdem Generis* Canon Where general words follow an enumeration of two or more things, they apply only to persons or things of the same general kind or class specifically mentioned (*ejusdem generis*).

The *ejusdem generis* canon applies when a drafter has tacked on a catchall phrase at the end of an enumeration of specifics, as in *dogs, cats, horses, cattle, and other animals*. Does the phrase *and other animals* refer to wild animals as well as domesticated ones? What about a horsefly? What about protozoa? Are we to read *other animals* here as meaning *other similar animals*? The principle of *ejusdem generis* essentially says just that: It implies the addition of *similar* after the word *other*.

This canon parallels common usage. If one speaks of “Mickey Mantle, Rocky Marciano, Michael Jordan, and other great competitors,” the last noun does not reasonably refer to Sam Walton (a great competitor in the marketplace) or Napoleon Bonaparte (a great competitor on the battlefield). It refers to other great *athletes*. But perhaps that is too easy an example, since the general term *competitors* is so nondescript that it almost cries out to be given more precise content by the previous words. A more realistic example (and one that the books are full of) is a passage in which the enumeration is followed by *and all other persons* or *and all other property*. Take, for example, a will that gives to a particular devisee “my furniture, clothes, cooking utensils, housewares, motor vehicles, and all other property.” In the absence of other indication (of which more below), almost any court will construe the last phrase to include only personalty and not real estate.

The rationale for the *ejusdem generis* canon is twofold: When the initial terms all belong to an obvious and readily identifiable genus, one presumes that the speaker or writer has that category in mind for the entire passage. The fellow who spoke of “other competitors” did so *in the context* of athletes, and that context narrows the understood meaning of the term. And second, when the tagalong general term is given its broadest application, it renders the prior enumeration superfluous. If the testator really wished the devisee to receive *all* his property, he could simply have said “all my property”; why set forth a detailed enumeration and then render it all irrelevant by the concluding phrase *all other property*? One avoids this contradiction by giving the enumeration the effect of limiting the general phrase (while still not giving the general phrase a meaning that it will not bear). As expressed by Lord Kenyon in a case holding that the statutory phrase *cities, towns corporate, boroughs, and places* applied
only to places of the same sort as those enumerated: “[O]therwise the Legislature would have used only one compendious word, which would have included places of every denomination.”¹

Courts have applied the rule, which in English law dates back to 1596,² to all sorts of syntactic constructions that have particularized lists followed by a broad, generic phrase. Today American courts apply the rule often.³ Some examples through the years: • “contracts of employment of seamen, railroad employees, or any other class of workers engaged in foreign or interstate commerce”—held to include only transportation workers in foreign or interstate commerce.⁴

- “automobile, automobile truck, automobile wagon, motor cycle, or any other self-propelled vehicle not designed for running on rails”—held not to apply to an airplane.⁵
- “trays, glasses, dishes, or other tableware”—held not to include paper napkins.⁶
- “all personal effects, household effects, automobiles and other tangible personal property”—held not to include cash.⁷
- “soldiers’ and sailors’ home, almshouse, home for the friendless, or other charitable institution”—held not to include a state hospital.⁸
- “gravel, sand, earth or other material” on state-owned land—held not to include commercial timber harvested on state-owned land.⁹
- Licensing requirement for “the business of a blood boiler, bone boiler, fell-monger, slaughterer of cattle, horses, or animals of any description, soap boiler, tallow melter, tripe boiler, or other noxious or offensive business, trade, or manufacture”—held not to apply to a brickmaker or a small-pox hospital, because they were dissimilar to the listed jobs or businesses.¹⁰
- Authorization to employ and pay “teachers, . . . janitors, and other employes of the schools”—held not to apply to employment and payment of a lawyer.¹¹
- A statute authorizing removal from office for “incompetency, improper conduct, or other cause satisfactory to said board”—held to cover only a cause that related to the incumbent’s fitness for office.¹²
Examples of such wordings—and of such holdings—are legion.

An especially interesting case involved South Dakota’s Equine Activities Act, which stated that “[n]o equine activity sponsor, equine professional, doctor of veterinary medicine, or any other person, is liable for an injury to or the death of a participant resulting from the inherent risks of equine activities”—risks that were defined as “dangers or conditions which are an integral part of equine activities, including . . . [c]ertain hazards such as surface and subsurface conditions . . .”

Gregg Nielson’s 19-year-old daughter was riding a horse in a pasture leased to a riding club. While running at a controlled gallop, the horse tripped and somersaulted, killing its rider. An investigation revealed that the horse had tripped because it stepped in a cable trench that had been dug by AT&T. Nielson sued the company for its negligence in failing to fill the trench properly and to warn riders of the danger the trench presented. He contended that AT&T was not involved in the sponsorship of equine activities and should therefore not be protected by the Equine Activities Act. AT&T argued that under the plain language of the statute, the phrase any other person provided immunity to all persons, regardless of their occupation, their status, or their foreseeable involvement in equine activities. Applying ejusdem generis, the court correctly held that any other person included only those involved in equine activities. AT&T was liable.

As in all the preceding examples, ejusdem generis has traditionally required the broad catchall language to follow the list of specifics, as witness a short historical sampling of commentary: • 1888: “ejusdem generis—. . . It is a rule of legal construction that general words following an enumeration of particulars are to have their generality limited by reference to the preceding particular enumeration.”

• 1900: “[E]jusdem generis [requires that] general words following words of a more particular character are regarded as limited in their meaning by the former.”

• 1943: “There appears to be no case where the ejusdem generis rule has been applied to general words which precede specific words.”

• 1966: “Ejusdem generis. Of the same kind. If a number of things of the same kind are specified and are followed by general words,
the latter may be held to be limited in their scope.”

- **1975**: “[*Ejusdem generis* . . .] says that if a series of more than two items ends with a catchall term that is broader than the category into which the preceding items fall but which those items do not exhaust, the catchall term is presumably intended to be no broader than that category.”

- **1996**: “The *ejusdem generis* rule only comes into effect when dealing with general words at the end of a list.”

- **2007**: “The *ejusdem generis* canon asserts that a general phrase at the end of a list is limited to the same type of things (the generic category) that are found in the specific list.”

Authorities have traditionally agreed that the specific–general sequence is required, and that the rule does not apply to a general–specific sequence.

But in 1973 the editors of a leading American treatise, *Sutherland Statutes and Statutory Construction*, ill-advisedly amended its traditional explanation with this statement: “Where the opposite sequence is found, i.e., specific words following general ones, the doctrine is equally applicable, and restricts application of the general term to things that are similar to those enumerated.”

Another commentator has erroneously suggested that applying *ejusdem generis* to general–specific sequences “appears to be the majority view.”

That is not so. The vast majority of cases dealing with the doctrine—and all the time-honored cases—follow the species–genus pattern. The question is whether it ought to be so limited. It might be argued that one of the rationales for *ejusdem generis* exists no less when the general term comes first than when it comes last: that when an *introduction* general term is given its broadest application, no less than when a *tagalong* term is given its broadest application, the enumeration of specifics becomes superfluous. That is perhaps not entirely true. Following the general term with specifics can serve the function of making doubly sure that the broad (and intended-to-be-broad) general term is taken to include the specifics. Some formulations suggest or even specifically provide this belt-and-suspenders function by introducing the specifics with a term such as *including* or even *including without limitation* (“all buildings, including [without limitation] assembly houses, courthouses, jails, police stations, and government offices”). But even without those prefatory words, the enumeration of the specifics can be thought to perform the belt-and-suspenders function.
Enumerating the specifics before the general, on the other hand, cannot reasonably be interpreted as having such a function. This is perhaps demonstrated by the fact that there is no commonly used verbal formulation (the equivalent of including without limitation in the general-followed-by-specific context) that makes that function clear in the specific-followed-by-general context. One never encounters a provision that reads “all assembly houses, courthouses, jails, police stations, government offices, and, without limitation by reason of the foregoing, all other buildings.”

The other rationale for the ejusdem generis canon undoubtedly does not apply to a genus-followed-by-species sequence. When the genus comes first (“all buildings, assembly houses, courthouses, jails, police stations, and government offices”) it is a stranger that arrives, so to speak, without an introduction saying it is limited; one is invited to take it at its broadest face value. So the ejusdem generis canon is properly limited to its traditional application: a series of specifics followed by a general. The Supreme Court of Canada was entirely correct in refusing to apply the canon when general words in a statutory provision preceded, rather than followed, the specifics.27

Courts have often gotten sloppy in stating the rule. Sometimes they confuse it with the more general rule noscitur a sociis (see § 31 [associated-words canon]), as when they disregard the necessary specific–general sequence in the enumeration. The Third Circuit has misleadingly said that ejusdem generis applies to “general words near a specific list,”28 and the Supreme Court that “a general statutory term should be understood in light of the specific terms that surround it”29 (an erroneous formulation duly repeated by the Fourth Circuit30). In all contexts other than the pattern of specific-to-general, the proper rule to invoke is the broad associated-words canon, not the narrow ejusdem generis canon.

There are also potentially objectionable statements to the effect that ejusdem generis does not apply “where the intention of the legislative body is otherwise apparent”31—unless one takes “apparent” to mean “apparent from text and context.” As we have observed, the interpreter’s mission should be not to divine the ignis fatuus known as “drafter’s intention,” but instead to determine what the drafter has actually said.

Five caveats.

First, ejusdem generis generally requires at least two words to establish a genus—before the other-phrase. “Theaters and other places of public
entertainment” does not invoke the canon.\textsuperscript{32} There are decisions to the contrary. For example, the language “clerical or other error” in tax assessments was held to refer only to ministerial errors and not to errors of judgment.\textsuperscript{33} But this is simply another instance of misusing the fairly technical \textit{ejusdem generis} canon for the somewhat less technical associated-words canon. Why should the rule require at least two terms before \textit{other}? A single-word lead-in certainly invokes the second of the two rationales supporting the canon: A general tag-on renders a single specific word superfluous no less than a series of words. If the word \textit{property} is given its general connotation, the testator who devises “my car and all other property” might just as well have said “all my property.” But with a single-word lead-in, the first rationale for the canon does not exist. There is no reason to conclude, from the single specification of \textit{car}, that the testator had only personal property in mind. A sign at the entrance to a butcher shop reading “No dogs or other animals” does not suggest that only canines, or only four-legged animals, or only domestic animals are excluded; dogs may have been mentioned only because they are the most common offenders.\textsuperscript{34}

A recent United States Supreme Court opinion presented the question whether the two-specifics minimum for application of the canon applied. In \textit{Ali v. Federal Bureau of Prisons},\textsuperscript{35} a prison inmate sued the bureau under the Federal Tort Claims Act for the mishandling of his belongings. The government invoked a provision of the Act, stating that its waiver of sovereign immunity did not apply to the “detention of any goods, merchandise, or other property by any officer of customs or excise or any other law enforcement officer.”\textsuperscript{36} The plaintiff argued that by application of \textit{ejusdem generis} the phrase \textit{any other law enforcement officer} meant only other law-enforcement officers enforcing customs or excise laws.\textsuperscript{37} The Supreme Court rightly held that the canon did not apply: “The phrase is disjunctive, with one specific and one general category, not . . . a list of specific items separated by commas and followed by a general or collective term.”\textsuperscript{38} This conclusion rests on the premise that the phrase \textit{officer of customs or excise} refers to a single, specific type of officer—and is not equivalent to \textit{customs officer or excise officer}. That premise was unexamined, but was probably correct. It is traditional to pair the two terms \textit{customs} and \textit{excise} in reference to officers who enforce exclusion restrictions and assess duties on imports. Great Britain and other countries have long had Bureaus of Customs and Excise.

Second, the doctrine often gives rise to the question how broadly or narrowly to define the class delineated by the specific items listed.\textsuperscript{39} What sets \textit{ejusdem}
generis apart from the other canons—and makes it unpopular with many commentators—is its indeterminacy. The doctrine does not specify that the court must identify the genus that is at the lowest possible level of generality. The court has broad latitude in determining how much or how little is embraced by the general term. An ordinance that applies to owners of “lions, tigers, and other animals” might be held to apply only to owners of wildcats or to owners of all dangerous wild animals. Or: • “horses, cattle, sheep, pigs, goats, and other farm animals.” Must they be mammals? (Are catfish included?) Must they be quadrupeds? (Are chickens included?) Must they be hoofed? (Is a sheepdog included?) • “LPs, CDs, DVDs, and other means of home entertainment.” Must they be disks? (Not an iPod?) Must they be disks of a certain type? (A Frisbee is excluded?) Our advice here must be a generalization: Consider the listed elements, as well as the broad term at the end, and ask what category would come into the reasonable person’s mind. It seems to us that a state’s reservation of “oil, gas, and other minerals” would include all fossil fuels, including coal—not just liquid and gaseous fossil fuels.40

But the difficulty of identifying the relevant genus should not be exaggerated. Often the evident purpose of the provision makes the choice clear. If the previously discussed ordinance required the animal owners to be instructed on the unpredictability of feline behavior—or, on the other hand, required them to adopt certain measures to prevent escape—the choice would be clear. Moreover, it will often not be necessary to identify the genus with specificity in order to decide the case at hand. If the issue is whether the above ordinance applies to the owner of a dachshund, it is inconsequential whether the genus established by the specification is dangerous wild animals or wildcats. That can await a later case involving hyenas. Because whatever the genus—wildcats or wild animals—it does not include Fido. So an English case dealing with a ban on importation of “arms, ammunition, gunpowder, or any other goods” held that the prohibition did not apply to pyrogallic acid.41 It had been argued that pyrogallic acid is used in photography, which, like arms, ammunition, and gunpowder, is used in war. The court did not identify what the genus was but said that it was assuredly not everything used, or used in preparing some article for use, in modern warfare—since that would include everything, making the specification of arms, ammunition, and gunpowder pointless.

Third, sometimes the specifics do not fit into any kind of definable category—“the enumeration of the specific items is so heterogeneous as to disclose no common genus.”42 With this type of wording, the canon does not apply. Thus, the general words all manner of merchandise were held not to be limited by a
preceding enumeration of fruit, fodder, farm produce, insecticides, pumps, nails, tools, and wagons. The same was held true of the phrase for any other necessary public purposes in a statute providing that private property could be expropriated by certain cities for “establishing, opening, widening, extending or altering any street, avenue, alley, wharf, creek, river, watercourse, market place, public park or public square, and for establishing market houses, and for any other necessary public purposes.”

Fourth, when the specifics exhaust the class and there is nothing left besides what has been enumerated, the follow-on general term must be read literally. For example, federal Senators, federal Representatives, and other persons. The class represented by the specifics is obviously members of Congress—but that class consists entirely of senators and representatives; other persons would therefore have no effect if limited to that class, and must be given its general meaning. A case exemplifying the point is Knoxvile Theatres, Inc. v. McCanless, involving a state tax on liquid carbonic-acid gas “used in the preparation . . . of soft drinks or other beverages, or for any other purpose.” The taxpayer, which used the gas for air conditioning in its theater, argued that ejusdem generis limited any other purpose so that it could not apply to air-conditioning use. The court quite properly held that the catchall ending language cannot extend the same kind or class, because the words “soft drinks or other beverages” exhaust the kind or class and the general words following “or for any other purpose,” by necessity, show an intent to go beyond the whole field of soft drinks and beverages. The final general words have a sweeping, all-inclusive effect, otherwise, these final general words have no purpose whatever.

In the congressional example, the outcome would be different if the text read federal Senators, federal Representatives, and other members of Congress. There, the concluding phrase simply cannot bear any other meaning than the one already exhausted by the preceding specifics; because it cannot be expanded beyond its permissible meaning, it must be treated as surplusage.

Fifth, since the days of Blackstone and even Coke, commentators have said that the general word will not be treated as applying to persons or things of a higher quality, dignity, or worth than those specifically listed. Thus, a statute applicable to masters and fellows of colleges, deans and chapters of cathedrals, parsons, vicars, and “others having spiritual promotions” was held inapplicable to bishops, who were of a higher rank than those listed. And a duty imposed on
copper, brass, pewter, tin, and “all other metals not enumerated” was held inapplicable to gold and silver—in part because of ejusdem generis, but also because gold and silver are commonly referred to not as “metals” but as “precious metals.” Apart from protecting the interests of bishops and other illustrious persons, there seems to us little to be said for the proposition that inferiority of worth always establishes the relevant genus. Although the inferiority rule is an ancient one, it is infrequently applied and even little known in modern times.

Commentators sometimes dispute whether the ejusdem generis canon is beneficial. One calls for its abolition; another questions its “lexicographic accuracy.” But others call it “a gem of common sense” and say that it expresses a valid insight about ordinary language usage. The redoubtable Max Radin suggested that the canon has some “foundation in logic and in ordinary habits of speech.” And the high court in New Jersey has praised the rule as being “grounded in grammar, logic and reason.”

Whatever its intrinsic merit, the canon has sometimes been applied with a rigidity that hampered rather than helped the search for genuine textual meaning. Black regarded it as “really a rule of strict construction.” As stated in 1895 by Lord Justice Rigby (quoted by Beal, who obviously did not think much of the canon):

The doctrine known as that of ejusdem generis has, I think, frequently led to wrong conclusions on the construction of instruments. I do not believe that the principles as generally laid down by great judges were ever in doubt, but over and over again those principles have been misunderstood, so that words in themselves plain have been construed as bearing a meaning which they have not, and which ought not to have been ascribed to them. In modern times I think greater care has been taken in the application of the doctrine . . .

This greater care springs primarily from the recognition that, like the other canons, ejusdem generis is not a rule of law but one of various factors to be considered in the interpretation of a text. The canon would have undoubted application to a sign at the entrance to a butcher shop that read: “No dogs, cats, and other animals allowed.” It would have application, but given the context of the sign it would not carry the day. Even if the sign were expanded to read “No dogs, cats, pet rabbits, parakeets, or other animals,” no one would think that only domestic pets were excluded, and that farm animals or wild animals were
welcome. When the context argues so strongly against limiting the general provision, the canon will not be dispositive.

But the canon cannot be dismissed lightly. The truly knowledgeable interpreter (and drafter) knows the *ejusdem generis* canon; it has become part of the accepted terminology of legal documents. Any lawyer or legislative drafter who writes two or more specifics followed by a general residual term without the intention that the residual term be limited may be guilty of malpractice. To be sure, other factors can supersede *ejusdem generis*, but the canon would carry some weight nonetheless. We see no basis (except perhaps a rejection of textualism) for Driedger’s suggestion that this canon should be applied only as a last resort, after “the substantive context or the object of the Act” has failed to determine the scope of the general word.\(^\text{61}\) *Ejusdem generis* is one of the factors to be considered, along with context and textually apparent purpose, in determining the scope. It does not always predominate, but neither is it a mere tie-breaker.
33. Distributive-Phrasing Canon

Distributive phrasing applies each expression to its appropriate referent (*reddendo singula singulis*).

If someone in Kansas is instructed to go to London “by rail and steamer,” the listener implicitly understands to take a train to an East Coast port, then the steamer perhaps to Liverpool, and then another train to London. If someone in Kansas is instructed to go to London “by rail and steamer,” the listener implicitly understands to take a train to an East Coast port, then the steamer perhaps to Liverpool, and then another train to London. 1 Likewise, gifts of “$1,000 and $1,500 to Jill and Jan, respectively” are understood as meaning $1,000 to Jill and $1,500 to Jan. Because of this type of distributive phrasing, a rule stating that “Men and women are eligible to become members of fraternities and sororities” cannot reasonably be read to suggest an unconventional commingling of sexes in the club membership. 2

Sometimes a word alone signals a distributive sense, such as *apiece, each, every, per, respective*; sometimes it is simply the sense of the passage. A leading guide to English grammar states: “Words like *each, every,* and the compounds with *every-* , can be termed distributive because they pick out the members of a set singly, rather than considering them in the mass.” 3

A simple example of the application of the distributive-phrasing canon is the 19th-century Pennsylvania case of *Commonwealth v. Cooke.* 4 Section 3 of a state statute provided that a banker or broker “who shall neglect or refuse to make the return and report required by the 1st and 2d sections of this act, shall, for every such neglect or refusal, be subject to a penalty of $1000.” 5 Section 1 of the act required a return to be made of the business done, setting forth the profit and paying a 3% tax into the state treasury. Section 2 required a report of the names of people in the firm or of those engaged in the business. The defendant, having failed to make either a return or a report, was fined $2,000 and contended on appeal that he should have been fined only $1,000. The Pennsylvania Supreme Court rejected the contention, admirably analyzing the grammatical distributiveness of the word *every*:

It is clear that the offences being different in kind, independent in act, and distinct in time, each is liable to punishment. When the legislature therefore said, every such neglect or refusal should be the subject of a penalty, it becomes very plain it did not refer to a *joint* neglect of *several* acts impossible of simultaneous performance. Had the word “every” been omitted, the language might have been dubious, but with it before us, as a
part of the very letter of the act, we are admonished by the reference to resort to separate sections to ascertain the neglect or refusal referred to, and thus compelled to give the distributive word every a reference to each: reddendum [sic] singula singulis.\(^6\)

A more subtle case involved a statute that was analogous to the idea that (A) men and (B) women are eligible to become members of (Y) fraternities and (Z) sororities—implying an A–Y correlation and a B–Z correlation. The statute in *Bishop v. Deakin*\(^7\) provided that a person could not (A) be elected or (B) continue to hold office if he had been convicted of an offense (Y) within five years preceding an election or (Z) at any time since that election. The defendant in that case, a councillor, had been convicted of perjury in 1932 and been elected in 1934. The relevant statute also created a six-month limitation period for challenging an election—and the plaintiffs did not file their writ until nearly a full year after the defendant’s election. If the court had allowed a pre-election offense to disallow continuation in office long after an election, it would have nullified the six-month limitation period. So the court resolved the anomaly by applying the distributive-phrasing canon and attributing a distributive relationship to the consequences of pre-election and post-election offenses. Fortunately, this sort of syntactic construction that gives rise to a distributive-phrasing interpretation has largely fallen into disuse.\(^8\)
34. Prefatory-Materials Canon

A preamble, purpose clause, or recital is a permissible indicator of meaning.

Drafters often set forth certain facts and purposes in prefatory material—that is, a passage that precedes the text’s operative terms, such as a legislative preamble. In former times, the customary format was several “Whereas” clauses, followed by “Now, therefore, be it enacted that . . . ,” or (in a contract) “Now, therefore, in consideration of the mutual covenants contained herein and other good and valuable consideration, the parties agree as follows . . . .” More recently, Congress dispenses with the whereases and simply says, “Congress finds the following”; savvy transactional lawyers will simply put a first heading that says “Background” or “Recitals.”

Of course, the function of a statute or any other legal instrument is to establish rights and duties, not to set forth facts or to announce purposes. Tuesday the 5th will remain Tuesday the 5th even if a legislated prologue announces it to have been the 4th, and a congressional expression of purpose has as much real-world effect as a congressional expression of apology. The same can be said of statements of facts and purposes in private instruments. The prologue, in other words, is in reality as well as in name not part of the congressionally legislated or privately created set of rights and duties. It is an aside. It is hard to imagine, for example, that any legislator who disagreed with that aside would vote against a bill containing all the dispositions that the legislator favored. As Henry Campbell Black wisely observed:

[T]he preamble to a statute does not invariably recite the real reason for its enactment. Its statements of facts are neither infallible nor conclusive. This should operate as a restraint upon the disposition to attach too great weight to the preamble as evidencing the purpose and intention of the lawmakers.1

Again, the same could be said of the prefatory material in private instruments.

On the other hand, the prologue does set forth the assumed facts and the purposes that the majority of the enacting legislature or the parties to a private instrument had in mind, and these can shed light on the meaning of the operative provisions that follow. And this is the view that courts and judges have taken for many years. In his Commentaries on the Constitution of the United States, Justice Joseph Story wrote that “the preamble of a statute is a key to open the mind of the makers, as to the mischiefs, which are to be remedied, and the
objects, which are to be accomplished by the provisions of the statute.”

Some courts and commentators have said that the prologue cannot be invoked when the text is clear. This limitation is reasonable if it means that the prologue cannot give words and phrases of the dispositive text itself a meaning that they cannot bear. But the limitation is unreasonable and erroneous if it means that the prologue cannot be considered in determining which of various permissible meanings the dispositive text bears. If the prologue is indeed an appropriate guide to meaning, it ought to be considered along with all other factors in determining whether the instrument is clear. The factors undermining its reliability affect its weight, not its relevance.

A federal appellate case demonstrates how genuinely helpful a preamble can be. A Department of Energy regulation gave oil producers price allowances based on (among other things) the total number of “wells that produced crude oil.” The oil field at issue had two types of wells: injection wells, which forced substances into the subsurface to increase pressure within the oil reservoirs; and recovery wells, which brought crude oil to the surface. The question was simply whether injection wells counted as “wells that produced crude oil.” The regulation’s prologue (the requisite Statement of Basis and Purpose), which preceded its publication in the Federal Register, explicitly said no. End of case. (The court rejected the property owners’ contention that the prologue should not count because it was not published in the Code of Federal Regulations.) The court correctly said:

It is well settled . . . that the preamble to a regulation . . . should be considered in construing the regulation and determining the meaning of the regulation.

In the construction of the Constitution of the United States, statutes and regulations, the federal rule permits and requires consideration of preambles in appropriate cases.

There are, however, two serious limitations on the use of prologues. First, an expression of specific purpose in the prologue will not limit a more general disposition that the operative text contains. There is no inconsistency between the two, since legislative remedies often go beyond the specific ill that prompted the statute. Second, an expansive purpose in the preamble cannot add to the specific dispositions of the operative text. After all, no legislation or private disposition pursues its stated purposes at all costs. And there is no requirement that the limitations contained in the enactment must be recited in the prologue.
Like other indications of purpose, the prefatory text can suggest only which *permissible* meanings of the enactment should be preferred.

Consider a statute whose prologue sets forth as its purpose “to promote quiet and safety in the park” and whose main clause is “no vehicle may be taken into the park.” Somebody rides a shod horse on the park’s sidewalks and is arrested. The activity is loud and unsafe, but is the horse a vehicle? Does the prologue’s reference to “quiet and safety” make it so? The commentator who devised the example (after Hart—see pp. 36–39) incorrectly suggests that the horse is properly classifiable as a vehicle: “After all, to so define the meaning of the vague implementing language of the statute would serve its ultimate purpose, even though it might conflict with or strain an ordinary meaning of ‘vehicle.'”

Indeed, it would do grievous violence to the word *vehicle*—and a purpose clause cannot be used to that end.

These limitations on broad expressions of purpose do not apply only when those expressions are contained in a preface rather than the body of the text. Expressions of purpose are usually placed there, but they do not have to be. It is quite possible, for example, to eliminate the *whereas* clauses and include the same material after “It is hereby enacted as follows.” That should make no difference. Just as the placement in a prologue does not eliminate the relevance of this material, placement in the text does not augment it. For example, a statute might provide that “dogs are to be muzzled for the purpose of stamping out rabies.” Does the fact that this purpose has been expressed in an adverbial phrase modifying the operative language make it a necessary condition to the operative language? That is, must rabies be a continual problem in order for the muzzle law to continue in effect? No. In the words of one commentator, dogs “must continue to be muzzled so long as the statute is in force, even if rabies has been stamped out. The maxim *Cessante ratione legis cessat lex ipsa* [When the reason of the law ceases, the law itself ceases] is inapplicable to statute law.” Quite so. The purpose clause cannot override the operative language.
35. Title-and-Headings Canon

The title and headings are permissible indicators of meaning.

“[T]he title of a statute or section can aid in resolving an ambiguity in the legislation’s text.”


For the legal drafter, it can be quite a challenge to devise headings that adequately disclose the contents of a provision. Yet the drafter also knows that headings are useful navigational aids. Hence, given the precarious balance between the helpfulness of supplying headings and the difficulty of making them thoroughly accurate, drafters sometimes include this explicit disclaimer: “Headings are for convenience only and do not affect the interpretation of this [instrument].” Be sure to check your text or code or compilation for such a disclaimer.

Coke and many later judges refused to take into account the title of an act because it was not part of the enactment. In modern practice, however, “the title is adopted by the legislature.” The classic statement about the use of statutory titles and headings in American law appeared in a 1947 decision of the Supreme Court:

[The] heading is but a shorthand reference to the general subject matter involved. . . . Headings and titles are not meant to take the place of the detailed provisions of the text. Nor are they necessarily designed to be a reference guide or a synopsis. . . . For interpretive purposes, they are of use only when they shed light on some ambiguous word or phrase. They are but tools available for the resolution of a doubt. But they cannot undo or limit that which the text makes plain.

Sometimes, too, the title or heading is the longhand reference for an elliptical text. In one case, a state statute required that “vessels” have firescreens for smokestacks. The question was what type of vessels the statute referred to. The Michigan Supreme Court held that because the legislative title referred to steam vessels, that permissible meaning would be adopted.

In another case, the Mississippi Supreme Court was confronted with whether a certain criminal act—“concealing or harboring a prisoner or convict who has
escaped”—was punishable as a felony or only as a misdemeanor. The body of the statute did not make this point clear. Yet the title of the statute began: “An Act to make it a felony for any person . . . .”\(^6\) In holding that the statute was indeed a felony statute, the court rightly stated: “If there is any uncertainty in the body of an act, the title may be resorted to for the purpose of ascertaining legislative intent and of relieving the ambiguity.”\(^2\)

But a title or heading should never be allowed to override the plain words of a text. So we disapprove of the suggestion that the infamous *Holy Trinity* decision, which we discuss in detail at pages 11–13, can be defended on textualist grounds because of its prologue. That case, the reader will recall, held that a clergyman was not covered by a statute that prohibited “the importation . . . of . . . foreigners . . . [under contract] . . . to perform labor or service of any kind in the United States.”\(^8\) One commentator asserts that the title of the act—The Alien Contract Labor Act—created an ambiguity that enabled resort to an interpretation (a purposive interpretation) that would exclude clergymen.\(^9\) That is not possible. The text of the statute contains no ambiguity at all: “labor and service of any kind” unambiguously includes not just labor but *service* of any kind. A shorthand title could not change that. Moreover, the act contained exemptions for services provided by people who were not laborers in the narrow sense, including actors, artists, lecturers, and singers. In any event, the commentator’s analysis has the progression quite reversed: It is the unambiguous operative text (“labor and service”) that clarifies the meaning of the ambiguous word *labor* in the prologue.

Sometimes courts do use titles improperly. For example, a Texas venue statute used a mandatory word, *shall*, to establish where a certain type of lawsuit could be brought: “Suits against railroad corporations . . . for damages arising from personal injuries . . . *shall* be brought either in the county in which the injury occurred or in the county in which the plaintiff resided at the time of the injury.”\(^10\) But in 1983, when the venue statutes were codified, a new heading was put on this railroad provision: “Permissive Venue.” Problematically, the mandatory language was carried forward verbatim.

The provision with the new heading was soon tested. A passenger was injured when getting off a train in Amarillo (Potter County). Though he lived a few miles away in Randall County, he filed suit in Angleton (Brazoria County), more than 500 miles from Amarillo or Randall County. The railroad, Burlington Northern, filed a motion to transfer venue to the locale of the accident: Potter County. The trial court denied the transfer, and the Houston Court of Appeals
bafflingly affirmed—placing great weight on the word *permissive* in the new heading.\(^\text{11}\) The decision was linguistically naive in several respects. First, the language of the operative provision was mandatory, as prior cases had held. A new title could not give it a nonmandatory meaning, which the language could not bear. Second, it was not even clear that the new title (“Permissive Venue”) *contradicted* mandatory meaning. Dictionaries define *permissive* not only as “optional” but also as “allowed, permitted” (as in the legal phrase *permissive waste*). The title of the mandatory venue statute merely listed the two places where venue was permissible or permitted. It did not suggest that venue was also permitted in other locales.

Despite what we have said about titles of legal instruments generally, most states have a constitutional provision, called the title–body clause, that prescribes the relationship between a statute’s title and its implementing language.\(^\text{12}\) A statutory interpreter should of course consult them.
36. Interpretive-Direction Canon

Definition sections and interpretation clauses are to be carefully followed.

“[D]efinition by the average man or even by the ordinary dictionary with its studied enumeration of subtle shades of meaning is not a substitute for the definition set before us by the lawmakers with instructions to apply it to the exclusion of all others. There would be little use in such a glossary if we were free in despite of it to choose a meaning for ourselves.”

Fox v. Standard Oil Co. of N.J.,

Drafters often specify the meaning of the terms they use. Individual statutes often contain definition sections giving ordinary words a limited or artificial meaning.\(^1\) State and federal codifications dealing with particular areas of law often contain a definition provision applicable to the entire codified field.\(^2\) And both the federal government and some states have enacted definition sections that apply to all laws.\(^3\) Some state definitional provisions apply even to private instruments,\(^4\) so that drafters of wills, contracts, and other legal instruments must heed their lexicographic commands.

No legislature has the power to bind its successors to particular terminology (see § 45 [repealability canon]). But with respect to these general definitional provisions, it usually does not matter. They are typically limited by an expression such as “unless the context requires otherwise,”\(^5\) and the definitions they set forth (unsurprisingly) accord with the normal, ordinary meaning of words. The result is that the words bear their ordinary meaning unless the context indicates an unusual (but permissible) meaning—which is precisely what the rule would be without the definition.

When a definitional section says that a word “includes” certain things, that is usually taken to mean that it may include other things as well\(^6\) (see § 15 [presumption of nonexclusive “include”]). When, by contrast, a definitional section says that a word “means” something, the clear import is that this is its only meaning.\(^7\) For example, the Pennsylvania Statutory Construction Act provided that “[t]he following words and phrases, when used in any law hereafter enacted, unless the context clearly dictates otherwise, shall have the
meanings ascribed to them in this section.” It then defined *domestic animal* as “any equine animal, bovine animal, sheep, goat, and pig.” After enacting this definition, the legislature made it a crime to kill, maim, or poison a domestic animal. A defendant, Massini, poisoned a cat and was prosecuted and convicted under the statute. On appeal, he argued that because of the statutory definition, a cat was not a domestic animal within the meaning of the statute and thus he was guilty of no crime. The prosecution argued in vain that § 33 of the Statutory Construction Act provided that “words and phrases shall be construed . . . according to their common and approved usage.” That applied, the Pennsylvania Superior Court rightly said, only to words and phrases not defined in the Act; otherwise, it would “make useless all the statutory definitions formulated by the legislature.” The definitional listing was exhaustive, not exemplary, and felines were not included.

Ordinarily, judges apply text-specific definitions with rigor. For example, in one case the Residential Drug-Related Evictions Act of the District of Columbia provided for the eviction of public-housing tenants when “the Court has determined . . . that the rental unit is a drug haven” because, among other things, “a tenant or occupant of the rental unit has been charged with a violation of [drug laws] due to activities that occurred within the housing accommodation that contains the rental unit.” The Act defined *occupant* as “a person authorized by the tenant or housing provider to be on the premises of the rental unit.” In a properly authorized search of Raesheeda Ball’s apartment (while she was not there), the police found five men (presumably acquaintances of Ball) with handguns, rifles, crack cocaine, PCP, marijuana, and drug paraphernalia. The men were arrested and charged with violating the drug laws. A jury held that because Ball’s apartment had been used as a drug haven, she could be evicted. On appeal, Ball argued that the term *occupant* in the statute must be defined in light of landlord–tenant law as one who lives in a housing unit, and that because visitors or guests are not “occupants,” the perpetrators’ actions could not establish the existence of a drug haven. After all, Ball contended, application of the Act’s definition would result in a rental unit’s being designated a drug haven if a repairman were found in possession of drugs inside it. The Government argued that the trial court had properly instructed the jury that an *occupant* was what the definition says: anyone authorized by the tenant to be on the premises of the rental unit. The court agreed and held that the established meaning of a word must yield to the statutory definition.

It is very rare that a defined meaning can be replaced with another permissible
meaning of the word on the basis of other textual indications; the definition is virtually conclusive. Rare, but not inconceivable. Definitions are, after all, just one indication of meaning—a very strong indication, to be sure, but nonetheless one that can be contradicted by other indications. So where the artificial or limited meaning would cause a provision to contradict another provision, whereas the normal meaning of the word would harmonize the two, the normal meaning should be applied.

Sometimes a definition itself contains a term that is not clear. When that is the case, the usual criteria of interpretation discussed in this book are brought to bear. Far and away the most important of those is the contextual factor of the word actually being defined. Since on this side of the looking-glass an entirely artificial definition is rare, the meaning of the definition is almost always closely related to the ordinary meaning of the word being defined. The definition “means nails” will bear one meaning when the defined term is fasteners and quite another when the defined term is digital excrescences. And when the federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetics Act defines drugs as “articles (other than food) intended to affect the structure or any function of the body,” it assuredly does not include exercise bikes.

A result-oriented case that flouts this principle is State v. Hudson, decided by the Maine Supreme Court. Maine law authorized courts to order convicted criminals to make restitution to the victims of their crimes. Victim was defined as a “person who suffers . . . economic loss as a result of a crime . . . .” Economic loss included “reasonable charges incurred for reasonably needed products, services, and accommodations . . . .” In this case, the defendant was convicted of animal cruelty for recklessly starving his horse. The horse was turned over to the Maine State Society for the Protection of Animals so that it could be treated and cared for. As a condition of the defendant’s probation, the trial judge required him to reimburse the Society for its expenses in nursing the horse back to health. On appeal, the defendant contended that the Society was not an authorized claimant for restitution under the statute because it was not a victim. The prosecution countered that the Society was a victim because it met the statutory definition of having “suffer[ed] . . . economic loss as a result of a crime”—loss from the expenses related to the care of the injured horse. The Maine Supreme Court agreed with the prosecution.

That might have been a reasonable enough holding if the statute had provided for restitution to “anyone who incurred economic loss as a result of the crime.” But it did not. It provided for restitution to victims—and it defined that term not
just as anyone incurring economic loss, but as anyone suffering economic loss. In the context of defining victim, an organization that voluntarily takes care of an abused animal can hardly be considered to have suffered loss.

Another case, one of much greater consequence, also interpreted a definition’s vague term with no regard for the term being defined. *Babbitt v. Sweet Home Chapter of Communities for a Great Oregon*\(^\text{22}\) put an end to logging on thousands of acres in the West and prohibited other useful human activities, such as farming, because of the harm that the activity would cause to the habitat of an endangered species. The Endangered Species Act made it unlawful “to . . . take any [protected] species within the United States.”\(^\text{23}\) It defined *take* as “to harass, harm, pursue, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect, or to attempt to engage in any such conduct.”\(^\text{24}\) The Department of Interior’s implementing regulation, in turn, defined the definitional term *harm* as follows:

*Harm* in the definition of “take” in the Act means an act which actually kills or injures wildlife. Such act may include significant habitat modification or degradation where it actually kills or injures wildlife by significantly impairing essential behavioral patterns, including breeding, feeding or sheltering.\(^\text{25}\)

The Supreme Court of the United States erroneously held in *Babbitt* that this regulation was a reasonable interpretation of the Act. In fact, though, one of the reasons, perhaps the principal reason, that the Secretary’s regulation was unreasonable is that it took no account of the word (*take*) that the statutory definition, including the word *harm*, was defining. We quote the dissent, which one of us wrote—and quote it at length because we like it:

If “take” were not elsewhere defined in the Act, none could dispute what it means, for the term is as old as the law itself. To “take,” when applied to wild animals, means to reduce those animals, by killing or capturing, to human control.\(^\text{26}\) This is just the sense in which “take” is used elsewhere in federal legislation and treaty\(^\text{27}\) . . . . It is obvious that “take” in this sense—a term of art deeply embedded in the statutory and common law concerning wildlife—describes a class of acts (not omissions) done directly and intentionally (not indirectly and by accident) to particular animals (not populations of animals).

. . .

The tempting fallacy—which the Court commits with abandon, . . . is to assume that *once defined*, “take” loses any significance, and it is only the
If the terms contained in the definitional section are susceptible of two readings, one of which comports with the standard meaning of “take” as used in application to wildlife, and one of which does not, an agency regulation that adopts the latter reading is necessarily unreasonable, for it reads the defined term “take”—the only operative term—out of the statute altogether.

The verb “harm” has a range of meaning: “to cause injury” at its broadest, “to do hurt or damage” in a narrower and more direct sense. To define “harm” as an act or omission that, however remotely, “actually kills or injures” a population of wildlife through habitat modification is to choose a meaning that makes nonsense of the word that “harm” defines—requiring us to accept that a farmer who tills his field and causes erosion that makes silt run into a nearby river which depletes oxygen and thereby “impairs [the] breeding” of protected fish has “taken” or “attempted to take” the fish. It should take the strongest evidence to make us believe that Congress has defined a term in a manner repugnant to its ordinary and traditional sense.28

Hence we disagree with the notion that the definiendum (the word being defined) has no necessary link to the definiens (the definition itself). In legal-drafting circles, it is well known that counterintuitive definitions are a bane.29 And in legal-interpretation circles, there is a presumption against them—because the word being defined is the most significant element of the definition’s context. The normal sense of that word and its associations bear significantly on the meaning of ambiguous words or phrases in the definition. So while it is true that drafters “have the power to innovate upon the general meaning of words at large free from all legal restrictions,”30 they do not have the power to do so free from the presumption that they have not done so.

The perceptive reader will also have observed that in Babbitt, the Secretary’s regulation, and the Court’s approval of it, blatantly violated another basic canon, noscitur a sociis (§ 31 [associatedwords canon]). All nine other verbs contained in the statutory definition of take (“harass, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect”) fit the ordinary meaning of take pretty well. What they all have in common—and share with the narrower meaning of harm—but not with the Secretary’s definition—is that they denote affirmative conduct intentionally directed against a particular animal or animals, not acts or omissions that indirectly, and perhaps unintentionally, cause harm to a population of animals.31
Legal drafters have the power not only to define their terms but also to limit the implications of their terms—which means that a contract or statute can exclude a canon of construction based on probable import. Legislatures do this all the time, on a retail rather than wholesale basis, when they use the phrase *including without limitation*, which has the effect of excluding application of the negative-implication canon (see § 10) to what follows. And a statute or contract could provide generally that its use of the word *person* does not include corporations—altering the normal interpretive rule to the contrary (see § 44 [artificial-person canon]). Excluding interpretive rules that are not based on probable meaning is another matter. Presumably neither private parties nor legislatures can alter rules based on sheer logic—requiring, for example, that all provisions be given effect, even those that contradict each other. Logical reasoning is the duty of the courts, and not even the legislature can exclude it.

Another unremovable duty of the courts is to give private and public texts their fair meaning. It is one thing for private parties or the legislature to supply the definition of the words, and specify the implication of the words, that go into this determination of fair meaning; it is something else for them to prescribe that fair meaning will not govern. That cannot be done. So in our view a contractual provision that all ambiguities will be resolved in favor of one of the parties is ineffective—or, perhaps, effective only when, after applying all the normal tools of interpretation, an ambiguity cannot be resolved (which is never). As for the regrettably common legislative provision that a statute must be “liberally construed,” does this mean anything other than “in the event of ambiguity, the plaintiff suing under this statute will win”? And can the legislature instruct judges to place a thumb on the scales in this fashion? We think not. Rather, consistently with the presumption of validity (§ 5) and the constitutional-doubt canon (§ 38), such a provision should be regarded as requiring a fair interpretation as opposed to a strict or crabbed one—which is what courts are supposed to provide anyway.
37. Absurdity Doctrine

A provision may be either disregarded or judicially corrected as an error (when the correction is textually simple) if failing to do so would result in a disposition that no reasonable person could approve.

“[I]n construing . . . all written instruments, the grammatical and ordinary sense of the words is to be adhered to, unless that would lead to some absurdity, or some repugnance or inconsistency with the rest of the instrument, in which case the grammatical and ordinary sense of the words may be modified, so as to avoid that absurdity and inconsistency, but no farther.”


Some absurd outcomes can be avoided without doing real violence to the text. But sometimes there is no sense of a provision—no permissible meaning—that can eliminate an absurdity unless the court fixes a textual error. As Blackstone explained: “[W]here words bear . . . a very absurd signification, if literally understood, we must a little deviate from the received sense of them.”¹ A little: If an easy correction is not possible, the absurdity stands.

No one would contend that the mistake cannot be corrected if it is of the sort sometimes described as a “scrivener’s error.”² Suppose, for example, that a passage misspells third party as “third partly,” or inexplicably repeats the word (“third party party”). No one would suggest that the entire provision containing such an error must be disregarded because it makes no sense: The meaning is clear. Such readily identifiable “scrivener’s errors” present no realistic interpretive problem. In Manitoba, publication of the banns for marriage was regulated by a statute making provision for people “in the habit of attending whorship [sic] at different churches.”³ The meaning could not have been seriously in doubt.

Is the situation different when the error (more likely a drafter’s error than a scrivener’s) makes entire sense grammatically but produces a disposition that makes no substantive sense (a so-called evaluative absurdity⁴)? Consider, for example, a provision in a statute creating a new claim by saying that “the winning party must pay the other side’s reasonable attorney’s fees.” That is
entirely absurd, and it is virtually certain that winning party was meant to be losing party. May the court read it that way, in defiance of the plain text?

We agree with those authorities who say that it may. The line between reading partly to mean “party,” and reading winning to mean “losing,” is generally not a principled one. In both cases we are not revising the apparent meaning of the text but are giving it the meaning that it would convey to a reasonable person, who would understand that misprints had occurred.5 What the rule of absurdity seeks to do is what all rules of interpretation seek to do: make sense of the text. And just as a text does not make sense if nails (in a context dealing with fasteners) is taken to mean “fingernails,” or if third partly is not recognized as a scrivener’s error, so also a text that assesses attorneys’ fees against the winning party does not make sense unless winning is understood to be a drafter’s error for losing. The difference between these three examples goes to the basis for the judgment (context versus grammar versus sanity of outcome), not to the purpose of the judgment. In all three, what is sought is the fair meaning of the text—the meaning that causes it to make sense.

The threshold for true absurdity typically presents itself straightforwardly. Consider the case of a Texas citizen, Derrik Boone, who was convicted of driving with a suspended license. At the time of his arrest, a Texas statute provided an absolute defense to all “Chapter 601 offenses” if the accused “produce[d] in court a motor vehicle liability policy . . . that was valid at the time the offense is alleged to have occurred.”6 “Chapter 601 offenses,” as they are termed in Texas, included not just driving without insurance but also driving with a suspended license. Mr. Boone urged the courts to apply this exemption as written, so that every time he was haled into court for driving with a suspended license, he could flash his insurance card and walk away with impunity. This interpretation would have encouraged scofflaws to drive long after their licenses had been suspended for any reason, simply on condition that they maintain insurance—a result that has no semblance of plausibility. “Chapter 601 offenses” was obviously an error for “driving-without-insurance offenses.” Hence the court applied the absurdity rule and held that Mr. Boone had no insurance-card defense to his charge.7 Not surprisingly, two years later, in 1999, the Texas legislature amended § 601.193 to apply only in cases involving a motorist’s failure to provide proof of insurance.8

What is omitted from statutory text, no less than what is included, can cause it to be absurd. In 1945, the Arkansas legislature passed “An Act to Authorize and Permit Cities of First and Second Class and Incorporated Towns to Vacate Public
Streets and Alleys in the Public Interest.” This seems tame enough. But § 8 read as follows: “All laws and parts of laws, and particularly Act 311 of the Acts of 1941, are hereby repealed.” This omnibus repealer threatened to wipe out all the statutory law in the state. When that very result was in fact urged on the Arkansas Supreme Court, the court held as follows: “No doubt the legislature meant to repeal all laws in conflict with that act, and, by error of the author or the typist, left out the usual words ‘in conflict herewith,’ which we will imply by necessary construction.” Some years later, Justice George Rose Smith of that court wrote a hilarious fictitious opinion purporting to hold that all pre-1945 statutes in Arkansas, including the Statute of Frauds, had been nullified.

Yet error-correction for absurdity can be a slippery slope. It can lead to judicial revision of public and private texts to make them (in the judges’ view) more reasonable. To avoid this, the doctrine must be subject to two limiting conditions: (1) The absurdity must consist of a disposition that no reasonable person could intend. Something that “may seem odd . . . is not absurd.” The oddity or anomaly of certain consequences may be a perfectly valid reason for choosing one textually permissible interpretation over another, but it is no basis for disregarding or changing the text. Justice Joseph Story made the hurdle a very high one:

“[I]f, in any case, the plain meaning of a provision, not contradicted by any other provision of the same instrument, is to be disregarded, because we believe the framers of that instrument could not intend what they say, it must be one, where the absurdity and injustice of applying the provision to the case would be so monstrous, that all mankind would, without hesitation, unite in rejecting the application.”

(2) The absurdity must be reparable by changing or supplying a particular word or phrase whose inclusion or omission was obviously a technical or ministerial error (e.g., losing party instead of winning party). The doctrine does not include substantive errors arising from a drafter’s failure to appreciate the effect of certain provisions.

Both conditions are necessary for correct application of the absurdity doctrine. Together they absolve the doctrine of the charge that it is an application not of textualism but of purposivism— seeking to give the text not the meaning that it objectively conveys but the meaning that was in the mind of the drafter.

A good example of failure of the second condition is the United States
Supreme Court’s decision in *Chung Fook v. White*.\(^{16}\) A provision of the Immigration Act of 1917 stated that “if the person sending for wife or minor child is naturalized, a wife to whom married [sic] or a minor child born subsequent to such husband or father’s naturalization shall be admitted without detention for treatment in hospital.” The appellant was not a naturalized citizen but a nativeborn one who wanted to bring his alien wife into the United States for treatment of a dangerous contagious disease. She was denied entry.

It was admittedly absurd to exempt from detention the wife and children of each naturalized citizen, while denying it to spouses and children of native citizens. The Supreme Court nonetheless upheld the denial of entry, stating: “The words of the statute being clear, if it unjustly discriminates against the nativeborn citizen . . . the remedy lies with Congress and not with the courts. Their duty is simply to enforce the law as it is written, unless clearly unconstitutional.”\(^{17}\) As far as the doctrine of absurdity is concerned,\(^{18}\) that result was correct. Favoring naturalized citizens over native citizens was, to be sure, absurd; but it was not an absurdity arising from the oversight of not providing similar treatment for nativeborn citizens in the *Immigration Act*; such a provision would have been entirely out of place there. There was, in other words, no way to regard the limitation to naturalized citizens as a mistake in the text of the Immigration Act. The doctrine of absurdity is meant to correct obviously *unintended* dispositions, not to revise purposeful dispositions that, in light of other provisions of the applicable code, make little if any sense.
Principles Applicable Specifically to Governmental Prescriptions
Prefatory Remarks

The rules set forth thus far rest on normal uses of language by educated speakers and so apply to all written legal instruments. There are also rules specifically applicable to various categories of private legal instruments such as wills, deeds, and contracts. For example, the ambiguities in a contract will be construed against the party that drafted the document (contra proferentem). Such rules are based not on linguistic usage (otherwise, they would be universally applicable) but rather on various factors depending on the context and the field of law—factors such as preference for reflecting normal expectations, or preference for the disposition most consonant with sound public policy. Discussed below are the special rules applicable to statutes and other authoritative governmental dispositions.

As a jurisprudential matter, Anglo-American legal systems are premised on a rule of law that equates justice with conformity to law—nothing more. This notion is referred to as the positive-law theory of justice, where the judges follow the law enacted by the legislature. There is no going around or behind the words of a statute (except, as we have seen, in the case of genuine absurdity). If a judge adheres to the social-good theory of justice (holding that there is a duty to effect justice outside the positive law) or the natural-right theory of justice (holding that justice is based not on positive law but on natural right, rendering each person his due as a human being regardless of the positive law), then the judge will likely seek to discount statutory provisions that do not coincide with the judge’s own perception of social good or sense of natural right.

In the American system of separate and coequal powers, authoritative interpretation of the laws is the assigned role of the courts. It is an interesting question—though for the most part an academic one—how far a legislature can go in prescribing how the courts interpret. It cannot, of course, direct the outcome of cases—provide that plaintiffs win, say, or that criminal defendants lose. But could it provide, either generally or with respect to a particular statute, that the courts will take account of legislative history— or, for that matter, not take account of legislative history? Can it provide, either generally or with respect to a particular statute, that the negative-implication canon (§ 10) will not apply, or that the rule of lenity will be disregarded?

In a system of separated powers, the answers to these questions depend on whether the legislature is doing its own job or intruding upon the courts’ job of applying the fair meaning of texts. Marking the constitutional line is beyond the
scope of this book on interpretation, but a few things seem clear. To start with, the answer may differ when a legislature prescribes how private legal instruments are to be interpreted, as opposed to enacting rules for interpreting its own statutes. To a large extent legislatures can prohibit various private dispositions—which necessarily means that they can set forth the textual requirements for certain private agreements. For example, they can forbid charging interest above a certain amount. So why can they not, short of that, provide that any instrument providing for the charging of interest above a certain rate must be clear and unambiguous? And is it any different to provide that any provision for the charging of interest “shall be strictly construed”? Such a statutory directive is as much an instruction to lenders (how they must write) as to courts (how they must construe).

But a legislature’s prescription of how courts are to interpret its own product is quite different. When the prescription applies to interpretation of only the statute in which it is contained, it can amount to nothing more than the legislature’s clarification of the statute’s meaning. For example, a provision excluding application of the negative-implication canon has the same effect as adding words such as without limitation before each passage where that canon would otherwise apply. And a directive not to use legislative history in the interpretation of the statute is the equivalent of a provision in a private document that it represents the entire agreement between the parties. Some interpretive prescriptions contained in a statute might run afoul of the Constitution—for example, a prescription that legislative history must be considered or (at least arguably under the Due Process Clause) that the rule of lenity does not apply.

An interpretive command applicable to all statutes is more problematic—more likely to be an intrusion upon the courts’ function of interpreting the laws, rather than an exercise of the legislature’s power to clarify the meaning of its product. That is certainly true for a previously enacted statute: The legislature has no power to “clarify” the meaning of such a statute except by amendment, which hardly seems to describe a directive to the courts. And the legislature can clarify the meaning of a later-enacted statute only to the extent that the later-enacting legislature can be assumed to accept the clarification that the earlier statute prescribes, which it is under no obligation to do. This issue is similar to that which arises when a legislature enacts a general definition of terms applicable to all future legislation. See § 36 (interpretive-direction canon).

But all this is for the most part academic. Apart from the ruleof-lenity abridgments discussed in § 49, the only common enactments directing judicial
interpretation that we are aware of are those prescribing that the provisions of a statute “are to be liberally construed.” This in no way clarifies what any particular provision of the statute says, but it instructs the courts, with regard to all the provisions, how to make their interpretive judgment—with a thumb on the side of the scales that produces expansive application of the statute. Such a provision should be regarded as merely rejecting “strict construction” that distorts fair meaning—which the courts should not be engaging in anyway (pp. 355–58). Since fair interpretation is what the Constitution requires, instructing the courts to interpret fairly may make Congress a busybody, may be ultra vires, but does not have any effect.

We proceed, then, to the special rules applicable to the interpretation of authoritative governmental dispositions—including statutes, ordinances, and regulations. Most of these rules apply as well to the interpretation of constitutions, which are assuredly authoritative governmental dispositions. Some, however, such as the constitutional-doubt canon (§ 38) can logically have no application in the constitutional context. One could say (unhelpfully) that all the following rules are based on what one would normally expect the statute or constitution to say. We have grouped them, however, into four somewhat arbitrary categories based on what seem to us the principal bases generally asserted for their existence: (1) those based on what one would normally expect the statute to say (one’s own policy preferences aside); (2) those pertaining to the structure of government; (3) those reflecting a regard for individual rights; and (4) those favoring the stability and continuity of the law.
**Expected-Meaning Canons**

**38. Constitutional-Doubt Canon**

A statute should be interpreted in a way that avoids placing its constitutionality in doubt.

“[W]here a statute is susceptible of two constructions, by one of which grave and doubtful constitutional questions arise and by the other of which such questions are avoided, our duty is to adopt the latter.”


In 1909, the Supreme Court of the United States was presented with a case requiring the interpretation of the Hepburn Act of 1906. The statute’s “commodities clause,” if given broad effect, presented grave constitutional questions under the Commerce Clause. Hence the Court read the commodities clause narrowly and sustained a statute that the lower court had held wholly void. The doctrine by which the Court achieved this result—the so-called constitutional-doubt canon—would by the late 20th century be described by the Court as “beyond debate.”

One might think that this is simply an application of the general presumption against unconstitutionality, which is a species of the presumption of validity. But this view would be mistaken because the rule goes much further than that. It militates against not only those interpretations that would render the statute unconstitutional but also those that would even raise serious questions of constitutionality.

Perhaps this long-standing principle of interpretation is based, or at least was originally based, on a genuine assessment of probable meaning. In the texts that it enacts, a legislature should not be presumed to be sailing close to the wind, so to speak—entering an area of questionable constitutionality without making that entrance utterly clear. That was perhaps the original reason for the rule, and it is the reason we include it among the expected-meaning canons. But with respect to federal legislation at least—where the canon is routinely applied—that is today a dubious rationale. The modern Congress sails close to the wind all the time. Federal statutes today often all but acknowledge their questionable
constitutionality with provisions for accelerated judicial review,\(^7\) for standing on the part of members of Congress,\(^8\) and even for fall-back dispositions should the primary disposition be held unconstitutional.\(^9\)

A more plausible basis for the rule is that it represents judicial policy—a judgment that statutes \textit{ought not} to tread on questionable constitutional grounds unless they do so clearly, or perhaps a judgment that courts should minimize the occasions on which they confront and perhaps contradict the legislative branch. Since we favor this alternative view, we have no difficulty with the situation in which the factor that gives rise to the constitutional doubt arose \textit{after} the statute was enacted. Such a situation arose in \textit{Lowe v. SEC,}\(^10\) where Justice Byron White’s concurrence criticized the majority’s reliance on the constitutional-doubt canon as follows: “The Court thus attributes to the 76th Congress . . . the ability to predict our constitutional holdings 45 years in advance of our declining to reach them.”\(^11\) This may well have been an accurate criticism of the majority opinion, which described the constitutional-doubt canon as implementing an actual intent of the enacting Congress to avoid constitutional difficulty. But the canon rests instead upon a judicial policy of not interpreting ambiguous statutes to flirt with constitutionality, thereby minimizing judicial conflicts with the legislature. That policy has full force whether the cases raising the constitutional doubt antedate or postdate a statute’s enactment.

The constitutional-doubt canon has been amply criticized\(^12\) and amply defended.\(^13\) We side with its defenders. And even its critics acknowledge that the rule is well established. Yet it presents the difficult question: How doubtful is doubtful? This cannot be precisely answered in the abstract. At most, the mere assertion of unconstitutionality by one of the litigants is not enough. The doubt must be “substantial.”\(^14\) Unsurprisingly, the cases are many in which the majority and the dissent disagree on application of that standard.\(^15\)

But sometimes, helpfully enough, the decision is unanimous. In 1989 the Supreme Court decided \textit{Gomez v. United States,}\(^16\) involving the scope of the Federal Magistrates Act. The statutory clause at issue provided that magistrates—today they are called \textit{magistrate judges}—“may be assigned such additional duties as are not inconsistent with the Constitution and laws of the United States.”\(^17\) In \textit{Gomez}, a magistrate was assigned to preside over jury selection in a felony trial. Defense counsel objected and demanded an Article III judge. The magistrate noted the objection, yet proceeded with the jury selection. On appeal, the Court was presented with deciding (1) whether jury selection was among the
“additional duties” that a magistrate could be assigned without the defendant’s consent; and (2) whether it is constitutional for a magistrate to preside over this phase of a criminal trial despite the defendant’s objection. For a unanimous Court, Justice Stevens wrote: “It is our settled policy to avoid an interpretation of a federal statute that engenders constitutional issues if a reasonable alternative interpretation poses no constitutional question.”\(^\text{18}\) Hence the Court avoided the second issue by finding that jury selection was not among the “additional duties” consistent with the Magistrates Act, which gave magistrates the primary duties of (1) presiding at civil trials and criminal-misdemeanor trials, subject to the parties’ consent; and (2) handling certain pretrial and posttrial rulings. The Court relied not only on the constitutional-doubt canon but also on the negative-implication canon (see § 10): “[T]he carefully defined grant of authority to conduct trials of civil matters and of minor criminal cases should be construed as an implicit withholding of the authority to preside at a felony trial.”\(^\text{19}\)

The constitutional-doubt canon is sometimes lumped together with the rule that “if a case can be decided on either of two grounds, one involving a constitutional question, the other a question of statutory construction or general law, the Court will decide only the latter.”\(^\text{20}\) The two rules together are sometimes called the “rules of constitutional avoidance.”\(^\text{21}\) But it promotes clarity to keep the two separate. The constitutional-doubt canon is a rule of interpretation; the rule that statutory grounds will be considered first is a rule of judicial procedure. Often, but not always, both rules will be invoked in the same case: In the process of considering the statute first, the court may find that one of its interpretations must be rejected as constitutionally doubtful.
39. Related-Statutes Canon

Statutes *in pari materia* are to be interpreted together, as though they were one law.

“We generally presume that Congress is knowledgeable about existing law pertinent to the legislation it enacts.”

*Goodyear Atomic Corp. v. Miller*,

Any word or phrase that comes before a court for interpretation is part of a whole statute, and its meaning is therefore affected by other provisions of the same statute. It is also, however, part of an entire *corpus juris*. So, if possible, it should no more be interpreted to clash with the rest of that corpus than it should be interpreted to clash with other provisions of the same law. Hence laws dealing with the same subject—being *in pari materia* (translated as “in a like matter”)—should if possible be interpreted harmoniously. As James Kent explained in 1826: “Several acts *in pari materia*, and relating to the same subject, are to be taken together, and compared in the construction of them, because they are considered as having one object in view, and as acting upon one system.”

Though it is often presented as effectuating the legislative “intent,” the related-statute canon is not, to tell the truth, based upon a realistic assessment of what the legislature actually meant. That would assume an implausible legislative knowledge of related legislation in the past, and an impossible legislative knowledge of related legislation yet to be enacted. The canon is, however, based upon a realistic assessment of what the legislature ought to have meant. It rests on two sound principles: (1) that the body of the law should make sense, and (2) that it is the responsibility of the courts, within the permissible meanings of the text, to make it so.

“When Statutes,” Justice Frankfurter once wrote, “cannot be read intelligently if the eye is closed to considerations evidenced in affiliated statutes.” Part of the statute’s context is the *corpus juris* of which it forms a part, and this corpus can be dauntingly substantial. What is required, according to a British judge, is a “conspectus of the entire relevant body of the law for the same purpose.”

The critical questions are these: Just how affiliated must “affiliated” be, and what purposes are the same? The cases provide—properly, in our view—a good
deal of leeway. In one case, the defendant was indicted for aggravated arson, which was committed by “whosoever shall unlawfully and maliciously set fire to any dwelling-house, any person being therein.” The charge against the defendant was that he himself was inside the dwelling when he started the fire. The defense objected that the statute prohibits only harm to others—not to oneself—and the court was persuaded only because another statute, the Offenses Against the Person Act (which speaks of “unlawfully and maliciously . . . wound[ing] . . . any person”), had never been understood as including self-mutilation or suicide.  

Consider a case arising under the Minnesota Human Rights Act, which read: “It is an unfair discriminatory practice . . . for an owner . . . to refuse to sell, rent, or lease . . . any real property because of race, color, creed, religion, national origin, sex, marital status, status with regard to public assistance, disability, or familial status.” The Act did not define the term marital status. Layle French refused to let his rental house to Susan Parsons because she intended to cohabit with her fiancé before marriage, which was inconsistent with French’s religious beliefs. The question was whether French violated the Act. French argued that the term marital status is ambiguous because it is susceptible of two meanings: one that includes cohabiting couples, and one that does not. He contended that the second meaning must be preferred because Minnesota law had always discouraged fornication in favor of protecting the institution of marriage. The Minnesota Attorney General contended that the first meaning should be preferred because the fornication statute had fallen into complete disuse and did not accurately reflect the state’s public policy. (On the impermissibility of this argument, see § 57 [desuetude canon].) Without using the phrase in pari materia, the Minnesota Supreme Court held that the Minnesota Human Rights Act must be read harmoniously with the anti-fornication statute. Hence it correctly held that French did not violate the Act.

In Title 18 of the United States Code, two statutes have similar wordings: § 924(c)(1)(A) enhances the criminal penalty if a perpetrator carries a firearm “during and in relation to . . . [a] drug trafficking crime,” while § 844(h)(2) enhances the penalty if the perpetrator “carries an explosive during the commission of any felony.” In United States v. Ressam, Ahmed Ressam was carrying explosives in the trunk of his car when he arrived by ferry at Port Angeles, Washington. After he gave false information on a customs form, customs officials searched his car and discovered the explosives. The penalty imposed for Ressam’s felony conviction of lying on the customs form was enhanced under § 844(h)(2). On appeal, he argued that he possessed the
explosives for reasons unrelated to the underlying felony—and hence did not carry the explosives “during” the commission of that felony. The Supreme Court of the United States rightly held that during is a purely temporal word, especially when contrasted with the wording of the related firearm statute: during and in relation to.\textsuperscript{11} In fact, Congress originally enacted § 844(h)(2) shortly after § 924(c) and used the same language—both with only the preposition during—and only later amended the latter to contain the additional phraseology and in relation to.\textsuperscript{12} The Court correctly considered the cognate firearm provision while interpreting the explosives provision.

It is a logical consequence of this contextual principle that the meaning of an ambiguous provision may change in light of a subsequent enactment.\textsuperscript{13} But can that be so even when the ambiguous provision has already been given an authoritative judicial interpretation? No, by reason of the principle of stare decisis, which has special force in statutory cases. The legislature, naturally, can change the law whose meaning the prior judicial interpretation established. But once that meaning has been established, the meaning cannot change “in light of” a later statute with which a different meaning would be more compatible. This would be repealer by the weakest of implications; and repeals by implication are disfavored (see § 55).
40. Reenactment Canon

If the legislature amends or reenacts a provision other than by way of a consolidating statute or restyling project, a significant change in language is presumed to entail a change in meaning.

We oppose the use of legislative history, which consists of the hearings, committee reports, and debate leading up to the enactment in question (see § 66). But quite separate from legislative history is statutory history—the statutes repealed or amended by the statute under consideration. These form part of the context of the statute, and (unlike legislative history) can properly be presumed to have been before all the members of the legislature when they voted. So a change in the language of a prior statute presumably connotes a change in meaning.

For example, if a statute providing for an award to the prevailing party of “attorney’s fees and expert-witness fees” has been amended to award only “attorney’s fees,” there would be no basis for the argument (sometimes made) that attorney’s fees include reimbursement of the attorney’s expenditures for expert witnesses.

This presumption does not apply to stylistic or nonsubstantive changes. Lawyers need not rack their brains to explain a change from in addition or moreover to and.

Courts have been known to misapply the rule about changed language. In one case, a statute provided standing to “a person who has had actual care, control, and possession of [a] child for not less than six months preceding the filing of the petition.”¹ In a dispute over this provision, one litigant contended that the sixmonth period had to be immediately preceding the filing of the petition; the other litigant contended that periods of care, control, and possession could be aggregated to meet the sixmonth requirement. The dispositive fact should have been that the predecessor statute used the phrase immediately preceding and an amendment dropped the word immediately. The aggregating argument should have prevailed. But the court was purposivist in its approach, reasoning that the purpose of the statute was to give standing only to people who definitely had a current relationship with the child. So the court impermissibly supplied the word immediately. In the process, it perverted a second canon of construction (see § 54 [prior-construction canon]), holding that the Texas Supreme Court’s
interpretation of the *former* statute governed the meaning of the *corrected* statute.²

There is a major exception to the presumption that a change in language produces a change in meaning. For ease of reference, legislatures often consolidate their statutes at large into a code divided by topic—criminal law, court jurisdiction, *etc.* When those codifications have been enacted into positive law, the law is the new code provision, rather than the prior statute at large.³ Such codifications often revise the wording of the prior statute to provide for consistency of expression. But that revision does not result from legislative reconsideration of the substance of codified statutes. So recodification reverses the presumption: Instead of suggesting a new meaning, new language does not amend prior enactments unless it does so clearly. The same applies to legislative restyling exercises short of codification, such as the nonsubstantive redrafting of the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure in 1998.⁴

The critical language in this exception is *unless it does so clearly.* The new text is the law, and where it clearly makes a change, that governs. This is so even when the legislative history consisting of the codifiers’ report expresses the intent to make no change. A case in point is *United States v. Wells,*⁵ which involved omission of the “materiality” requirement in the redefinition of a false-statement offense effected by the 1948 recodification of the federal criminal code. Justice David Souter wrote for a unanimous Court:

> Respondents also rely on the 1948 Reviser’s Note to § 1014, which discussed the consolidation of the 13 provisions into one, and explained that, apart from two changes not relevant here, the consolidation “was without change of substance”. . . . Respondents say that the revisers’ failure to mention the omission of materiality from the text of § 1014 means that Congress must have “completely overlooked” the issue. . . . But surely this indication that the “staff of experts” who prepared the legislation either overlooked or chose to say nothing about changing the language of three of the former statutes does nothing to muddy the ostensibly unambiguous provision of the statute as enacted by Congress. . . . In any event, the revisers’ assumption that the consolidation made no substantive change was simply wrong. . . . Those who write revisers’ notes have proven fallible before.⁶

The Supreme Court’s analysis did not measure up, in our view, in *Fourco Glass Co. v. Transmirra Products Corp.*⁷ The case was a patent-infringement
suit, in which (according to the general/specific canon [§ 28]) venue was governed by the special provision applicable to such suits rather than the general venue provision. The dispute centered on the meaning of that special provision, which had been reworded in the 1948 recodification of the judicial code, changing the permissible venue from “the district of which the defendant is an inhabitant”\(^8\) to “the judicial district where the defendant resides.”\(^9\) The simultaneous revision of the general corporate-venue provision permitted suit “in any judicial district in which [the company] is incorporated or licensed to do business or is doing business,” and continued that “such judicial district shall be regarded as the residence of such corporation for venue purposes.”\(^10\) The issue was whether *resides* in the special-venue provision should be given that meaning or should be held to mean the same thing as the previous term *inhabitant*.

The Supreme Court held the latter, Justice Harlan dissenting. That holding was arguably correct, given the presumption against change by recodification (*inhabitant* and *resident* are not inherently different). But in our view the Court’s opinion placed inordinate weight on the Senate and House Judiciary Committees’ assertion that “every change made in the text is explained in detail in the Revisers’ Notes,”\(^11\) and on the Revisers’ Notes’ assertion that the “[w]ords . . . ‘where the defendant resides’ were substituted for ‘of which the defendant is an inhabitant’ because the ‘[w]ords ‘inhabitant’ and ‘resident,” as respects venue, are synonymous.’”\(^12\)

With codification projects, it is common to enact a prologue stating that no substantive amendments are intended, so that prior caselaw will continue valid in an unbroken line. Should this be given greater weight than revisers’ notes, or than the general presumption of no change that would have applied without the specification? No. When the general assertion of no change is contradicted by an unquestionable change in a specific provision, the specific will control over the general.

The Texas Supreme Court took such an approach in *Fleming Foods of Texas, Inc. v. Rylander.*\(^13\) The state tax code specified that “[a] tax refund claim may be filed with the comptroller by the person who paid the tax.”\(^14\) The precodification statute had included the phrase *directly to the state* at the end of this language, but that adverbial qualification had been deleted in a codification project whose enacting clause stated that the new version was not to change the substantive law. In this lawsuit, an indirect taxpayer claimed the benefit of the newly reworded provision; the state argued that, as with the previous version, only direct taxpayers were entitled to the refund. The Texas Supreme Court properly
held that dropping the phrase *directly to the state* was both significant and substantive, reasoning that an ordinary citizen ought to be able to read the statute book and glean its meaning.\textsuperscript{15} This is a beneficent fiction that legislative drafters should keep in the forefront of their minds.
41. Presumption Against Retroactivity

A statute presumptively has no retroactive application.

“The presumption is very strong that a statute was not meant to act retrospectively, and it ought never to receive such a construction if it is susceptible of any other.”

*United States Fid. & Guar. Co. v. United States ex rel. Struthers*


As a general, almost invariable rule, a legislature makes law for the future, not for the past. Judicial opinions typically pronounce what the law was at the time of a particular happening. Statutes, by contrast, typically pronounce what the law becomes when the statutes take effect. This point is basic to our rule of law. Even when they do not say so (and they rarely do), statutes will not be interpreted to apply to past events. It has long been so, as James Kent recognized in 1826: “A retroactive statute would partake in its character of the mischiefs of an ex post facto law, as to all cases of crimes and penalties;¹ and in every other case relating to contracts or property, it would be against every sound principle.”² And Thomas M. Cooley in 1868: “Retrospective legislation, except when designed to cure formal defects, or otherwise operate remedially, is commonly objectionable in principle, and apt to result in injustice; and it is a sound rule of construction which refuses lightly to imply an intent to enact it.”³

The presumption against retroactivity is a guide to interpretation, not a constitutional imperative, because the presumption applies even when the Constitution does not forbid retroactivity. For example, a statute reducing the penalties for a crime will be presumed to apply only to acts occurring after the statute’s effective date, even though there is no constitutional difficulty in applying it to prior acts.⁴ So the presumption of prospectivity is not the same as the ancient hostility to ex post facto laws.⁵ The latter are a particular species of the genus of retroactive laws: those retroactive laws that, in the words of Justice Joseph Story (describing the New Hampshire Constitution’s prohibition of “retrospective” laws), “take away or impair vested rights acquired under existing laws, or create a new obligation, impose a new duty, or attach a new disability, in respect to transactions or considerations already past.”⁶
Since the presumption is a canon of interpretation and not a rule of constitutional law, a statute can explicitly or by clear implication be made retroactive. Its retroactive operation may, but will not necessarily, violate one of the Ex Post Facto Clauses,7 one of the Due Process Clauses,8 the Takings Clause,9 or the Obligation of Contracts Clause10 of the United States Constitution, or similar provisions in state constitutions.11 But constitutional violations not being a matter of statutory interpretation, they are beyond the scope of our discussion.

The difficult question is: What does retroactivity consist of? All can agree that statutes imposing new civil or criminal liability are presumptively inapplicable to acts engaged in before their enactment. But what about a change in the rules governing admission of evidence—for instance, elimination of the common-law disability of a wife to testify against her husband? Would it be retroactive (and thus presumably unintended) for that new rule to apply to a trial conducted after its enactment but dealing with an alleged crime committed before its enactment? No, because retroactivity ought to be judged with regard to the act or event that the statute is meant to regulate.12 Because this law was meant to regulate the admission of evidence at trial, it would be retroactive only if applied to trials completed before its effective date.

Not all cases are so straightforward. Take, for example, a statute limiting the fees that may be awarded to lawyers who litigate prisoner lawsuits. It could theoretically be considered retroactive if it applied to any of the following events that occurred before its effective date: “(1) the alleged violation upon which the fee-imposing suit is based . . . ; (2) the lawyer’s undertaking to prosecute the suit for which attorney’s fees were provided . . . ; (3) the filing of the suit in which the fees are imposed . . . ; (4) the doing of the legal work for which the fees are payable . . . ; and (5) the actual award of fees in a prisoner case . . . .”13 We would select #4 as the retroactivity event—which is what the Supreme Court held in a case presenting those facts.14 The rationale that we have described is not what the Court relied on in that case,15 and despite a later case seemingly embracing our rationale,16 the Supreme Court has categorically rejected it, relying instead on Justice Story’s opinion (mentioned earlier) dealing with a constitutional prohibition of retroactive legislation.17

The fact that retroactivity is to be judged with regard to the act or event that the statute is meant to regulate may account for what has been regarded (perhaps erroneously) as an exception to nonretroactivity. The common-law rule, as expressed by Chief Justice Marshall in 1809, was “that after the expiration or
repeal of a law, no penalty can be enforced, nor punishment inflicted, for violations of the law committed while it was in force, unless some special provision be made for that purpose by statute.”¹⁸ So after the Twenty-First Amendment to the United States Constitution repealed the Eighteenth, thereby eliminating the authority for and rendering inoperative the National Prohibition Act, prosecutions for violations of the Act that had occurred while it was in effect had to be dismissed.¹⁹ It can be argued that the act or event that the repeal of a punitive law is meant to regulate is the proceeding to impose punishment, so that the common-law rule is not really a contradiction of nonretroactivity. Some of the cases speak this way—saying, for example, that “[b]y the repeal the legislative will is expressed that no further proceedings be had under the act repealed.”²⁰ Whether or not it constituted a genuine exception to nonretroactivity at common law, the repeal of a penal statute eliminated prosecution for past acts. The so-called abatement doctrine provided that repeal, even repeal by amendment, and even by amendment reducing the penalty, would require dismissal of the indictment under the earlier criminal statute. The United States and almost all the states have adopted saving statutes designed to eliminate the doctrine and to permit continued prosecution under the prior law.²¹ The federal provision, enacted in 1871 and codified in 1947, provides: “The repeal of any statute shall not have the effect to release or extinguish any penalty, forfeiture, or liability incurred under such statute, unless the repealing Act shall so expressly provide.”²² Such a provision cannot deny effect to a future legislature’s provision applying newly adopted lesser sentences retroactively to offenses committed before their adoption (see § 45 [repealability canon]), but it does demand that such a provision be express or clearly implied (see § 54 [presumption against implied repeal]).
42. Pending-Action Canon

When statutory law is altered during the pendency of a lawsuit, the courts at every level must apply the new law unless doing so would violate the presumption against retroactivity.

Some cases hold that courts must apply the law in effect when their decisions are rendered.¹ Others hold that the law in effect when the lawsuit was filed must govern.² Neither view is correct. The presumption against retroactivity determines whether courts should apply the law in effect at the time of suit or the law in effect at the time of judgment—or for that matter the law in effect when the acts at issue occurred. The application of that presumption depends on what the provision in question controls: If it limits the jurisdiction of courts, the time of final judgment is the dividing line between prospective and retroactive effect.³ If it limits the time within which suit must be brought, the filing of suit is the dividing line.⁴ If it renders private action unlawful, the date of the action is the dividing line.⁵ But as we said in the preceding section, if it renders lawful private action that was previously unlawful, the time of final judgment is the dividing line.⁶

Since the outcome rests ultimately on the presumption of prospectivity, it can be altered by legislative prescription that changes operation of the presumption. The California Code of Civil Procedure, for example, provides that “[j]urisdiction of the court over the parties and the subject matter of an action continues throughout subsequent proceedings in the action.”⁷ The background presumption that a statute eliminating jurisdiction applies to cases still pending is not strong enough to render a later jurisdictional statute an implicit repeal of this code provision (see § 55 [presumption against implied repeal]).
43. Extraterritoriality Canon

A statute presumptively has no extraterritorial application (*statuta suo clauduntur territorio, nec ultra territorium disponunt*).

“Legislation is presumptively territorial and confined to limits over which the law-making power has jurisdiction.”

*Sandberg v. McDonald*,
248 U.S. 185, 195 (1918) (per Day, J.).

Since the rise of the nation-state, countries have avoided subjecting people to conflicting laws (and disrupting one another’s legal systems) by international consensus that a nation’s law governs action within its territorial jurisdiction—even action by other nations’ citizens. This is not to say that international law forbids extraterritorial application. A country may, if it wishes, subject its own citizens to its laws wherever they are, and may subject all persons in other countries to its laws with regard to action that has a substantial effect within its territory. But in practice, that is the exception rather than the rule. The same principle applies to the laws of our states, though the Constitution may place some limits on extending a state’s laws to the territory of sister states.

It has long been assumed that legislatures enact their laws with this territorial limitation in mind. Indeed, medieval law had the maxim *Statuta suo clauduntur territorio, nec ultra territorium disponunt*—“Statutes are confined to their own territory and have no extraterritorial effect.” The legislature need not qualify each law by saying “within the territorial jurisdiction of this State.” That is how statutes have always been interpreted, and “[i]t is presumable that Congress legislates with knowledge of our basic rules of statutory construction.”

In earlier times, this extraterritoriality canon was applied with some rigor. In the 1909 *American Banana Co.* case, for example, the Supreme Court unanimously held that the Sherman Act did not apply to a suit by one American corporation against another alleging predatory acts done in Central America to preserve the defendant company’s domination of banana shipments to the United States. In an opinion by Justice Holmes, the Court said that “the general and almost universal rule is that the character of an act as lawful or unlawful must be determined wholly by the law of the country where the act is done.”

In a leading case on this issue, *Lauritzen v. Larsen*, a seaman sought a
maritime remedy under the Jones Act, which gave relief to “any seaman who . . . suffer[ed] personal injury in the course of his employment.” Larsen, a Dane, signed on as a crew member of a Danish ship in New York. The Danish-language contract contained a Danish choice-of-law provision, and it was subject to a Danish union’s employment contracts. Injured in Cuba, Larsen sued in New York under the Jones Act, asserting that because the statute applies to “any seaman,” the Act gave him an optional remedy in addition to whatever Danish law might provide. The Supreme Court unanimously rejected Larsen’s claim, Justice Jackson writing that Congress simply did not, through the use of any, extend “our law and [open] . . . our courts to all alien seafaring men injured anywhere in the world in service of watercraft of every foreign nation.” He added: “[A] hand on a Chinese junk, never outside Chinese waters, would not be beyond [the statute’s] literal wording.” Jackson further noted that our rule is based on international law, one sovereign power being bound to respect the subjects and the rights of all other sovereigns outside its own territory: “[I]f any construction otherwise be possible, an Act will not be construed as applying to foreigners in respect to acts done by them outside the dominions of the sovereign power enacting.”

The idea that any does not mean “anywhere in the world” was reaffirmed by the Supreme Court in Morrison v. National Australia Bank Ltd., in which the relevant statute punished acts “in connection with the purchase or sale of any security registered on a national securities exchange or any security not so registered.” In that case, Australian investors—in Australia—bought stock in the National Australia Bank. They later sued the Bank and an American company, HomeSide, which National had purchased. The investors claimed that both National and HomeSide had defrauded them by overvaluing HomeSide’s assets. The issue was whether § 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 applied to the purchase and sale abroad of stock in a foreign company not listed on an American exchange. No, it did not, and any did not unambiguously confer a worldwide berth. As one of us wrote for the Court: “When a statute gives no clear indication of an extraterritorial application, it has none.”

So what type of language suffices to create extraterritorial application? In United States v. Weingarten, a federal statute criminalized “travel[ing] in foreign commerce . . . for the purpose of engaging in any sexual act . . . with a person under 18 years of age.” Weingarten, a U.S. citizen who had lived abroad for 13 years, was convicted under the statute of molesting his 16-yearold daughter during a trip from the family’s residence in Belgium to Israel, where
they planned to relocate. In analyzing the issue of applicability of U.S. laws beyond the borders of the United States, the Second Circuit applied the presumption that “Congress does not intend a statute to apply to conduct outside the territorial jurisdiction of the United States’ unless it ‘clearly expresses its intent to do so.’” The presumption was overcome here, the court wrote, because “[s]uch a clear and affirmative indication is present.” The statute “manifestly expresses Congress’s concern with conduct that occurs overseas, criminalizing travel in foreign commerce undertaken with the intent to commit sexual acts with minors.” The court went on to reverse the conviction because travel between two foreign states was not, in its view, “travel[ ] in foreign commerce” within the meaning of the statute.

In recent times, courts have often watered down the presumption against extraterritoriality. In some cases they have even ignored it, as federal appellate courts did for nearly 50 years with respect to extraterritorial application of the Securities Exchange Act. More often, they have accepted language as having an implied prescription of extraterritorial application when it does not clearly have that import. For example, the Supreme Court held in 1993 that the Sherman Act’s specification that it covers restraints of trade or commerce “among the several States, or with foreign nations” (a specification that existed when American Banana was decided) does indeed mean that acts abroad creating such restraints (or at least some such acts) are covered: “[I]t is well established by now that the Sherman Act applies to foreign conduct that was meant to produce and did in fact produce some substantial effect in the United States.”

When the presumption against extraterritorial application is ignored, the courts will decide what application was “intended” on the basis of their assessment of what applications abroad will substantially further the purpose of the statute. And the same is true when something less than a clear indication of extraterritorial application is allowed to avoid the presumption. So eliminating or watering down the presumption ultimately results in purposivism (see above).

But this ignoring or watering down of the presumption is not consistent. Two years before making the statement quoted above concerning the “well established” application of the Sherman Act to acts abroad that have some substantial effect in the United States, the Supreme Court held that Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which forbade discrimination in employment, did not apply to employment discrimination by a Delaware corporation against an American citizen in Saudi Arabia. The Court held that the presumption against extraterritorial application was not overcome by the broad jurisdictional
language (of the sort that had been invoked in the Sherman Act cases)\textsuperscript{26} and cited many other statutes in which (it said) that did not suffice.\textsuperscript{27} More recently, the Supreme Court has reaffirmed that the presumption against extraterritoriality applies “unless there is the affirmative intention of the Congress clearly expressed” to give a statute extraterritorial effect.\textsuperscript{28}

Having a statutory presumption that is often applied but sometimes ignored is retrograde. Legislators must know what to expect. We favor restoring the presumption to its former bananalike state. This is not to overrule all cases previously ignoring or distorting the statute; stare decisis suffices to preserve them. But we should take the presumption seriously for the future.
Artificial-Person Canon

The word *person* includes corporations and other entities, but not the sovereign.

Traditionally the word *person*—as well as *whoever*—denotes not only natural persons (human beings) but also artificial persons such as corporations, partnerships, associations, and both public and private organizations. Though surprising to nonlawyers, this legal meaning is age-old.

As always, however, much depends on context. For example, *person* was sensibly held to mean “natural person” in a statute allowing a person to defend his or her own lawsuit despite not being qualified to practice law. How could it be otherwise?

And the word *person* traditionally excludes the sovereign. There exists a “longstanding interpretive presumption” to that effect. The Supreme Court of the United States once explained the presumption as follows: “Since, in common usage, the term ‘person’ does not include the sovereign, statutes employing the [term] are ordinarily construed to exclude it.” That explanation is not entirely adequate: In common usage, after all, *person* does not include artificial persons as well. So common usage is not the standard here. Legal usage is—and in this instance its treatment of the word *person* is peculiar.

In a case decided by the Supreme Court of the United States, an ex-employee of the Vermont Agency of Natural Resources sued Vermont on behalf of the federal government (a *qui tam* action) for submitting false monetary claims to the Environmental Protection Agency. Vermont moved to dismiss the lawsuit, arguing that it was not a person within the meaning of the False Claims Act, which allows *qui tam* actions against any person who knowingly presents to the government a fraudulent claim for payment. Applying the “longstanding interpretive presumption that *person* does not include the sovereign,” the Supreme Court held for Vermont—and ordered the action dismissed.

Noninclusion of the sovereign means noninclusion of agencies of the sovereign as well. The issue arose in *In re Al Fayed*, in which Mohamed al-Fayed, the father of Dodi Fayed, subpoenaed the Central Intelligence Agency for documents to be used in a French proceeding investigating the automobile crash in which Dodi was killed along with Princess Diana. The statute on which al-
Fayed proceeded read as follows: “The district court of the district in which a person resides . . . may order him . . . to produce a document or other thing for use in a proceeding in a foreign or international tribunal.” The CIA moved to quash the subpoena because it was not a person within the meaning of the statute. The district court agreed, but the first reason it gave was mistaken: “In three of the instances in which ‘person’ appears, the pronouns ‘him’ and ‘his’ are used to refer to the term. The use of ‘him’ and ‘his’ mitigates against interpreting the antecedent noun, ‘person,’ to mean ‘United States’ or ‘agency.’” Yet this point is irrelevant. The pronouns appear commonly in contexts that include so-called artificial persons (i.e., corporations), and they have no bearing on the human or nonhuman nature of the referent. The proper basis for the decision was simply that person traditionally excludes the sovereign.

Hard cases arise here as elsewhere. In United States v. Persichilli, the relevant statute provided: “Whoever . . . for the purpose of obtaining anything of value from any person . . . knowingly alters a social security card . . . or possesses a social security card or counterfeit social security card with intent to sell or alter it . . . shall be guilty of a felony . . . .” The evidence at trial proved that Persichilli was attempting to alter a social-security card in order to obtain a fraudulent driver’s license. Under Persichilli’s view, the department of motor vehicles, from which he would have obtained the driver’s license, was not a “person” and the government had therefore failed to prove that he acted with “the purpose of obtaining anything of value from any person.” The Government, by contrast, argued that the term person embraced legal entities, including governments and governmental entities. The court held, incorrectly in our view, that as used in this statute, the term person included governments and governmental entities. The court noted that under the federal Dictionary Act person usually includes nonnatural entities, such as corporations, but not necessarily governments or governmental entities. Yet the court relied on the principle that “[s]tatutes are customarily read, where the language permits, to address the mischief that is Congress’ target.” Here, the statute targeted fraudulent social-security cards. The court believed that the most likely victim of a fraudulent social-security card was the Social Security Administration and that other governmental entities were also likely victims. Therefore, the court concluded that a reading that included governmental entities was the most plausible. On balance, we believe that the general presumption about the meaning of person, combined with the rule of lenity (§ 49), should have produced the opposite result. The court erroneously relied on purposivism to
convict a highly unsympathetic defendant.

Despite the general rule about corporations as persons, a cognate word such as *personal* does not necessarily bear a similar sense. In 2011, the Supreme Court of the United States decided the point. A trade association representing some of AT&T’s competitors submitted a Freedom of Information Act request to the Federal Communications Commission requesting documents that the agency had obtained from AT&T in the course of an investigation. AT&T sought to enjoin the agency’s production of the documents on the ground that they came within the exemption from FOIA production for law-enforcement records whose disclosure “could reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy.” The FCC took the position that the personal-privacy exemption does not apply to companies, but AT&T argued that because Congress has defined *person* (in the Dictionary Act) to include corporations, the derivative adjective *personal* must also extend to corporations. The Supreme Court rejected this argument. It noted, among other things, that while *person* is a defined term, *personal* is not, and in ordinary usage that adjective describes individuals, not companies (as in *personal expenses, personal life*, and *personal opinion*); and that the full phrase *personal privacy* denotes “a type of privacy evocative of human concerns.” This holding exemplifies the crucially important maxim that words are almost invariably to be understood in their ordinary, everyday meaning (see § 6).
Government-Structuring Canons

45. Repealability Canon

The legislature cannot derogate from its own authority or the authority of its successors.

The one body whose future actions a legislature has no power to affect is the legislature itself. Just as a corporate board of directors cannot adopt an immutable policy, legislators cannot make their laws irrepealable or disable themselves or their successors from taking action: “[O]ne legislature cannot bind a subsequent one . . . .”¹ This canon is traditionally known as the nonentrenchment doctrine.

Resting as it does on sheer logic, the principle dates from time immemorial. As Cicero wrote to Atticus: “When you repeal the law itself, . . . you at the same time repeal the prohibitory clause, which guards against such repeal.”² Blackstone put the point this way: “Acts of Parliament derogatory from the power of subsequent Parliaments bind not.”³ And Chief Justice John Marshall wrote: “[O]ne legislature cannot abridge the powers of a succeeding legislature,”⁴ adding: “The correctness of this principle, so far as respects general legislation, can never be controverted.”⁵ He also wrote that a statute is “alterable when the legislature shall please to alter it.”⁶ The Supreme Court of the United States has uniformly followed this principle.⁷

Hence there is no legal effect to a statutory provision stating that any exceptions to the statute’s requirements must be express, or must specifically refer to the statute.⁸ A later legislature’s power—or, for that matter, the same legislature’s power—to make exceptions without specific reference, and even to make exceptions by implication, cannot be eliminated. But when exception by implication is asserted, the implication must be clear enough to overcome the presumption against implied repeal (see § 55)—since the exception effectively repeals the earlier statute’s application to the matter that it covers.

Nor is it permissible for a legislature to prescribe the only words that will be effective to produce an amendment. In South Australia, for example, the Real Property Act of 1886 purported to control future parliaments of South Australia in all legislation affecting land under the Real Property Act by requiring that amendments could be effective only if couched in certain words (that is,
mandating that they recite the precise words *notwithstanding the provisions of the Real Property Act 1886*). On this view, replacing *notwithstanding* with either *despite* or *in spite of* would result in a nugatory amendment. But as the learned commentator J.M. Finnis correctly observed: “[T]he legislature of South Australia has plenary power to couch its enactments in such literary form as it may choose. It cannot be effectively commanded by a prior legislature to express its intention in a particular way.”

Similarly, a legislature cannot be unalterably bound by definitions that purportedly apply to all statutes. As we have observed, a legislature has no power to dictate the language that later statutes must employ (see § 36 [interpretive-direction canon]). Statutory definitions usually account for this reality by (1) ascribing to words the ordinary meaning that they would bear anyway, and (2) stating that the definitions apply “unless the context indicates otherwise”—the consequence of which is that the definitions accomplish nothing that ordinary principles of interpretation would not produce anyway. But when the definition set forth in an earlier statute provides a meaning that the word would not otherwise bear, it should be ineffective. It cannot be said to be part of the *corpus juris* whose provisions the court must reconcile (see § 27 [harmonious-reading canon]), since it is not itself a law but an effort to constrain future lawmakers. A definition section contained within a particular statute is quite different. That does prescribe what the statute says, and it is dispositive, barring either a clear indication that it has been ignored or the inclusion of the phrase *unless the context indicates otherwise.*

Sometimes legislatures have actually tried to enact irrepealable acts. In *Boswell v. State*, for example, the Oklahoma legislature tried to irrevocably pledge a portion of the gasoline excise tax to a special state fund. The Oklahoma Supreme Court rightly held the statute unconstitutional.
46. Presumption Against Waiver of Sovereign Immunity

A statute does not waive sovereign immunity— and a federal statute does not eliminate state sovereign immunity—unless that disposition is unequivocally clear.

“It is an axiom of our jurisprudence. The Government is not liable to suit unless it consents thereto, and its liability in suit cannot be extended beyond the plain language of the statute authorizing it.”


The American states were heirs to a system in which the sovereign, the king, was not amenable to suit. Here is how Blackstone described it:

Are then, it may be asked, the subjects of England totally destitute of remedy, in case the crown should invade their rights, whether by private injuries, or public oppressions? To this we answer, that the law has provided a remedy in both cases. And, first, as to private injuries; if any person has, in point of property, a just demand upon the king, he must petition him in his court of chancery, where his chancellor will administer right as a matter of grace, though not upon compulsion.

... 

Next, as to cases of ordinary public oppression, where the vitals of the constitution are not attacked, the law hath also assigned a remedy. For, as a king cannot misuse his power, without the advice of evil counselors, and the assistance of wicked ministers, these men may be examined and punished. . . . But it is at the same time a maxim in those laws, that the king himself can do no wrong . . . .

Just as the king was amenable to “petition” only in the court of chancery that he had voluntarily created and given limited jurisdiction over him, so also the sovereign states (and the United States) were amenable to suit only when they agreed. Ordinary laws providing remedies for wrongs were not deemed applicable to the sovereign, and statutory waivers of sovereign immunity were rare.
Opinions of the Supreme Court of the United States say that a waiver of sovereign immunity “‘cannot be implied but must be unequivocally expressed.’” The cases in which that rule is pronounced did not contain any clear implication of waiver, and we doubt that the precise line set forth in that dictum (“unequivocally expressed”) will hold—or ought to.

To be sure, the sovereign’s consent to suit must be clear, but there is such a thing as utterly clear implication. Even English cases at least as early as the 1900s acknowledge that intent to include the sovereign can be implied:

The Crown is not bound by an Act of Parliament unless specially named, or unless there is a necessary implication to be drawn from the provisions of the Act, or from the legislation on the subject, that the Crown was intended to be bound.

We doubt whether an American court would be less generous. Imagine, for example, a state statute that authorizes suit for damage to real property and provides that when the losing defendant is the state, the plaintiff will be awarded attorney’s fees. It is inconceivable that suit would not be allowed against the state. The implication, to be sure, must be utterly clear. Waiver cannot be found, for example, merely because one provision of an act fails to contain an express exclusion of state liability that other provisions of the act do contain.

Unsurprisingly, Americans do not take kindly to the notion that the sovereign can do no wrong. Nor to the notion that suit against the government should be forbidden entirely. At the federal level, sovereign immunity with regard to contract claims was largely eliminated by the Court of Claims Act in 1855 and the Tucker Act in 1887, and with regard to tort claims by the Federal Tort Claims Act in 1946. Suits seeking injunction or mandamus against federal executive officers acting unlawfully had long been allowed (perhaps on Blackstone’s theory that it was not the sovereign but the sovereign’s “wicked ministers” who were being held to account), and the gaps and inconsistencies in that judicially created practice were eliminated by an amendment to the Administrative Procedure Act in 1976. Some state supreme courts have judicially abolished the doctrine of sovereign immunity in the area of tort liability, and the Supreme Court of the United States has spoken ill of the doctrine in general:

The immunity enjoyed by the United States as a territorial sovereign is a legal doctrine which has not been favored by the test of time. It has increasingly been found to be in conflict with the growing subjection of
governmental action to the moral judgment. A reflection of this steady shift in attitude toward the American sovereign’s immunity is found in observations in unanimous opinions of [the] Court . . . .

Because of this attitude, the rigor with which courts have applied the interpretive rule disfavoring waivers of sovereign immunity has abated—rightly so. But the waiver itself must still be express or clearly implied. That applies both to the fact of waiver and to its precise scope. Thus, a state’s consent to suit in its own courts does not establish consent to suit on the same cause of action in federal courts.

A classic old case involving the scope of an unquestioned waiver is *Price v. United States*. A federal statute subjected the United States to suit in the Court of Claims for “all claims for property of citizens of the United States taken or destroyed by Indians.” The plaintiff claimed that on June 26, 1847, while he was traveling on the route from Missouri to Santa Fe, Osage Indians took and drove away 32 head of his oxen, worth $400. He was awarded that amount in the Court of Claims. But he contended on appeal that the award should have been much larger because he had been using the oxen to pull wagons, and the fair value of the wagons and the goods they contained was $7,200, which he was forced to sell at a loss:

Because out in the unoccupied territory in which the taking of the oxen took place there was no market, and because he had no means of transporting the property not taken to a convenient market, he was subject to the whim or caprice of a passing traveller, and sold it to him for $1,200. The loss thereby entailed upon him he claims to recover under the provisions of the statute . . . .

The Supreme Court said no:

The property left in the possession of the petitioner was neither damaged nor destroyed by the action of the Indians in taking away the other property. . . . The damages were not to the property, considered as property, but simply consequential [damages] from the wrong done, and consisted solely in the fact that the petitioner, wronged by the taking away of certain property, was unable to realize the real value of property not taken, damaged, or destroyed.

That decision was correct, and the case should be decided the same today—the property was neither taken nor destroyed. It is ingrained in our jurisprudence, and presumably known to legislators, that suit will not lie against the
government unless there has been a clear waiver of immunity for the subject matter in question. A claim against the government for the value of property “taken or destroyed” is simply not a claim for consequential damages caused by the tort of taking or destroying property.\textsuperscript{17}

It has been a corollary of the rule disfavoring waiver of sovereign immunity—or was arguably thought to be a part of the rule itself—that “limitations and conditions upon which the Government consents to be sued must be strictly observed and exceptions thereto are not to be implied.”\textsuperscript{18} So, for example, statutes of limitations applicable to suits against the government could not be accorded the sorts of equitable tolling that would be allowed in private suits.\textsuperscript{19} This rigidity made sense when suits against the government were disfavored, but not in modern times. It is one thing to regard government liability as exceptional enough to require clarity of creation as a matter of presumed legislative intent. It is quite something else to presume that a legislature that has clearly made the determination that government liability is in the interest of justice wants to accompany that determination with nit-picking technicalities that would not accompany other causes of action. The Supreme Court of the United States began to make exceptions to this approach in the 1960s,\textsuperscript{20} and finally signaled complete departure in a 1990 opinion written by Chief Justice Rehnquist:

> Once Congress has made . . . a waiver [of sovereign immunity], we think that making the rule of equitable tolling applicable to suits against the Government, in the same way that it is applicable to private suits, amounts to little, if any, broadening of the congressional waiver. Such a principle is likely to be a realistic assessment of legislative intent as well as a practically useful principle of interpretation. We therefore hold that the same rebuttable presumption of equitable tolling applicable to suits against private defendants should also apply to suits against the United States.\textsuperscript{21}

The Chief Justice may have been exaggerating in saying that the Court held what he said—since the opinion immediately went on to say that the rules of equitable tolling applicable to private suits were of no help to this plaintiff.\textsuperscript{22} But in fact the Court’s later opinions hold to that line,\textsuperscript{23} and we believe rightly so.

To require stricter observance of conditions attached to suits permitted against the government than of similar conditions attached to private suits is unjustified. But worse would be to augment the proof required for the claim to which an unquestioned waiver applies. In the classic case on the subject, a New York statute permitted persons who had a lien on money owing from the state to a
contractor to sue the state directly and recover the amount of the lien. When the holder of a mechanics’ lien for work performed for a highway contractor proceeded under this statute, the state denied that any money was owing to the contractor and asserted that the waiver of sovereign immunity should not be deemed to apply when the state contested the debt. In rejecting this assertion for the New York Court of Appeals, Justice Cardozo wrote the oft-quoted line:

The exemption of the sovereign from suit involves hardship enough, where consent has been withheld. We are not to add to its rigor by refinement of construction, where consent has been announced.24

In Gomez-Perez v. Potter,25 a postal employee sued the Postal Service and the Postmaster General for actions taken against her in alleged retaliation for her filing an age-discrimination complaint. Section 633a(a) of Title 20 forbade “discrimination based on age” by (among other agencies) the Postal Service; and § 633a(c) authorized suit in district court for violation of that provision. The Postal Service contended that “sovereign immunity principles require that § 633a(a) be read narrowly as prohibiting substantive age discrimination but not retaliation.”26 The Court properly rejected that contention:

Subsection (c) of § 633a unequivocally waives sovereign immunity for a claim brought by “[a]ny person aggrieved” to remedy a violation of § 633a. Unlike § 633a(c), § 633a(a) is not a waiver of sovereign immunity; it is a substantive provision outlawing “discrimination.” That the waiver in § 633a(c) applies to § 633a(a) claims does not mean that § 633a(a) must surmount the same high hurdle as § 633a(c).27

Other legal questions raised by the doctrine of sovereign immunity do not pertain to the interpretation of texts—for example, when it is that government action such as the initiation of a law-suit28 or participation in a federal program29 constitutes a waiver. One last interpretive consequence of the doctrine, however, pertains to federal elimination of the states’ sovereign immunity guaranteed by the Eleventh Amendment,30 a result that Congress has power to effect under § 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment.31 The Supreme Court has required for that purpose “an unequivocal expression of congressional intent.”32 Thus, it has held, for example, that a state is not a “person” subject to the suits authorized by 42 U.S.C. § 1983 for deprivation of constitutional rights33 and that a provision of the federal Rehabilitation Act authorizing suit against “any recipient of Federal assistance” under the Act34 does not authorize suit against states that receive assistance.35 This rule requiring “unequivocal” designation of the states cannot
be attributed to the mere doctrine of sovereign immunity itself (or to the presumed intent of the legislature for the sovereign whose immunity is at issue). Rather, the Supreme Court of the United States has made clear the federal structural consideration that is the proper basis for assuming that state immunity has not been eliminated unless that result is founded on clear expression:

Our reluctance to infer that a State’s immunity from suit in the federal courts has been negated stems from recognition of the vital role of the doctrine of sovereign immunity in our federal system. . . . As Justice Marshall well has noted, “[b]ecause of the problems of federalism inherent in making one sovereign appear against its will in the courts of the other, a restriction upon the exercise of the federal judicial power has long been considered . . . appropriate . . . .”36
47. Presumption Against Federal Preemption

A federal statute is presumed to supplement rather than displace state law.

It is a reliable canon of interpretation—though sometimes dishonored in the breach—to presume that a federal statute does not preempt state law. The presumption is readily overcome if state law would require something that federal law prohibits or would prohibit something that federal law requires. That presents a clear conflict, subjecting people to contradictory commands, so by reason of the Supremacy Clause, federal law prevails. Likewise, if federal law forbids what state law permits, federal law prevails. But if federal law neither prohibits nor requires what state law forbids, state law prevails.

One difficulty arises when a federal statute sets certain standards or requirements—such as for automobile passenger restraints or cigarette advertising—and a state law sets a higher standard or requirement. There is no conflict of commands, since meeting the higher state standard or requirement complies with the federal one as well. Sometimes, however, the federal statute is meant to establish a maximum standard or requirement on which everyone can rely, so that, for example, manufacturers serving a national market will not be compelled to comply with the law of the most restrictive state. The cases refer to this type of preemption as field preemption—though as the Supreme Court has pointed out, it is really “a species of conflict preemption.” Congress having determined that its regulation is exclusive, state laws to the contrary conflict.

Sometimes the federal statute makes its occupation of the field express. For example, in 2012 the Supreme Court held that a California law regulating slaughterhouse treatment of certain animals was preempted by the Federal Meat Inspection Act, which contained the following provision: “Requirements within the scope of this [Act] with respect to premises, facilities and operations of any establishment at which inspection is provided under . . . this [Act] which are in addition to, or different than those made under this [Act] may not be imposed by any State.”

ERISA, the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, contained a similarly broad field-preemption provision, stating that it “shall supersede any and all State laws insofar as they may now or hereafter relate to any employee benefit plan” covered by the Act.
Even if Congress has not enacted such an express provision, however, state law will be preempted “when Congress intends federal law to ‘occupy the field.’” In our view, of course, such an “intent” (see § 67) must derive from the text of the federal laws and not from such extraneous sources as legislative history. The problem here lies in ensuring certainty in the law: Too often, when such an intent will or will not be found is difficult to predict.

Field preemption is much more likely to be found when the federal statute deals with an area that the federal government has traditionally controlled, such as foreign affairs, international relations, and immigration. For example, in *Crosby v. National Foreign Trade Council*, a Massachusetts statute barred from state contracts certain entities doing business with Burma. The statute was held to be preempted by a federal statute imposing certain sanctions on Burma and giving the President authority to impose or withhold further sanctions. And in *Toll v. Moreno* the Supreme Court held preempted a Maryland statute declaring lawfully admitted aliens of a certain classification ineligible for instate college tuition. It relied on “the preeminent role of the Federal Government with respect to the regulation of aliens within our borders” and the comprehensive provisions of the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952.

Field preemption is less likely when the state law in question pertains to a subject of traditional state regulation. Because most exercises of general governmental power can be said to be “traditionally” functions of a state, the principle must apply not to the fact of state regulation of a particular activity, but to its purpose. In the *Crosby* case dealing with Burma, for example, it was surely traditional for states to prescribe the qualifications of state contractors—but not traditional for states to do so in order to punish a foreign country for its inhumane activities. This focus on the purpose rather than the regulated object of the state law is suggested by some of the explicit preemption provisions that Congress has enacted. For example, the provision of the Atomic Energy Act states: “Nothing in this section shall be construed to affect the authority of any State or local agency to regulate activities for purposes other than protection against radiation hazards.” Similarly, a provision of the Federal Cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act declares preempted any “requirement or prohibition based on smoking and health . . . imposed under State law with respect to the advertising or promotion of any cigarettes.”

It is hard to know when a federal statute will be construed to effect field preemption. The Supreme Court has held that a tort action against an automobile manufacturer for failing to provide an airbag was preempted by the
less restrictive requirements issued by the Department of Transportation under the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act\textsuperscript{16}—even though a saving clause in that statute said that “[c]ompliance with” a federal safety standard “does not exempt any person from any liability under common law.”\textsuperscript{17} Yet the Court has held not preempted a tort action for failing to include on prescription-drug labeling a warning beyond what the Food & Drug Administration approved and required under the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act.\textsuperscript{18} As for the Federal Cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act’s preemption of any “requirement or prohibition based on smoking and health . . . imposed under State law with respect to the advertising or promotion of any cigarettes”: The Supreme Court held that this provision resulted in preemption of state common-law failure-to-warn claims and one of two common-law fraud claims relating to cigarette advertising.\textsuperscript{19} On the other hand, in \textit{Altria Group, Inc. v. Good},\textsuperscript{20} the Court held that the same provision did not preempt a state-law statutory claim for fraudulent advertising.

While any determination about field preemption is highly fact-bound, two principles seem to us clearly required. First, the preemption canon ought not to be applied to the text of an explicit preemption provision. That is, the text ought to be given its fair meaning rather than a meaning narrowed by the presumption. The reason is obvious: The presumption is based on an assumption of what Congress, in our federal system, would or should normally desire. But when Congress has explicitly set forth its desire, there is no justification for not taking Congress at its word—i.e., giving its words their ordinary, fair meaning. So, for example, we disagree with the decision of the Supreme Court in \textit{Cipollone} to give the preemption provision of the Federal Cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act a “narrow” meaning rather than simply the meaning that its words fairly convey.\textsuperscript{21}

Second, it is theoretically possible for Congress to preempt state law enacted by statute or regulation but not to preempt state common law applied by juries and the courts. But such a disposition makes so little sense that it would take the clearest of statutory language to adopt it. The relevant question, after all, is whether the federal statute establishes a national standard that is meant to provide a safe harbor from liability. If it does, state departures from that standard by common-law adjudication are just as disruptive of the safe harbor as departures by statute or regulation. Indeed, they are \textit{more} disruptive, since case-by-case jury determinations of such questions as “negligence” and “failure to warn” are not only unpredictable and inconsistent, but also usually uninformed
regarding the benefits (as opposed to the costs) of the more lenient federal rule.\textsuperscript{22} If a statute explicitly prohibiting different state requirements is not meant to establish a national standard, it is hard to imagine what it is meant to do. So we find questionable the Supreme Court’s determination in \textit{Cipollone} that the federal statutory provision stating that “[n]o requirement or prohibition based on smoking and health shall be imposed under State law with respect to the advertising or promotion of any cigarettes” had merely the effect of “superseding only positive enactments by legislatures or administrative agencies that mandate particular warning labels”\textsuperscript{23}—while allowing state common-law claims that are not based on the state statute.
Private-Right Canons

48. Penalty/Illegality Canon

A statute that penalizes an act makes it unlawful.

“[W]here the statute inflicts a penalty for doing an act, although the act itself is not expressly prohibited, yet to do the act is unlawful, because it cannot be supposed that the Legislature intended that a penalty should be inflicted for a lawful act.”


In the words of James Kent, one of the chief 19th-century expositors of American law: “If a statute inflicts a penalty for doing an act, the penalty implies a prohibition, and the thing is unlawful, though there be no prohibitory words in the statute.”¹

Why does this canon matter? Kent’s example is that of a statute imposing a penalty for the making of a usurious contract: Because the contract is held to be illegal, it is void.² So one cannot enforce such a contract and just pay a fine for having made it.

Many statutory provisions penalize without expressly illegalizing. Consider the Massachusetts statute that read: “Whoever sells, or offers for sale, or has in possession, a lobster less than ten and one-half inches in length, measuring from one extreme of the body, extended, to the other, exclusive of claws or feelers, shall forfeit five dollars for every such lobster.”³ If the provision had read shall be taxed instead of shall forfeit, the provision would be read as a tax and not a penalty. But because forfeit connotes a penalty, it would be impossible to contract legally for the delivery of nine-to ten-inch lobsters with the understanding that each one would be subject to a $5 governmental exaction. Any such contract, being illegal, would be void.
49. Rule of Lenity

Ambiguity in a statute defining a crime or imposing a penalty should be resolved in the defendant’s favor.

“Blurred signposts to criminality will not suffice to create it.”


The rule of lenity—sometimes cast as the idea that “[p]enal statutes must be construed strictly”¹ and sometimes as the idea that if two rational readings are possible, the one with the less harsh treatment of the defendant prevails²—was termed by Jeremy Bentham “the subject of more constant controversy than perhaps of any in the whole circle of the Law.”³

The rule originally rested on the interpretive reality that a just legislature will not decree punishment without making clear what conduct incurs the punishment and what the extent of the punishment will be; or at least on the judge-made public policy that a legislature _ought_ not to do so. Chief Justice John Marshall explained it this way in 1820:

> The rule that penal laws are to be construed strictly . . . is founded on the tenderness of the law for the rights of individuals; and on the plain principle that the power of punishment is vested in the legislative, not in the judicial department. It is the legislature, not the Court, which is to define a crime, and ordain its punishment.⁴

Some authorities consider the rule to be based on constitutional requirements of fair notice and separation of powers (federal courts have no power to define crimes⁵). But application of the rule of lenity, vague as it is, does not coincide with the constitutional requirement of fair notice—or even with that requirement plus the constitutional-doubt canon (§ 38). And as for the separation of powers, the rule antedates both state and federal constitutions, and it applies not only to crimes but also to civil penalties.

Consider a straightforward case. With respect to certain specified institutions, including federally insured banks, a federal statute made it a crime to “knowingly mak[e] any false statement or report” or to “willfully overvalu[e] any land, property, or security” for the purpose of influencing action “upon any
application, . . . commitment, [or] loan.”6 A Louisiana bank president was convicted of writing bad checks on accounts that had insufficient funds. But were the bad checks themselves “false statements” that give rise to criminal liability under the statute? Justice Blackmun wrote for a seven-member majority of the Supreme Court of the United States in holding no: “Congress should have spoken in language that is clear and definite. . . . ‘[The rule of lenity] would require statutory language much more explicit than that before us here to lead to the conclusion that Congress intended to put the Federal Government in the business of policing the’ deposit of bad checks.”7

One interpretive problem sometimes arises when the same violation of law is made subject to both a civil or criminal penalty and a private claim for the injury inflicted. Is the language defining the violation to be given one meaning (a narrow one) for the penal sanction and a different meaning (a more expansive one) for the private compensatory action? That seems inconceivable. The Supreme Court of the United States says as much: “[The dissent] further suggests that lenity is inappropriate because we construe the statute today ‘in a civil setting’ rather than ‘a criminal prosecution.’ The rule of lenity, however, is a rule of statutory construction whose purpose is to help give authoritative meaning to statutory language. It is not a rule of administration calling for courts to refrain in criminal cases from applying statutory language that would have been held to apply if challenged in civil litigation.”8

The main difficulty with the rule of lenity is the uncertainty of its application. Its operation would be relatively clear if the rule were automatically applied at the outset of textual inquiry, before any other rules of interpretation were invoked to resolve ambiguity. Treating it as a clear-statement rule would comport with the original basis for the canon and would provide considerable certainty. But that is not the approach the cases have taken. The Supreme Court of the United States expresses the consensus when it says that “[t]he rule comes into operation at the end of the process of construing what Congress has expressed, not at the beginning as an overriding consideration of being lenient to wrongdoers.”9 Fair enough. But less comprehensible is the Court’s statement in a later case that the rule applies “only when the equipoise of competing reasons cannot otherwise be resolved.”10 If that were so, the rule either would never apply (when is the last time you read a decision saying that an interpretive “equipoise” could not be resolved?) or would be superfluous (if alternative meanings were in utter equipoise, the statute would be inoperative as meaningless11).
But not to worry: Supreme Court opinions provide an ample supply of other criteria for determining when the rule of lenity applies, ranging from when the court “can make ‘no more than a guess,’” to when the court is “left with an ambiguous statute,” to when there remains “grievous ambiguity or uncertainty.” Given the multiplicity of expressed standards, one of your authors has said that the rule of lenity under current law “provides little more than atmospherics, since it leaves open the crucial question—almost invariably present—of how much ambiguousness constitutes an ambiguity.”

The criterion we favor is this: whether, after all the legitimate tools of interpretation have been applied, “a reasonable doubt persists.”

Vague as it is, this test seems to be more comprehensible than the others. One might believe that the provision in question is not “in equipoise” or “grievously ambiguous”—while yet acknowledging that the matter is not beyond reasonable doubt. This is, to be sure, more defendant-friendly than most of the other formulations. We prefer it because we believe that when the government means to punish, its commands must be reasonably clear. When they are not clear, the consequences should be visited on the party more able to avoid and correct the effects of shoddy legislative drafting—namely, the federal Department of Justice or its state equivalent.

Does the canon attach to tax laws? For many years, the Supreme Court of the United States subjected them to a strict construction, holding that “[i]n case of doubt [statutes levying taxes] are construed most strongly against the government, and in favor of the citizen.” Although many states continue to apply this rule, it unfortunately can no longer be said to enjoy universal approval. Nor are statutes providing remedies for fraud considered penal laws subject to the canon. As Blackstone described it:

[W]here the statute acts upon the offender, and inflicts a penalty, as the pillory or a fine, it is then to be taken strictly: but when the statute acts upon the offence, by setting aside the fraudulent transaction, here it is to be construed liberally.

The rule of lenity is often overlooked when it ought to apply. Consider the Kentucky statute making it a crime to “sell, lend, or give” liquor to a minor—unless you are the minor’s parent or guardian. Sixteen-year-old Davis and seventeen-year-old Rison decided to pool their money to buy and then drink whiskey. They did so, were caught, and were arrested. Davis, the younger boy, was charged with “giving” whiskey to Rison. The trial court dismissed the
indictment without explanation, and the prosecution appealed to the Kentucky Supreme Court. Davis argued that he did not “sell, lend, or give” whiskey to Rison—and that give means “to bestow a gift.” The prosecution argued that, in an expanded sense, give means “to furnish, provide, or supply.” The court agreed with the prosecution’s argument and remanded the case for trial quite erroneously. The rule of lenity militated in favor of a judgment for Davis, as did noscitur a sociis (see § 31 [associated-words canon]), but the court dismissed the first and missed the second.

On the whole, it might fairly be said that the rule of lenity is underused in modern judicial decision-making—perhaps the consequence of zeal to smite the wicked. The defendant has almost always done a bad thing, and the instinct to punish the wrongdoer is a strong one. But a fair system of laws requires precision in the definition of offenses and punishments. The less the courts insist on precision, the less the legislatures will take the trouble to provide it.

Naturally, the rule of lenity has no application when the statute is clear—though just as naturally counsel will try to manufacture ambiguity when there is none. In Sullivan v. United States, the District of Columbia’s Sex Offender Registration Act required registration by any person who “[c]ommitted a [sex] offense at any time and is in custody or under supervision on or after July 11, 2000” because of “[b]eing convicted of . . . an offense under the District of Columbia Official Code.” Two years before the Act was enacted, Sullivan was convicted of assault with intent to rape. He was jailed and later released. After the Act took effect, he was convicted of driving without a permit, was placed on supervised probation, had his probation revoked, and was jailed once again. After his release, District authorities repeatedly notified Sullivan that he must register under the Act, yet he repeatedly failed to do so. He was then convicted of failing to register as a sex offender.

On appeal, Sullivan (or, more properly, his lawyer) argued that he did not have to register under the Act because (1) he had been released from custody for his sex offense before the Act took effect, and (2) his post-Act conviction of driving without a license (a nonviolent traffic offense) was not the type of offense that could bring him within the reach of the Act. The District of Columbia Court of Appeals correctly held otherwise. The language “convicted of . . . an offense under the District of Columbia Official Code” was broad (see § 9 [general-terms canon]) and unambiguous, and it did not exclude any type of conviction for which a court might order a person into custody or supervision. Hence, the rule of lenity had no application.
50. Mens Rea Canon A statute creating a criminal offense whose elements are similar to those of a common-law crime will be presumed to require a culpable state of mind (mens rea) in its commission. All statutory offenses imposing substantial punishment will be presumed to require at least awareness of committing the act.

“We have ‘on a number of occasions read a state-of-mind component into an offense even when the statutory definition did not in terms so provide.’”

Dean v. United States,

The ancient rule of the common law was contained in the maxim actus non facit reum nisi mens sit rea: An act does not constitute a crime unless there is criminal intent. As Blackstone put it: “[A]s a vicious will without a vicious act is no civil crime, so, on the other hand, an unwarrantable act without a vicious will is no crime at all.” He describes as one instance excusing “defect of will” the fact of “ignorance or mistake . . . ; when a man, intending to do a lawful act, does that which is unlawful. . . . But this must be an ignorance or mistake of fact, and not an error in point of law.”

The mens rea canon still applies to criminal statutes that do not explicitly contain a mens rea requirement. As recently as 1994, the Supreme Court spoke approvingly of, and applied, “the background presumption of evil intent.” The problem is that the assumption of a mens rea requirement is not always applied—nor would anyone think it should be. Take, for example, a reckless-driving statute defining the offense as exceeding the posted speed limit by more than 15 miles per hour. “I did not realize I was driving so fast” is surely no defense.

The ancient principle and the modern difficulty of applying it are both described in Justice Robert H. Jackson’s classic opinion for the Court in Morissette v. United States. The discussion began:

Crime, as a compound concept, generally constituted only from concurrence of an evil-meaning mind with an evildoing hand, was congenial to an intense individualism and took deep and early root in American soil. As the states codified the common law of crimes, even if their enactments were silent on the subject, their courts assumed that the omission did not signify disapproval of the principle but merely recognized that intent was so inherent in the idea of the offense that it required no
statutory affirmation.\textsuperscript{6}

But the opinion goes on to describe the demise of the concept as an absolute rule—“a century-old but accelerating tendency, discernible both here and in England, to call into existence new duties and crimes which disregard any ingredient of intent.”\textsuperscript{7} Justice Jackson’s description of the difficulty of discerning from the extant cases when evil intent will be required, and when not, is as true today as it was 60 years ago:

Neither this Court nor, so far as we are aware, any other has undertaken to delineate a precise line or set forth comprehensive criteria for distinguishing between crimes that require a mental element and crimes that do not. We attempt no closed definition, for the law on the subject is neither settled nor static.\textsuperscript{8}

The Morissette case itself involved a deer-hunter on a government-owned tract of land in Michigan used by the Air Force as a practice bombing range but regularly used by nearby residents for deer-hunting. After a fruitless day’s hunt, Morissette decided to cut his losses by salvaging some of the spent practice-bomb casings that were lying about rusting and that (according to his account) he believed to have been abandoned. He was convicted under a statute that subjected to fine and imprisonment “[w]hoever embezzles, steals, purloins, or knowingly converts to his use . . . or without authority sells, conveys, or disposes of any . . . thing of value of the United States . . . .”\textsuperscript{9} The charge to the jury did not permit acquittal for good-faith belief that the property was abandoned.

The Supreme Court reversed the conviction, finding several factors requiring \textit{mens rea}. The principal one was that “[s]tealing, larceny, and its variants and equivalents, were among the earliest offenses known to the law that existed before legislation” and for them “[s]tate courts of last resort . . . have consistently retained the requirement of intent.”\textsuperscript{10} The principle is akin to the presumption against change in common law (§ 52):

Congressional silence as to mental elements in an Act merely adopting into federal statutory law a concept of crime already so well defined in common law and statutory interpretation by the states may warrant quite contrary inferences than the same silence in creating an offense new to general law, for whose definition the courts have no guidance except the Act.\textsuperscript{11}

\ldots

[W]here Congress borrows terms of art in which are accumulated the
legal tradition and meaning of centuries of practice, it presumably knows and adopts the cluster of ideas that were attached to each borrowed word in the body of learning from which it was taken and the meaning its use will convey to the judicial mind unless otherwise instructed. ¹²

Another factor was that none of the crimes that had been collected in the Code revision that produced the statute “fits the congressional classification of a petty offense; each is, at its least, a misdemeanor, and if the amount involved is one hundred or more dollars each is a felony.” ¹³

The first of those two factors—statutory embodiment of a common-law crime—is perhaps the most commonly used ground, and the only certain ground, for finding a mens rea element in a statute that does not expressly contain it. That is correct when the actual name of the common-law crime (burglary, fraud, theft) appears in the statute. It is merely one instance of the canon of imputed common-law meaning (see § 53). Beyond this, however, even when the statute does not use the common-law term but sets forth the elements of a crime that existed at common law—making the traditional elements of fraud, for example, a federal crime if perpetrated across state lines, or subjecting those traditional elements to especially harsh penalties if perpetrated in a certain context such as securities sales—the presumption of evil intent should apply to those elements as well.

This rule will as a practical matter require mens rea for the overwhelming majority of serious crimes: The common law developed prohibitions of serious crime over hundreds of years, and there is not much new serious crime under the sun. Except for an expansive application of this common-law-analogue rule, however, we can find no justification in consistent judicial practice for finding an intent requirement not expressed or textually implied. Some cases have suggested that doing so is proper when the offense is malum in se (inherently wrong) rather than malum prohibitum (wrong only because prohibited). ¹⁴ But there are many modern examples of crimes without an intent requirement that contradict this rule. For example, an evil-intent requirement would surely not be imposed on a statute that makes it a crime to drive so as to endanger human life—though such an action is wrong in itself. ¹⁵ Another factor often mentioned is the second one alluded to by Justice Jackson in Morissette: the severity of the punishment. As one authority describes it: “Other things being equal, the greater the possible punishment, the more likely some fault is required; and, conversely, the lighter the possible punishment, the more likely the legislature meant to impose liability without fault.” ¹⁶ This is doubtless true as an empirical
observation of what courts do, but it seems to us more a demonstration that hard cases make bad law than a principled basis for reading into a text what it does not contain. The proposition that harsh penalties imply a mens rea requirement is simply contradicted by too many laws.  

Some authorities point to other nontextual factors that might suggest eliminating a mens rea requirement (and, in their absence, the need for one), such as the seriousness of harm to the public, the defendant’s ease of ascertaining the facts, the prosecution’s difficulty of proving intent, and even the anticipated frequency of prosecution. The sheer number of these factors (all of them “have a bearing . . . , but no single factor can be said to be controlling”) suggests that they cannot be adopted as criteria for unenacted mens rea. When we are talking about reading into a text what it does not contain, we must have a clear and firm rule that the legislature can count on. Other than the common-law-analogue rule described above, the only rule that reflects consistent judicial practice (and that legislators thus have reason to assume) is that all crimes carrying significant penalties will be presumed to require what might be called the starting-point for mens rea (though it does not alone demonstrate fault or evil intent): the defendant’s awareness that he was performing the act in question. When that awareness does not exist through no fault of the defendant’s (as with sleepwalking but not drunkenness), or when the act the defendant thought he was performing (if any) is lawful, criminal liability will not attach. The sleepwalker will not be guilty of the jailable offense of dumping garbage into a river, nor the hallucinating madman who thinks he is filling the pit of hell. When legislators know that, apart from a statutory enactment of common-law crimes, the failure to specify an intent requirement means liability without fault, they will be more likely to specify (as they should) that element of the offense.

In cases where mens rea is not read into the statute, the harshness of the outcome is mitigated by the application of other exceptions to criminal liability regularly applied by common-law courts—exceptions prompted by the same consideration of fairness as the mens rea requirement but separate from it and more specific. For example, the rule excusing violations produced by government entrapment is one of the “generally applicable, background principles of assumed legislative intent” against which all laws are enacted. So is the defense of duress or coercion, and the understanding that (unless otherwise indicated) criminal statutes do not apply to government agents in the lawful execution of their duties. The government-agent exception would have applied in the classic case of United States v. Kirby, in which a local sheriff
who executed an arrest warrant (for murder) against a postman in the course of his rounds was prosecuted under a federal criminal statute prohibiting willful interference with the delivery of mail. The driver who violates a criminal law against high-speed driving while taking a seriously injured person to the emergency room could be excused by the common-law defense of necessity, which “traditionally cover[s] the situation where physical forces beyond the actor’s control rendered illegal conduct the lesser of two evils.”

Regrettably, saying that mens rea is required for crimes analogous to common-law offenses does not solve all problems relating to analyzing those crimes, since it is not always clear what qualifies as mens rea. At common law, for example, even negligence would suffice for manslaughter, though apparently not for other crimes. A similar problem arises when a criminal statute imposes an express intent element, by employing the word knowingly or willfully. Does this mean only intentional doing of the act (e.g., taking the property), or also knowing the fact that makes the act unlawful (e.g., that the property taken is owned by someone else). That was the context in which Justice Jackson adverted to severity of punishment—in connection with whether the knowingly converts portion of the Morissette statute required knowledge that the shell casings had not been abandoned. In such a case we are dealing not with the insertion of a requirement that the text does not contain but with the meaning of a requirement that it does. On that issue, severity of the punishment is relevant (though not necessarily determinative)—harsh punishment not ordinarily being imposed for innocent acts. Also relevant to the meaning of express scienter requirements are the other factors mentioned above and rejected as insufficient to establish an unenacted requirement of mens rea. For example, the extreme difficulty of proving knowledge of a certain element would suggest that the “knowingly” requirement should not be extended that far.

But even when the issue is the extent of a textual-intent requirement, a clear text prevails over factors appropriate for resolving ambiguity. We disapprove, for example, the Court’s resolution in United States v. X-Citement Video, which dealt with a provision that subjected to criminal penalty (a) Any person who—(1) knowingly transports or ships . . . [in] interstate or foreign commerce . . . by any means including by computer or mails, any visual depiction, if— (A) the producing of such visual depiction involves the use of a minor engaging in sexually explicit conduct; and (B) such visual depiction is of such conduct.

To preserve the constitutionality of this provision against First Amendment attack, the Court applied the knowingly requirement to sections of text clearly
and unambiguously separated from subsection (a)(1)—namely, to (a)(1)(A) and (a)(1)(B). worse, they are entirely different clauses. there is no grammatical connection at all between the adverb knowingly in the relative who-clause and the two conditional if-clauses. applying the knowingly to those makes it a completely different law from what congress passed. as one of us wrote in dissent in that case, “the equivalent, in expressing a simpler thought, would be the following: ‘anyone who knowingly double-parks will be subject to a $200 fine if that conduct occurs during the 4:30-to-6:30 rush hour.’ it could not be clearer that the scienter requirement applies only to the double-parking, and not to the time of day.”

the scienter-invoking words knowingly and willfully present a recurrent problem. if people are prohibited from “knowingly violating this statute” or “willfully violating this subchapter,” must they know about (1) the unlawfulness stemming from the statute or subchapter at issue? (2) the very statute or subchapter itself? or (3) merely the fact of committing the act that happens to be prohibited by the statute or subchapter? a relatively recent united states supreme court case dealing with the meaning of an express intent requirement is ratzlaf v. united states. the statute at issue there required each bank deposit of $10,000 or more to be reported to the government, and made it illegal to structure a transaction so as to circumvent the reporting requirement. it imposed criminal penalties for “willfully violating this subchapter.” after some highly successful gambling, waldemar ratzlaf purposely deposited just under $10,000 in each of several banks to avoid the reporting requirements (and presumably to avoid paying taxes). he was charged with and convicted of willfully structuring the transactions to evade reporting, and the ninth circuit affirmed his conviction. the supreme court reversed. there was no doubt that ratzlaf intentionally structured the transactions to avoid reporting; but the supreme court held, applying the rule of lenity, that he was not properly convicted of “willfully violating” the subchapter because the jury was not charged with finding that he knew the evasive restructuring to be unlawful.

it exceeds the ambition of this treatise, and is perhaps beyond human endeavor, to identify all situations in which a requirement of mens rea ought to be read into a statutory text; to state precisely what the mens rea requirement thus inserted ought to consist of; and to describe what textual scienter requirements such as knowingly and willfully import. an admirable effort to do so, though exceedingly complicated, is to be found in the model penal code—which does not, we hasten to warn, purport to be a description of what the cases
say, since they say just about everything. Any criminal-law treatise will demonstrate (intentionally or not) the unmanageable complexity of the enterprise.
51. Presumption Against Implied Right of Action

A statute’s mere prohibition of a certain act does not imply creation of a private right of action for its violation. The creation of such a right must be either express or clearly implied from the text of the statute.

The common law applied an equitable rule, *ubi jus, ibi remedium*: where there is a right, there is a remedy. It provided courts with a means to remedy injuries in equity and, later, violations of statutory prohibitions that injured private parties. Some 19th-century American courts held that when a statute created a right but did not provide a remedy for a violation of that right, courts could use the common law to create a remedy. The rule was not often invoked.

Many 20th-century courts, including federal courts (which, apart from select fields such as admiralty law, have no significant common-law powers), asserted a similar power to create private claims to accompany statutory prohibitions. In a 1964 case, for example, the Supreme Court of the United States said “it is the duty of the courts to be alert to provide such remedies as are necessary to make effective the congressional purpose.” The Court took a step away from that broad assertion of power in the landmark case of *Cort v. Ash*. That case did not go so far as to hold, however, that the existence of private rights of action depended entirely on statutory creation. In finding a private claim for violations of § 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act (even though the terms of the Act did not create it and did create private claims for violations of other provisions), the Court said that “indication of legislative intent, explicit or implicit, . . . to create such a remedy” is merely one factor to consider, along with whether the plaintiff is “one of the class for whose especial benefit the statute was enacted,” whether it is “consistent with the underlying purposes of the legislative scheme to imply such a remedy,” and whether “the cause of action [is] one traditionally relegated to state law.”

Another prominent case taking the same approach was *Cannon v. University of Chicago*, in which a female applicant to two private medical schools sued under Title IX of the Educational Amendments of 1972, alleging that her rejections had been unlawfully based on sex discrimination. The trial court dismissed the complaint, holding that the statute neither expressly nor impliedly created a private remedy to redress unlawful sex discrimination. The intermediate appellate court affirmed, declaring that the exclusive remedy was
the termination of federal financial support after an agency hearing. Relying on “the four factors that Cort [v. Ash] identifies,” the Supreme Court reversed. It analyzed whether (1) the plaintiff belonged to the class for whose special benefit the statute was enacted, (2) whether the legislative history evidenced an intent to create a private right of action, (3) whether a private remedy would disturb any underlying legislative purpose, and (4) whether state law has been the traditional source for regulating the allegedly unlawful purpose. Finding that all these factors supported creating a private claim, the Court held that a private right of action was created by implication—though admonishing Congress that when it intends to entrust parties with a private claim to support statutory rights, the preferred course is to make an explicit legislative grant rather than relying on judicial inference.

Later in the same year, the Court’s analysis essentially repudiated the approach of Cannon and Cort v. Ash. The case of Touche Ross & Co. v. Redington involved § 17(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, which required brokerage firms that transact business through a national securities exchange to maintain records and reports that the SEC declared to be in the public interest or for the protection of investors. By regulation, the SEC obliged brokerage firms covered by § 17(a) to file annual reports certified by an independent public accountant. After Weis Securities, a member of the New York Stock Exchange, became insolvent and was liquidated, a private investor sued the accounting firm of Touche Ross, which had prepared the 1972 financial report that Weis had filed, claiming that the report was improperly audited and helped to conceal substantial operating losses. The Supreme Court held that a private claim did not exist:

It is true that in Cort v. Ash, the Court set forth four factors that it considered “relevant” in determining whether a private remedy is implicit in a statute not expressly providing one. But the Court did not decide that each of these factors is entitled to equal weight. The central inquiry remains whether Congress intended to create, either expressly or by implication, a private cause of action. Indeed, the first three factors discussed in Cort—the language and focus of the statute, its legislative history, and its purpose—are ones traditionally relied upon in determining legislative intent.

The architects of § 17(a), it found, sought to forestall bankruptcies, not to compensate victims through private damage claims: “[I]t is not for us to fill any hiatus Congress has left in this area.”
Later cases have adhered to this approach, rejecting the proposition that “our inquiry . . . cannot stop with the intent of Congress.”\textsuperscript{15} It is revealing to compare the Court’s pre-\textit{Touche Ross} opinion in \textit{Cannon}, which held that there was a private right of action for intentional discrimination under Title IX of the Educational Amendments of 1972\textsuperscript{16} with its opinion in \textit{Alexander v. Sandoval},\textsuperscript{17} which held that no private right of action exists to enforce the disparate-impact regulations promulgated under Title VI. Without some discernible basis in the statute, the Court said, a right of action “does not exist and courts may not create a new one, no matter how desirable that might be as a policy matter, or how compatible with the statute.”\textsuperscript{18}

This is the proper approach where common-law power to create legal claims is not being exercised. Courts should not look at large for “congressional intent” (see § 67); they should look for the fair import of the statute. Does this mean that a private remedy can never be implied by the text of the statute? Not never. Imagine, for example, a statute that does not explicitly create one but that says: “In any private suit for violation of this statute, the victorious plaintiff will be entitled to attorney’s fees.” But that textual acknowledgment of the existence of a private action is a far cry from the mere facts that the statutory prohibition protects a particular class and that a private claim is “consistent with the underlying purposes of the legislative scheme.” Such flimsy indications are inadequate to establish what is inherently implausible: that the statute has left creation of a private claim to implication. Subjection to private suit would be a major addition to the statute; its punitive effect would often exceed the governmental fine or sanction. Moreover, it would take responsibility for suit out of the hands of public officials, who will presumably exercise their discretion in the public interest, and place it in the hands of those who would use it for private gain. And the existence of the thousands of statutory prohibitions that do explicitly provide for private rights of action should lead us to be skeptical of implied rights.

So a private right of action cannot be found to be “implied” unless the implication both is clear and is based on the text of the statute—not exclusively on its purpose.
Stabilizing Canons

52. Presumption Against Change in Common Law

A statute will be construed to alter the common law only when that disposition is clear.

It has often been said that statutes in derogation of the common law are to be strictly construed.¹ That is a relic of the courts’ historical hostility to the emergence of statutory law.² The better view is that statutes will not be interpreted as changing the common law unless they effect the change with clarity. There is no more reason to reject a fair reading that changes the common law than there is to reject a fair reading that repeals a prior statute (see § 55). For both, the alteration of prior law must be clear—but it need not be express, nor should its clear implication be distorted.

A fair construction ordinarily disfavors implied change. Consider, for example, the common-law rule that a pet is personal property for the negligent or willful injury of which the owner may recover damages.³ In Scharfeld v. Richardson,⁴ a 1929 District of Columbia statute provided that “[a]ny dog wearing [a] tax tag . . . shall be regarded as personal property in all the courts of said District, and any person injuring or destroying the same shall be liable to a civil action for damages.”⁵ Mr. Scharfeld’s dog, Popo, attacked and killed Mrs. Erck’s dog, Little Bits. At the time of the canine ruckus, Little Bits was not wearing a tax tag. The question was whether the statute eliminated the protection of untagged dogs, as Popo’s owner claimed, thereby depriving Little Bits’s owner of the $200 jury award. In an opinion by then-Judge Fred Vinson of the District of Columbia Circuit, the court decided that any legislative change of the common law requires “exactness of expression” and that a statute should not “be extended beyond the necessary and unavoidable meaning of its terms.”⁶ This holding is admittedly in tension with the negative-implication canon (§ 10) and even the presumption against ineffectiveness (§ 4). The outcome would have been different, naturally, if the statutory phrasing had been “only a dog wearing a tax tag,” as opposed to “any dog wearing a tax tag.”

The direct alteration of the common law by statute is to be distinguished from judicial alteration of a common-law rule when, because of statutory change, the reason for the rule no longer holds (cessante ratione legis cessat lex ipsa—see §
34, at 220). So, for example, when the so-called married-women’s acts made married women capable of holding property and contracting, some courts understandably held that these statutes affected common-law doctrines about a husband’s liability for his wife’s torts, estates by the entireties, and similar matters.7
53. Canon of Imputed Common-Law Meaning

A statute that uses a common-law term, without defining it, adopts its common-law meaning.

The age-old principle is that words undefined in a statute are to be interpreted and applied according to their common-law meanings. This principle has been applied to such terms as *assault*, *child*, *defraud*, *estate*, *forge*, *fraud*, *next-of-kin*, and *record of conviction*. Even though federal law has no common-law criminal offenses—all federal offenses having been created by statute—the federal courts still look to common-law meaning.

If the context makes clear that a statute uses a common-law term with a different meaning, the common-law meaning is of course inapplicable. For example, in the common law of New York, *chattels real* and *chattel interests* were interchangeable terms, as were *fee simple* and *fee simple absolute*, but in 1827 the legislative revisers in that state created subtle distinctions between both pairs. The New York revisers also gave *real estate* a broader sense than it had had at common law—by embracing within it terms for years. Interpreters must be vigilant about such legislative alterations.
54. Prior Construction Canon

If a statute uses words or phrases that have already received authoritative construction by the jurisdiction’s court of last resort, or even uniform construction by inferior courts or a responsible administrative agency, they are to be understood according to that construction.

“In adopting the language used in the earlier act, Congress ‘must be considered to have adopted also the construction given by this Court to such language, and made it a part of the enactment.’”

Shapiro v. United States,
335 U.S. 1, 16 (1948) (per Vinson, C.J.).

The clearest application of the prior construction canon occurs with reenactments: If a word or phrase has been authoritatively interpreted by the highest court in a jurisdiction, or has been given a uniform interpretation by inferior courts or the responsible agency, a later version of that act perpetuating the wording is presumed to carry forward that interpretation. But the canon goes beyond this and applies as well (though with less force) to interpretations of the same wording in related statutes.

In England, the priorconstruction canon (actually a broader version of it) is called “the rule in Ex parte Campbell,” after an 1870 case in which Lord Justice James declared:

Where once certain words in an Act of Parliament have received a judicial construction in one of the Superior Courts, and the Legislature has repeated them without any alteration in a subsequent statute, I conceive that the Legislature must be taken to have used them according to the meaning which a Court of competent jurisdiction has given to them.

More than 60 years later, Lord Buckmaster called this principle “a salutary rule and one necessary to confer upon Acts of Parliament that certainty which, though it is often lacking, is always to be desired.” But in England, as here, the canon has its detractors. Lord Denning complained that according to this canon, whenever a legislature reenacts a statute, it “thereby gives statutory authority to every erroneous interpretation which has been put upon it.”

As we have been at pains to point out throughout this treatise, context is as important as sentence-level text. The entire document must be considered. If that
is so, there is no such thing as a prior judicial opinion interpreting precisely the same word or phrase, unless it is interpreting the very same document. Hence to the textualist, this canon is a peculiar one.

On the other hand, when a statute uses the very same terminology as an earlier statute—especially in the very same field, such as securities law or civil-rights law—it is reasonable to believe that the terminology bears a consistent meaning. One might even say that the body of law of which a statute forms a part—especially if that body has been codified—is part of the statute’s context. So even without the benefit of prior judicial interpretation, it is fair to argue that giving an ambiguous term one meaning rather than another would cause it to make no sense as used in an earlier-enacted statute—or, for that matter, in one enacted later—so that such an interpretation should be rejected. This is the macro-contextual reasoning that underlies the related-statutes canon (§ 39).

It might be possible to say that the prior construction canon was based on this macro-contextual reasoning if it applied only to interpretive holdings of a court of last resort, which would give definitive meaning to the words or phrases used elsewhere. But in fact the canon does not apply only to holdings of the court of last resort. It applies as well to uniform holdings of lower courts and even to well-established agency interpretations. It applies whenever the judicial or administrative interpretation antedates the enactment, whereas macro-contextual reasoning would give the same effect to a later authoritative judicial interpretation as well.

Perhaps the best explanation for the prior construction canon is this: The word or phrase at issue is a statutory term used in a particular field of law (to which the statute at issue belongs). When that term has been authoritatively interpreted by a high court, or has been given uniform interpretation by the lower courts or the responsible agency, the members of the bar practicing in that field reasonably enough assume that, in statutes pertaining to that field, the term bears this same meaning. The term has acquired, in other words, a technical legal sense (see § 6 [ordinary-meaning canon]) that should be given effect in the construction of later-enacted statutes. This footing is sounder than the fanciful presumption of legislative knowledge.

Defending the reasonable expectations of the bar in this regard comes at a price: A high court’s prior construction, having now been enshrined in the statute, can no longer be overruled—even by the same high court. Worse still, the uniform lower-court or agency interpretation enshrined in a later-enacted statute will never have been, and thereafter never will be, subject to highcourt
review. These consequences can be avoided when the application of other sound rules of interpretation overcomes this canon. But when it does not, the stability achieved by the canon is probably worth the cost. High courts very rarely overrule their prior holdings pertaining to statutory construction anyway. And where lower-court holdings are uniform and sufficiently numerous, or where a prominent agency interpretation has been in effect for a substantial period without judicial challenge, the possibility that the high court would disagree is remote.

There remains one significant issue relating to when the prior construction canon applies. The bar is unquestionably justified in relying on a decision (even a single decision) of the jurisdiction’s highest court regarding the meaning of a certain word or phrase that is repeated in a later statute. But how numerous must the lower-court opinions be, or how prominent and long-standing the administrative interpretation, to justify the level of lawyerly reliance that justifies the canon? What about two intermediate court decisions? (We doubt it—though some cases have relied on just a single intermediate court decision.\footnote{9}) Or seven courts of first instance? (Perhaps.) Will it suffice to cite the uniform views of state high courts in 15 jurisdictions other than the jurisdiction whose law governs? (That might be persuasive—but it has nothing to do with the present canon.) We cannot give conclusive numbers. The criterion ought to be whether the uniform weight of authority is significant enough that the bar can justifiably regard the point as settled law.

Roscoe Pound asserted, dubiously in our view, that there is a further extension of this rule:

Where a state legislature enacts a statute in which it copies the language of a statute already obtaining in another state and already given a settled judicial interpretation in that state, it is presumed that the legislature acted with knowledge of that interpretation and intended the act to be so construed. The same presumption obtains where a provision, clause, or phrase is taken from the legislation of another state.\footnote{10}

Pound here extends the canon beyond reasonable justification. How is the competent lawyer (or the court, for that matter) to know that a statute has been “copied” from that of another state? Not by looking to legislative history (see § 66).

Finally, we emphasize that this canon applies only to presumed legislative approval of prior judicial or administrative interpretations in statutes adopted
after those interpretations. The mere failure of a legislature to correct extant lower-court, intermediate court, or agency interpretations is not, in our view, a sound basis for believing that the legislature has “adopted” them. The bar may well have relied on those interpretations, but until they have been approved by the jurisdiction’s highest court or implicitly adopted in a subsequent statute, they are not the law.
55. Presumption Against Implied Repeal

Repeals by implication are disfavored—“very much disfavored.”¹ But a provision that flatly contradicts an earlier-enacted provision repeals it.

“The rarity with which [the Court has] discovered implied repeals is due to the relatively stringent standard for such findings, namely, that there be an irreconcilable conflict between the two federal statutes at issue.”


The essence of the presumption against implied repeals is that if statutes are to be repealed, they should be repealed with some specificity. The canon is hardly absolute: It speaks not to the possibility of an implied repeal but to the evidence necessary to support one. When a statute specifically permits what an earlier statute prohibited, or prohibits what it permitted, the earlier statute is (no doubt about it) implicitly repealed. This principle is well established enough to have been recited in *The Federalist* by Alexander Hamilton, who contrasted contradiction of an earlier statute with contradiction of the Constitution:

> The rule which has obtained in the courts for determining [conflicting statutes’] relative validity is that the last in order of time shall be preferred to the first. But this is a mere rule of construction, not derived from any positive law, but from the nature and reason of the thing. It is a rule not enjoined upon the courts by legislative provision but adopted by themselves, as consonant to truth and propriety, for the direction of their conduct as interpreters of the law. They thought it reasonable that between the interfering acts of an equal authority, that which was the last indication of its will should have the preference.²

The presumption disfavoring implied repeals is similarly a judicially created rule of construction. Its purpose has been explained by the Idaho Supreme Court:

> Since laws are presumed to be passed with deliberation, and with full knowledge of existing ones on the same subject, it is but reasonable to conclude that the legislature, in passing a statute, did not intend to interfere with or abrogate any former law relating to the same matter, unless the
repugnancy between the two is irreconcilable.³

We doubt that. The legislative omniscience assumed by this explanation is fanciful. What is not fanciful is the need for a code of laws whose application—or at least whose very existence—is clear. A doctrine of readily implied repealer would repeatedly place earlier enactments in doubt.

The Supreme Court of the United States long ago announced that an implied repeal may occur in either of two circumstances: “(1) Where provisions in the two acts are in irreconcilable conflict, the later act to the extent of the conflict constitutes an implied repeal of the earlier one; and (2) if the later act covers the whole subject of the earlier one and is clearly intended as a substitute, it will operate similarly as a repeal of the earlier act.”⁴ Though rare, implied repeals of each type are hardly unknown.

A Nevada case, Washington v. State,⁵ provides an illustration of the Type 1 implied repeal. A 1977 Nevada statute made it a felony to sell or offer to sell certain controlled substances or imitations of those substances.⁶ A 1983 statute made the same acts a misdemeanor.⁷ As the court wrote on appeal, “the only true difference between [the two legislative provisions] is the penalty”⁸—and the penalties were utterly inconsistent. Hence the court held that “the earlier statute . . . [was] repealed by implication since its entire substance is covered by [the later statute].”⁹

Another example of a Type 1 implied repeal occurred in Moyle v. Director, Office of Workers’ Compensation Programs,¹⁰ decided by the Ninth Circuit. The issue was whether disability benefits could be garnished to pay delinquent spousal support. The Longshore and Harbor Workers’ Compensation Act, enacted in 1927, prohibited the garnishment in express terms: “compensation and benefits [payable under the Act] shall be exempt from all claims of creditors and from levy, execution, and attachment or other remedy for recovery or collection of a debt, which exemption may not be waived.”¹¹ But the Social Security Act garnishment provision, enacted 48 years later in 1975, permitted the garnishment in express terms: “moneys . . . due from or payable by, the United States [or its agencies or instrumentalities] to any individual . . . shall be subject [to any legal action brought] . . . to enforce the legal obligation of the individual to provide child support or alimony.”¹² The Ninth Circuit held that because these two statutes were irreconcilable, the later-enacted provision allowing garnishment impliedly repealed the earlier provision that prohibited the garnishment. The court made no mention of the general/specific canon (§ 28),
and rightly so, since neither statute had general application.

In constitutional law, we see a Type 1 implied repeal in the Seventeenth Amendment, which provides: “The Senate of the United States shall be composed of two Senators from each State, elected by the people thereof . . . .” No express mention is made of Article I, § 3: “The Senate of the United States shall be composed of two Senators from each State, chosen by the Legislature thereof . . . .” But the repeal by contradictory provision is inescapable.

As for Type 2, a good example occurred in the aftermath of the Civil War. In 1867, Congress passed an amendment to the Judiciary Act of 1789. One section replicated the jurisdictional provisions of the original act, but it differed in subtle changes and omissions. In particular, federal courts were now authorized, when hearing disputes removed from state courts, to decide state-law matters as well as federal questions. At issue was the effect of “the omission . . . of two important provisions” in the new act, coupled with the fact that “there is no repeal by positive new enactments inconsistent in terms with the old law.” Did the omitted provisions remain good law? No. As the Court explained about the Act taken as a whole:

A careful comparison of these two sections . . . can leave no doubt that it was the intention of Congress, by the latter statute, to revise the entire matter to which they both had reference . . . and to substitute their will in that regard entirely for the old law upon the subject.

. . .

The result of this reasoning is that . . . the act of 1789 is technically repealed, and . . . the act of 1867 has taken its place. What of the statute of 1789 is embraced in that of 1867 is of course the law now and has been ever since it was first made so. What is changed or modified is the law as thus changed or modified. That which is omitted ceased to have any effect from the day that the substituted statute was approved.

While the implication of a later enactment will rarely be strong enough to repeal a prior provision, it will often change the meaning that would otherwise be given to an earlier provision that is ambiguous. That is so because a law is to be construed as a whole (including later-added and later-revised provisions), and because laws in pari materia (including later-enacted laws) are to be interpreted together. And just as later-enacted laws can change the meaning of earlier ones, earlier laws can change the interpretation that would otherwise be given to later-enacted laws. As the Supreme Court of the United States has
explained:

Where a statutory term presented to us for the first time is ambiguous, we construe it to contain that permissible meaning which fits most logically and comfortably into the body of both previously and subsequently enacted law. We do so not because that precise accommodative meaning is what the lawmakers must have had in mind (how could an earlier Congress know what a later Congress would enact?), but because it is our role to make sense rather than nonsense out of the corpus juris.\(^{19}\)

What if the earlier ambiguous provision has already been construed by the jurisdiction’s high court to have a meaning that does not fit as well with a later statute as another meaning? Stare decisis is not an insuperable obstacle to giving effect to the implication of the later statute; it is, after all, a new total law (or a new corpus juris) to which the tools of construction are being applied. At this point, however, the need for stability intervenes. A clear, authoritative judicial holding on the meaning of a particular provision should not be cast in doubt and subjected to challenge whenever a related though not utterly inconsistent provision is adopted in the same statute or even in an affiliated statute. Legislative revision of law clearly established by judicial opinion ought to be by express language or by unavoidably implied contradiction. We know of no case to the contrary, and we think that is as it should be.

Doubts about the law will arise whenever a statute that directly contradicts an earlier enactment is not held to repeal it. The rule of law is harmed by decisions such as the United States Supreme Court’s opinion in *Watt v. Alaska*.\(^ {20}\) There the addition of the word *minerals* to § 401(a) of the Wildlife Refuge Revenue Sharing Act\(^ {21}\) caused that Act to provide that 25% of the revenues from mineral leases on wildlife refuges would be paid to the counties wherein the refuge lies, and the remainder would be used by the Department of the Interior for public purposes. This contradicted § 35 of the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920,\(^ {22}\) which provided that (for Alaska) 90% of the revenues would go to the State and the remainder to the United States Treasury. The contradiction between the two texts could not have been clearer. The Court held, however, that the new provision (though not, apparently, the rest of § 401(a)) applied only to newly acquired refuge lands—a limitation nowhere contained in the text. “Sole reliance on the ‘plain language’ of § 401(a),” the Court said, “would assume the answer to the question at issue.”\(^ {23}\) For its abridgment of the text, the Court relied on the fact that the legislative history contained “no explanation” for the insertion of the word *minerals* in § 401(a),\(^ {24}\) and the Justices’ perception that “it is almost
inconceivable that Congress knowingly would have changed substantially a longstanding formula for distribution of substantial funds without a word of comment.”25 The circumstances of the statute’s enactment, the Court said, “may persuade a court that Congress did not intend words of common meaning to have their literal effect.”26 It is no surprise that the Court cited for that proposition the infamous *Holy Trinity Church v. United States*,27 a case reflecting the same philosophy that it is the function of the courts to improve faulty legislation. An interesting cross-section of the Court—Justice Stewart, joined by Chief Justice Burger and Justice Marshall—dissented.

What, precisely, is an express repeal? The phrase *is hereby repealed* is not necessary. Any language expressly stating that the prior provision is no longer operative will suffice—for example, a statement that a certain provision is “amended to read as follows,”28 or a statement that a certain disposition is “adopted in lieu of ” a prior statutory disposition.29
56. Repeal-of-Repealer Canon

The repeal or expiration of a repealing statute does not reinstate the original statute.

When a statute is repealed, it falls irretrievably into oblivion. It is not half-buried in expectation of resurrection. Hence a repeal of a repealer does not revivify the statutory corpse. The common law, which is timeless, revives. Interestingly, this view has not always held sway. In the 19th century, James Kent (following Blackstone) wrote that “[i]f a statute be repealed, and afterwards the repealing act be repealed, this revives the original act . . . .”¹ But modern authorities favor the opposite conclusion. The relevant federal statute provides: “Whenever an Act is repealed, which repealed a former Act, such former Act shall not thereby be revived, unless it shall be expressly so provided.”²

Jeremy Bentham mocked the old revitalizing view, confessing himself “guilty of a legal heresy” with these words: “With regard to men, if Secundus kills Primus, it certainly is not Tertius, killing Secundus, that will bring Primus back to life again. I see not why it should be otherwise with respect to statutes.”³ Bentham sensibly believed that “the indirect method of revival can have no advantage over the direct one: it is as easy to say, that such a Statute shall be revived, as that another shall be repealed.”⁴

Perhaps because of historical doubts about the result courts might reach absent specification, legislatures at times have been admirably explicit. In California, for example, when the entire Civil Code was enacted in 1872, § 20 provided that “all statutes, laws, and rules heretofore in force in this State, whether consistent or not with the provisions of this Code, . . . are repealed or abrogated.”⁵ But with abundant caution, the text continued: “This repeal or abrogation does not revive any former law heretofore repealed.”⁶

The question of an expiring repealer has also been raised, and an expiration is generally held not to revive the “suspended” act.⁷
57. Desuetude Canon

A statute is not repealed by nonuse or desuetude.

“It is only within the past ten or fifteen years that there have been suggestions in some judicial opinions to the effect that courts, faced with an obsolete statute and a history of legislative inaction, may take matters into their own hands and do whatever justice and good sense may seem to require.”

Grant Gilmore,

The bright-line rule is that a statute has effect until it is repealed. If 10, 20, 100, or even 200 years pass without any known cases applying the statute, no matter: The statute is on the books and continues to be enforceable until its repeal. This is the essence of the desuetude (pronounced /des-wi-tyood/) canon. Its operation is starkly exemplified in the 1983 case of *Commonwealth v. Stowell*, in which a woman was criminally prosecuted for adultery—and, on conviction, was fined $50. The Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts upheld the conviction, saying:

We are not unaware that . . . the crime of adultery is rarely made the subject of criminal prosecution. . . . It seems beyond dispute that the statute defining or punishing the crime of . . . adultery has fallen into a very comprehensive desuetude. . . . To recognize that fact is not to say that this statute has become invalid or judicially unenforceable. . . . If any lack of prosecution of the crime of adultery indicates a general public disfavor with the statute, appropriate means exist to address such disfavor to the Legislature, which has the power to change or repeal the statute.

One noted commentator has proposed that courts ought to be able to declare statutes invalid by reason of desuetude. The practical problem with this proposal is that it introduces considerable doubt into the rather fundamental question of what laws exist. How much time must pass before repeal by nonuse takes effect? And the more significant problem, in our view, is the theoretical one. Neither the judiciary nor the executive branch has the power to invalidate lawful enactments: “In reason, and by most authorities, the power alone which can make a law is competent to annul one.”
Only West Virginia cases hold that desuetude invalidates.\textsuperscript{7} We think they are wrong. One of those cases discussing the issue most extensively is \textit{Committee on Legal Ethics of the West Virginia State Bar v. Printz}.\textsuperscript{8} There a West Virginia attorney faced discipline for giving an accused embezzler a choice of either restoring the embezzled funds or facing criminal charges. This offer not to prosecute in exchange for restitution was a misdemeanor.\textsuperscript{9} The West Virginia Supreme Court assumed for itself the power to “judge each statute individually to determine if it is void due to desuetude,”\textsuperscript{10} using for that purpose a three-part test: (1) Does the statute prohibit only acts that are \textit{malum prohibitum}, as opposed to \textit{malum in se}? (2) Have there been open, notorious, and pervasive violations of the statute for a long period? (3) Has there been a “conspicuous policy of nonenforcement”?\textsuperscript{11} Apart from the serious indeterminateness of this test, the incompatibility of the entire enterprise with democratic government is demonstrated by the statement with which the court concludes that portion of its opinion: “[T]he Legislature may revitalize any statute simply by repassing it.”\textsuperscript{12}

The rationale for this supposed doctrine of “desuetudinous repealer” is that “a penal enactment which is linguistically clear, but has been notoriously ignored by both its administrators and the community for an unduly extended period, imparts no more notice of its proscriptions than a statute which is phrased in vague terms.”\textsuperscript{13} But that cannot be true: If it is “notoriously ignored,” then it is well known. And what is an “unduly extended period”? Most people know that in most parts of the country, jaywalking laws are rarely enforced because police generally have more pressing matters in need of their attention. But the reasonable jaywalker, if there is such a person, knows that he crosses illegally at the risk of receiving a citation.

As Judge Richard A. Posner correctly observes: “[T]he concept of statutory ‘obsolescence’ is so vague that a liberal judge could easily believe, in good faith, that only illiberal statutes obsolesce.”\textsuperscript{14} He does not make the reverse observation that a conservative judge could easily believe, in good faith, that only liberal statutes obsolesce—perhaps because modernity tends to equate with liberality. But the fact is that a judge of any political bent could believe, in good faith, that only statutes antithetical to his beliefs obsolesce. And that is what used to be called chancellor’s-foot justice—when justice in the courts of equity was waggishly said to be measured by the length of the chancellor’s foot.\textsuperscript{15}

The real point, however, is that only the legislature has the power both to enact and to disenact statutes.
Thirteen Falsities Exposed

———
58. The false notion that the spirit of a statute should prevail over its letter.

“There is nothing more dangerous than the common axiom: the spirit of the laws is to be considered. To adopt it is to give way to the torrent of opinions.”

Cesare Beccaria,
An Essay on Crimes and Punishments 24 (1793).

Some of the canons we have discussed apply not only to statutes but to legal texts in general; others are peculiar to statutes. Among the statute-specific canons are rules that reflect the spirit of the common law—for example, the rule of lenity (§ 49); and rules that can be said to reinforce the structure of the Constitution—for example, the rule that a federal statute will be presumed not to preempt state law (§ 47). Some authorities believe that after all these rules have been considered and applied, the resulting determination of statutory meaning can be overridden by a judicially perceived, at-large “spirit” of the law that overcomes its letter.

This interpretive notion sprang up when statutory law was sparse and spotty in the Middle Ages. An early example occurred in 1550, when a statute providing a remedy specifically against the warden of Fleet Prison was interpreted to apply to all jailers.¹ In that era, the problem was more pervasive than this simple example might suggest: Some medieval lawyers took the stance that any unreasonable statute could be disregarded.² Fortunately, even in Tudor times, this view “bore little fruit in the practice of the courts.”³

The mere statement of the spirit-over-letter concept gives reason to doubt its validity. No one has ever set forth any principles for perceiving an at-large spirit that overcomes the letter. The concept is, in practice, a bald assertion of an unspecified and hence unbounded judicial power to ignore what the law says, leading to “completely unforeseeable and unreasonable results.”⁴

It is true that Chief Justice John Marshall often referred to the “spirit” of the United States Constitution.⁵ But as even he owned, although “the spirit of an instrument, especially a constitution, is to be respected not less than its letter . . . the spirit is to be collected chiefly from its words.”⁶ In an 1821 case, Marshall rebuked counsel who pressed his “extravagantly absurd” point “with much ingenuity” by making an argument that was “founded, not on the words of the [C]onstitution, but on its spirit, a spirit extracted, not from the words of the instrument, but from his [counsel’s] view of the nature of our Union.”⁷
The common view in the 18th and 19th centuries closely equated the spirit with the letter. Here is how a noted British judge put it in 1852: “Perhaps the most efficacious mode of procuring good laws, certainly the only one allowable to a Court of Justice, is to act fully up to the spirit and language of bad ones, and to let their inconvenience be fully felt by giving them full effect.”

Today, however, the “spirit” of laws is the unhappy interpretive conception of a supposedly better policy than can be found in the words of an authoritative text. It is an unreliable nonstandard. As one important commentator remarked a century after Marshall’s day: “The requirements of good faith and common sense . . . do not justify the interpreter . . . to seek the spirit or equitable meaning of the statute in disregard of its textual implications. These doctrines lead more often than the doctrine of literalness to spurious interpretation and to completely unforeseeable and unreasonable results.”

Baron de Montesquieu, the political philosopher celebrated for his 1748 book The Spirit of Laws, might be thought to have promoted a spirit-over-letter approach. But he did not. He well understood that it is the legislator who enacts the public will, not the judge: “The nearer a government approaches towards a republic, the more the manner of judging becomes settled and fixed.” He rightly contrasted the arbitrariness of despotism with the predictability of a juster system of adjudication: “In despotic governments . . . the judge himself is his own rule . . . . In republics, the very nature of the constitution requires the judges to follow the letter of the law; otherwise the law might be explained to the prejudice of every citizen, in cases where their honor, property, or life is concerned.” The idea underlying legislation is that plain words must evoke predictable meanings: “It is an essential article that the words of the laws should excite in everybody the same ideas.” Most important: “The very nature of the constitution requires the judges to follow the letter of the law.”

In Roe v. Wade, the Supreme Court declared unconstitutional state statutes that in no way contradicted any specific provision of the Constitution. This nebulous type of unconstitutionality ignored what had long been the unimpeachable doctrine:

[N]o court is at liberty to pronounce a statute unconstitutional unless the fact that it is repugnant to some particular designated clause or portion of the constitution is distinctly alleged and clearly shown, or unless it is made indubitably to appear that the statute is contrary to some one or more of the implied restrictions upon the power of the legislature.”
It is telling that on this same issue—abortion—the normally purposivist Lord Denning invoked democracy and literalism as the more prudent course: “Abortion is a subject on which many people feel strongly. . . . Emotions run so high on both sides that I feel that we as judges must go by the very words of the statute—without stretching it one way or the other—and writing nothing in which is not there.”\textsuperscript{16} It should not require high-running emotions among the public to encourage judges to follow the letter of the law.
59. The false notion that the quest in statutory interpretation is to do justice.

“Our unwillingness to soften the import of Congress’ chosen words even if we believe the words lead to a harsh outcome is longstanding.”


In 1933, Justice Benjamin Cardozo wrote: “We do not pause to consider whether a statute differently conceived and framed would yield results more consonant with fairness and reason. We take the statute as we find it.”¹ Chief Justice Earl Warren echoed the sentiment: “[W]e are bound to operate within the framework of the words chosen by Congress and not to question the wisdom of the latter in the process of construction.”² This used to be not just the judicial aspiration; it was, by and large, the judicial reality. In 1935, Max Radin wrote of his salutary realization that “in the ordinary processes of legal adjustment, whatever lip-service is rendered to the idea of justice, no real account is taken of justice, but a great deal of account is taken of particular words in statutes, particular words in documents . . . .”³

In more recent years, this orthodoxy has often been replaced by what Learned Hand called the school of thought whereby the judge “must conform his decision to what honest men would think right, and it is better for him to look into his own heart to find out what that is.”⁴ This was not a parody. Since the mid-20th century, legal theorists have been prodding judges to make policy from the bench. Here is an example from 1955: “Judges should make law when necessary to the ends of justice. . . . Our legal system could not operate without a great amount of judicial lawmaking in all fields of law.”⁵

The problem is that although properly informed human minds may agree on what a text means, human hearts often disagree on what is right. That is why we vote (directly or through our representatives) on what the law ought to be, but leave it to experts of interpretation called judges to decide what an enacted law means. It is doubtless true, as a descriptive matter, that judges will often strain to avoid what they consider an unjust result. But we decline to elevate that human tendency to an approved principle of interpretation.

The soundest, most defensible position is one that requires discipline and self-abnegation. If judges think no further ahead than achieving justice in the dispute now at hand, the law becomes subject to personal preferences and hence shrouded in doubt. It is age-old wisdom among mature, experienced legal
thinkers that procedure matters most: how things should be done, as opposed to what should be done. And for judges the “how” is fidelity to law. But it is a hard lesson to learn, and harder to follow.
The false notion that when a situation is not quite covered by a statute, the court should reconstruct what the legislature would have done had it confronted the issue.

“The question . . . is not what Congress ‘would have wanted’ but what Congress enacted.”


The classical expression for circumstances not contemplated by the drafters of a legal instrument is *casus incogitati*. There was once a historical tradition that besought judges to deal with *casus incogitati* by asking how the lawgiver would have wanted them to be resolved. This approach would never have become even a tributary of a historical tradition were it not for 16th-century remarks by Edmund Plowden, who seems to have been contemplating the monarch as a one-man legislator. Recall a time in which statutes were relatively scarce, the monarch was the de jure and de facto head of state, and statutes were regarded as derogating from the common law. Here is Plowden’s statement from 1574:

[I]n order to form a right judgment when the letter of a statute is restrained, and when enlarged, by equity, it is a good way, when you peruse a statute, to suppose that the lawmaker is present, and that you have asked him the question you want to know touching the equity; then you must give yourself such an answer as you imagine he would have done, if he had been present . . . And if the lawmaker would have followed the equity, notwithstanding the words of the law . . ., you may safely do the like.

But today, in the words of a leading commentator, the question “How would you intend your words to apply to the facts of this case?” is meaningless when applied to a full legislature. So although we acknowledge that this what-would-the-legislature-have-wanted strain existed in Anglo-American law, today it is anomalous and philosophically indefensible as violating the separation of powers, and it produces considerable judicial mischief.

The view of the judge as a telepathic time-traveler and collaborative lawmaker ignores the reality that it is, in Judge Easterbrook’s words, “impossible for a court—even one that knows each legislator’s complete table of preferences—to say what the whole body would have done with a proposal it did not consider in fact.” Further: “[J]udicial predictions of how the legislature would have decided issues it did not in fact decide are bound to be little more than wild guesses.”
In truth, many *casus incogitati* are fully covered by a statute: Although the legislators did not consider a particular circumstance, the text plainly applies or does not apply by its very words.⁶ If it does not apply, the circumstance is probably a *casus omissus*— in which case the principle explained in § 8 squarely applies. No metaphysics necessary. A British judge, Lord Millett, thought through the question with great acuity: “Effect cannot be given to an unenacted intention. So, judges are not supposed to give effect to an intention which Parliament would have had if it had thought about it, which it did not.”⁷

Modern theorists have devised (or perhaps resurrected) an approach allied to imaginative reconsideration. They call it “preference elicitation,” whereby a court should decide cases based not on what the enacting legislature would have wanted to do but on what the current legislature would want to do.⁸ Something like this theory was practiced in Justinian’s day⁹ and in 14th-century England¹⁰ (and soon after rejected), but it has not been adopted by any postmedieval English-speaking court that we know of—and, we trust, never will be. This is not the role of judicial decisionmakers in the modern Anglo-American tradition. The jurisprudent Lon Fuller wrote that this procedure “has always failed, and no thoughtful adviser would recommend it to any government today.”¹¹
The half-truth that consequences of a decision provide the key to sound interpretation.

Some outcome-pertinent consequences—what might be called textual consequences—are relevant to a sound textual decision—specifically, those that: (1) cause a private instrument or governmental prescription to:

- be ineffective (§ 4 [presumption against ineffectiveness]);
- be invalid (§ 5 [presumption of validity]);

contains a provision that only duplicates another provision (§ 26 [surplusage canon]); • contain a provision that contradicts another provision (§ 27 [harmonious-reading canon]); or
- produce an absurd result (§ 37 [absurdity doctrine]); or

(2) cause a provision of a governmental prescription to:

- be of questionable constitutionality (§ 38 [constitutional-doubt canon]); • have retroactive effect (§ 41 [presumption against retroactivity]); • eliminate sovereign immunity (§ 46 [presumption against waiver of sovereign immunity]);
- preempt state law (§ 47 [presumption against federal preemption]); • expand liability for punishment or increase the degree of punishment (§ 49 [rule of lenity]); • create a criminal offense similar to a common-law offense (§ 50 [mens rea canon]); or • create a private right of action (§ 51 [presumption against implied right of action]).

But so-called consequentialism invokes a quite different type of consequence, suggested by such questions as “Who wins?” “Will this decision help future plaintiffs?” “Will it help future defendants?” “Is this decision good for the ‘little guy’?” “Is it good for business?” “Will it advance the rights of women? Of minorities?” Questions like these are appropriately asked by those who write the laws, but not by those who apply them. The provision of the federal judicial oath that promises to “administer justice without respect to persons, and do equal right to the poor and to the rich” rules them out of bounds. In sum, “[w]hen once the meaning is plain, it is not the province of a court to scan its wisdom or its policy.”¹

When one asks, as the consequentialists do, “Will this decision produce a good or a bad result?”² it is not even clear from what perspective that question
should be asked and answered. Consider the Michigan case involving a statute authorizing prosecutors to offer immunity in exchange for testimony. It provided: “No person required to answer [potentially incriminating] questions shall thereafter be prosecuted for any offense concerning which such answers may have tended to incriminate him.”\textsuperscript{3} Charles McIntire, who the prosecution thought had been an accomplice in a homicide committed by Thomas Fleck, was given immunity for his grand-jury testimony. Ten years later, Fleck confessed that he and McIntire had committed the murder. The state sought to prosecute McIntire, arguing that providing truthful answers was an implicit condition of the immunity agreement. The Michigan Supreme Court said no: “The text of the statute is clear and unambiguous. It simply does not condition transactional immunity on \textit{truthful} testimony.”\textsuperscript{4} A regrettable outcome, arguably, but an honest textualist result.

How would consequentialists decide that case? Some of them would want to ensure that McIntire would not go scot-free because he added perjury to murder. But others would consider the long-term effect of giving McIntire his just deserts. If lying invalidates the immunity agreement, the immunized witness will be guaranteed nothing except that the government must prove he was lying before a later prosecution could be successful—not a very attractive deal. So the ability to offer testimonial immunity would become much less helpful to prosecutors. Should one be a consequentialist on a wholesale or on a retail level? To this question the consequentialists have no satisfactory answer
62. The false notion that words should be strictly construed.

“The literalness may strangle meaning.”

_Utah Junk Co. v. Porter,_
328 U.S. 39, 44 (1946) (per Frankfurter, J.).

One of the earliest references to “strictness” of interpretation appeared in 1343, in a pronouncement by Thorpe, J.: “Statutes are to be interpreted strictly.”¹ This statement and many others of the time were perhaps a reaction to an earlier period in which courts stretched statutes considerably or else ignored them altogether.² If by *strict* one simply meant that the interpreter holds tight to the fair meaning of the law, then the doctrine would be sound.

But in the 19th century, a “strict” construction came to mean a narrow, crabbed reading of a text. In the words of Justice Joseph Story, what is needed is reasonableness, not strictness, of interpretation:

If . . . we are to give a reasonable construction to this instrument, as a constitution of government established for the common good, we must throw aside all notions of subjecting it to a strict interpretation, as if it were subversive of the great interests of society, or derogated from the inherent sovereignty of the people.³

Story expounded this view not just as a legal commentator, but also as a Justice: “The words [of the Constitution] are to be taken in their natural and obvious sense, and not in a sense unreasonably restricted or enlarged.”⁴ This enlightened view prevailed in the mid-19th century, when the Pennsylvania Supreme Court explained that “strictness, which has run into an aphorism, means no more than that [a law] is to be interpreted according to its language . . . . [W]e have only to say what the very words mean.”⁵ Strict constructionism understood as a judicial straitjacket is a long-outmoded approach deriving from a mistrust of all enacted law.

Adhering to the *fair meaning* of the text (the textualist’s touchstone) does not limit one to the hyperliteral meaning of each word in the text. In the words of Learned Hand: “a sterile literalism . . . loses sight of the forest for the trees.”⁶ The full body of a text contains implications that can alter the literal meaning of individual words. To give but three examples: (1) the rule of _ejusdem generis_, which narrows the literal meaning of a tagalong general term (see § 32 [_ejusdem generis_ canon]); (2) the rule that a provision whose literal meaning is evidently
absurd can be taken to be an error if the rest of the text shows that only another meaning makes sense (see § 37 [absurdity doctrine]); and (3) the principle that an act not literally authorized is authorized as a necessary predicate of an authorized act (see § 30 [predicate-act canon]).

Textualists should object to being called strict constructionists. Whether they know it or not, that is an irretrievably pejorative term, as it ought to be. Strict constructionism, as opposed to fair-reading textualism, is not a doctrine to be taken seriously. Consider some cases.

Case #1: This case was posed by Pufendorf and repeated by Blackstone. A law forbids a layman “to lay hands on a priest.” Does this mean only that the layman’s hands must not touch the priest, or does it include kicking, head-butting, even the use of a weapon (such as a cudgel) on the priest? If the statute is “strictly” construed, the kicking, head-butting, and cudgeling could be done with impunity. But as Blackstone rightly observed, a fair reading prohibits these acts—according to the words’ “usual and most known signification.” Indeed, Pufendorf states that the literal reading amounts to “[q]uibbles . . . too gross and frivolous.” “Don’t you lay a hand on me!” is a warning not to harm physically in any way. Although lay hands on would be an odd phrasing for a modern statute (employing as it does the figure of speech synecdoche), its meaning is plain. To read the phrase hyperliterally is to destroy its sense.

Case #2: A law punishes severely whoever “draws blood in the streets.” Does this prohibition extend to a surgeon who opens the vein of a person who has fallen down in the street with a fit? Both Pufendorf and Blackstone would say no by applying the absurdity doctrine (see § 37). We agree with that result, but think it should rest on the same ground as Case #1: the conventional meaning of the language. As a learned commentator notes, drawing blood has (and, 300 years ago, had) two quite different idiomatic meanings. One, applicable to violent encounters with man or beast, refers to a breaking of the skin, no matter how much blood is thereby drawn; the other, applicable to medical procedures, refers precisely to the extraction of blood. The former was obviously meant by the penal law.

Case #3: A statute prescribes that to convict a person, the charging instrument must allege that what he did was “against the peace of the state.” A prisoner’s indictment omitted the second definite article and instead alleged that his felonious act was “against the peace of state.” Does he go free? No. The sense is the same, and the omission of the definite article does not vitiate the
Case #4: The Official Secrets Act makes it a crime to obstruct a member of the armed forces “in the vicinity of” a prohibited place, such as a military base. Antinuclear protesters disrupt military operations on a restricted military airfield and are prosecuted under the Act. Their defense is that they were not “in the vicinity of” the prohibited place—they were actually in that place. Do they get off? No: the phrase *in the vicinity of* includes *in*, and any other outcome would be ludicrous.
63. The false notion that tax exemptions—or any other exemptions for that matter—should be strictly construed.

United States Supreme Court cases often set forth a requirement of a higher-than-normal level of clarity to support an exemption from taxation. This is variously expressed as a rule that “exemptions from taxation are to be construed narrowly,”¹ that they must be “unambiguously proved,”² that they “are not to be implied,”³ and that doubts regarding them “must be resolved against the taxpayer.”⁴ Yet many Supreme Court cases denying an exemption make no mention of this rule,⁵ and even some cases granting an exemption ignore it.⁶

Indeed, until the early 20th century, the rule applicable to exemptions from federal taxes was the reverse. As the Supreme Court stated in 1873: “If there is a doubt as to the liability of an instrument to taxation, the construction is in favor of the exemption, because, in the language of Pollock, C.B., . . . ‘a tax cannot be imposed without clear and express words for that purpose.’”⁷ This notion accords with the rule applicable to governmental acquisition of private property by other means, such as the imposition of penalties (see § 49 [rule of lenity]). Even the rule that public grants were to be construed “strictly against the grantees” did not exclude “what is given, either expressly or by necessary or fair implication.”⁸

Why the reversal of this rule? During the 19th century, the vast majority of federal cases dealing with exemption from taxation involved state taxes that were assertedly precluded by a state commitment enforceable under the Contracts Clause⁹ or by the operation of some federal statute.¹⁰ Whereas a mere exemption from a tax can be eliminated by the taxing sovereign, these cases claimed that the state had, by its contractual commitment or by federal law, been deprived of its power to withdraw the exemption—that is, deprived of its power to tax. Small wonder that extraordinary clarity would be required to produce this result. The long line of Contracts Clause cases denying the claim of a federally guaranteed exemption from state taxation begins with Chief Justice Marshall’s 1839 opinion in Providence Bank v. Billings,¹¹ rejecting the bald assertion that the mere grant of a corporate charter implied an exemption. The abandonment of the power to tax, Marshall said, “ought not to be presumed, in a case in which the deliberate purpose of the state to abandon it does not appear.”¹² Later cases, in which grounds were asserted for the exemption beyond the mere fact of a corporate charter, provoked expression of a stricter rule:
The taxing power is vital to the functions of government. It helps to sustain the social compact and to give it efficacy. It is intended to promote the general welfare. It reaches the interests of every member of the community. It may be restrained by contract in special cases for the public good, where such contracts are not forbidden. But the contract must be shown to exist. There is no presumption in its favor. Every reasonable doubt should be resolved against it. Where it exists it is to be rigidly scrutinized, and never permitted to extend, either in scope or duration, beyond what the terms of the concession clearly require. It is in derogation of public right, and narrows a trust created for the good of all.13

The strong presumption against a state’s waiver, or the federal government’s elimination, of a state’s power to tax is analogous to the entirely proper strong presumption against a state’s waiver, or the federal government’s elimination, of state sovereign immunity (see § 46).

Unsurprisingly, the 19th-century state-tax exemption cases become the principal authorities cited for the “strict construction” rule applied to federal-tax exemptions. For example, in the 1940 case of United States v. Stewart,14 Justice William O. Douglas’s opinion for the Court cites five cases for the proposition that “[e]xemptions from taxation cannot rest upon mere implications” and are to be “construed narrowly.”15 Three of the five are state-tax cases; one of the two federal-tax cases in fact does not express such a rule but engages in ordinary textual interpretation;16 and the other case cites in support of its statement that “[e]xemptions from taxation do not rest upon implication” nothing but four state-tax cases.17

But whatever the worthy or unworthy origins of the rule that exemptions from taxation are to be strictly construed, we agree with the Supreme Court opinions ignoring it.18 Like any other governmental intrusion on property or personal freedom, a tax statute should be given its fair meaning, and this includes a fair interpretation of any exceptions it contains. So when one statutory provision imposes a categorical tax, any exception assertedly imported by another provision must be clear. But it can be clearly implied no less than clearly expressed, and the terms of the exception ought to be reasonably, rather than strictly, construed.

But never mind tax exemptions. The cases are many stating that exemptions from all sorts of statutes are to be narrowly construed.19 Sometimes (though rarely) there is at least some textual basis for that prescription—as in the
provision of the federal Freedom of Information Act stating that it does not “authorize withholding of information or limit the availability of records to the public, except as specifically stated.” But almost always, the only announced justification for the rule is to the effect that it is necessary to achieve the beneficial purposes of the law. Yet as we have discussed earlier (see pp. 18–21), the limitations on a statute’s scope are as much a part of the statute’s “purpose” as the scope itself. Without some textual indication, there is no reason to give statutory exceptions anything other than a fair (rather than a “narrow”) interpretation. The expressions to the contrary find their source either in a judicial proclivity to make difficult interpretive questions easy, or else in an inappropriate judicial antagonism to limitations on favored legislation.
64. The false notion that remedial statutes should be liberally construed.

Here we contradict an oft-repeated and age-old formulation\(^1\) that needlessly invites judicial lawmaking. True, the rule was invoked by the first Chief Justice, John Jay, in *Chisholm v. Georgia*, in 1793.\(^2\) “But this liberality of exposition,” as Justice Joseph Story explained in the mid-19th century, “is clearly inadmissible, if it extends beyond the just and ordinary sense of the terms.”\(^3\) Hence a fair reading is all that is required. One can well understand Jeremy Bentham’s objection to the idea that certain statutes were to be “liberally and beneficially expounded.” Bentham retorted: “As if other statutes were to be expounded illiberally and unbeneﬁcially.”\(^4\)

The first problem with the remedial-statute rule is the difficulty of determining what constitutes a remedial statute. Is any statute *not* remedial? Does any statute *not* seek to remedy an unjust or inconvenient situation? Blackstone defined the troublesome term as follows:

> Remedial statutes are those which are made to supply such defects, and abridge such superfluities, in the common law, as arise [from] either the general imperfection of all human laws, from change of time and circumstances, from the mistakes and unadvised determinations of unlearned (or even learned) judges, or from any other cause whatsoever.\(^5\)

This passage causes one to suspect that the remedial-statute rule was just an antidote to the unreasonable rule that statutes in derogation of the common law were to be strictly construed. If the object was to change the common law, they were to be “liberally” construed—which probably meant only “not strictly” (see § 62). As Blackstone’s capacious description (“any other cause whatsoever”) would suggest, all sorts of statutes have been held to be “remedial” within the meaning of the rule.\(^6\) The law reports teem with cases holding that statutes must be liberally construed because they are remedial.\(^7\)

The other problem with the remedial-statute rule is that identifying what a “liberal construction” consists of is impossible—which means that it is an open invitation to engage in “purposive” rather than textual interpretation, and generally to engage in judicial improvisation. Of course, “liberal construction” does have an identifiable meaning if it means (as we suspect it originally did mean) nothing more than rejection of “strict construction” and insistence on fair meaning. The canon is therefore today either incomprehensible or superfluous.
65. The false notion that a statute cannot oust courts of jurisdiction unless it does so expressly.

Subject to constitutional limitations such as the provision restricting suspension of the writ of habeas corpus, federal courts have only that jurisdiction conferred by Congress. The same is true of state courts except where their jurisdiction has been constitutionally prescribed. But where jurisdiction has previously been conferred by statute, it can be eliminated by implication of a later statute. How might this occur? In a jurisdiction in which state and county courts by statute have concurrent jurisdiction over certain cases, let us say that a new statute provides that for some of those cases “the state courts shall have exclusive jurisdiction.” For those cases, the county courts have thereby been ousted of jurisdiction.

The text should be given its fair meaning, in accordance with rules that we have described. Ouster of jurisdiction is already adequately protected by (1) the presumption against implied repeal (§ 55) and (2) the rule disfavoring an interpretation that raises constitutional doubts (§ 38). Any additional thumb on the scales amounts to self-serving judicial arrogance. Although there is a presumption of judicial review of unlawful executive action, the question whether the presumption has been overcome, and whether court jurisdiction over any other matters has been excluded, ought not to be governed by any special rules.

Perhaps the jurisdictional-ouster presumption might be justified as reflecting ordinary meaning—on the theory that ouster of jurisdiction is so extraordinary that it will not lightly be assumed. But we doubt it. The presumption seems to us founded quite simply on judicial self-interest—or, to put a better face on it, judicial policy that court jurisdiction will not be yielded lightly. Consider that even in some cases in which the ouster is quite clear, it has been disregarded.
66. The false notion that committee reports and floor speeches are worthwhile aids in statutory construction.

“[H]ow often words introduced for the purpose of explanation are themselves the means of creating doubt or ambiguity!”

*License Cases*,

From the beginnings of the republic, American law followed what is known as the “norecourse doctrine”—that in the interpretation of a text, no recourse may be had to legislative history. You will find scant mention of legislative history in the pre-20th-century law. Blackstone had this to say about statutory construction:

The fairest and most rational method to interpret the will of the legislator, is by exploring his intentions at the time when the law was made, by *signs* the most natural and probable. And these signs are either the words, the context, the subject matter, the effects and consequence, or the spirit and reason of the law.¹

Chancellor James Kent’s 19th-century *Commentaries on American Law* expressed a reluctance even to use the title of an act or the preamble as an aid in its construction.² The use of debates leading up to enactment is not even considered.

That has been our history. In English practice, a complete disregard of legislative history remained the firm rule from 1769, when it was first announced,³ until 1992, when the House of Lords changed the practice⁴—probably under the spell of unfortunate American influences.

Let us consider our history in more detail. In 1796, for example, Representative Robert Harper, speaking against a motion before Congress, referred to the “universal practice of Courts of Law, who, when called on to explain acts of the Legislature, never resorted to the debates which preceded it—to the opinions of members about its signification—but inspected the act itself, and decided by its own evidence.”⁵ One of Harper’s opponents that day, Representative Albert Gallatin, a proponent of the motion, was pointed out as having said on an earlier occasion: “[A] law must be construed from the face of it, and . . . nothing extraneous to it could be admitted.”⁶ To this view Gallatin assented, insisting that “whatever might have been the views of the members
who framed it, that could not derogate from the nature of the law.”

There was, in short, agreement on the importance of disregarding legislative history.

From the 18th century on, legal thinkers held firmly to the conviction that meaning derives from text, not from outside sources such as legislative history:

- **Alexander Hamilton (1791):** “[W]hatever may have been the intention of the framers of the constitution, or of a law, that intention is to be sought for in the instrument itself.”

- **Marshall, C.J. (1819):** “The words of an instrument, unless there be some sinister design that shuns the light, will always represent the intention of those who frame it.”

- **James Madison (1821):** “As a guide in expounding and applying the provisions of the Constitution, the debates and incidental decisions of the Convention can have no authoritative character.”

- **Marshall, C.J., again (1827):** “To say that the intention of the instrument must prevail; that this intention must be collected from its words; that its words are to be understood in that sense in which they are generally used by those for whom the instrument was intended; that its provisions are neither to be restricted into insignificance, nor extended to objects not comprehended in them, nor contemplated by its framers;—is to repeat what has been already said more at large, and is all that can be necessary.”

- **Story, J. (1843):** “What passes in [C]ongress upon the discussion of a bill can hardly become a matter of strict judicial inquiry; and if it were, it could scarcely be affirmed, that the opinions of a few members, expressed either way, are to be considered as the judgment of the whole house, or even of a majority. But, in truth, little reliance can or ought to be place[d] upon such sources of interpretation of a statute. . . . [I]n truth, courts of justice are not at liberty to look at considerations of this sort. We are bound to interpret the act as we find it, and to make such an interpretation as its language and its apparent objects require. We must take it to be true, that the legislature intend precisely what they say, and to the extent which the provisions of the act require, for the purpose of securing their just operation and effect.”
Taney, C.J. (1845): “The law as it passed is the will of the majority of both houses, and the only mode in which that will is spoken is in the act itself.”13

The Supreme Court first made use of legislative history in 1859—not to determine the meaning of the law, but rather to reflect (by concession of both parties) the facts in existence when the law was enacted.14 As late as 1897, the Supreme Court pronounced that there was “a general acquiescence in the doctrine that debates in [C]ongress are not appropriate sources of information from which to discover the meaning of the language of a statute passed by that body.”15

The Supreme Court’s retreat from that principle is fascinating. In 1911, in its first opinion interpreting the Sherman Act, the Court used the legislative debates as follows: “Although,” it said, “debates may not be used as a means for interpreting a statute . . . that rule, in the nature of things, is not violated by resorting to debates as a means of ascertaining the environment at the time of the enactment of a particular law; that is, the history of the period when it was adopted.”16 Twenty years later, when it came to interpret the “unfair methods of competition” provision of the Federal Trade Commission Act, it said:

It is true, at least generally, that statements made in debate cannot be used as aids to the construction of a statute. But the fact that throughout the consideration of this legislation there was common agreement in the debate as to the great purpose of the act[,] may properly be considered in determining what that purpose was and what were the evils sought to be remedied.17

In the course of this opinion, the Court proceeded, without feeling the need for justification, to note the fact that the Senate language (unfair competition) had been altered in conference to the adopted language (unfair methods of competition). Then it surmised that “[d]ebate apparently convinced the sponsors of the legislation that [the original] words, which had a well settled meaning at common law, were too narrow”—and concluded that “[u]ndoubtedly the substituted phrase has a broader meaning.”18

By 1940, a treatise on statutory construction described the landscape in this country as follows:

Although there seems to be considerable conflict in the cases, the weight of authority apparently refuses to regard the opinions, the motives, and the
reasons expressed by the individual members of the legislature, even in debate, as a proper source from which to ascertain the meaning of an enactment. . . . A number of cases, however, make a distinction between legislative debates and the reports of legislative committees, and it must be admitted that the latter undoubtedly possess a more reliable or satisfactory source of assistance.  

The author optimistically concluded: “The time will undoubtedly come when the courts will generally resort to the debates for whatever assistance—be it ever so minute—that may be found there.”

He proved prophetic. According to a study that appeared in the *Jurimetrics Journal*, in 1938 the Supreme Court cited legislative history 19 times—in 1979, 405 times. The high point of 445 was reached in 1974. The frequency of citing legislative history in statutory cases was 100% in 1981–1982, nearly 75% in 1988–1989, but only 18% by 1992–1993. Statistics vary from term to term and may vary from statistician to statistician. One analyst puts the 1996–1997 figure at “about half”, another puts the 2004 number at 17%.

Not everyone welcomed the invasion of legislative history into judicial interpretation. For example, Justice Robert H. Jackson wrote: “I, like other opinion writers, have resorted not infrequently to legislative history as a guide to the meaning of statutes. I am coming to think it is a badly overdone practice, of dubious help to true interpretation and one which poses serious practical problems for a large part of the legal profession.” About the same time, Max Radin expressed incredulity at the warm embrace: “That we had taken ‘legislative history’ to our bosom as a method of interpretation is an instance of following after strange gods when we have a better one at home.” He reasoned that the enterprise is inconsistent with our very form of government:

[T]he constitutional power granted to Congress to legislate is granted only if it is exercised in the form of voting on specific statutes. If all the legislators in the halls of Congress or outside, in exactly similar words orally uttered what was in their minds, that would not be a statute and therefore no law. They are empowered to make law only in one fashion and that is by voting on proposed statutes.

Apart from this political problem and a torrent of practical problems, to which we will shortly turn, the use of legislative history poses a major theoretical problem: It assumes that what we are looking for is the intent of the legislature rather than the meaning of the statutory text. That puts things backwards. To be
“a government of laws, not of men” is to be governed by what the laws say, and not by what the people who drafted the laws intended. Jurists from Chancellor Kent to Justice Frankfurter have recognized this. Kent wrote in his *Commentaries on American Law* that “the great object of the maxims of interpretation is, to discover the true intention of the law,” and lest his meaning be mistaken he added in a footnote:

The English judges have frequently observed, in answer to the remark that the legislature meant so and so, that they in that case have not so expressed themselves, and therefore the maxim applied, *quod voluit non dixit* [What it wanted it did not say].

Similarly, Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes wrote: “We do not inquire what the legislature meant; we ask only what the statute means.”

A reliance on legislative history also assumes that the legislature even had a view on the matter at issue. This is pure fantasy. In the ordinary case, most legislators could not possibly have focused on the narrow point before the court. The few who did undoubtedly had varying views. There is no reason to believe, in other words, that a “legislative intent” ever existed (see § 67).

Even if legislative intent did exist, there would be little reason to think it might be found in the sources that the courts consult. Floor statements may well have been (and in modern times very probably were) delivered to an almost-empty chamber—or even inserted into the *Congressional Record* as a virtually invisible “extension of remarks” after adjournment. Even if the chamber was full, there is no assurance that everyone present listened, much less agreed. As for committee reports, they are drafted by committee staff and are not voted on (and rarely even read) by the committee members, much less by the full house. And there is little reason to believe that the members of the committee reporting the bill hold views representative of the full chamber. Quite to the contrary, the conventional wisdom is that the Committee on Agriculture, for example, will be dominated by representatives from farming states. (While some political scientists have challenged that view, it is at least clear that the representativeness of committees is unproved.) Statements in committee hearings are so far removed from what the full house could possibly have had in mind that their asserted relevance is comical. And all these doings in one of the houses of a bicameral legislature could not possibly have entered into the thinking of the other house—or of the President who signed the bill. The stark reality is that the only thing that one can say for sure was agreed to by both houses and the President (on signing the bill) is the text of the statute. The rest is legal fiction.
Further, the use of legislative history to find “purpose” in a statute is a legal fiction that provides great potential for manipulation and distortion. The more the courts have relied on legislative history, the less reliable that legislative history has become. In earlier days, when the sole purpose of floor statements and committee reports really was to inform the other members who were to vote on the committee’s bill, it was not as absurd (though still absurd enough) to pretend that most or all of those members had heard the floor statement or read the committee report and agreed with it. But nowadays, when legislators expect judges to take those statements and reports as authoritative expressions of “legislative intent,” the primary purpose of the exercise has become influencing the courts rather than informing congressional colleagues.

So whereas courts used to refer to legislative history because it existed, today it exists—in all its ever-increasing, profuse detail—because the courts refer to it. Legislators engage in floor colloquies (again, typically before an empty house) precisely to induce courts to accept their views about how the statute works. (They have been known to preface a colloquy with, “Let’s make some legislative history.”) Anyone familiar with the congressional scene knows that one of the regular jobs of Washington law firms is to draft legislative history—to be read on the floor or inserted into committee reports.

Legislative history creates mischief both coming and going—not only when it is made but also when it is used. With major legislation, the legislative history has something for everyone. Judge Harold Leventhal of the District of Columbia Circuit once likened its use to entering a crowded cocktail party and looking over the heads of the guests for one’s friends. Moreover, because there are no rules about which categories of statements are entitled to how much weight, the history can be either hewed to as determinative or disregarded as inconsequential—as the court desires. Legislative history greatly increases the scope of manipulated interpretation, making possible some interpretations that the traditional rules of construction could never plausibly support.

But its use in that fashion is admittedly exceptional. The vast majority of citations of legislative history are makeweights, supporting a disposition that the court would have reached anyway. Using it this way may be relatively harmless to the judicial process (though it can greatly expand the length of opinions), but it still distorts the legislative process and imposes substantial work on the lawyers who must consult the entrails of legislative history on pain of malpractice, and substantial costs on the clients who must foot the bill.

Lest it be thought that our insistence on reestablishing the norecourse doctrine
is eccentric, we set forth below a few of the many criticisms of legislative history over the years:

- **1933:** “[A] little thought will reveal its [the norecourse doctrine’s] wisdom. For, even assuming that the records of the debates are complete, it is impossible for the Court to know which speeches (if any) influenced either House in its actual votes, or in what direction; while a prolonged discussion of Parliamentary speeches in Court would not only increase the length and consequent expense of trials of cases, but might lead to the importation of a political atmosphere into the precincts of justice.”

- **1936:** “Even the majority who vote for complex legislation do not have any common intention as to its detailed provisions. Their vote indicates party dragooning rather than approval and appreciation of the measure. . . . The intention of the legislature is a myth, and the only possible value of parliamentary reports and debates is to give clues to the social purpose which was the driving force behind the bill.”

- **1947:** “[I]t is becoming increasingly common to manufacture ‘legislative history’ during the course of legislation. The accusations of outside participation made in Congress, and the elaborate interpretations in some passages in the committee reports, suggest the danger that this occurred during consideration of the Taft–Hartley amendments.”

- **1951:** “[P]olitical controversies which are quite proper in the enactment of a bill . . . should have no place in its interpretation.”

- **1957:** “Is the task of the Court to decide what the legislature meant or what the statute means? If it is the latter, resort to extrinsic aids becomes largely irrelevant, since an imperfectly disclosed meaning should not bind the parties or the Court.”

- **1960:** “Even specific statements of meaning may have been planted in the legislative history with the knowledge that their inclusion in the final bill would prevent its passage and with the specific intent that they would be subsequently ‘written into’ the statute by the Supreme Court.”
• **1963:** “The Congressional Record is full of inclusions placed there by members of Congress in deference to their constituents, material which may be noticed by Congressmen’s legislative assistants or clerks but not called to their superiors’ attention. . . . [T]he fact that it is in writing does not mean that all who must vote on an issue have seen the material.”

• **1972:** “It is now possible to pick and choose one’s ‘evidence’ from that mountain; in effect, to pick and choose any reasonable legislative intent. Charles Curtis stated the accusation more strongly, accusing the courts of ‘fumbling about in the ashcans of the legislative process for the shoddiest unenacted expressions of intention.’”

• **1987:** “Legislative history . . . minimizes or ignores the role of the Executive. In carrying out his constitutionally ordained functions, the President passes upon legislation, and as a practical matter does so without the benefit of legislative history. In this regard, the President’s view of the statute may be different from that of the Congress, and from the subsequent interpretation rendered by the courts. Judicial interpolation of the statute based upon legislative materials thus has the potential to create a statute that the President would not have signed.”

• **1988:** “[C]ommittee reports are written by staff and rarely read . . . [T]hey may be the work of people who couldn’t get a majority for their statutory language, . . . [and] words uttered on the floor are more apt to reflect Quixotic views of maverick legislators than the sense of the whole body. . . . No one can vote against a report, and the President cannot veto the language of a report.”

• **1989:** “[J]udicial reliance on legislative intent, whether or not derived on the basis of legislative history, suffers from . . . basic difficulties. The first is that Congress enacts statutes rather than its own views about what those statutes mean; those views, while relevant, are not controlling unless they are in the statute. . . . The second set of problems is that legislative intent, like legislative purpose, is largely a fiction in hard cases—a problem aggravated by the extraordinary difficulties of aggregating the ‘intentions’ of a multimember body.”
• **1997:** “If something appears in the legislative history—clarification of how a term applies, a stated preference for a given interpretive approach, etc.—then someone in the enactment process necessarily anticipated the point. This makes it at least theoretically possible for Congress to address the question in the legislation itself. The sole impediment is the burden of enacting the already-identified legal principle into law through bicameralism and presentment—a burden that the Constitution expressly contemplates and requires.”

• **2000:** “[O]ur legislatures speak only through their statutes; statutes are their only voice; statutes are law, extrinsic materials are not. If a legislature speaks only through its statutes, then anyone subject to its rule should have to listen only to those statutes.”

A few of the pro-legislative-history statements in the literature, together with our responses to them, are as follows:

• **1965:** “Legislative history can have important functions. It may suggest lines of analysis for the judges; it may serve as a check on the analysis reached, giving the judicial analyst reason to retrace his steps.” [These functions do not justify treating legislative history as authoritative. It is not.]

• **1988:** “[T]he legislative reports and debates may provide examples of the meaning that the statutory words might bear. Often, a generalist interpreter hasn’t the foggiest idea of what a technical statute is all about; the legislative history provides a window on the specialist world.” [We do not object to using legislative history for the same purpose as one might use a dictionary or a treatise. That has nothing to do with treating it as authoritative for the meaning of the text.]

• **1989:** “Ignoring the legislature’s understanding of statutes burdens the process of enactment with additional uncertainties. . . . An interpretative rule that ignores legislative intent will impose undue burdens on the legislative process, hindering the ability of the democratic branches to function effectively.” [This wrongly assumes that there was an “understanding” on the point at issue; and the “ability of the democratic branches to function effectively” is not enhanced by allowing individual legislators or
a single committee to write law that the full house does not know of.]

• **1992:** “A statute’s language might seem fairly clear. The language might produce a result that does not seem absurd. Yet legislative history nonetheless might clearly show that the result is wrong because of a drafting error that courts should correct.”[^53] [A drafting error that is not evident on the face of the statute is an error of the drafter, not of the house that voted for the draft; and citizens seeking to obey the law should not have to comb legislative history for covert drafting errors.]

• **1998:** “[W]hen legislative history is excluded, the remaining interpretive tools available to a judge effectively permit unfettered discretion.”[^54] [Nothing is more unfetteredly discretionary than the selective use of legislative history. Since the proponents of legislative history do not assert that it replaces rather than supplements the traditional principles of interpretation, it is unfettered discretion added to unfettered discretion.]

• **2010:** “At the very least, [legislative history] can help us to determine whether the difficulty in applying the statute results from an unfortunate choice of statutory language chosen to effectuate a legislative goal that becomes clearer once one investigates the matter.”[^55] [At most this can identify the “unfortunate choice” of the drafting legislator or committee: The “legislative goal” of the entire Congress is presumably expressed by the language (however “unfortunate”) that the Members of Congress voted for—which is also the language (however “unfortunate”) that citizens must obey.]

The only goals inarguably sought by a legislative majority are those embodied in the enacted text. Even were it otherwise, we are governed not by unexpressed or inadequately expressed “legislative goals” but by the law.

The unprincipled heyday of legislative history came in the 1970s and 1980s, reaching its lowest point in *Citizens to Preserve Overton Park, Inc. v. Volpe,*[^56] where Justice Thurgood Marshall wrote for the Court:

> The legislative history . . . is ambiguous. . . . Because of this ambiguity it is clear that we must look primarily to the statutes themselves to find the
legislative intent.\textsuperscript{57}

Thus Justice Felix Frankfurter’s \textit{reductio ad absurdum} from a quarter-century before—his quip that “when the legislative history is doubtful, go to the statute”\textsuperscript{58}—became straight-faced reality in volume 401 of the \textit{United States Reports}.

The only plausible justification for giving effect to legislative history is that the legislature is far too busy to consider the minute details of the bills that it considers—that it expects, it wishes, them to be resolved by the members and committees that draft the legislation and bring it to the floor. We have no idea whether this assessment of legislative expectations and desires is correct; there are forceful assertions of congressional sentiment to the contrary. Consider, for example, the following illuminating (and amusing) exchange between the senator from Colorado and the chairman of the Senate Finance Committee on a tax bill:

Mr. Armstrong: My question, which may take [the chairman of the Committee on Finance] by surprise, is this: Is it the intention of the chairman that the Internal Revenue Service and the Tax Court and other courts take guidance as to the intention of Congress from the committee report which accompanies this bill?

Mr. Dole: I would certainly hope so . . . .

Mr. Armstrong: Mr. President, will the Senator tell me whether or not he wrote the committee report?

Mr. Dole: Did I write the committee report?

Mr. Armstrong: Yes.

Mr. Dole: No; the Senator from Kansas did not write the committee report.

Mr. Armstrong: Did any Senator write the committee report?

Mr. Dole: I have to check.

Mr. Armstrong: Does the Senator know of any Senator who wrote the committee report?

Mr. Dole: I might be able to identify one, but I would have to search. I was here all during the time it was written, I might say, and worked carefully with the staff as they worked . . . .

Mr. Armstrong: Mr. President, has the Senator from Kansas, the chairman
of the Finance Committee, read the committee report in its entirety?

Mr. Dole: I am working on it. It is not a bestseller, but I am working on it.

Mr. Armstrong: Mr. President, did members of the Finance Committee vote on the committee report?

Mr. Dole: No.

Mr. Armstrong: Mr. President, the reason I raise the issue is not perhaps apparent on the surface, and let me just state it: . . . The report itself is not considered by the Committee on Finance. It was not subject to amendment by the Committee on Finance. It is not subject to amendment now by the Senate. . . . If there were matter within this report which was disagreed to by the Senator from Colorado or even by a majority of all Senators, there would be no way for us to change the report. I could not offer an amendment tonight to amend the committee report. . . . [F]or any jurist, administrator, bureaucrat, tax practitioner, or others who might chance upon the written record of this proceeding, let me just make the point that this is not the law, it was not voted on, it is not subject to amendment, and we should discipline ourselves to the task of expressing congressional intent in the statute.59

Even if it made sense to believe that legislators gave committees power to determine statutory details, and even if it made sense to regard un-voted-on (and probably unread) committee reports as representing the views of the committees, it would not make good constitutional law. The Framers envisioned an executive bureaucracy (though perhaps not the behemoth it has come to be) in which many agents of the President, acting with his authority and in his name, would administer the laws. The Framers did not envision a legislative bureaucracy any more than they envisioned a judicial bureaucracy. It is rudimentary that legislative power, like judicial power, is nondelegable. Judges may have all the law clerks, and legislators all the committees, administrative assistants, committee counsel, and chiefs of staff that the budget will allow. But they are there to assist the judges and legislators in their decisionmaking—not to make the decisions for them. Even if the members of each house wish to do so, they cannot assign responsibility for making law—or the details of law—to one of their number, or to one of their committees. The law is what the legislature says; and what the legislature says is to be found nowhere but in the laws that each full house has enacted.
As the great theorist John Locke put it in 1689, the legislative power consists in the power “to make laws, . . . not to make legislators.” The use of legislative history also spawns a separation-of-powers problem: It entrusts the legislature (or more precisely some legislators) with the interpretation of provisions that it has enacted—a function that is the preeminent and exclusive responsibility of the courts.

There is one use of legislative history that does not attribute the words of one or several legislators to the entire Congress, and does not depend on a theory of delegation of legislative power. It has been described thus in a United States Supreme Court case rejecting the apparent meaning of a statutory amendment:

We find it difficult to believe that Congress in this manner adopted an amendment which would work such an alteration to the basic thrust of the draft bill amending § 6103. . . . [Such an alteration] would have, it seems to us, at a minimum engendered some debate in the Senate and resulted in a rollcall vote. More importantly, Senator Haskell’s remarks clearly indicate that he did not mean to revise § 6103(b)(2) in this fashion. He . . . gives no intimation that his amendment would [effect such a change]. All in all, we think this is a case where common sense suggests, by analogy to Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s ‘dog that didn’t bark,’ that an amendment having the effect petitioner ascribes to it would have been differently described by its sponsor, and not nearly as readily accepted by the floor manager of the bill.

In other words, the failure of the sponsor and of the entire Congress to say in legislative history that the statute did what the statute does means that the statute does not do it. One of your authors discussed this principle of interpretation in a later Supreme Court case relying on it:

I have often criticized the Court’s use of legislative history because it lends itself to a kind of ventriloquism. The Congressional Record or committee reports are used to make words appear to come from Congress’s mouth which were spoken or written by others (individual Members of Congress, congressional aides, or even enterprising lobbyists). The Canon of Canine Silence the Court invokes today introduces a reverse—and at least equally dangerous—phenomenon, under which courts may refuse to believe Congress’s own words unless they can see the lips of others moving in unison.

Happily, the Supreme Court of the United States has not always applied the
Canon of Canine Silence, and indeed has sometimes explicitly rejected it.64

Using legislative history to establish what the legislature “intended” is quite different from using it for other purposes. For example, for the purpose of establishing linguistic usage—showing that a particular word or phrase is capable of bearing a particular meaning—it is no more forbidden (though no more persuasive) to quote a statement from the floor debate on the statute in question than it is to quote the Wall Street Journal or the Oxford English Dictionary. Similarly, legislative history can be consulted to refute attempted application of the absurdity doctrine—to establish that it is indeed thinkable that a particular word or phrase should mean precisely what it says. For to establish thinkability (so to speak), just as to establish linguistic usage, one does not have to make the implausible leap of attributing the quoted statement to the entire legislature. It suffices that a single presumably rational legislator, or a single presumably rational committee, viewed the allegedly absurd result with equanimity. This use of legislative history will be very rare (your judicial author recalls encountering it only once in 29 years on the appellate bench65), and it is a worthwhile check on the tendency to call absurd what is merely ill-advised.

It could be argued that because resort to legislative history has been standard judicial practice since the mid-20th century, by disapproving its use (without any power to forbid its use) we undermine the values of certainty and predictability that we elsewhere uphold. The principled answer to that is that use of legislative history is not just wrong; it violates constitutional requirements of nondelegability, bicameralism, presidential participation, and the supremacy of judicial interpretation in deciding the case presented. The pragmatic answer is that anyone who thinks that by excluding legislative history we will be excluding predictable results has not read the cases. It would be more accurate to say that we will be excluding predictable uncertainty. Rather than resolving uncertainty, legislative history normally induces it. Predicting when it will be entirely ignored, on the one hand, or considered dispositive, on the other, is—not to put too fine a point on it—a crapshoot.

Consider an example of roundabout lawmaking through legislative history. In 1952, the McCarran–Walter Act set forth grounds for excluding from entry into the United States certain aliens, including those “afflicted with psychopathic personality . . . or mental defect.”66 In Boutilier v. INS,67 the question arose whether this provision justified exclusion based on homosexuality. Both psychopathic personality and mental defect were well-known technical terms in
the 1950s. But instead of inquiring into these historical meanings to the best of its ability, the Supreme Court of the United States relied exclusively on legislative history, part of which consisted of this supposedly determinative assertion in a Senate report: “The Public Health Service has advised that the provision for the exclusion of aliens afflicted with psychopathic personality or a mental defect . . . is sufficiently broad to provide for the exclusion of homosexuals and sex perverts.” Never did the Court even begin its proper investigation: the meaning of the relevant terms, as technical labels, in 1952. As an illustration of just how tendentiously legislative history can be employed, the Court cited the withdrawal from the bill of an explicit reference to homosexuals, as though this change somehow buttressed rather than contradicted its conclusion. None of this legislative history should have mattered one whit.

Ponder how curious it is that the most virulent critics of originalism are typically the very same people who rummage through legislative history to figure out what the enactors intended. This brings us to the next section.
67. The false notion that the purpose of interpretation is to discover intent.

“We are to be governed not by Parliament’s intentions but by Parliament’s enactments.”

Lord Scarman,

Literary critics often invoke “authorial intent” in discussions of literature. It can be useful to consider whether, for example, Shakespeare meant a word such as Macbeth’s *intrenchant* to mean “cuttable” or “not cuttable,” or perhaps both, in a play that is otherwise rife with purposeful ambiguities. While such inquiries may sometimes be difficult, they at least look for something that almost certainly existed: Unless he was being uncharacteristically sloppy, Shakespeare meant “cuttable” or “not cuttable,” or perhaps both.

That is not the case when one probes the “intent” behind a document crafted by multiple authors—especially multiple authors who may not have had the same objects in mind. Take what happens with a contract. Two parties, each represented by counsel, want to reach an important deal. One party’s lawyer prepares the first draft of the contract, which favors that lawyer’s client in all sorts of ways. On receiving the draft, the other lawyer revises the document to eliminate the lopsided provisions, to insert others, and to change the wording of many others. After much negotiation, they agree on final language—but only after compromises that leave some provisions purposely vague. For example, one side wanted a right to terminate within 45 days after the occurrence of a specified event; the other wanted that right to exist only within 5 days after the occurrence. Finally they fell back on the language “within a reasonable time after the occurrence.” The lawyer on one side privately told the client that a court would probably say that 30 days would be commercially reasonable; the other lawyer privately told the client that a court would probably say that 48 hours would be commercially reasonable (a week at the outside). So the parties signed, each believing that if a dispute arose, his view would carry the day.

In many important ways, the parties who are affected by a legal document are potential adversaries collaborating only because they need to consummate a transaction. There simply is no meeting of the minds—or *consensus ad idem*, as the older authorities called it. Nor, contrary to popular myth, is a meeting of the minds necessary to the creation of an enforceable contract. There may be as many internal disagreements over predictions about how a court would apply the
contractual terms—perhaps dozens in a ten-page contract.

Now transfer this vignette to the context of legislation, in which collective intent is pure fiction because dozens if not hundreds of legislators have their own subjective views on the minutiae of bills they are voting on—or perhaps no views at all because they are wholly unaware of the minutiae. The Whigs disagree with the Tories on how a court will someday apply a given provision—or they would disagree if they took the time to consider it. A couple of Whigs speak out on the issue, or perhaps a couple of Tories, but only a smattering of those in the full legislative assembly. Each member voting for the bill has a slightly different reason for doing so. There is no single set of intentions shared by all. The state of the assembly’s collective psychology is a hopeless stew of intentions:

Legislators do not have common objectives, so the basis for imputing agreement to them is weaker than the foundation for this technique in private law. . . . Statutes are drafted by multiple persons, often with conflicting objectives. There will not be a single objective, and discretionary interpretation favors some members of the winning coalition over others.

Yet a majority has undeniably agreed on the final language that passes into law. That is all they have agreed on—and that is the sole means by which the assembly has authority to make law.

It is unfashionable in many circles to speak of “objectivity” and “subjectivity.” But the law uses these concepts all the time, and they are indispensable. The “reasonable person” in the tort law of negligence is an objectivizing construct—the “anthropomorphic conception of justice,” as a British judge termed the idea. In our view, the fair meaning of a statutory text is determined by a similar objectivizing construct—the “reasonable reader,” a reader who is aware of all the elements (such as the canons) bearing on the meaning of the text, and whose judgment regarding their effects is invariably sound. Never mind that no such person exists. Without positing his existence—as tort law posits the existence of the “reasonable person”—we could never subject the meaning of a statute to an objective test.

An influential legal philosopher, Tony Honoré, suggests that the notion of legislative intent is also a useful fiction:

[T]here is good reason, I think, to say that the interpreter should try to discover the intention of the legislature or the parties to a contract or treaty.
A statute, contract, or treaty is a compromise between different views. Perhaps no member of the legislature, and no party to the contract or treaty, would themselves have chosen the text that was finally agreed, if it depended on them alone. The point of speaking of the intention of the legislature or the contracting parties is not that any particular person’s views should govern the interpretation of the text. It is rather that the interpreter should treat the text as if it represented the view of a single individual, and make it as coherent as the words permit.6

Although this makes “legislative intent” a cogent fiction, those who search for it do not use the phrase this way. As their affection for legislative history demonstrates, they are looking for the genuine intent of the legislators. The use of the term legislative intent encourages this search for the nonexistent. What Professor Honoré ought to suggest is not an idiosyncratic definition of legislative intent but replacement of the term with statutory intent. Although even this term invites a search for some subjective intent, it accords more precisely with what Professor Honoré believes.

True, the courts have often repeated the incantation that their goal is “to ascertain the legislative intent, and, if possible, to effectuate the purposes of the lawmakers.”7 The aspirational declarations have never been holdings of the courts—always dicta. And we believe them to be erroneous. The correct, clear-headed view is as stated by Lord Reid: “We often say that we are looking for the intention of Parliament, but that is not quite accurate. We are seeking the meaning of the words which Parliament used. We are seeking not what Parliament meant but the true meaning of what they said.”8 And by Judge Robert E. Keeton: “[T]he search is for the objectively manifested meaning, not for somebody’s unexpressed state of mind.”9

We believe that references to intent have led to more poor interpretations than any other phenomenon in judicial decision-making. Consider this retrograde bit of judicial lawmaking in Texas: “Only when it is necessary to give effect to the clear legislative intent can we insert additional words into a statutory provision.”10 Or this, from Missouri: “[C]ourts have not hesitated to hold that legislative intent will prevail over common meaning.”11

The truth is that “[a]scertaining the ‘intention of the legislature’ . . . boils down to finding the meaning of the words used.”12 If courts do otherwise, they engage in policy-based lawmaking, as John Chipman Gray noted more than a century ago: “[I]n almost all [cases of statutory interpretation], it is probable, and
. . . in most of them it is perfectly evident, that the makers of the statutes had no real intention, one way or another, on the point in question; that if they had, they would have made their meaning clear; and that when the judges are professing to declare what the Legislature meant, they are, in truth, themselves legislating to fill up casus omissi.”

It is perhaps easy to understand how common-law courts got into the habit of referring to (and purporting to discern) “legislative intent.” References to the concept date back to the Middle Ages, when statutes “had very little in common with modern legislation.” The judges and the lawmakers were synonymous: “Do not gloss the statute,” Chief Justice Hengham admonished counsel in 1305, “for we know better than you: we made it.” At that time, the judges were never troubled by questions of intent because they were the chief drafters. By the mid-1300s, however, the judges had become separated from the legislature “to such an extent that they treat[ed] legislation as the product of an alien body, of which they knew nothing save from the words of the statute itself, and from that wording alone [could] they infer its intention—and with the rise of this idea we reach the modern point of view.” Yet the old terminology has lingered more than 600 years. As many respected authorities agree, it is high time that further uses of intent in questions of legal interpretation be abandoned.
The false notion that the plain language of a statute is the “best evidence” of legislative intent.

“[A] law is the best expositor of itself.”


Intentionalist theorists and courts promote the idea that enacted texts merely evoke or suggest—as opposed to state—what the true law is. This fallacy follows from the previous one. Consider how a textbook-writer phrases this notion: “What a legislature says in the text of a statute is considered the best evidence of the legislative intent or will.” Even the Supreme Court of the United States gave voice to this view when it said that a statute’s language is “the most reliable evidence of [congressional] intent.” The statute is not the law, but only *evidence* of it? Some unenacted intent (which collectively never actually existed) is what we mean by law? If this were true, then it would hardly be possible ever to reach a consensus about the law.

The traditional view is that an enacted text is itself the law. As the Supreme Court of the United States wrote in 1850: “The sovereign will is made known to us by legislative enactment.” And it is made known in no other way. Or as an early-20th-century theorist put the point: “[W]henever a law is adopted, all that is really agreed upon is the words.”

Naturally, if one views the text as defining and therefore confining, there is hardly a better way to unshackle oneself than to minimize it by calling it mere “evidence.” Mainstream legal thinkers express astonishment at this view. Laurence H. Tribe writes: “I never cease to be amazed by the arguments of judges, lawyers, or others who proceed as though legal texts were little more than interesting documentary evidence of what some lawgiver had in mind.” He adds: “[I]t is the text’s meaning, and not the content of anyone’s expectations or intentions, that binds us as law.” And Charles Fried aptly notes that “we would not consider an account of Shakespeare’s mental state at the time he wrote a sonnet to be a more complete or better account of the sonnet than the sonnet itself.”

The rationale for rejecting the law-as-evidence-of-law view is that it “demean[s] the constitutionally prescribed method of legislating to suppose that its elaborate apparatus for deliberation on, amending, and approving a text is just
a way to create some *evidence* about the law, while the *real* source of legal rules is the mental processes of legislators.”⁸ There is no satisfactory answer to this point.
69. The false notion that lawyers and judges, not being historians, are unqualified to do the historical research that originalism requires.

“Lawyers are . . . necessarily historians . . . . If they do not take this task seriously, they will not cease to be historians. They merely will be bad historians.”


Originalism admittedly requires lawyers and judges to engage in historical semantics.¹ It is often charged that they are illequipped for the task: “It is quite true that lawyers are for the most part extremely bad historians. They often make up an imaginary history and use curiously unhistorical methods.”² The leveler of that charge, Max Radin, cited a British example of a 1939 judicial misinterpretation of sources dating back to 1215—in a different language altogether (medieval Latin and Law French). The example serves as a useful admonition. But note that Radin was an originalist:

We have thus imposed a new burden on the lawyer on the bench. Besides all the other things asked of him, he is also to be a historian. But there is no help for it. There is simply no way by which the law can be made either simple or easy.³

Nor is it a valid refutation of originalism that “no one can reconstruct original understanding precisely.”⁴ Our charge is to try.

Fortunately for American interpreters, we are generally dealing with a continuous linguistic tradition: We speak what linguists call “Modern English” (Shakespeare’s 16th-century writings were in Early Modern English). What was written and spoken in the 18th century was likewise Modern English (which evolved from Middle English in the late 15th century). Further, legal drafting ordinarily employs an especially stable form of English: a variation on standard written English known as “legal English.” It changes glacially, on the whole. For terms that undergo shifts in meaning, we have superb linguistic resources in the form of historical dictionaries.⁵

But the originalist’s inquiry goes well beyond determining the historical usage of words. For example, in the *Heller* case,⁶ which upheld the individual right to possess firearms, one of the significant aspects of the Second Amendment was that it did not purport to confer a right to keep and bear arms. It did not say that “the people shall have the right to keep and bear arms,” or even that “the
government shall not prevent the people from keeping and bearing arms,” but rather that “the right of the people to keep and bear arms” (implying a preexisting right) “shall not be infringed.” This triggered historical inquiry showing that the right to have arms for personal use (including self-defense) was regarded at the time of the framing as one of the fundamental rights of Englishmen. Once the history was understood, it was difficult to regard the guarantee of the Second Amendment as no more than a guarantee of the right to join a militia. Moreover, the prefatory clause of the Second Amendment (“A well regulated militia being necessary for the defense of a free state”) could not be logically reconciled with a personal right to keep and bear arms without the historical knowledge (possessed by the framing generation) that the Stuart kings had destroyed the people’s militia by disarming those whom they disfavored. Here the opinion was dealing with history in a broad sense.

It is reasonable to ask whether lawyers and judges can adequately perform historical inquiry of this sort. Those who oppose originalism exaggerate the task. In some cases, to be sure, it is difficult, and originalists will differ among themselves on the correct answer. But that is the exception, not the rule. In most cases—and especially the most controversial ones—the originalist answer is entirely clear. There is no historical support whatever for the proposition that any provision in the Constitution guaranteed a right to abortion, or to sodomy, or to assisted suicide. Those acts were criminal in all the states for two centuries. Nor is there any historical support for the proposition that the Eighth Amendment (which prohibits cruel and unusual punishments) prohibited the death penalty, which was the only penalty for a felony (indeed, the definition of a felony) at the time of the framing.

Today’s lawyers and judges, when analyzing historical questions, have more tools than ever before. They can look to an evergrowing body of scholarship produced by the legions of academic legal historians populating law and history faculties at our leading universities. No history faculty of any note would consider itself complete without legal experts; and no law faculty would consider itself complete without its share of expert historians.

Judges also benefit from increasingly sophisticated and thorough—sometimes too thorough—amicus briefs that are filed on nearly every appellate case of note. In 1988, when the Supreme Court considered whether the Eighth Amendment barred the execution of someone who was under the age of 16 at the time of the offense, any Justice interested in the original meaning of the phrase cruel and unusual punishments would look in vain for help from the parties or their amici.
Briefs about child psychology—yes. Briefs about international law—plenty. But not a single brief reflecting on the history of the Eighth Amendment or the practices it was understood to condemn at the time of the founding. Twenty years later, in the *Heller* case, the amicus briefing presented an array of historical material whose thoroughness would have been unthinkable earlier. One amicus brief included an appendix consisting of a nearly 200-page collection of historical materials relating to the “right to bear arms” as it was understood at the time of the founding. Several amicus briefs were submitted on behalf of professors of history and professors of law specializing in Anglo-American legal history, the history of the founding era, and American constitutional history. The Court had the help of many experts who gathered and presented the relevant evidence needed to interpret the Second Amendment’s meaning.

Originalism does not always provide an easy answer, or even a clear one. Originalism is not perfect. But it is more certain than any other criterion. And this is not even a close question. In ease of lawyerly application (never mind legitimacy and predictability), originalism surpasses competing approaches. Lawyers are trained to read statutes. They are not trained to be moral philosophers, which is what it takes to evaluate whether there should be (and hence is) a right to abortion, sodomy, assisted suicide, and many another proposed innovation. History is a rock-hard science compared to moral philosophy. Even those questions that are the easiest for the originalist—abortion, assisted suicide, sodomy, the death penalty—pose enormous difficulties for nonoriginalists, who must agonize over what the modern Constitution *ought to* mean with regard to each of them. And since times change, they must agonize over the very same questions every five or ten years.
70. The false notion that the Living Constitution is an exception to the rule that legal texts must be given the meaning they bore when adopted.

“The meaning of the constitution is fixed when it is adopted, and it is not different at any subsequent time when a court has occasion to pass upon it.”

Thomas M. Cooley,
*A Treatise on the Constitutional Limitations Which Rest upon the Legislative Power of the States of the American Union* 55 (1868).

Although judges generally decline theorists’ calls to update unamended statutes, the updating of constitutional provisions is very much in vogue. Many now embrace the notion that the Constitution is a “living document” whose meaning evolves as the times require. These constitutional evolutionists pay little heed to what the Framers were doing. Consider this representative passage from a modern author:

Legal indeterminacy is more than a necessity: It is also a *positive* factor in a constitutional system. Dynamic rather than static interpretations of concepts such as “due process” and “equal protection” allow future generations to respond to new ideas of justice arguably superior to those possessed by the framers . . . . A jurisprudence that goes beyond past ideas to include newer ones incorporates the values not only of the framers but also of the intervening generations and of the present. Any or all of these ideas may be wrong, unjust, or incomplete. But surely that risk is preferable to a limited approach that ensures that the errors of the past will be frozen into law beyond correction.¹

What possible justification is there for treating the Constitution differently from all other legal texts? Some commentators point out that “[t]he language of the Constitution does not say whether the original understanding controls its meaning.”² But neither does the language of statutes, and we do not allow courts to “update” them. Moreover, there was no need for the Framers to specify that their product was to be treated as an “originalist” text. There were no other sorts of legal texts. There were no 18thcentury textual evolutionists. Blackstone made it very clear that original meaning governed,³ and the supporters of evolving meanings in legal texts can point to no contemporaneous commentators who differed with him.⁴
One might suppose that the Framers of the Constitution never envisioned that their text would endure for 250 or more years, and that they would not have wanted to confine future interpreters to their own historical visions. This is pure speculation, and implausible speculation at that. The Framers knew very well that Magna Carta, drafted in 1215, was still the law of England in the late 1700s—more than 570 years later. The lawyers among the Framers knew very well, as all informed lawyers of the day would have, that cases arose from time to time on the basis of its wording. Steeped in classical learning, the Framers thought about and to read it as its framers and ratifiers might have done, we may still have soundly Madisonian reasons for attempting to recover its original meanings.

The lawyers among the Framers knew very well, as all informed lawyers of the day would have, that cases arose from time to time on the basis of its wording. Steeped in classical learning, the Framers thought about and to read it as its framers and ratifiers might have done, we may still have soundly Madisonian reasons for attempting to recover its original meanings. Used precedents hundreds and even thousands of years old. As we have shown, the idea that legal texts might be subject to semantic drift was alien to their modes of thought. The evolutionists sometimes appeal to Chief Justice Marshall’s famous line in *McCulloch* v. *Maryland* that “we must never forget, that it is a constitution we are expounding.” But far from suggesting that the Constitution evolves, its whole point was just the opposite. Marshall said it to justify his holding that the word *necessary* in the Necessary and Proper Clause should not be construed to “exclude . . . the choice of means, and leave . . . to Congress, in each case, that only which is most direct and simple.” Precisely because “[t]his provision is made in a constitution, intended to endure for ages to come, and, consequently, to be adapted to the various crises of human affairs.” There would be no need to give the provision an expansive reading if today’s narrow reading could be changed (“evolved”) tomorrow as the need arises. In a later case, Marshall affirmed that the Constitution was “an instrument, which was intended to be perpetual.”

Yet the constitutional evolutionists will say that we have been living under the Living Constitution for so long that it is too late to go back. In fact, however, the notion of a Living Constitution, or at least general acceptance of that notion, is pretty new, dating from the time of the Warren Court (1953–1969). Yes, there were willful judicial distortions of the Constitution before that time (willful judges have always been with us). For example, the Court added to the tripartite federal government a headless Fourth Branch in *Humphrey’s Executor* v. *United States* (in which the Court held that Congress could make certain agency heads immune from presidential removal and control) and expanded the Commerce Clause beyond all reason in *Wickard* v. *Filburn* (in which the Court held that a farmer’s cultivation of wheat for his own consumption affected interstate commerce and thus could be regulated under the Commerce Clause). But earlier
judges went about revising the Constitution the good old-fashioned way: They
distorted its meaning. You will find no indication in Humphrey’s Executor or
Wickard that it was anything other than the original principle of presidential
power or the original scope of the Commerce Clause being applied. But
plausible distortion has its limits: No one would believe, for example, that the
Eighth Amendment prohibited the death penalty, since that was the only penalty
for a felony (it was the definition of a felony) when the Eighth Amendment was
adopted. But a Living Constitution can get us there easily.

One defender of the Living Constitution asserts that most of the important
constitutional language “was almost certainly selected for its open-endedness
and its capacity for redefinition over time.” Open-endedness, yes; redefinition,
no. There is simply no evidence to support this notion. And there is a mountain
of evidence to the contrary, including many expressions of belief in an
unchanging Constitution (see § 7 [fixed-meaning canon]). Amendable, yes; changing,
no.

Then there is the commonsense point: If an open-ended provision whose
application to extant phenomena can be “redefined”—a First Amendment, for
every example, that can be redefined not to protect offensive speech—it is an open-
ended guarantee that guarantees nothing at all. A Cruel and Unusual
Punishments Clause ensuring merely that future generations do nothing they
consider cruel—a clause that means, in effect, “to thine own self be true”— is of
little use. The open-ended provisions of our Constitution permit or forbid forever
those extant phenomena that they were understood to permit or forbid when
adopted. And their application to future new phenomena must accord with their
application to then-extant phenomena. So the Eighth Amendment’s prohibition
of cruel and unusual punishments prohibits neither the death penalty nor any
manner of imposing that penalty that is less cruel than hanging, which was an
accepted manner in 1791. It is not left to future judges to determine in the
abstract, with no governing standards, whether electrocution or lethal injection is
“cruel.” Otherwise, they might be equally free to find that burning at the stake is
not cruel.

Further, why would anyone think that the judges are appropriate spokesmen
for “the people”? Do they have some special capacity to discern what people
think? Quite to the contrary: Judges have no expertise whatever in assessing
public opinion. Extremely few federal judges have ever even run for office. And
in all their other judicial work (apart, that is, from revising the meaning of the
Constitution) they are forbidden to consult public opinion. Whenever they
invalidate a federal statute that violates the Bill of Rights, they tell public opinion to get lost. And in all their cases they have no capacity to conduct surveys, since they are limited to what litigants tell them and what may be found in the public record. The most accurate spokesmen for the people of each generation are the legislators that those people elect to represent them.

Which means that if the Living Constitution advocates are correct, if the American Constitution should mean whatever each successive generation of Americans thinks it ought to mean, then Marbury v. Madison was wrongly decided. The members of Congress take the same oath to support the Constitution that the Justices do. Marbury v. Madison’s holding that the Supreme Court can disregard Congress’s determination of what the Constitution requires is firmly rooted in the reasoning that the Constitution is a law, whose meaning, like that of other laws, can be discerned by law-trained judges. If it is not that, but is instead an open invitation for each generation to give its capacious terms whatever meaning that generation favors, then our Constitution, like that of England’s, should be whatever the legislature believes it to be. Or to put the point differently: Only in the theater of the absurd does an aristocratic, life-tenured, unelected council of elders set aside laws enacted by the people’s chosen representatives on the ground that the people do not want those laws.

Yet in announcing its Living Constitution opinions, the Supreme Court has not relied on the will of the people. In its earliest expansion of the Eighth Amendment, in 1977, it purported to do so, observing that only one state continued to impose the death penalty for the rape of an adult. (This as though the fact that other states had abolished it showed that they had concluded that it was not only unnecessary or excessive but positively beyond the pale.) But in later cases, the supposed “national consensus” of unconstitutionality to which the Court pointed became less and less plausible, reaching the zenith of implausibility in an opinion asserting that society’s belief that it is unconstitutional to impose the death penalty for a murder committed by someone under the age of 18 was demonstrated by the fact that 18 of the 38 states retaining the death penalty imposed that limitation. Ultimately, the Court abandoned the pretense and said straight-out that what the people think does not matter: “[I]n the end our own judgment will be brought to bear on the question of the acceptability of the death penalty under the Eighth Amendment.”

Let us consider this hypothesis: that courts are authorized to give a different meaning to the Constitution not as perceivers of what the people want but as the wise dispensers of judgments about social changes required in the fullness of
time. Is there any basis whatever for believing that that is what the Framers, and
those who ratified the Constitution, understood? No. The Amendment Clause,
article V,\[^{22}\] prescribes a rigorous and cumbersome method for amending the
document; it is implausible that the design was for this to be short-circuited by
simply persuading the Supreme Court that interpretive reform is a good idea.
“What a court is to do,” wrote the celebrated 19th-century jurist Thomas M.
Cooley, “is to \textit{declare the law as written}, leaving it to the people themselves to
make such changes as new circumstances may require.”\[^{23}\]

The fact that the Constitution uses general terms is no indication that courts
can change their meaning—any more than that would hold true for the many
statutes that speak in generalities. The acid test is whether the Constitution
would have been ratified if it had stated expressly what evolutionists assert that
it implies: “The general terms of this Constitution have no fixed application, but
permit and forbid what the Supreme Court may from time to time hold that they
ought to permit and forbid.” Not likely.

The very name \textit{Living Constitution} is misleading. It conveys the impression of
a system designed to be flexible and adaptable. This quality is touted by the
advocates of the system, who speak metaphorically of the Constitution as a
“living organism” that must grow with society or else “become brittle and snap.”
It is not a living organism—any more than any other legal prescription is. And
the notion that the advocates of the Living Constitution want to bring us
flexibility and openness to change is a fraud and a delusion. All one needs for
flexibility and change is a ballot box and a legislature. The advocates of the
Living Constitution want to bring us what constitutions are designed to impart:
rigidity and difficulty of change. The originalists’ Constitution produces a
flexible and adaptable political system. Do the people want the death penalty?
The Constitution neither requires nor forbids it, so they can impose or abolish it,
as they wish. And they can change their mind—abolishing it and then
reinstating it when the incidence of murder increases. When, however, Living
Constitutionalists read a prohibition of the death penalty into the Constitution—
and no fewer than four Supreme Court Justices who served during the tenure of
your judicial coauthor would have done so—all flexibility is at an end. It would
thereafter be of no use debating the merits of the death penalty, just as it is of no
use debating the merits of prohibiting abortion. The subject has simply been
eliminated from the arena of democratic choice.\[^{24}\] And that is not, we
reemphasize, an accidental consequence of the Living Constitution: It is the
whole purpose that this fictitious construct is designed to serve. Persuading five
Justices is so much easier than persuading Congress or 50 state legislatures—and
what the Justices enshrine in the Constitution lasts forever. In practice, the Living Constitution would better be called the Dead Democracy.
Afterword

We have set forth what we consider to be the best available approach to textual interpretation—an approach both linguistic and historical. Some will argue that a widespread adoption of these techniques would be to “turn back the clock”—that it would be an unacceptable retrenchment on the privacy protections and much of the Bill of Rights law that developed in the latter half of the 20th century. One Living Constitutionalist writes: “[I]t should be clear that an extraordinarily radical purge of established constitutional doctrine would be required if we candidly and consistently applied the pure interpretive model. Surely that makes out at least a prima facie case against the model.”

Proponents of the Living Constitution worry about a “radical purge” of society’s settled practices and beliefs? That is what the Living Constitution has been all about, from Baker v. Carr to Lawrence v. Texas. While it once pretended to reflect at least the current society’s revised beliefs (always as perceived by judges, to be sure), in recent years that pretense has been abandoned, and it has been explicitly acknowledged that the Living Constitution means what reform-minded judges think it should mean. So abortion and homosexual sodomy, which society so much disapproved that they were criminal under the laws of most states and had been for centuries, are now constitutionally protected—and off limits to the democratic process.

In any case, originalism would not produce the “extraordinarily radical purge of established constitutional doctrine” that its critics say they fear. The chief barrier against such a wrenching purge—by originalism or any other theory of interpretation—is the doctrine of stare decisis. The critics assume that originalism alone, originalism uniquely, is unconstrained by that barrier. It is not. We do not propose that all the decisions made, and doctrines adopted, in the past half-century or so of unrestrained constitutional improvisation be set aside—only those that fail to meet the criteria for stare decisis. These include consideration of (1) whether harm will be caused to those who justifiably relied on the decision, (2) how clear it is that the decision was textually and historically wrong, (3) whether the decision has been generally accepted by society, and (4) whether the decision permanently places courts in the position of making policy calls appropriate for elected officials. Different proponents of originalism will weigh these various factors in different ways. Your authors, for example, believe that the Supreme Court should not give stare decisis effect to Roe v. Wade, which even its defenders acknowledge was an analytically
unsound opinion that has not received general acceptance, and which (as revised by Casey\textsuperscript{10}) places judges in the position of making the policy call whether particular restrictions on abortion impose an “undue burden.”\textsuperscript{11} We would, on the other hand, accept as settled law the incorporation doctrine\textsuperscript{12}—whereby the Bill of Rights is made applicable to the states by interpreting the Fourteenth Amendment’s Due Process Clause as encompassing it—even though it is based on an interpretation of the Due Process Clause (so-called substantive due process) that the words will not bear. And we would accept most, though not all, other prior applications of substantive due process, though we would not apply that axiomatic doctrine anew in the future.

Stare decisis—a doctrine whose function “is to make us say that what is false under proper analysis must nonetheless be held to be true, all in the interest of stability”\textsuperscript{13}—is not a part of textualism. It is an exception to textualism (as it is to any theory of interpretation) born not of logic but of necessity. Courts cannot consider anew every previously decided question that comes before them. Stare decisis has been a part of our law from time immemorial, and we must bow to it. All we categorically propose here is that, when a governing precedent deserving of stare decisis effect does not dictate a contrary disposition, judges ought to use proper methods of textual interpretation. If they will do that, then over time the law will be more certain, and the rule of law will be more secure.
Appendix A A Note on the Use of Dictionaries

“When [lawyers and judges] look up a word in a dictionary—and they often do—they are as likely as not to select a poor dictionary.”


Lord Macmillan was hardly overstating the case in 1938 when he said that “one of the chief functions of our courts is to act as an animated and authoritative dictionary.”¹ The reason is that with legal interpretation, inevitably “[t]he words used by one set of persons have to be interpreted by another set of persons.”² So it is understandable that so-called judicial dictionaries have been assembled over the years—sometimes vast compilations of judicial pronouncements about what a given word or phrase means. In that genre, the leading American text is the 132-volume set of *Words and Phrases* (permanent edition updated yearly); the leading British text is the 3-volume *Stroud ‘s Judicial Dictionary* (6th ed. 2000).

Unsurprisingly, in their work as part-time lexicographers, judges frequently have occasion to consult the work of professional lexicographers. In § 6, we criticized an appellate judge for relying on a “nonscholarly” dictionary—the 1980 edition of the *Oxford American Dictionary* (see p. 75). In lexicographic circles, that book is known to have been hastily put together by two editors on short notice, and very much on the cheap. The main part of the dictionary runs to only 816 pages. The look and feel of the book do not impress the user as being scholarly. By *scholarly* we mean weighty. Not superficial. Chock-full of erudition. Later editions of that dictionary, by contrast, are better works of scholarship.

Consider an illuminating example of how an uncritical approach to dictionaries can mislead judges—an example akin to one we have already considered. Let us say that you are a judge called on to decide whether fighting cocks qualify as *poultry* under a recent statute that gives a tax deduction for any person who “rears poultry.” And assume, for the purposes of this hypothetical decision, that cockfighting is not illegal in your jurisdiction. You consult a dictionary for whatever light it might shine on this definitional issue. But which one? If you are linguistically naive, you might suppose that dictionaries are all...
basically the same. You have in your office five dictionaries of not-too-distant vintage whose definitions are as follows: • **1951**: “domestic fowls collectively, as chickens, turkeys, guinea fowls, ducks, and geese.”

- **1956**: “domestic fowls, generally or collectively, as hens, ducks, etc.”
- **1975**: “domestic fowls, as chickens, ducks, turkeys, and geese.”
- **1999**: “chickens, turkeys, ducks, and geese; domestic fowl.”
- **2003**: “domestic fowls collectively.”

You might be tempted to reason from these definitions that (1) fighting cocks are raised in pens and are not found in the wild—and to that extent are “domesticated”; (2) the definitions stress generality and collectiveness, so this type of fowl would seem to qualify; and (3) fighting cocks as a matter of fact are chickens, and chickens are explicitly mentioned in three of the five definitions.

And if you so reasoned, you would arrive at an incorrect result mainly because of the unreliable, rather threadbare definitions you have consulted.

The all-important element found in unabridged dictionaries—and even in the better desktop dictionaries—is that poultry is used for food. These definitions are much superior because they are fuller and more explanatory: • **1934**: “any domesticated birds which serve as a source of food, either eggs or meat.”

- **1971**: “domesticated birds kept for eggs or meat.”
- **1987**: “domesticated fowl collectively, esp. those valued for their meat and eggs, as chickens, turkeys, ducks, geese, and guinea fowl.”
- **1993**: “Domestic fowl; birds commonly reared for meat, eggs, or feathers in a yard, barn or other enclosure, as chickens, ducks, geese, turkeys, or guinea-fowl (usu. excluding game-birds, as pigeons, pheasants, etc.). Also, such birds as a source of food.”
- **2007**: “domestic fowls raised for meat or eggs; chickens, turkeys, ducks, geese, etc. collectively.”
- **2011**: “domesticated fowl, such as chickens, turkeys, ducks, or geese, raised for meat or eggs.”

Because these definitions give a much different view of the word’s scope, they would almost certainly prevent a judge from coming to the false conclusion that fighting cocks qualify as poultry.
Hence a comparative weighing of dictionaries is often necessary. In one case, the Supreme Court of the United States had to decide whether *modify* in a telecommunications statute meant “to change moderately” or “to change fundamentally.” The petitioners cited only a single dictionary supporting the fundamental-change sense—the notoriously permissive *Webster’s Third New International Dictionary* (1961)—when all the other cited dictionaries supported the moderate-change sense. The Court properly rejected the idea that the out-of-step definition created a genuine ambiguity.

But courts must take care in such analyses. Occasionally most dictionaries will define a word inadequately—without accounting for its semantic nuances as they may shift from context to context—and a given dictionary will improve on the others. When that is so, the more advanced semantic analysis will be preferable.

The primary principles to remember in using dictionaries are these: • A dictionary definition states the core meanings of a term. It cannot delineate the periphery.

• Because common words typically have more than one meaning, you must use the context in which a given word appears to determine its aptest, most likely sense.

• You must consult the prefatory material to understand the principles on which the dictionary has been assembled. The ordering of senses provides a classic example. Although many people assume that the first sense listed in a dictionary is the “main” sense, that is often quite untrue. Some dictionaries list senses from oldest in the language (putting obsolete or archaic senses first) to newest. Others list them according to current frequency. Using a dictionary know-ledgeably requires a close reading of the principles discussed at the outset.

• Dictionaries tend to lag behind linguistic realities—so a term now known to have first occurred in print in 1900 might not have made its way into a dictionary until 1950 or even 2000. If you are seeking to ascertain the meaning of a term in an 1819 statute, it is generally quite permissible to consult an 1828 dictionary.

• Historical dictionaries, such as *The Oxford English Dictionary* (20 vols.; 2d ed. 1989; updated online) or the out-of-print *Century Dictionary* (12 vols.; last revised 1914), are the most reliable sources for historical terms. But they are often least useful for very recent shifts in meaning.
Among contemporaneous-usage dictionaries—those that reflect meanings current at a given time—the following are the most useful and authoritative for the English language generally and for law. Note, however, that The Oxford English Dictionary is also useful for each period because it shows the historical development of word-senses.

1750–1800

**English Language**


**Law**


**English Language**


**Law**

Tomlins, *The Law-Dictionary*, 2 vols. (also in 1809 and 1820 editions)


**1851–1900**

**English Language**


**Law**


**English Language**


**Law**

**1901**: Walter A. Shumaker & George Foster Longsdorf, *The Cyclopedic*

1940: Bouvier’s Law Dictionary (William Edward Baldwin ed.) (or other editions during the period) 1951–2000

English Language


The Oxford English Dictionary (online edition) American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language

Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary

The New Oxford American Dictionary

The New Shorter Oxford English Dictionary

Webster’s New World College Dictionary

The Cambridge Guide to English Usage

Garner’s Modern American Usage

Law
Appendix B

A Glossary of Legal Interpretation

**absurdity doctrine:** The doctrine that a provision may be either disregarded or judicially corrected as an error (when the correction is textually simple) if failing to do so would result in a disposition that no reasonable person could approve (§ 37).

**ambiguity:** 1. An uncertainty of meaning based not on the scope of a word or phrase but on a semantic dichotomy that gives rise to any of two or more quite different but almost equally plausible interpretations. 2. Loosely, vagueness. • We adhere to sense 1 in this text.

**antiformalism:** An interpretive method that encourages a judge to consider nontextual sources such as purpose, legislative intent, and public policy, thereby giving the courts more discretion to make or create law.—*antiformalist*, n. Cf. formalism.

**application:** The process by which a decision-maker ascertains the legal category under which the facts at issue should be placed and hence the rule of law that is to govern them.

**artificial-person canon:** The doctrine that the word *person* includes corporations and other entities, but not the sovereign (§ 44).

**associated-words canon:** The doctrine that associated words bear on one another’s meaning (§ 31). See *noscitur a sociis*.

**bicameralism:** A system of government with two legislative or parliamentary chambers, both of which must pass a bill before it can become law.

**borrowed-statute doctrine:** The proposition that if a legislature enacts a statute copied (borrowed) from another jurisdiction, it also borrows the existing settled construction of the statute in the lending state. • We believe the proposition to be false (see § 54 [prior-construction canon]).

**canon of construction:** A principle that guides the interpreter of a text on some phase of the interpretive process.

**canon of imputed common-law meaning:** The doctrine that a statute that uses a common-law term, without defining it, adopts its common-law meaning (§ 53).

**casus male inclusus** (/kah-zəs mahl-ee in-kloo-səs/): A situation literally provided for by a legal text, but wrongly so in the judgeinterpreter’s eyes, because the provision’s literal application has unintended, undesirable, or even absurd consequences.

**casus omissus** (/kah-zəs oh-mis-əs/): A situation not provided for by a legal text. Pl. *casus omissi* (/kah-zəs oh-mis-ee/).

**clear-statement rule**: A doctrine holding that a legal instrument, esp. a statute, will not have some specified effect unless that result is unquestionably produced by the text. • Examples are the constitutional-doubt canon (§ 38), the presumption against retroactivity (§ 41), and the presumption against waiver of sovereign immunity (§ 46).

**conjunctive/disjunctive canon**: The doctrine that *and* joins a conjunctive list, *or* a disjunctive list—but with negatives, plurals, and various specific wordings there are nuances (§ 12).

**consequentialism**: An interpretive theory that assesses the rightness or wrongness of a judgeinterpreter’s reading according to its extratextual consequences. (See § 61.) **constitutional-avoidance rule**: The doctrine that a case should not be resolved by deciding a constitutional question if it can be resolved in some other fashion. • This rule of judicial procedure is not a canon of construction.

**constitutional-doubt canon**: The doctrine that a statute should be interpreted in a way that avoids placing its constitutionality in doubt (§ 38).

**construction**: 1. The act or process of interpreting or explaining the meaning of a legal text; the ascertainment of a document’s sense in accordance with established judicial standards. 2. According to some theorists, the judicial imputation of meaning where the text is silent. • In this treatise and in accordance with prevailing usage, we use *construction* in sense 1—essentially as a synonym of *interpretation*. See interpretation.

**purposive construction**: An interpretation that looks to the “evil” that the statute is trying to correct (i.e., the statute’s purpose, usually conceived broadly and apart from the limitations of the text).

**strict construction**: 1. A narrow, crabbed interpretation. 2. An interpretation
according to the literal meaning of the words, as contrasted with what
the words denote in context according to a fair reading.

contra proferentem rule (/ˈkɒn-trə prəh-fə-ren-təm/) [fr. Latin verba chartarum
fortius accipiuntur contra proferentem “the words of a writing are taken
more strongly against the person offering them”]: The doctrine that, in the
interpretation of private documents, doubts and ambiguities are to be
construed unfavorably to the drafter.

derogation canon: The old doctrine that statutes in derogation of the common
law are to be strictly construed. • The fair-reading method rejects this
document. (See § 52.) desuetude (des-wi-tyood): 1. The longtime
discontinuance of a practice or custom. 2. The civil-law doctrine that if a
statute or treaty is left unenforced long enough, it ceases to have legal effect
even though it has not been repealed. • This doctrine has no applicability in
common-law systems. (See § 57.) desuetude canon: The doctrine that a
statute is not repealed by nonuse or desuetude (§ 57).

distributive-phrasing canon: The doctrine that distributive phrasing applies
each expression to its appropriate referent (§ 33). • The Latin name for this
canon is reddendo singula singulis (/rədɛn-doh sɪŋ-gə-lə sɪŋ-gə-lees/),
meaning (freely translated) “by interpreting distributive terms as
distributive.” It is often shortened to reddendo singula.

eisegesis (/ˌi-ˈsə-je-səs/): The act of reading into a text one’s own desired
meaning.

ejusdem generis canon (/ˈjoʊs-dəm jə-nə-rıς/): The doctrine that where
general words follow an enumeration of two or more things, they apply
only to persons or things of the same general kind or class specifically
mentioned (§ 32). • The Latin phrase means “of the same kind or class.”

equity of the statute: The supposed fair application intended for an enactment,
as the interpreter’s paramount concern—allowing departures from the
statute’s literal words. • This statute-specific ally of purposivism arose in the
Middle Ages, mostly fell into disuse by the Renaissance, was thoroughly
rejected for most of the 19th century, and has made spasmodic comebacks
in American law since then. See purposivism.

exegesis (/ˈɛks-ə-je-səs/): The explanation of the meaning of a text through
close reading.

expressio unius est exclusio alterius (/ek-sprés-ee-oh əʊ-nee-əs est eks-kloo-
zee-oh ahl-tair-ee-əs/): The expression of one thing is the exclusion of another. (See § 10 [negative-implication canon].) extraterritoriality canon: The doctrine that a statute presumptively has no extraterritorial application (statuta suo clauduntur territorio, nec ultra territorium disponunt) (§ 43).

fair reading: The interpretation that would be given to a text by a reasonable reader, fully competent in the language, who seeks to understand what the text meant at its adoption, and who considers the purpose of the text but derives purpose from the words actually used.

fixed-meaning canon: The doctrine that words must be given the meaning they had when the text was adopted; originalism (§ 7). • “The ‘will of Congress’ we look to is not a will evolving from Session to Session, but a will expressed and fixed in a particular enactment.”

formalism: Decision-making on the basis of form rather than substance; specif., an interpretive method whereby the judge adheres to the words rather than pursuing the text’s unexpressed purposes (purposivism) or evaluating its consequences (consequentialism). • The term is often pejorative. The conclusive argument against a dismissive attitude toward formalism is that the rule of law is form—from the requirements for enacting law (majority of both houses, unless the President refuses to sign, in which case two-thirds) to the requirements for applying law (a properly constituted court that has jurisdiction and that follows the dictates of the statute).—formalist, n. Cf. antiformalism.

gender/number canon: The doctrine that in the absence of a contrary indication, the masculine includes the feminine (and vice versa) and the singular includes the plural (and vice versa) (§ 14).

generalia specialibus non derogant (/jən-ə-rah-lee-ə spesh-ee-ahlee-boos non der-oh-gahnt/): Things general do not restrict (or detract from) things special. (See § 28 [general/specific canon].) generalia verba sunt generaliter intelligenda (/jən-ə-rah-lee-ə varbə suunt jen-ə-rah-li-tər intel-ə-jen-da/): General words are to be understood in a general sense. (See § 9 [general-terms canon].) general/specific canon: The doctrine that if there is a conflict between a general provision and a specific provision, the specific provision prevails (generalia specialibus non derogant) (§ 28).

general-terms canon: The doctrine that general terms are to be given their general meaning (generalia verba sunt generaliter intelligenda) (§ 9).
grammar canon: The doctrine that words are to be given the meaning that proper grammar and usage would assign them (§ 17).

harmonious-reading canon: The doctrine that the provisions of a text should be interpreted in a way that renders them compatible, not contradictory (§ 27).

Heydon’s Case, rule in: see mischief rule.

imaginative reconstruction: An interpretive approach whereby the judge seeks to resolve a casus omittus (an omitted case) by putting himself in the place of the enacting legislature and trying to divine what the collective body would have wanted done. (See § 60.) inclusio unius est exclusio alterius: see expressio unius est exclusio alterius.

in pari materia (/in pahr-ee ma-tee-er-ee-a/) [Latin “in the same matter”]: On the same subject; relating to the same matter. • It is a canon of construction that statutes in pari materia should be construed together, so that ambiguities in one statute may be resolved by looking at another statute on the same subject (see § 39 [related-statutes canon]).

interpretation: 1. Properly, the ascertainment of a text’s meaning; specif., the determination of how a text most fittingly applies to particular facts. Cf. application. 2. Loosely, the imputation or creation of meaning that is absent from a text. • “Current legislative terminology, by implying a single concept of ‘statutory interpretation,’ tends to obscure the important difference between the finding of meaning, on the one hand, and the imputation of meaning or the judicial creation of law, on the other.”² In this treatise, we use interpretation in sense 1. See construction.

liberal interpretation: Broad interpretation of a text’s language beyond its permissible meanings, usually with the object of producing the result that the interpreter thinks desirable. (See § 64.) literal interpretation: An interpretation based strictly on the exact grammatical sense of unambiguous words.

purposive interpretation: 1. An interpretation that looks to the “evil” that the statute is trying to correct (i.e., the statute’s purpose). 2. See teleological interpretation.

spurious interpretation: An interpretation that makes, unmakes, or remakes meaning rather than discovering it. • According to Roscoe Pound, spurious interpretation “puts a meaning into the text as a juggler puts coins, or what not, into a dummy’s hair, to be pulled forth presently
strict interpretation: An interpretation according to the most narrow, literal meaning of the words without regard for context and other permissible meanings. (See § 62.) teleological interpretation: An interpretation arrived at through imaginative reconstruction (q.v.), whereby the judge attempts to read the text as he believes the drafter would have wished to phrase it in order to achieve the drafter’s desired end.

textual interpretation: An interpretation based purely on the words of a governing text, in their context, as the sole legitimate guides to meaning.

viperine interpretation: An interpretation that essentially destroys the text.

• Here is what Thomas Hobbes said in 1651 about the phenomenon (without actually using the phrase): “[B]y the craft of an Interpreter, the Law may be made to beare a sense, contrary to that of the Soveraign; by which means the Interpreter becomes the Legislator.”

interpretation principle: The doctrine that every application of a text to particular circumstances entails interpretation (§ 1).

interpretive-direction canon: The doctrine that definition sections and interpretation clauses are to be carefully followed (§ 36).

irreconcilability canon: The doctrine that if a text contains truly irreconcilable provisions at the same level of generality, and they have been simultaneously adopted, neither provision should be given effect (§ 29).

last-antecedent canon: The doctrine that a pronoun, relative pronoun, or demonstrative adjective generally refers to the nearest reasonable antecedent (§ 18). • Strictly speaking, “last antecedent” denotes a noun or noun phrase referred to by a pronoun or relative pronoun—since grammatically speaking, only pronouns are said to have antecedents. But in modern practice, and despite the misnomer, it is common to refer to the last-antecedent canon when what is actually meant is the nearest-reasonable-referent canon (§ 20).

legislative free-riding: A legislature’s passive reliance on the judiciary to ameliorate poor legal drafting by “interpreting” statutory provisions by means other than the fair-reading method, as by creating equitable exceptions to plainly worded mandates or by filling casus omisii with judicially fabricated gap-fillers.
**legislative history:** The proceedings leading to the enactment of a statute, including legislative hearings, committee reports, and floor debates. Cf. statutory history.

**legislative intent:** The design or plan that the enacting legislature had for the application of a statute to specific situations that might arise. • When this design or plan is not apparent from the text, it is a fictional intent that cannot be reliably ascertained.

**Living Constitutionalism:** The doctrine that a constitutional provision should be interpreted in light of the knowledge, needs, and mores existing at the time when the interpretive decision is rendered.—*Living Constitutionalist, n.*

**living-tree doctrine:** A Canadian doctrine of constitutional interpretation characterizing the constitution as a “living tree” capable of growth and expansion and mandating that it be given a “large and liberal interpretation.” • This doctrine, which is equivalent to Living Constitutionalism, was first announced in a 1930 decision of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council. It has no applicability to legislation and none whatsoever to American law.

**mandatory/permissive canon:** The doctrine that mandatory words impose a duty; permissive words grant discretion (§ 11).

**mens rea** (/menz ray-ə/): Evil intent, as traditionally required for statutes defining crimes or imposing penalties. • This traditional concept is often expressed but inconsistently applied and frequently ignored. As a reliable canon, we think it can apply only to offenses that are analogous to common-law crimes.

**mens rea canon:** The doctrine that a statute creating a criminal offense whose elements are similar to those of a common-law crime will be presumed to require a culpable state of mind (*mens rea*) in its commission (§ 50).

**mischief rule:** The interpretive doctrine that a statute should be interpreted by first identifying the problem (or “mischief”) that the statute was designed to remedy and then adopting a construction that will suppress the problem and advance the remedy. • This is a primarily British name for purposivism. The classic and most ancient statement of the rule occurred in *Heydon’s Case*:

> For the sure and true interpretation of all statutes in general (be they penal or beneficial, restrictive or enlarging of the common law) four
things are to be discerned and considered: first, what was the common law before the making of the act. Second, what was the mischief and defect for which the common law did not provide. Third, what remedy the Parliament hath resolved and appointed to cure the disease of the Commonwealth. And fourth, the true reason of the remedy; and then the office of all the judges is always to make such construction as shall suppress the mischief, and advance the remedy, and to suppress subtle inventions and evasions for continuance of the mischief, and pro privato commodo, and to add force and life to the cure and remedy, according to the true intent of the makers of the act, pro bono publico.

The prevailing scholarly view today is that the mischief rule represents “the last remnant of the equity of a statute.” See purposivism.

**nearest-reasonable-referent canon:** The doctrine that when the syntax involves something other than a parallel series of nouns or verbs, a prepositive or postpositive modifier normally applies only to the nearest reasonable referent (§ 20).

**negative-implication canon:** The doctrine that the expression of one thing implies the exclusion of others (expressio unius est exclusion alterius) (§ 10).

**nonentrenchment doctrine:** see repealability canon.

**nonoriginalism:** The view that a text need not be interpreted in accordance with its original meaning (that is, the understanding of informed readers at the time of its adoption), but rather may be given new meanings to accord with the times.

**no-recourse doctrine:** The traditional common-law rule barring recourse to legislative history as an aid in statutory interpretation. • The rule was first announced in the famous copyright case of Millar v. Taylor: “The sense and meaning of an Act of Parliament must be collected from what it says when passed into a law; and not from the history of changes it underwent in the house where it took its rise. That history is not known to the other house, or to the Sovereign.” The no-recourse rule was well accepted in 18th-century America. (See § 66.) **noscitur a sociis** (noh-shee-tər [or nos-ə-tər] ah soh-shee-is/): [Latin “it is known by its associates”] A canon of construction holding that the meaning of an unclear word or phrase, especially one in a list, should be determined by the words immediately surrounding it (§ 31 [associated-words canon]).
omitted-case canon: The doctrine that nothing is to be added to what the text states or reasonably implies (casus omissus pro omissum habendus est). That is, a matter not covered is to be treated as not covered (§ 8). See casus omissus.

ordinary meaning canon: The doctrine that words are to be understood in their ordinary, everyday meanings—unless the context indicates that they bear a technical sense (§ 6).

original intent: The subjective intention of the framers or ratifiers of a legal instrument, esp. a governmental text. • When it goes beyond what is apparent from the words of the text, original intent as applied to the product of a collective body almost always denotes a legal fiction, and when not that, an unascertainable reality.

originalism: 1. The doctrine that words are to be given the meaning they had when they were adopted; specif., the canon that a legal text should be interpreted through the historical ascertainment of the meaning that it would have conveyed to a fully informed observer at the time when the text first took effect. (See § 7 [fixed-meaning canon].) 2. The doctrine that a legal text should be interpreted to effect the intent of those who prepared it or gave it legal effect. • Sense 1 is our preferred use of the term: It is an objective test. Sense 2 embodies a subjective test.

original meaning: The understanding of a text, esp. an important text such as the Constitution, reflecting what an informed, reasonable member of the community would have understood at the time of adoption according to then-prevailing linguistic meanings and interpretive principles. (See § 7 [fixed-meaning canon].) penalty/illegality canon: The doctrine that a statute penalizing an act makes it unlawful (§ 48).

pending-action canon: The doctrine that when statutory law is altered during the pendency of a lawsuit, the courts at every level must apply the new law unless doing so would violate the presumption against retroactivity (§ 42).

plain-meaning rule: 1. The doctrine that if the text of a statute is unambiguous, it should be applied by its terms without recourse to policy arguments, legislative history, or any other matter extraneous to the text—unless this application leads to an absurdity. • Here is a classic 1929 statement of the rule by the Supreme Court of the United States: “[W]here the language of an enactment is clear, and construction according to its terms does not lead to absurd or impracticable consequences, the words employed are to be
taken as the final expression of the meaning intended.”  

The doctrine is essentially sound but largely unhelpful, since determining what is unambiguous is eminently debatable. 2. Loosely, the ordinary meaning canon. See ordinary meaning canon (§ 6).

**pragmatism:** An approach to statutory construction applying a “best policy” standard. • This approach is a relatively unstructured problem-solving process involving common sense, a respect for stare decisis, and a sense of social needs. Some commentators’ efforts to structure pragmatism by injecting a list of other considerations fail to provide certainty and objectivity as long as “best policy” remains a defining factor.

**preamble:** An introductory statement in a constitution, statute, or other document explaining the document’s basis and objective; esp., a statutory recital of the inconveniences for which the statute is designed to provide a remedy. (See § 34 [prefatory materials canon].) **predicate-act canon:** The doctrine that authorization of an act also authorizes a necessary predicate act (§ 30).

**prefatory materials canon:** The doctrine that a preamble, purpose clause, or recital is a permissible indicator of meaning (§ 34).

**presumption against federal preemption:** The doctrine that a federal statute is presumed to supplement rather than displace state law (§ 47).

**presumption against change in common law:** The doctrine that a statute will be construed to alter the common law only when that disposition is clear (§ 52).

**presumption against implied repeal:** The doctrine that repeals by implication are disfavored—very much disfavored—but a provision that flatly contradicts an earlier enacted provision repeals it (§ 55).

**presumption against implied right of action:** The doctrine that a statute’s mere prohibition of a certain act does not imply creation of a private right of action for its violation (§ 51).

**presumption against ineffectiveness:** The doctrine that a textually permissible interpretation that furthers rather than obstructs the document’s purpose should be favored (§ 4).

**presumption against retroactivity:** The doctrine that a statute presumptively has no retroactive application (§ 41).
**presumption against waiver of sovereign immunity:** The doctrine that a statute does not waive sovereign immunity—and a federal statute does not eliminate state sovereign immunity—unless that disposition is unequivocally clear (§ 46).

**presumption of consistent usage:** The doctrine that a word or phrase is presumed to bear the same meaning throughout a text; a material variation in terms suggests a variation in meaning (§ 25).

**presumption of nonexclusive “include”:** The doctrine that the verb to include introduces examples, not an exhaustive list (§ 15).

**presumption of validity:** The doctrine that an interpretation that validates outweighs one that invalidates (§ 5). See ut res magis valeat quam pereat.

**principle of interrelating canons:** The doctrine that no canon of interpretation is absolute. Each may be overcome by the strength of differing principles that point in other directions (§ 3).

**prior-construction canon:** The doctrine that if a statute uses words or phrases that have already received authoritative construction by the jurisdiction’s court of last resort, or even uniform construction by inferior courts or a responsible administrative agency, they are to be understood according to that construction (§ 54).

**proviso canon (/prə-vi-zoh/):** The doctrine that a proviso conditions only the principal matter that it qualifies—almost always the matter immediately preceding (§ 21).

**punctuation canon:** The doctrine that punctuation is a permissible indicator of meaning (§ 23).

**purpose clause:** A usu. prefatory or introductory clause that explains the reasons for the existence of a legal instrument. (See § 34.) **purposivism:** The doctrine that a drafter’s “purposes,” as perceived by the interpreter, are more important than the words that the drafter has used; specif., the idea that a judge-interpreter should seek an answer not in the words of the text but in its social, economic, and political objectives. • Broadly speaking, purposivism is synonymous with mischief rule. Cf. equity-of-the-statute.

**recital:** In a contract or deed, a preliminary statement showing that specified facts exist, or explaining the background of the transaction or the reasons for entering into it. (See § 34.) **reddendo singula singulis:** see distributive-phrasing canon.
reenactment canon: The doctrine that if the legislature amends or reenacts a provision other than by way of a consolidating statute or restyling project, a significant change in language is presumed to entail a change in meaning (§ 40).

related-statutes canon: The doctrine that statutes in pari materia are to be interpreted together, as though they were one law (§ 39).

remedial statute: Any statute other than a private bill. • This is a term redolent of doubt and uncertainty. Blackstone defined it as follows: “Remedial statutes are those which are made to supply such defects, and abridge such superfluities, in the common law, as arise either from the general imperfection of all human laws, from change of time and circumstances, from the mistakes and unadvised determinations of unlearned judges, or from any other cause whatsoever.” Even on Blackstone’s test, every statute is remedial—and every statute certainly remedies a problem. The term is unhelpful except as a means of invoking the incantation that “remedial statutes are to be liberally construed” and of thereby evading the fair reading of the text. (See § 64.) repealability canon: The doctrine that the legislature cannot derogate from its own authority or the authority of its successors (§ 45).

repealer: A legislative act that abrogates an earlier law.

repeal-of-repealer canon: The doctrine that the repeal or expiration of a repealing statute does not reinstate the original statute (§ 56).

rule in Heydon’s Case: see mischief rule.

rule of lenity: The doctrine that ambiguity in a statute defining a crime or imposing a penalty should be resolved in the defendant’s favor (§ 49).

rule of the last antecedent: see last-antecedent canon.

scope-of-subparts canon: The doctrine that material within an indented subpart relates only to that subpart; material contained in unindented text relates to all the following or preceding indented subparts (§ 22).

scrivener’s error: A drafter’s or typist’s technical error—such as transposing characters or omitting an obviously needed word— that can be rectified without serious doubt about the correct reading. (See § 37.) separation of powers: The division of governmental authority into three branches—legislative, executive, and judicial—each with specified duties on which neither of the other branches can rightfully encroach. • The first tentative
formulation of the proposition that this is the most desirable form of government appeared in John Locke’s *Two Treatises of Government* (1689) and was later elaborated more fully in Montesquieu’s *Spirit of Laws* (1748).

**series-qualifier canon:** The doctrine that when there is a straightforward, parallel construction that involves all nouns or verbs in a series, a prepositive or postpositive modifier normally applies to each item in the series (§ 19).

*statuta suo clauduntur territorio, nec ultra territorium disposunt:* see extraterritoriality canon.

**statutory history:** The enacted lineage of a statute, including prior laws, amendments, codifications, and repeals. Cf. legislative history.

**strict construction:** see construction.

**strict interpretation:** see interpretation.

**subordinating/superordinating canon:** The doctrine that subordinating language (signaled by *subject to*) or superordinating language (signaled by *notwithstanding* or *despite*) merely shows which provision prevails in the event of a clash—but does not necessarily denote a clash of provisions (§ 13).

**supremacy-of-text principle:** The doctrine that the words of a governing text are of paramount concern, and what they convey, in their context, is what the text means (§ 2).

**surplusage canon:** The doctrine that, if possible, every word and every provision is to be given effect (*verba cum effectu sunt accipienda*) (§ 26). According to this canon, “if a [textual] provision lends itself to two possible interpretations, and if one of those interpretations would make another provision in the [text] superfluous, then interpreters ordinarily should prefer the other interpretation.”

**technical-meaning exception:** The doctrine that the ordinarymeaning canon does not apply when a word or phrase that has acquired a specialized or peculiar meaning in a given context appears in that context. (See § 6 [ordinarymeaning canon].) **teleological interpretation:** see interpretation.

**textualism:** The doctrine that the words of a governing text are of paramount concern, and what they convey in their context is what the text means. —**textualist**, adj. & n.
**title-and-headings canon:** The doctrine that the title and headings are permissible indicators of meaning (§ 35).

**unintelligibility canon:** The doctrine that an incomprehensible text is inoperative (§ 16).

**ut res magis valeat quam pereat** (/ət [or oot] rays mah-jis vah-lee-aht kwam peer-ee-aht/): (Interpret the law, contract, etc.) So that the matter may have force rather than perish. (See § 5 [presumption of validity].) See presumption of validity.

**vagueness:** 1. Uncertain breadth of meaning. 2. Loosely, ambiguity.

**verba cum effectu sunt accipienda** (/vər-bə kəm ə-fek-too suunt aksipee-en-da/) [Latin]: Words must be taken so as to have effect (§ 26 [surplusage canon]).

**viperine interpretation:** see interpretation.

**whole-text canon:** The doctrine that the text must be construed as a whole (§ 24).
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Foreword

Frank H. Easterbrook

1 Chief Judge, United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit.


4 See Frank H. Easterbrook, Agreement Among the Justices: An Empirical Note, 1984 Supreme Court Rev. 389. Edelman, Klein & Lindquist show that the numbers have been stable since that analysis was conducted.

5 Frank B. Cross, Decision Making in the U.S. Courts of Appeals (2007) (finding a disagreement rate of about 6%).


7 Karl Llewellyn, one of the original legal realists, developed a similar proposition in The Common Law Tradition: Deciding Appeals (1960).


10 Although the origin of this phrase is lost to time, it states a goal common to this nation’s founding generation and those alive today.

Preface


2 See Daniel A. Farber, Statutory Interpretation and Legislative Supremacy, 78 Geo. L.J. 281, 298 (1989) (“Judges must not allow legislators to use statutes to strike poses, knowing that courts will bail them out later.”);
Felix Frankfurter, *A Symposium on Statutory Construction: Foreword*, 3 Vand. L. Rev. 365, 368 (1950) (“Judicial expansion of meaning beyond the limits indicated is reprehensible because it encourages slipshodness in draftsmanship and irresponsibility in legislation.”).

3 *See McCulloch v. Maryland*, 17 U.S. (4 Wheat.) 316, 414 (1819) (per Marshall, C.J.) (“Such is the character of human language, that no word conveys to the mind, in all situations, one single definite idea . . . ”). *See also* Richard A. Epstein, *Design for Liberty* 15 (2011) (“Hard cases are endemic to all legal regimes, no matter what their substantive commitments.”).


6 *See* U.S. Const. art. I, § 1 (“All legislative Powers herein granted shall be vested in a Congress of the United States”).

7 *See id.* art. III, § 1 (“The judicial Power of the United States, shall be vested in one supreme Court, and in such inferior Courts as the Congress may from time to time ordain and establish.”); Alexander Hamilton, *The Federalist*, No. 78 (“The interpretation of the laws is the proper and peculiar province of the courts.”).

**The Need for a Sound Approach**


2 Timothy Walker, *Introduction to American Law* 61 (Clement Bates ed., 10th ed. 1895) (codification in statutes makes our laws “more conformable to the theory of our government, which vests legislative
power in the legislature alone, and not in the judiciary”). See also Cass R. Sunstein, *Interpreting Statutes in the Regulatory State*, 103 Harv. L. Rev. 405, 415 (1989) (“According to the most prominent conception of the role of courts in statutory construction, judges are agents or servants of the legislature.”); Nicholas S. Zeppos, *Legislative History and the Interpretation of Statutes: Toward a Fact-Finding Model of Statutory Interpretation*, 76 Va. L. Rev. 1295, 1313 (1990) (“Traditional democratic theory suggests that the court interpreting a statute must act as the faithful agent of the legislature’s intent.”).


4 Id.

5 John M. Harlan, *The Evolution of a Judicial Philosophy: Selected Opinions and Papers of Justice John M. Harlan* 291 (1969). Cf. William Van Alstyne, “Clashing Visions of a ‘Living’ Constitution: Of Opportunists and Obligationists,” in *Cato Supreme Court Review 2010–2011* 13, 20 (2011) (“The more courts transform constitutional clauses without needing actual amendments to do so—that is, the more they do not require new text—the less necessary new text seems to be. But then exactly to the extent that courts do not require new text, neither may it be safe to provide it, for to the extent such text is provided to record a definite change, one may rightly be wary—merely reacting in tutored fear of the administration of that new text, given what the Court has previously presumed already to do.”).


7 See William Geldart, *Introduction to English Law* 9 (9th ed. 1984) (“[T]o say that a judge in deciding is ever doing anything analogous to legislation is really doing violence to the facts.”).


(criticizing the creation of three-prong tests that involve “substantial judgment call[s]” because they are “calculated to perpetuate give-it-a-try litigation”).

11 See Cass R. Sunstein, Interpreting Statutes in the Regulatory State, 103 Harv. L. Rev. 405, 442 (1989) (“When taken in their setting—in their context and culture—statutes are usually susceptible to only one plausible meaning.”).

12 See Cesare Beccaria, An Essay on Crimes and Punishments 25 (1793) (“The disorders that may arise from a rigorous observance of the letter of penal laws, are not to be compared with those produced by the [variable] interpretation of them.”).


17 The authors conducted this experiment at an American Bar Association function on 31 March 2011.

18 H. Wynn-Parry, Foreword to G. Granville Sharp & Brian Galpin,
Maxwell on the Interpretation of Statutes vi (10th ed. 1953).


The Prevailing Confusion


22 Felix Frankfurter, Some Reflections on the Reading of Statutes, 47 Colum. L. Rev. 527, 530 (1947).


25 Id.


28 Id. at 208–09.

29 143 U.S. 457 (1892) (per Brewer, J.).

30 Id. at 458.

31 Id. at 459. Cf. People ex rel. Attorney-General v. Utica Ins. Co., 15 Johns, 358, 381 (N.Y. 1818) (stating the mantra of two-fanged viperine interpretations: “A thing which is within the intention of the makers of a statute is as much within the statute as if it were within the letter; and a thing which is within the letter of the statute, is not within the statute, unless it be within the intention of the makers.”). For more on viperine interpretations, see p. 431.

33 *Id.* at 199 n.2; § 703(a) and (d) of Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act.

34 See John F. Manning, *Second-Generation Textualism*, 98 Cal. L. Rev. 1287, 1313 (2010) (opining that some Justices of the United States Supreme Court have “succeeded in dispatching *Holy Trinity* from the mainstream of the Court’s jurisprudence”).


36 *Id.* at 445.


41 *Garner’s Dictionary of Legal Usage* 210 (3d ed. 2011) (adding that “[a] nonlawyer might think that construction of statutes is the business of legislatures, since they construct (i.e., build) statutes; but construction in that phrase means ‘the process of construing,’ which is the business of the courts”).

42 See *id.* at 474. Francis Lieber, *Legal and Political Hermeneutics, or Principles of Interpretation and Construction in Law and Politics* 56 (1839) (defining construction, with absolutely no citation of authority, as “the drawing of conclusions respecting subjects that lie beyond the direct expression of the text, from elements known from and given in the text—conclusions which are in the spirit, though not within the letter of the text”).

of these words when applied to particular circumstances’); Keith E. Whittington, Constitutional Interpretation: Textual Meaning, Original Intent, and Judicial Review 7–11 (1999) (characterizing constitutional interpretation as “essentially legalistic” and constitutional construction as “essentially political”). Cf. Stanley Fish, Is There a Text in This Class? 327 (1980) (stating, in relation to literary criticism, that “[i]nterpretation is not the art of construing but the art of constructing,” adding: “Interpreters do not decode poems; they make them.”).


45 Id. at 5 (using, in chapter 1 alone, constitutional construction 17 times; construction 22 times; construe none at all; and construct 2 times).

46 Id. at 4.

47 Id. at 5.

48 Id. at 18.

**Textualism and Its Challengers**


52 See Learned Hand, “Proceedings in Commemoration of Fifty Years of
Federal Judicial Service,” 264 F.2d [introductory page] 28 (1959) (“[M]any sages . . . have spoken on [statutory construction], and I do not know that it has gotten us very much further.”).

53 But see Chisom v. Roemer, 501 U.S. 380, 383 (1991) (per Stevens, J.) (which begins not with the words of the statute but with its “central purpose”—a practice that one of us in dissent called “just backwards”—id. at 405).


57 Smith v. United States, 508 U.S. 223, 241–42 (1993) (Scalia, J., dissenting) (arguing that the ordinary meaning of using a gun or other instrumentality is using it for its intended purpose).


62 See Harris v. Commissioner, 178 F.2d 861, 864 (2d Cir. 1949) (per L. Hand, C.J.) (“It is always a dangerous business to fill in the text of a statute from its purposes.”).


64 See Max Radin, Statutory Interpretation, 43 Harv. L. Rev. 863, 876 (1930) (explaining that “nearly every end is a means to another end” and that, if one abstracts from a statute’s “immediate” purposes to its “ultimate” purposes, it becomes necessary to acknowledge that “the
avowed and ultimate purposes of all statutes, because of all law, are justice and security”).

65 Frank H. Easterbrook, What Does Legislative History Tell Us? 66 Chi.-Kent L. Rev. 441, 449 (1990). Cf. Larry A. Alexander, Painting Without the Numbers: Noninterpretive Judicial Review, 8 U. Dayton L. Rev. 447, 452 (1983) (“At some point as we ascend the ladder of generality of description and then descend again to apply the general norm to a specific, modern practice, we cross over the line from what they [the Framers] banned to what we would ban.”).


67 Petteys v. Butler, 367 F.2d 528, 538 (8th Cir. 1966) (Blackmun, J., dissenting).


71 See Reed Dickerson, Statutory Interpretation: Core Meaning and Marginal Uncertainty, 29 Mo. L. Rev. 1, 11 (1964) (“[W]here the immediate legislative purpose is clearly revealed by the pertinent statutory language read in proper context, its meaning is clear.”).

72 See, e.g., FCC v. NextWave Personal Communications Inc., 537 U.S. 293, 311, 313–15 (2003) (Breyer, J., dissenting) (stating that it is “dangerous . . . to rely exclusively upon the literal meaning of a statute’s words” and then proceeding to derive the statute’s purpose without reference to the dispositive text).


75 *Bluff v. Father Gray* (as quoted, fictitiously of course, in A.P. Herbert, *Uncommon Law* 313 (1935)).

76 *See* Antonin Scalia, *Originalism: The Lesser Evil*, 57 U. Cin. L. Rev. 849, 863 (1989) (“[T]he main danger in judicial interpretation . . . of any law . . . is that the judges will mistake their own predilections for the law.”).


81 *Id.* at 995.


85 Stanley Fish, *Intentional Neglect*, N.Y. Times, 19 July 2005, at A21. *See* Ronald Dworkin, *Justice for Hedgehogs* 145 (2011) (“It doesn’t help to say, as [Stanley] Fish does, that a poem is created by a reading and that there is therefore no text independent of a particular reading and
no reading independent of a particular reader.”); Christopher Ricks, “Stanley Fish: Is There a Text in This Class?” in Reviewery 192, 192 (2002) (noting that Fish’s self-described “‘stunning proposal for a new way of thinking about the way we read’ . . . would, if acted upon, lobotomise [critical thought]”).

86 Robert Benson, The Interpretation Game: How Judges and Lawyers Make the Law xiii (2008). See Jeffrey M. Shaman, Constitutional Interpretation 7 (2001) (“The meaning that the Supreme Court creates for the Constitution finds its predominant source in the personal beliefs and values of the individual justices who comprise the Court at any given time. . . . The justices often turn inward to find values that will provide meaning for the Constitution.”). See also (and much for the worse) Martin M. Shapiro, Judges as Liars, 17 Harv. J.L. & Pub. Pol’y 155, 156 (1994) (“Courts and judges always lie. Lying is in the nature of the judicial activity.”).

87 Felix Frankfurter, Mr. Justice Holmes and the Supreme Court 21 (2d ed. 1961).


89 Tushnet, Why the Constitution Matters at 7.

90 Id. at 8.

91 Id.

92 Id. at 17.


94 Unless the passage refers to clairvoyants, media is the proper term. See Garner’s Modern American Usage 531 (3d ed. 2009).

95 Wilkinson, Cosmic Constitutional Theory at 115.

Some Fundamental Issues

Holmes as saying, “Only a day or two ago, when counsel talked of the intention of the legislature, I was indiscreet enough to say I don’t care what their intention was. I only want to know what the words mean.”); *Holmes–Pollock Letters* 90 (Mark deWolfe Howe ed., 1961) (letter from Oliver Wendell Holmes to Frederick Pollock dated 9 Dec. 1898) (“We don’t care a damn for the meaning of the writer and . . . the only question is the meaning of the words . . .”); Oliver Wendell Holmes, *The Common Law* 309 (1881) (“The law has nothing to do with the actual state of the parties’ minds. In contract, as elsewhere, it must go by externals, and judge parties by their conduct.”); *Rickman v. Carstairs*, [1833] 5 B. & Ad. 651, 663, 110 E.R. 931, 936 (per Lord Denman) (“The question in this and other cases of construction of written instruments is, not what was the intention of the parties, but what is the meaning of the words they have used.”). *See also* R.W.M. Dias, *Jurisprudence* 237 (4th ed. 1976) (“[T]he amorphous composition of the legislative body compels a tribunal to address itself to what the enactment means, not what particular persons may have meant.”); Frederick A. Philbrick, *Language and the Law: The Semantics of Forensic English* 29 (1949) (stating that “the meaning of the writer is quite immaterial. The question is not what the writer meant, but what he conveyed to those who heard or read.”).

97 *See, e.g.*, Charles Fried, *Sonnet LXV and the “Black Ink” of the Framers’ Intention*, 100 Harv. L. Rev. 751, 759 (1987) (“[W]ords and text are chosen to embody intentions and thus replace inquiries into subjective mental states. . . . [T]he text is the intention of the authors or of the framers.”); G.W. Paton, *A Text-book of Jurisprudence* § 51, at 250 (G.W. Paton & David P. Derham eds., 4th ed. 1972) (“[T]he subjective intention of Parliament cannot be considered . . . ; the intent must be gathered from the statute itself.”); Alexander Hamilton, “Final Version of an Opinion on the Constitutionality of an Act to Establish a Bank” (1791), in 8 *The Papers of Alexander Hamilton* 97, 111 (Harold C. Syrett ed., 1965) (“[W]hatever may have been the intention of the framers of a constitution, or of a law, that intention is to be sought for in the instrument itself.”).

**Permissible Meanings**

98 *See E. Allan Farnsworth, “Some Considerations in the Drafting of Agreements,” in Drafting Contracts and Commercial Instruments* 145,
146–47 (1971) (“Ambiguity, properly defined, is distinct from vagueness. A word that may or may not be applicable to marginal objects is vague. But a word [that has] . . . two entirely different connotations [is ambiguous].”). See also Linda D. Jellum, Mastering Statutory Interpretation 70 (2008) (noting that although “ambiguity is not the same as generalness, . . . judges routinely say that language is ambiguous when it is merely vague, broad, or general”); Reed Dickerson, The Interpretation and Application of Statutes 48–49 (1975) (“Whereas ambiguity in its classical sense refers to equivocation, vagueness refers to the degree to which, independently of equivocation, language is uncertain in its respective applications to a number of particulars.”).


100 See W. David Slawson, Legislative History and the Need to Bring Statutory Interpretation Under the Rule of Law, 44 Stan. L. Rev. 383, 423 (1992) (“[A]mbiguities are almost always mistakes . . . . [V]agueness in statutory language is never, in itself, evidence of a mistake.”).

The “Fair Reading” Method

101 See I.A. Richards, Interpretation in Teaching viii (1938).


103 Frederick J. de Slovère, Textual Interpretation of Statutes, 11 N.Y.U. L.Q. Rev. 538, 541 (1934).


112 Justice System Improvement Act § 901(a)(18), 42 U.S.C. § 3791(a) (18).


115 Frederick J. de Slovoère, Textual Interpretation of Statutes, 11 N.Y.U. L.Q. Rev. 538, 543 (1934).

116 Id. at 547.

Scope and Organization of What Follows

117 Archibald Cox, Judge Learned Hand and the Interpretation of Statutes, 60 Harv. L. Rev. 370, 375–76 (1947).


119 E.g., Colbert v. District of Columbia Dep’t of Emp’t Servs., 933 A.2d 817, 822 (D.C. 2007) (deferring to the Department’s “reasonable” interpretation of a workers’-compensation statute); Mississippi Gaming Comm’n v. Imperial Palace of Miss., Inc., 751 So.2d 1025, 1029 (Miss. 1999) (deferring to the Commission’s interpretation of the Gaming Control Act).


The Flood-Control Case Resolved


127 James v. United States, 760 F.2d 590 (5th Cir. 1985) (en banc) (per Reavley, J.).


129 Id. at 605 (quoting American Stevedores, Inc. v. Porello, 330 U.S. 446, 450 (1947) (per Reed, J.).

130 Apart, that is, from the mention of legislative history. See § 66 of this treatise.


132 478 U.S. at 615–16 (internal citations omitted) (Stevens, J., dissenting, joined by Marshall and O’Connor, JJ.).

1. Interpretation Principle

Every application of a text to particular
circumstances entails interpretation.

1 E.g., Caminetti v. United States, 242 U.S. 470, 485 (1917) (per Day, J.) (“Where the language is plain and admits of no more than one meaning the duty of interpretation does not arise.”); Mautner v. Peralta, 263 Cal. Rptr. 535, 541 (Ct. App. 1989) (“Ambiguity ordinarily is a condition precedent to statutory interpretation.”); Sears, Roebuck & Co. v. Poling, 81 N.W.2d 462, 466 (Iowa 1957) (“Resort may be had to rules of construction only where the language of an instrument is of doubtful meaning.”); Gans v. Aetna Life Ins. Co., 108 N.E. 443, 444 (N.Y. 1915) (“Where the parties by their words have left no fair reason for doubt, there is no just or defensible excuse for construction.”).

2 Christopher Ricks, “Stanley Fish: Is There a Text in This Class?” in Reviewery 192, 196 (2002). See Frank E. Horack Jr., In the Name of Legislative Intention, 38 W. Va. L.Q. 119, 121 (1932) (“If a specific statute is applied to a specific case there must in every instance be interpretation.”).

3 See Cass R. Sunstein, The Partial Constitution 104 (1993) (“Interpretive principles are always at work. That is no embarrassment to constitutional law, or indeed to law itself, but instead an inevitable part of the exercise of reason in human affairs.”).


5 Frederick Pollock, A First Book of Jurisprudence for Students of the Common Law 226 (1896). Cf. 3 Roscoe Pound, Jurisprudence 469 (1959) (stating that “the facts having been found, judicial decision according to law involves (1) finding the legal precept to be applied, (2) interpreting the precept, (3) applying the precept to the cause”).


8 Id. at *3 (quoting Webster’s Third New International Dictionary 2002 (1961)).

9 Id. at *4.
2. Supremacy-of-Text Principle

The words of a governing text are of paramount concern, and what they convey, in their context, is what the text means.

1 Cf. Digest 32.69 pr. (Marcellus). Cf. also Unif. Statute & Rule Construction Act § 19 (1995) ("Primacy of Text. The text of a statute or rule is the primary, essential source of its meaning.").

3. Principle of Interrelating Canons

No canon of interpretation is absolute. Each may be overcome by the strength of differing principles that point in other directions.

1 Karl Llewellyn, Remarks on the Theory of Appellate Decision and the Rules or Canons About How Statutes Are to Be Construed, 3 Vand. L. Rev. 395, 401 (1950). Cf. Carleton Kemp Allen, Law in the Making 578 (7th ed. 1964) (echoing Llewellyn by saying that "[t]here is scarcely a rule of statutory interpretation, however orthodox, which is not qualified by large exceptions, some of which so nearly approach flat contradictions that the rule itself seems to totter on its base").

2 E.g., Llewellyn, 3 Vand. L. Rev. at 402 ("Where various states have already adopted the statute, the parent state is followed.").

3 E.g., id. at 401 ("To effect its purpose a statute may be implemented beyond its text . . ."); id. at 402 ("Courts have the power to inquire into real—as distinct from ostensible—purpose."); id. at 404 ("The letter is only the ‘bark.’ Whatever is within the reason of the law is within the law itself.").

4 E.g., id. at 404 (citing the canon that “The same language used repeatedly in the same connection is presumed to bear the same meaning throughout the statute” [presumption of consistent usage (§ 25)], which is said to be contradicted by the proposition that “This presumption will be disregarded where it is necessary to assign different meanings to make the statute consistent” (an expression of the canon that provisions of documents are to be interpreted to be consistent rather than contradictory [harmonious-reading canon (§


7 *Id.* at 816.


13 Joel Prentiss Bishop, *Commentaries on the Written Laws and Their Interpretation* § 2, at 3 (1882).

4. Presumption Against Ineffectiveness

A textually permissible interpretation that furthers rather than obstructs the document’s purpose should be favored.

1 See Dudley Cammett Lunt, *The Road to the Law* 187 (1932).


4 22 U.S. (9 Wheat.) 381 (1824) (per Thompson, J.).

5 1 Stat. 347, § 1.

6 Id.

7 22 U.S. at 390.

8 Id. at 389.


10 Act of March 8th 1872, § 3, P. L. 264.

11 102 Pa. at 196.

12 Id.

5. Presumption of Validity

An interpretation that validates outweighs one that invalidates (*ut res magis valeat quam pereat*).

6. Ordinary-Meaning Canon

Words are to be understood in their ordinary, everyday meanings—unless the context indicates that they bear a technical sense.

1 See, e.g., James Kent, *Commentaries on American Law* 432 (1826) (“The words of a statute are to be taken in their natural and ordinary signification and import; and if technical words are used, they are to be taken in a technical sense.”); Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 1861 (“The terms of a writing are presumed to have been used in their primary and general acceptation . . .”).


3 See John J. DeBoer, Walter V. Kaulfers & Helen Rand Miller, *Teaching Secondary English* 133 (1951) (“the little word run, with its compounds, has 800 meanings, from home run to run on a bank or run in a stocking”).


5 See, e.g., Stanley Fish, *There Is No Textualist Position*, 42 San Diego L. Rev. 629, 633 (2005) (arguing that there is no such thing as plain meaning). See also Steven L. Winter, *Indeterminacy and Incommensurability in Constitutional Law*, 78 Cal. L. Rev. 1441, 1468 (1990) (criticizing California Supreme Court’s preference for plain-meaning arguments because “there is no such thing as ‘plain
meaning”).


9 962 A.2d at 1166–67 (citing Webster’s Third New International Dictionary 1184 (1961; repr. 1984) (noting that into typically follows “a verb that carries the idea of motion . . . to indicate a place or thing . . . enterable or penetrable by or as if by a movement from the outside to the interior part”); Webster’s New World Dictionary 738 (2d ed. 1984) (noting that into describes action “from the outside to the inside of; toward and within”)). See also Garner’s Modern American Usage 450 (3d ed. 2009) (stating that “into denotes movement. Thus, a person who swims . . . into the ocean is moving from, say, the mouth of a river.”); 8 Oxford English Dictionary 9 (2d ed. 1989) (giving the “general sense” of into as “expressing motion from without to a point within limits of space, time, condition, circumstance, etc.”).

10 State ex rel. Miller v. Claiborne, 505 P.2d 732, 733 (Kan. 1973) (noting that the cruelty-to-animals-statute had traditionally applied only to four-legged animals).


12 Knox, 425 N.E.2d at 396 (quoting Commonwealth v. Turner, 14 N.E. 130, 132 (Mass. 1887)).

13 Hugo Grotius, The Rights of War and Peace 177 (1625; A.C. Campbell trans., 1901).

14 Felix Frankfurter, Some Reflections on the Reading of Statutes, 47 Colum. L. Rev. 527, 537 (1947).

15 129 So.2d 796 (La. 1961).


17 129 So.2d at 798.

18 Wis. Stat. § 946.65.

21 Tex. R. App. P. 60(b).
22 See 901 S.W.2d at 492.
24 901 S.W.2d at 495.

7. Fixed-Meaning Canon

Words must be given the meaning they had when the text was adopted.

1 See James Bradstreet Greenough & George Lyman Kittredge, Words and Their Ways in English Speech 234–61 (1901). See also Charles Barber, Linguistic Change in Present-Day English 109 (1964); E.H. Sturtevant, Linguistic Change: An Introduction to the Historical Study of Language 85 (1917).

2 E.g., Anton Friedrich Justus Thibaut, An Introduction to the Study of Jurisprudence 45 (Nathaniel Lindley trans., 1855) (“If the meaning of a word has changed in different times, that meaning is to be preferred which was common when the law, in which the word is found, was promulgated.”); Thomas M. Cooley, A Treatise on the Constitutional Limitations Which Rest upon the Legislative Power of the States of the American Union 59 (1868) (“We cannot understand [constitutional] provisions unless we understand their history.”); Reed Dickerson, Statutes and Constitutions in an Age of Common Law, 48 U. Pitt. L. Rev. 773, 779–80 (1987) (noting that “[t]he textual integrity of a constitutionally authorized statute can only be preserved by adhering

3 James I, 7th Parl., cap. 107 (1427) (Glendook ed.) (repealed by the Statute Law Revision (Scotland) Act of 1906, § 1 & schedule).

4 Id.

5 *A Discourse upon the Exposicion and Understandinge of Statute with Sir Thomas Egerton’s Additions* 141 (ca. 1565; repr. 1942).


7 John Locke, *An Essay Concerning Human Understanding* 133 (1801) (“Words are the marks of . . . the speaker: nor can anyone apply them, as marks, . . . to anything else but the ideas that [the speaker] hath.”).


9 Id.

10 Id. For the views of a Continental contemporary of Blackstone, see Cesare Beccaria, *An Essay on Crimes and Punishments* 25 (1793) (“When the code of laws is once fixed, it should be observed in the literal sense, and nothing more is left to the judge than to determine, whether an action be, or be not, conformable to the written law.”) (emphasis added).

11 Letter from James Madison to C.E. Haynes, 25 Feb. 1821 (repr. 9 *The Writings of James Madison* 443 (Gaillard Hunt ed., 1910)).

12 2 Daniel Webster, *The Works of Daniel Webster* 164 (1851).


drafters. Law means rules.”); Randal N.M. Graham, A Unified Theory of Statutory Interpretation, 23 Statute L. Rev. 91, 95 (2002) (“[O]riginalism has become so deeply ingrained in Anglo-Canadian law that one would be hard pressed to find a decision in which the courts did not at least purport to employ originalist construction as the principal means of resolving interpretative problems.”).


17 See Randal N.M. Graham, What Judges Want: Judicial Self-Interest and Statutory Interpretation, 30 Statute L. Rev. 38, 38 (2009) (“In the eyes of postmodern theorists, words have no ‘essential’ meanings; instead, words are constantly shifting variables . . .”). See also Erwin Chemerinsky, Constitutional Law: Principles and Policies 25 (2011) (stating the nonoriginalist position as being that “the framers probably did not intend that their intent would govern later interpretations of the Constitution.”); T. Alexander Aleinikoff, Updating Statutory Interpretation, 87 Mich. L. Rev. 20, 49, 58 (1988) (suggesting that judges should interpret old legal texts as if they were adopted yesterday, rather than trying to ascertain meaning as of the date of adoption).


20 Patrick Devlin, The Judge 17 (1979). See Edward H. Levi, An Introduction to Legal Reasoning 33 (1949) (“It often appears that the only hope lies with the courts. Yet the democratic process seems to require that controversial changes should be made by the legislative body.”). See also Antonin Scalia, A Matter of Interpretation: Federal Courts and the Law 135–36 (1997) (“To guarantee that the freedom of speech will be no less than it is today is to guarantee something
permanent; to guarantee that it will be no less than the aspirations of the future is to guarantee nothing at all.”); Gary L. McDowell, Introduction to Politics and the Constitution: The Nature and Extent of Interpretation vii, xi (1990) (“[T]o change the Constitution’s meaning through interpretation is to change our politics.”).

24 See Woodson v. North Carolina, 428 U.S. 280, 289 (1976) (Stewart, J., plurality opinion) (“At the time the Eighth Amendment was adopted in 1791, the States uniformly followed the common-law practice of making death the exclusive and mandatory sentence for certain specified offenses.”).
27 Id. at 606–08.
31 Lon L. Fuller, American Legal Realism, 82 U. Pa. L. Rev. 429, 445–46 (1934).
33 Id. at 985–86.
36 Id. at 40. Cf. Minnesota v. Dickerson, 508 U.S. 366, 379, 382 (1993) (Scalia, J., concurring) (“[E]ven if a ‘frisk ’ prior to arrest would have been considered impermissible in 1791, perhaps . . . it is only since that time that concealed weapons capable of harming the interrogator quickly and from beyond arm’s reach have become common—which might alter the judgment of what is ‘reasonable’ under the original standard.”).
37 See United States v. Jones, 132 S.Ct. 945, 949 (2012) (per Scalia, J.) (attachment of GPS tracking device to an individual’s vehicle constituted a search within the meaning of the Fourth Amendment).
38 See infra pp. 411–14.
40 163 U.S. 537, 552 (1896) (Harlan, J., dissenting).
42 Lawrence M. Solan, The Language of Statutes: Laws and Their Interpretation 131 (2010).
43 150 N.E. 290 (Ill. 1925).
44 Illinois Jury Commissioners’ Act, 1887 (amended 1899) (as quoted in id. at 291).
47 New York City Rent & Eviction Regs., 9 N.Y.C.R.R. § 2204.6(d).

48 543 N.E.2d at 54.

49 Id. at 58 (Simons, J., dissenting).


51 Id. at 91 (internal citation omitted).

52 Id. at 96.

53 Id. at 92.

54 Id.

55 See § 67.


8. Omitted-Case Canon

Nothing is to be added to what the text states or reasonably implies (casus omissus pro omissa habendus est). That is, a matter not covered is to be treated as not covered.

1 See Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 1858 (“In the construction of a statute or instrument, the office of the Judge is simply to ascertain and declare what is in terms or in substance contained therein, not to insert what has been omitted . . .”); Cal. Civ. Code § 3530 (“That which does not appear to exist is to be regarded as if it did not exist.”). See also Simmons v. Arnim, 220 S.W. 66, 70 (Tex. 1920) (“Courts must take statutes as they find them. . . . They are not the lawmaking body. They are not responsible for omissions in legislation.”); R.W.M. Dias, Jurisprudence 232 (4th ed. 1976) (“A judge may not add words that are not in the statute, save only by way of necessary implication.”).

3 *Petteys v. Butler*, 367 F.2d 528, 538 (8th Cir. 1966) (Blackmun, J., dissenting).


6 See *Jones v. Smart*, [1785] 1 Term Rep. 44, 52 (per Buller, J.) (“[W]e are bound to take the act of parliament, as they have made it: a casus omissus can in no case be supplied by a Court of Law, for that would be to make laws.”) (emphasis added); *MacMillan v. Director, Div. of Taxation*, 434 A.2d 620, 621 (N.J. Super. Ct. App. Div. 1981) (“We certainly may not supply a provision no matter how confident we are of what the Legislature would do if it were to reconsider today.”). See also Frank H. Easterbrook, *Statutes’ Domains*, 50 U. Chi. L. Rev. 533, 548 (1983) (“Judicial interpolation of legislative gaps would be questionable even if judges could ascertain with certainty how the legislature would have acted. Every legislative body’s power is limited by a number of checks . . . . The foremost of these checks is time . . . . The unaddressed problem is handled by a new legislature with new instructions from the voters.”).

7 *Ebert v. Poston*, 266 U.S. 548, 554 (1925) (per Brandeis, J.).


9 15 A.3d 798 (Md. 2011).


11 15 A.3d at 808.


that the court should fill gaps by using moral skills and that “within the admitted boundaries of their lawmaking powers courts act and should act just as legislators do, namely, they should adopt those rules which they judge best”).


17 See § 30 (predicate-act canon).


21 Id. § 176.05(1) & (2).

22 944 N.E. 2d at 1139.


28 Black’s Law Dictionary 1856 (9th ed. 2009) (translating the maxim “no one can gain advantage by his own wrong”); Herbert Broom, A
Selection of Legal Maxims 233 (Joseph Gerald Pease & Herbert Chitty eds., 8th ed. 1911) (stating that “this maxim, which is based on elementary principles, is fully recognized in Courts of law and of equity, and, indeed, admits of illustration from every branch of legal procedure”); Thomas Branch, Principia Legis et Aequitatis: Being an Alphabetical Collection of Maxims, Principles or Rules, Definitions, and Memorable Sayings, in Law and Equity 140 (1824); 2 Edward Coke, The First Part of the Institutes of the Laws of England, or a Commentary upon Littleton § 222, at 148b (1628; 14th ed. 1791) (“it is a maxime of law, that no man shall take advantage of his owne wrong”).

29 Riggs v. Palmer, 22 N.E. 188, 189–90 (N.Y. 1889). See Van Alstyne v. Tuffy, 169 N.Y.S. 173, 175 (Sup. Ct. 1918) (“[W]here the natural and direct consequence of a criminal act is to vest property in the criminal, whether he be a thief or a murderer, the thought of his being allowed to enjoy it is too abhorrent for the courts of this state, or of the United States, to countenance . . .”); Perry v. Strawbridge, 108 S.W. 641, 642 (Mo. 1908) (“Can it be said that one, by high-handed murder, can not only make himself an heir in fact, when he had but a mere expectancy before, but further shall enjoy the fruits of his own crime? To us this seems abhorrent to all reason, and reason is the better element of the law.”).


31 Owens v. Owens, 6 S.E. 794, 794–95 (N.C. 1888) (wife convicted as accessory in husband’s murder retains her right to dower); Deem v. Millikin, 6 Ohio C.C. 357, 358 (Ct. App. 1892) (same), aff’d, 44 N.E. 1134 (Ohio 1895); Shellenberger v. Ransom, 59 N.W. 935, 941 (Neb. 1894) (that an intestate is murdered by an heir apparent does not affect plain statutory language that automatically vests title in that heir); In re Carpenter’s Estate, 32 A. 637, 637 (Pa. 1895) (no statute provided that slayers of parent and husband would forfeit inheriting victim’s estate); Long v. Kuhn (In re Kuhn’s Estate), 101 N.W. 151, 152 (Iowa 1904) (murderer-widow not statutorily barred from taking share of husband’s estate); McAllister v. Fair, 84 P. 112, 112–13 (Kan. 1906) (husband who murdered his wife could inherit from her because statute’s plain language that a husband inherit his wife’s estate contained no exception for criminal conduct); Eversole v. Eversole,


9. General-Terms Canon

General terms are to be given their general meaning (generalia verba sunt generaliter intelligenda).


2 83 U.S. (16 Wall.) 36 (1872) (per Miller, J.).

3 Id. at 72. But see id. at 81 (“We doubt very much whether any action of a State not directed by way of discrimination against the negroes as a class, or on account of their race, will ever be held to come within the purview of [the Equal Protection Clause]. It is so clearly a provision for that race and that emergency, that a strong case would be necessary for its application to any other.”).


5 United States v. South Half of Lot 7 & Lot 8, Block 14, Kountze’s 3rd Addition to the City of Omaha, 910 F.2d 488 (8th Cir. 1990) (en banc).


7 See 910 F.2d at 491 (Heaney, J., dissenting).


10 523 U.S. at 79.
10. Negative-Implication Canon

The expression of one thing implies the exclusion of others (expressio unius est exclusio alterius).

1 See, e.g., Roland Burrows, Interpretation of Documents 67 (1943); Henry Campbell Black, Handbook on the Construction and Interpretation of the Laws 219 (2d ed. 1911).

2 Reed Dickerson, The Interpretation and Application of Statutes 234 (1975).


5 See, e.g., Hartford Underwriters Ins. Co. v. Union Planters Bank, 530 U.S. 1 (2000) (per Scalia, J.) (holding that a statute expressly granting a bankruptcy trustee a right to recover does not also impliedly give an administrative claimant a right to recover).

of 1986).


10 Id. at 168, 178–79.


12 Allred v. Webb, 641 So.2d 1218 (Miss. 1994).


17 Id., § 2516(1).

18 416 U.S. at 514.

11. Mandatory/Permissive Canon Mandatory words impose a duty; permissive words grant discretion.

1 Black’s Law Dictionary 1499 (9th ed. 2009). See Nora Rotter Tillman & Seth Barrett Tillman, A Fragment on Shall and May, 50 Am. J. Legal Hist. 453 (2010) (focusing on the historical usage of shall and may with emphasis on legal contexts); Dale E. Sutton, Use of “Shall” in Statutes, 4 John Marshall L.Q. 204, 204, 208 (1938–1939) (noting that shall “has too many meanings to make its unnecessary use safe” and that “[m]any valuable hours and needless paragraphs have been wasted on this word by courts”).

2 West Wis. Ry. v. Foley, 94 U.S. 100, 103 (1876) (per Waite, C.J.).

3 Railroad Co. v. Hecht, 95 U.S. 168, 170 (1877) (per Waite, C.J.).


12. Conjunctive/Disjunctive Canon And joins a conjunctive list, or a disjunctive list—but with negatives, plurals, and various specific wordings there are nuances.

1 U.S. Const. amend. VIII (“Excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted.”).

2 See Harmelin v. Michigan, 501 U.S. 957, 967 (1991) (Scalia, J., plurality opinion) (“As a textual matter . . . a disproportionate punishment can perhaps always be considered ‘cruel,’ but it will not always be (as the text also requires) ‘unusual.’”). See also Meghan J. Ryan, Does the Eighth Amendment Punishments Clause Prohibit Only Punishments That Are Both Cruel and Unusual? 87 Wash. U. L. Rev. 567, 605 (2010) (“[F]or the ‘and’ to have meaning, the Clause must be interpreted as prohibiting only punishments that are both cruel and unusual.”).

3 U.S. Const. art. I, § 8, cl. 18 (“To make all Laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into Execution the foregoing Powers, and all other Powers vested by this Constitution in the Government of the United States, or in any Department or Officer thereof.”). See Gary Lawson & Patricia B. Granger, The “Proper” Scope of Federal Power: A Jurisdictional Interpretation of the Sweeping Clause, 43 Duke L.J. 267, 275 (1993) (“The [Necessary and Proper Clause] specifies that any laws enacted under its authority must be both necessary and proper—in the conjunctive.”).


6 See id. at 818.

7 428 F.3d 583 (6th Cir. 2005).


9 428 F.3d at 588–89.


11 Id. § 881(a)(4)(C) (emphasis added).


13 Id. at 813.

14 Id. at 814.

15 See id. at 815 n.19.


17 1957 Wyo. Sess. Laws § 1-710.2.

18 550 P.2d at 485 (citations omitted).

19 Id. (citations omitted).

20 See, e.g., Garner’s Dictionary of Legal Usage 57–58 (3d ed. 2011); E.L. Piesse, The Elements of Drafting 85 (J.K. Aitken & Peter Butt eds., 10th ed. 2004) (“And/or is best discarded. It does not significantly improve brevity and it sometimes makes a passage harder to follow.”); Garner, Legal Writing in Plain English 112–13 (2001) (“Replace and/or wherever it appears.”); Dwight G. McCarty, That Hybrid “and/or,” 39 Mich. B.J. 9, 17 (1960) (“[T]he only safe rule to follow is not to use the expression in any legal writing, document, or proceeding, under any circumstance.”); E.A. Driedger, The Composition of Legislation 79 (1957) (“If or is used, no one would seriously urge that if one enumerated duty or power is performed or exercised, the remainder vanish; and if and is used, no one would say that an enumerated duty or power cannot be exercised except simultaneously with all the others.”). For an amusing essay on and/or, see R.E. Megarry, A New Miscellany-at-Law 223 (2005).

21 Local Div. 589, Amalgamated Transit Union v. Massachusetts, 666 F.2d 618, 627 (1st Cir. 1981) (per Breyer, J.) (“the words ‘and/or’
commonly mean ‘the one or the other or both’

13. Subordinating/Superordinating Canon Subordinating language
(sighed by subject
to) or superordinating language (sighed by
notwithstanding or despite) merely shows which
provision prevails in the event of a clash—but does
not necessarily denote a clash of provisions.

1 995 S.W.2d 411 (Mo. 1999).
2 Mo. Const. art. XIII, § 3.8.
3 995 S.W.2d at 418.
6 Id. § 18.2-53.1.
7 507 S.E.2d at 629.

14. Gender/Number Canon In the absence of a contrary indication, the
masculine
includes the feminine (and vice versa) and the
singular includes the plural (and vice versa).

1 See, e.g., 1 Noah Webster, An American Dictionary of the English
Language (1828) (s.v. he (4)) (“He, when a substitute for man in its
general sense, expressing mankind, is of common gender, representing,
like its antecedent, the whole human race.”); Peter Bullions, The
Principles of English Grammar (13th ed. 1845) (“[T]he masculine
term has also a general meaning, expressing both male and female, and
is always to be used when the office, occupation, profession, etc., and
not the sex of the individual, is chiefly to be expressed.”).

2 For your authors’ differing views on this subject, see Making Your Case:

3 See Alaska Stat. § 01.10.050(c) (2008) (“Words of any gender may, when
the sense so indicates, refer to any other gender.”); Ariz. Rev. Stat.
Ann. § 1-214(D) (1973) (“Words of the feminine gender include the
masculine and the neuter.”); Colo. Rev. Stat. § 2-4-103 (2009)
(“[E]very word importing the feminine gender only may extend to and
be applied to males and things as well as females.”); Conn. Gen. Stat. § 1-1(g) (1974) (“Words importing the masculine gender may be applied to females and words importing the feminine gender may be applied to males.”); Nev. Rev. Stat. § 0.030(2) (2009) (“The use of a feminine noun or pronoun in conferring a benefit or imposing a duty does not exclude a male person from that benefit or duty.”); S.D. Codified Laws § 2-14-5 (2004) (“Words used in the masculine gender include the feminine and neuter. Words used in the feminine gender include the masculine and neuter.”).


15. Presumption of Nonexclusive “Include”

The verb to include introduces examples, not an exhaustive list.

1 See, e.g., The Random House Dictionary of the English Language 967 (2d ed. 1987) (“To include is to contain as a part or member, or among the parts and members, of a whole: The list includes many new names. . . . To comprise is to consist of, as the various parts serving to make up the whole: This genus comprises 50 species.”); H.W. Fowler, A Dictionary of Modern English Usage 275 (Ernest Gowers ed., 2d ed. 1965) (“With include, there is no presumption . . . that all or even most of the components are mentioned; with comprise, the whole of them are understood to be in the list.”); Theodore M. Bernstein, The Careful Writer: A Modern Guide to English Usage 228 (1965) (“The word include . . . usually suggests that the component items are not being mentioned in their entirety. If all [the component items] are being mentioned, it would be better to write . . . ‘were’; or, if there is an irresistible urge for a fancy word, to use comprised.”); Bergen Evans & Cornelia Evans, A Dictionary of Contemporary American Usage
110–11 (1957) (“It is better to use comprise when all of the constituent parts are enumerated or referred to and to use include when only some of them are.”).

2 See, e.g., Federal Land Bank of St. Paul v. Bismarck Lumber Co., 314 U.S. 95, 100 (1941) (per Murphy, J.) (“the term ‘including’ is not one of all-embracing definition, but connotes simply an illustrative application of the general principle”); United States v. Philip Morris USA Inc., 566 F.3d 1095, 1115 (D.C. Cir. 2009) (explaining that including indicates a nonexhaustive list but that “adding ‘but not limited to’ helps to emphasize the nonexhaustive nature”); Richardson v. National City Bank of Evansville, 141 F.3d 1228, 1232 (7th Cir. 1998) (for purposes of interpreting administrative regulations, include is a term of illustration, not limitation).

3 See, e.g., Tex. Gov’t Code Ann. § 311.005(13) (West 1989) (“‘Includes’ and ‘including’ are terms of enlargement and not of limitation or exclusive enumeration, and use of the terms does not create a presumption that components not expressed are excluded.”).


5 See Vehicular Techs. Corp. v. Titan Wheel Int’l, Inc., 212 F.3d 1377, 1382–83 (Fed. Cir. 2000) (“The phrase consisting of is a term of art in patent law signifying restriction and exclusion, while, in contrast, the term comprising indicates an open-ended construction. . . . In simple terms, a drafter uses the phrase consisting of to mean ‘I claim what follows and nothing else.’ A drafter uses the term comprising to mean ‘I claim at least what follows and potentially more.’”) (emphasis added); Genentech, Inc. v. Chiron Corp., 112 F.3d 495, 501 (Fed. Cir. 1997) (“Comprising is a term of art used in claim language which means that the named elements are essential, but other elements may be added and still form a construct within the scope of the claim.”) (emphasis added); Parmelee Pharm. Co. v. Zink, 285 F.2d 465, 469 (8th Cir. 1961) (“The word comprising in the patent law is an open-ended word and one of enlargement and not of restriction. . . . In contrast, the word consisting is one of restriction and exclusion.”) (emphasis added).

16. Unintelligibility Canon
An unintelligible text is inoperative.


3 *Id.* at 551.

4 *See Covalt v. Carey Can., Inc.*, 860 F.2d 1434, 1438–39 (7th Cir. 1988) (per Easterbrook, J.) (stating that the universal principle in federal court is to reject testimony by members of the enacting legislature but noting that California courts, unfortunately, have occasionally permitted state legislators to testify about their understanding of a bill); Lord Macmillan, *Law and Other Things* 163 (1938) (“[O]ne of the cardinal rules is that you must not ask the person who used a particular word what he meant by it.”).

5 91 N.C. at 552.

6 *Id.* at 554.

7 *Act of November 1st, 1871* (Pamphlet Acts, p. 17).


11 448 U.S. at 681 (Rehnquist, J., concurring).


17. Grammar Canon

Words are to be given the meaning that proper grammar and usage would assign them.

1 *See, e.g.*, Jeremy Bentham, “Nomography,” in 3 *The Works of Jeremy Bentham* 231, 242–43 (John Bowring ed., 1843) (“In the examination of one statute, I have found a multitude of such gross palpable
grammatical errors, as scarcely any schoolboy, who had made his way to the upper form of any school in which no language was taught besides English, would see himself convicted of without shame.”).


6 For more on this example, see Bryan A. Garner, How a “That–Which” Editorial Decision Changed U.S. History, 37 Student Law. 10 (May 2009).

7 Theodore M. Bernstein, The Careful Writer 444 (1965) (“That is better used to introduce a limiting or defining clause, which to introduce a nondefining or parenthetical clause.”); John F. Genung, Outlines of Rhetoric 94–95 (1894) (“There are many cases where, for the sake of euphony or clearness, ... which has to be used though the meaning is restrictive. Such cases ought to be studied; and wherever that will go smoothly, use it. Do not be so careless in this respect as some writers are.”); Richard Dublin, A Selection of English Synonyms 21 (rev. ed. 1860) (“Which is used in speaking of a class generally, and that when we mean to designate any particular individual of that class.”).

8 H.W. Fowler, A Dictionary of Modern English Usage 635 (1926).


18. Last-Antecedent Canon

A pronoun, relative pronoun, or demonstrative adjective generally refers to the nearest reasonable antecedent.

1 See David P. Currie, His Accidency, 5 Green Bag 2d 151, 154 (2002). See
also Garner’s Modern American Usage 726 (3d ed. 2009).


5 Id. at 27.

6 Id.

7 Id.


9 540 U.S. at 26.

10 Sims’s Lessee v. Irvine, 3 U.S. (3 Dall.) 425 (1799) (per Ellsworth, C.J.).

11 Id. at 444 n.*.

12 Id.

19. Series-Qualifier Canon

When there is a straightforward, parallel construction that involves all nouns or verbs in a series, a prepositive or postpositive modifier normally applies to the entire series.

1 U.S. Const. amend. IV (emphasis added).

2 See, e.g., Lewis v. Jackson Energy Coop. Corp., 189 S.W.3d 87, 92 (Ky. 2005) (“[A]n adjective at the beginning of a conjunctive phrase applies equally to each object within the phrase.”); Ward Gen. Ins. Servs., Inc. v. Employers Fire Ins. Co., 7 Cal. Rptr. 3d 844, 849 (Ct. App. 2003) (“Most readers expect the first adjective in a series of nouns or phrases to modify each noun or phrase in the following series unless another adjective appears.”).

3 See, e.g., United States v. X-Citement Video, Inc., 513 U.S. 64, 68 (1994) (per Rehnquist, C.J.) (holding that the “most natural grammatical reading” of a statute is that an initial adverb modifies each verb in a
When the syntax involves something other than a parallel series of nouns or verbs, a prepositive or postpositive modifier normally applies only to the nearest reasonable referent.

1 Harris v. Commonwealth, 128 S.E. 578 (Va. 1925).
2 Prohibition Act, Acts 1924, § 32, p. 593 (as quoted in Harris, 128 S.E. at 579) (emphasis added).
3 128 S.E. at 579.
21. Proviso Canon

A proviso conditions the principal matter that it qualifies—almost always the matter immediately preceding.

4 48 Ct. Cl. 408 (1913).
5 Id. at 411.
6 Id. at 415.

22. Scope-of-Subparts Canon

Material within an indented subpart relates only to that subpart; material contained in unindented text relates to all the following or preceding indented subparts.

3 Jama, 543 U.S. at 344.
6 555 U.S. at 423.
7 Id. at 427.
8 Id. at 431 (Roberts, C.J., dissenting, joined by Scalia, J.) (internal citations omitted).

23. Punctuation Canon

Punctuation is a permissible indicator of meaning.

1 Morril v. State, 38 Wis. 428, 434 (1875).


3 Roland Burrows, Interpretation of Documents 47 (1943).

4 Francis J. McCaffrey, Statutory Construction 54 (1953).


7 Id. ch. 315, § 5, 17 Stat. § 235.

8 United States Department of the Treasury, Synopsis of Sundry Decisions of the Treasury Department 192 (1874).


10 Grant Robertson, “The $2 Million Comma,” Globe & Mail, 7 Aug. 2006, at B1 (we have corrected other aspects of the punctuation by adding a hyphen and a possessive).

11 Id.


15 463 A.2d at 233.
16 Id. at 234.
18 Id. at 462 (quoting Hammock v. Loan & Trust Co., 105 U.S. 77, 84–85 (1881) (per Harlan, J.) (internal quotation marks and citation omitted)).
19 See, e.g., Garner’s Modern American Usage 676 (3d ed. 2009) (“[O]mitting the final comma may cause ambiguities, whereas including it never will.”); The Chicago Manual of Style § 6.18, at 312 (16th ed. 2010) (“Chicago strongly recommends this widely practiced usage, blessed by Fowler and other authorities, since it prevents ambiguity”); Kate L. Turabian, A Manual for Writers of Term Papers, Theses, and Dissertations §§ 3.68, 3.70, at 50–51 (5th ed. 1987) (“A series of three or more words, phrases, or clauses (like this) takes a comma between each of the elements, and before a conjunction separating the last two.”); Patricia T. O’Conner, Woe Is I 137 (1996) (“[M]y advice is to stick with using the final comma.”); Joseph Gibaldi, MLA Style Manual § 3.42b, at 67 (2d ed. 1998) (“Use a comma to separate words, phrases, and clauses in a series.”); H.W. Fowler, A Dictionary of Modern English Usage 24 (1926) (“The only rule that will obviate . . . uncertainties is that after every item, including the last unless a heavier stop is needed for independent reasons, the comma should be used.”).
23 266 P.3d at 352.
25 Id.

24. Whole-Text Canon
The text must be construed as a whole.

1 Edward Coke, *The First Part of the Institutes of the Laws of England, or a Commentary upon Littleton* § 728, at 381a (1628; 14th ed. 1791). See Herbert Broom, *A Selection of Legal Maxims* 440 (Joseph Gerald Pease & Herbert Chitty eds., 8th ed. 1911) ("the construction must be made upon the entire instrument, and not merely upon disjointed parts of it").


5 Id. at 406.


10 285 B.R. at 248.

11 Id. at 247.

25. Presumption of Consistent Usage

A word or phrase is presumed to bear the same meaning throughout a text; a material variation in terms suggests a variation in meaning.

1 Herbert Broom, *A Selection of Legal Maxims* 443 (Joseph Gerald Pease & Herbert Chitty eds., 8th ed. 1911).

2 1 Joseph Story, *Commentaries on the Constitution of the United States* § 454, at 323 (2d ed. 1858).

3 Id.

26. Surplusage Canon

If possible, every word and every provision is to be given effect (verba cum effectu sunt accipienda). None should be ignored. None should needlessly be given an interpretation that causes it to duplicate another provision or to have no consequence.

1 Ulpian, Digest 2.7.5.2 (“Words are to be taken as having an effect.”).

2 Sturges v. Crowninshield, 17 U.S. (4 Wheat.) 122, 202 (1819) (per Marshall, C.J.). See Ernst Freund, Interpretation of Statutes, 65 U. Pa. L. Rev. 207, 218 (1917) (“[T]he legislator is presumed to, as in fact he does, choose his words deliberately intending that every word shall have a binding effect.”).

3 Thomas M. Cooley, A Treatise on the Constitutional Limitations Which Rest upon the Legislative Power of the States of the American Union 58 (1868). See Kungys v. United States, 485 U.S. 759, 778 (1988) (Scalia, J., plurality opinion) (calling it a “cardinal rule of statutory interpretation that no provision should be construed to be entirely redundant.”).


6 N.Y. Rent Stabilization Code § 2520.11(n) (emphasis added).
7 614 N.Y.S.2d at 409.
8 760 F.2d 1288 (Fed. Cir. 1985).
9 Id. at 1292 (emphasis in original).
10 Id.
11 See, e.g., Lowe v. SEC, 472 U.S. 181, 207 n.53 (1985) (per Stevens, J.) (“[W]e must give effect to every word that Congress used in the statute.”); Reiter v. Sonotone Corp., 442 U.S. 330, 339 (1979) (per Burger, C.J.) (“In construing a statute we are obliged to give effect, if possible, to every word Congress used.”); Burdon Cent. Sugar Ref. Co. v. Payne, 167 U.S. 127, 142 (1897) (per Fuller, C.J.) (“[T]he contract must be so construed as to give meaning to all its provisions, and . . . that interpretation would be incorrect which would obliterate one portion of the contract in order to enforce another part . . .”).
15 Id. at 109 (internal quotation marks omitted).
16 Id. at 120–21 (Scalia, J., dissenting).
17 29 N.E. 678 (Ill. 1892).
18 Id. at 679.
19 Id. at 679–80.
20 Id. at 680.

27. Harmonious-Reading Canon

The provisions of a text should be interpreted in a way that renders them compatible, not contradictory.

1 242 P.3d 1055 (Ariz. 2010).
4. 129 F.2d 243 (2d Cir. 1942) (per Frank, J.).
6. Id. § 501(a).
8. 129 F.2d at 245.
10. Id. at 445.
11. Id.
12. Id.

28. General/Specific Canon If there is a conflict between a general provision and a specific provision, the specific provision prevails (generalia specialibus non derogant).

1. See, e.g., Radzanower v. Touche Ross & Co., 426 U.S. 148, 153 (1976) (per Stewart, J.) (“It is a basic principle of statutory construction that a statute dealing with a narrow, precise, and specific subject is not submerged by a later enacted statute covering a more generalized spectrum.”); Morton v. Mancari, 417 U.S. 535, 550–51 (1974) (per Blackmun, J.) (“Where there is no clear intention otherwise, a specific statute will not be controlled or nullified by a general one, regardless of the priority of enactment.”). See also Joel Prentiss Bishop, Commentaries on the Written Laws and Their Interpretation § 112a, at 106–07 (1882) (“[T]he general and specific in legal doctrine may mingle without antagonism, the specific being construed simply to impose restrictions and limitations on the general.”).


5. Id. § 452.320.1.
6 *McCallister*, 809 S.W.2d at 427.


8 *Id.* at 400.


13 Act of March 12, 1836.

14 La. Const. art. 118 (1868).


19 426 U.S. at 153.

20 *Id.* at 159 (Stevens, J., dissenting).

### 29. Irreconcilability Canon

If a text contains truly irreconcilable provisions at the same level of generality, and they have been simultaneously adopted, neither provision should be given effect.


3 See 1 Jabez Gridley Sutherland, *Statutory Construction* § 268, at 514 (2d ed. 1904) (“The different sections or provisions of the same statute or
Code should be so construed as to harmonize and give effect to each; but, if there is an irreconcilable conflict, the later in position prevails.”); Black, *Handbook on the Construction and Interpretation of the Laws* 168 (2d ed. 1911) (stating that “it is a general rule that where there is an irreconcilable conflict between different sections or parts of the same statute, the last words stand, and those in conflict with them are repealed”).

4 See 17 Am.Jur.2d Contracts § 385, at 373 (2004). See also Cal. Civ. Code § 1070 (stating, as regards grants, that “[i]f several parts of a grant are absolutely irreconcilable, the former part prevails”).


6 *Id.*


8 85 S.W. 564 (Mo. 1905).


10 *Id.* § 1988.

11 *Id.* § 1886.

12 85 S.W. at 567.

30. Predicate-Act Canon

Authorization of an act also authorizes a necessary predicate act.


2 Cf. Clarence Morris, *The Justification of the Law* 85 (1971) (noting that “[t]he case would surely have gone the same way had the clause read ‘one pound, more or less, of flesh, with the necessary blood-letting appurtenant thereto’”).

3 Henry Finch, *Law, or a Discourse Thereof* 63 (1759).
4 Id.


6 Cal. Civ. Code § 1656 (and note well the negative-implication exception at the end—see § 10).

7 Id. § 3522.

8 *Field v. People ex rel. McClernand*, 3 Ill. 79, 83 (1839).

9 Id.


12 Id. at 263.

31. Associated-Words Canon

Associated words bear on one another’s meaning (*noscitur a sociis*).


3 2.1.176–77.


5 Lewis Carroll, *Through the Looking Glass* 64 (1871; repr. 1917)


8 *City of Fort Worth v. Cornyn*, 86 S.W.3d 320 (Tex. App.—Austin 2002, no pet.).


10 86 S.W.3d at 327 (citations omitted).
32. *Ejusdem Generis* Canon Where general words follow an enumeration of two or more things, they apply only to persons or things of the same general kind or class specifically mentioned (*ejusdem generis*).


6 *Treasure Island Catering Co. v. State Bd. of Equalization*, 120 P.2d 1, 5 (Cal. 1941).


8 *In re Jones*, 19 A.2d 280, 282 (Pa. 1941).


11 *Denman v. Webster*, 73 P. 139, 139 (Cal. 1903) (employes so spelled).

12 *State ex rel. Kennedy v. McGarry*, 21 Wis. 496, 497–98 (1867).

13 *Nielson v. AT&T Corp.*, 597 N.W.2d 434 (S.D. 1999).

14 S.D. Codified Laws § 42-11-2.

15 Id. § 42-11-1(6)(c)

16 597 N.W.2d at 439–40.


19 Roland Burrows, Interpretation of Documents 66 (1943).

20 W.A. Leach, Legal Interpretation for Surveyors 63 (1966).

21 Reed Dickerson, The Interpretation and Application of Statutes 234 (1975).


25 2A Sutherland Statutes and Statutory Construction § 47:17 (C. Dallas Sands ed., 4th ed. 1973) (the statement having been preserved in the fifth and later editions). See Gulf Ins. Co. v. James, 185 S.W.2d 966 (Tex. 1945) (applying—or rather misapplying—the rule to a general–specific sequence).


27 National Bank of Greece (Canada) v. Katsikonouris, [1990] 2 S.C.R. 1029, ¶12 (“[I]n the clause under consideration, the general words precede and do not follow the specific enumeration. The clause states that coverage as to the interest of the mortgagee is valid notwithstanding ‘omission or misrepresentation,’ and then provides illustrative examples of such omissions and misrepresentations. The rationale for applying the ejusdem generis rule is accordingly absent.”).


30 United States v. Parker, 30 F.3d 542, 553 n.10 (4th Cir. 1994).


33 Hermance v. Board of Supervisors of Ulster County, 71 N.Y. 481, 486–87 (1877).

34 The context, entrance to a store catering to the public, shows that animals does not include homo sapiens.


37 Id. at 218.

38 Id. at 225.


40 Contra State ex rel. Commissioners of the Land Office v. Butler, 753 P.2d 1334, 1339 (Okla. 1987) (holding that the common understanding of “other minerals” is limited to those “similar in kind and class to oil and gas,” which excludes coal).


42 Lord Macmillan, Law and Other Things 166 (1938). See State v. Eckhardt, 133 S.W. 321, 322 (Mo. 1910) (ejusdem generis not applied because “the words ‘street’ and ‘field’ . . . are not even remotely related” and “each stands as the representative of a distinct class” in a statute criminalizing the abandonment of a child in “a street, field or other place”); McReynolds v. People, 82 N.E. 945, 947–48 (Ill. 1907) (ejusdem generis not applied to enumeration of “any wharf or place of storage, or in any warehouse, mill, store or other building” because it should not be applied “where the specific words signify subjects greatly different from one another”).


44 See City of Caruthersville v. Faris, 146 S.W.2d 80, 86–87 (Mo. Ct. App. 1940) (refusing to apply ejusdem generis because of the disparities

45 Mason v. United States, 260 U.S. 545, 554 (1923) (per Sutherland, J.) (ejusdem generis not applied to executive order withdrawing public mining land “from settlement and entry, or other form of appropriation” because the “specific words [settlement and entry] are sufficiently comprehensive to exhaust the genus and leave nothing essentially similar upon which the general words may operate”); Danciger v. Cooley, 248 U.S. 319, 326 (1919) (per Van Devanter, J.) (ejusdem generis not applied to statute regulating transport of liquor by “[a]ny railroad company, express company, or other common carrier, or any other person” because “[t]he words ‘any railroad company, express company, or other common carrier,’ comprehend all public carriers”).

46 151 S.W.2d 164 (Tenn. 1941).

47 Id. at 165–66.


49 13 Eliz. c. 10 § 3 (“And for that long and unfashionable leases made by colleges, deans, and chapters, parsons, vicars, and others having spiritual promotions . . .”).


52 See, e.g., Alex Frame, Salmond: Southern Jurist 93 (1995) (noting that John Salmond sought to abolish the rule in New Zealand with a legislative bill drafted in 1908).

53 Reed Dickerson, The Interpretation and Application of Statutes 234 (1975) (“Whether the presumption is lexicographically accurate is not entirely clear.”).


58 Henry Campbell Black, Handbook on the Construction and Interpretation of the Laws 217 (2d ed. 1911).


### 33. Distributive-Phrasing Canon

Distributive phrasing applies each expression to its appropriate referent (*reddendo singula singulis*).

1 See Hope Natural Gas Co. v. Shriver, 83 S.E. 1011, 1015 (W. Va. 1914) (dictum).

2 See Reed Dickerson, The Interpretation and Application of Statutes 233 (1975).


4 50 Pa. 201 (1865).

5 Act of 16 May 1861, P.L. 708, 72 P.S. § 2222.

6 50 Pa. at 207–08 (emphasis in original).

7 [1936] Ch. 409.


### 34. Prefatory-Materials Canon
A preamble, purpose clause, or recital is a permissible indicator of meaning.


3 See *Jogi v. Voges*, 480 F.3d 822, 834 (7th Cir. 2007) (“It is a mistake to allow general language of a preamble to create an ambiguity in specific statutory or treaty text where none exists. Courts should look to materials like preambles and titles only if the text of the instrument is ambiguous.”). See generally 2A Norman J. Singer & J.D. Shambie Singer, *Statutes and Statutory Construction* § 47.4, at 292 (7th ed. 2007) (“[T]he preamble cannot control the enacting part of the statute in cases where the enacting part is expressed in clear, unambiguous terms.”).


35. Title-and-Headings Canon

The title and headings are permissible indicators of meaning.

1 *Powlter’s Case,* (1610) 11 Coke Rep. 29a, 33b (“[A]s to the style or title of the act, that is no parcel of the act . . .”); *Hadden v. Collector,* 72 U.S. (5 Wall.) 107, 110 (1866) (per Field, J.).


5 *Id.*


7 *Id.* (citing *Lewis v. Simpson,* 167 So. 780 (Miss. 1936)).

8 *Holy Trinity Church v. United States,* 143 U.S. 457, 458 (1892) (per Brewer, J.).


12 See Carl H. Manson, *The Drafting of Statute Titles,* 10 Ind. L.J. 155, 156 (1934).

36. Interpretive-Direction Canon

Definition sections and interpretation
clauses are to be carefully followed.

1 See, e.g., W. Va. Code § 29B-1-2(1) (West 1977) (“As used in this article: ‘Custodian’ means the elected or appointed official charged with administering a public body.”); Conn. Gen. Stat. Ann. § 23-26a (West 2002) (“all-terrain vehicle’ means a motorized vehicle, not suitable for operation on a highway that (1) is not more than fifty inches in width, (2) has a dry weight of not more than six hundred pounds, (3) travels on two or more tires specifically designed for unimproved terrain, (4) has a seat or saddle designed to be straddled by the operator, and (5) has an engine with a piston displacement of more than fifty cubic centimeters.”).

2 See, e.g., 11 U.S.C. § 101 (2010) (defining 55 terms applicable to the federal Bankruptcy Code, including accountant, attorney, claim, debtor, insider, and transfer); 21 U.S.C. § 802 (2009) (defining 56 terms applicable to the federal Controlled Substances Act, including administer, felony drug offense, manufacture, narcotic drug, serious bodily injury, and ultimate user); Tex. Penal Code § 1.07 (Vernon 2011) (defining 49 terms applicable to the state Penal Code, including act, correctional facility, individual, possession, and reasonable belief); N.Y. Banking Law § 2 (McKinney 2008) (defining 29 terms applicable to the state banking laws, including bank, minor, shareholder, and total reserves).

3 See, e.g., 1 U.S.C. § 1 (2006) (“In determining the meaning of any Act of Congress, unless the context indicates otherwise . . . the words ‘insane’ and ‘insane person’ and ‘lunatic’ shall include every idiot, lunatic, insane person, and person non compos mentis; . . . ‘signature’ or ‘subscription’ includes a mark when the person making the same intended it as such . . .”); Ga. Code Ann., § 1-3-2 (2004) (“As used in this Code or in any other law of this state, defined words [enumerated in the definition section] shall have the meanings specified, unless the context in which the word or term is used clearly requires that a different meaning be used.”).

4 See Mass. Gen. Laws Ann. ch. 190B, § 2-709(b) (West 2011) (“If an applicable statute or a governing instrument calls for property to be distributed ‘per capita at each generation,’ the property is divided into as many equal shares . . .”). The comment to this section expressly states that it “applies to both private instruments and to provisions of
applicable statutory law.”

5 See 12 U.S.C. § 5002(20) (“Unless the context requires otherwise, the terms not defined in this section shall have the same meanings as in the Uniform Commercial Code.”); Tex. Gov’t Code Ann. § 311.005 (West 2011) (“The following definitions apply unless the statute or context in which the word or phrase is used requires a different definition.”). See also Lord Macmillan, Law and Other Things 168 (1938) (noting that in British statutes, definitions are “all carefully guarded with the prefatory warning ‘unless the contrary intention appears’”).

6 See Federal Land Bank of St. Paul v. Bismarck Lumber Co., 314 U.S. 95, 100 (1941) (per Murphy, J.) (“[T]he term ‘including’ is not one of all-embracing definition, but connotes simply an illustrative application of the general principle.”); Dunaway v. Commissioner, 124 T.C. 80, 91 (2005) (“Generally, the word ‘includes’ is interpreted by the courts as a word of enlargement, not of limitation.”).

7 See Helvering v. Morgan’s, Inc., 293 U.S. 121, 125 n.1 (1934) (per Stone, J.) (“The natural distinction would be that where ‘means’ is employed, the term and its definition are to be interchangeable equivalents, and that the verb ‘includes’ imports a general class, some of whose particular instances are those specified in the definition.”).


11 Id. § 42-3601(16).


13 Id. at 151.

14 Id. at 151–52.


16 470 A.2d 786 (Me. 1984).


18 Id. § 1322(7).
19 Id. § 1322(3)(A).
20 Hudson, 470 A.2d at 788.
21 Id.
24 Id. § 1532(19) (emphasis added).
25 50 C.F.R. § 17.3 (emphasis added).
26 See, e.g., 11 Oxford English Dictionary 37 (1933) (“Take . . . To catch, capture (a wild beast, bird, fish, etc.”); Webster’s New International Dictionary of the English Language (2d ed. 1949) (take defined as “to catch or capture by trapping, snaring, etc., or as prey”); Geer v. Connecticut, 161 U.S. 519, 523 (1896) (per White, J.) (“[A]ll the animals which can be taken upon the earth, in the sea, or in the air,—that is to say, wild animals,—belong to those who take them.”) (quoting the Digest of Justinian); 2 William Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws of England 411 (4th ed. 1770) (“Every man . . . has an equal right of pursuing and taking to his own use all such creatures as are ferae naturae”).
28 515 U.S. at 717–19 (Scalia, J., dissenting) (emphasis added).
29 See, e.g., Garner’s Dictionary of Legal Usage 258 (3d ed. 2011) (“[O]ne must be careful not to use counterintuitive definitions, as by saying that the word dog is deemed to include all horses.”); Reed Dickerson, Fundamentals of Legal Drafting § 7.3, at 144 (2d ed. 1986) (“[I]t is important for the legal draftsman not to define a word in a sense significantly different from the way it is normally understood by the persons to whom it is addressed.”).
30 Morrison v. Wilson, 30 Cal. 344, 348 (1866).
31 See Caleb Nelson, Statutory Interpretation 761 (2011) (noting that in this context, harm could be “understood to refer only to injuries associated with the assertion of control or partial control over the animal”).

37. Absurdity Doctrine

A provision may be either disregarded or judicially corrected as an error (when the correction is textually simple) if failing to do so would result in a disposition that no reasonable person could approve.


2 See Daniel A. Farber, Statutory Interpretation and Legislative Supremacy, 78 Geo. L.J. 281, 289 (1989) (“If the directive contains a typographical error, correcting the error can hardly be considered disobedience.”).


5 See Amalgamated Transit Union Local 1309 v. Laidlaw Transit Serv., Inc., 435 F.3d 1140, 1145 (9th Cir. 2006) (holding that less meant more in 28 U.S.C. § 1453(c) (1), which required an application for appeal to be filed “not less than 7 days” after the entry of the court’s remand order); Miedema v. Maytag Corp., 450 F.3d 1322, 1326 (11th Cir. 2006) (same); Pritchett v. Office Depot, Inc. 420 F.3d 1090, 1093 n.2 (10th Cir. 2005) (same) (in 2009, the statute was amended by Pub. L. 111–16 § 6(2) to read “not more than 10 days”).


10 *Cernauskas v. Fletcher*, 201 S.W.2d 999, 1000 (Ark. 1947) (per McHaney, J.).


14 1 Joseph Story, *Commentaries on the Constitution of the United States* § 427, at 303(2d ed. 1858). *See also United States v. Butler*, 297 U.S. 1, 79 (1936) (Stone, J., dissenting) (“For the removal of unwise laws from the statute books appeal lies, not to the courts, but to the ballot and to the processes of democratic government.”); *Metropolis Theater Co. v. City of Chicago*, 228 U.S. 61, 69 (1913) (per McKenna, J.) (“To be able to find fault with a law is not to demonstrate its invalidity.”).

15 See Michael S. Fried, *A Theory of Scrivener’s Error*, 52 Rutgers L. Rev. 589, 607 (2000) (“Absurdity alone is insufficient to justify application of the doctrine. Rather, there must also exist a non-absurd reading that could be achieved by modifying the enacted text in relatively simple ways.”). *See also Gilmore v. United States*, 699 A.2d 1130, 1132–33 (D.C. 1997) (reading the word subsection as section in sentencing guidelines because of clerical error, when interpreting the statute otherwise would create a “pointlessly circular provision”); *Stanton v. Frankel Bros. Realty Co.*, 158 N.E. 868, 870 (Ohio 1927) (reading the word of as or in statute allowing only the “county auditor of any complainant” to appeal decision of county tax board).

16 264 U.S. 443 (1924) (per Sutherland, J.).
17 Id. at 446.

18 Under modern equal-protection law, the disposition against native citizens might well be held unconstitutional, since it has no conceivable rational basis. See Washington v. Confederated Bands & Tribes of the Yakima Indian Nation, 439 U.S. 463, 501 (1979) (per Stewart, J.) (“[L]egislative classifications are valid unless they bear no rational relationship to the State’s objectives.”).

Prefatory Remarks


2 See id. at 79–117.

3 See id. at 118–60.

4 See, e.g., Ohio Rev. Code § 1.49.


6 See, e.g., Theodore Sedgwick, A Treatise on the Rules Which Govern the Interpretation and Application of Statutory and Constitutional Law 24 (1857) (“[T]he general rules of interpretation are the same, whether applied to statutes or constitutions.”); Thomas M. Cooley, A Treatise on the Constitutional Limitations Which Rest upon the Legislative Power of the States of the American Union 63 (1868) (“We are aware of no reasons, applicable to ordinary legislation, which do not apply equally well to constitutions . . .”); Joel Prentiss Bishop, Commentaries on the Law of Statutory Crimes § 92, at 61 (1873) (“The general doctrine is, that constitutions are to be expounded in the same way and according to the same rules as statutes.”).

38. Constitutional-Doubt Canon

A statute should be interpreted in a way that avoids placing its constitutionality in doubt.

2 U.S. Const. art. I, § 8, cl. 3.


5 See supra § 5.

6 See, e.g., Crowell v. Benson, 285 U.S. 22, 62 (1932) (per Hughes, C.J.) (“When the validity of an act of the Congress is drawn in question, and even if a serious doubt of constitutionality is raised, it is a cardinal principle that this Court will first ascertain whether a construction of the statute is fairly possible by which the question may be avoided.”).


8 See, e.g., 2 U.S.C. § 692(a)(1) (Supp. II 1994) (“Any Member of Congress or any individual adversely affected by [this Act] may bring an action, in the United States District Court for the District of Columbia, for declaratory judgment and injunctive relief on the ground that any provision of this part violates the Constitution.”). In Raines v. Byrd, 521 U.S. 811, 815–16, 829–30 (1997) (per Rehnquist, C.J.), the United States Supreme Court held that the portion of this provision purporting to confer standing on individual members of Congress was unconstitutional, violating the “cases and controversies” requirement of Article III, § 2.


11 Id. at 227 (White, J., concurring).


15 See, e.g., United States v. X-Citement Video, Inc., 513 U.S. 64, 78, 83 (1994) (per Rehnquist, C.J.) (majority and dissent disagreeing about whether the Protection of Children Against Sexual Exploitation Act

18 490 U.S. at 864.
19 *Id.* at 872.

### 39. Related-Statutes Canon

Statutes *in pari materia* are to be interpreted together, as though they were one law.

1 1 James Kent, *Commentaries on American Law* 433 (1826).
5 *State v. French*, 460 N.W.2d 2 (Minn. 1990).
6 Minn. Stat. § 363.03, subd. 2.
7 460 N.W.2d at 11.
9 *Id.* § 844(h)(2) (emphasis added).
11 *Id.* at 274–76.
12 Id. at 275–76.


40. Reenactment Canon

If the legislature amends or reenacts a provision other than by way of a consolidating statute or restyling project, a significant change in language is presumed to entail a change in meaning.


2 *In re Garcia*, 944 S.W.2d 725, 727 (Tex. App.—Amarillo 1997, no writ).

3 See, e.g., 1 U.S.C. § 204.

4 See Fed. R. App. P. 1 (Advisory Committee Notes to the 1998 Amendments stating: “The language and organization of the rule are amended to make the rule more easily understood. In addition to changes made to improve the understanding, the Advisory Committee has changed language to make style and terminology consistent throughout the appellate rules. These changes are intended to be stylistic only.”).


6 Id. at 496–97 (citations omitted).


9 Id. § 1400(b).

10 Id. § 1391(c).

11 353 U.S. at 226.
41. Presumption Against Retroactivity

A statute presumptively has no retroactive application.

1 Note that the federal ex post facto prohibitions (U.S. Const. art. I, § 9, cl. 3; § 10, cl. 1) have been held to apply only to criminal and penal laws. See Collins v. Youngblood, 497 U.S. 37, 41–42 (1990) (per Rehnquist, C.J.) (citing Calder v. Bull, 3 U.S. (3 Dall.) 386, 390–91 (1798) (opinion of Chase, J.)). But in general legal usage, the term ex post facto often applies to all retroactive laws.

1 James Kent, Commentaries on American Law 426 (1826).

3 Thomas M. Cooley, A Treatise on the Constitutional Limitations Which Rest upon the Legislative Power of the States of the American Union 62–63 (1868).


6 Society for the Propagation of the Gospel v. Wheeler, 22 F. Cas. 756, 767 (C.C.D.N.H. 1814) (No. 13,156) (we have modified the tense of Story’s verbs).


12 See Landgraf v. USI Film Prods., 511 U.S. 244, 286, 290–94 (1994) (Scalia, J., concurring in the judgment).


15 See id. at 362.


20 Tynen, 78 U.S. (11 Wall.) at 95.


42. Pending-Action Canon
When statutory law is altered during the pendency of a lawsuit, the courts at every level must apply the new law unless doing so would violate the presumption against retroactivity.

1 See, e.g., Bradley v. School Bd. of Richmond, 416 U.S. 696, 711 (1974) (per Blackmun, J.) (“[A] court is to apply the law in effect at the time it renders its decision, unless doing so would result in manifest injustice or there is statutory direction or legislative history to the contrary.”); Thorpe v. Housing Auth. of Durham, 393 U.S. 268, 281 (1969) (per Warren, C.J.) (applying the “general rule . . . that an appellate court must apply the law in effect at the time it renders its decision”); Bruner v. United States, 343 U.S. 112, 116–17 (1952) (per Vinson, C.J.) (dismissing suit because the statute conferring jurisdiction at time of filing was repealed while case was on appeal); Ex parte McCordle, 74 U.S. (7 Wall.) 506, 514 (1868) (per Chase, C.J.) (holding that Court had no jurisdiction to render decision in case already argued and taken under advisement when Congress passed act regarding Court’s jurisdiction); United States v. Schooner Peggy, 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 103, 110 (1801) (per Marshall, C.J.) (“[I]f, subsequent to the judgment and before the decision of the appellate court, a law intervenes and positively changes the rule which governs, the law must be obeyed.”).

2 See, e.g., Doll v. Doll, 794 N.W.2d 425, 427 n.1. (N.D. 2011) (noting that although the applicable statute had changed, the court would apply the law in effect at the time of filing).


5 See, e.g., Hoare v. Allen, 2 Dall. 102, 103 (Pa. 1789); Phagan v. State, 486 S.E.2d 876, 879 (Ga. 1997).

6 See, e.g., People v. Glisson, 782 N.E.2d 251, 257–58 (Ill. 2002) (holding that repeal of statute creating offense of which defendant had been convicted did not affect the conviction).

43. Extraterritoriality Canon

A statute presumptively has no extraterritorial application (statuta suo clauduntur territorio, nec ultra territorium disponunt).

1 See, e.g., 18 U.S.C. § 2423(c) (“Engaging in illicit sexual conduct in foreign places.—Any United States citizen or alien admitted for permanent residence who travels in foreign commerce, and engages in any illicit sexual conduct with another person [defined to include conduct that would violate United States law] shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than 30 years, or both.”).

2 See 1 Restatement (Third) of the Foreign Relations Law of the United States § 402(1)(c), at 237–38 (1987) (“[A] state has jurisdiction to prescribe law with respect to . . . conduct outside its territory that has or is intended to have substantial effect within its territory.”).

3 See 1 Restatement (Second) of Conflict of Laws § 2 cmt. b, at 34 (1971).


5 See B.A. Wortley, Jurisprudence 138 (1967) (“[L]egislation is a deliberate and formal command, an attempt to rule within a certain legal order—it purports to apply, from a definite point in time, to persons in a definite spatial area.”).


8 Id. at 356.

9 345 U.S. 571 (1953) (per Jackson, J.).

11 Larsen, 345 U.S. at 577.
12 Id.
13 Id. at 578.
16 130 S.Ct. at 2873.
17 632 F.3d 60 (2d Cir. 2011).
19 632 F.3d at 64 (quoting United States v. Yousef, 327 F.3d 56, 86 (2d Cir. 2003)).
20 Id.
21 Id. at 65.
26 Id. at 249–50.
27 Id. at 250–51.

44. Artificial-Person Canon

The word person includes corporations and other entities, but not the sovereign.

held to be *persons* under the federal-officer removal statute).

2 See, *e.g.*, *Beaston v. Farmers’ Bank of Del.*, 37 U.S. (12 Pet.) 102, 134 (1838) (per McKinley, J.) (“No authority has been adduced to show, that a corporation may not, in the construction of statutes, be regarded as a natural person: while, on the contrary, authorities have been cited which show, that corporations are to be deemed and considered as *persons*, when the circumstances in which they are placed, are identical with those of natural persons, expressly included in such statutes.”); *McIntire v. Preston*, 10 Ill. 48, 63–64 (1848). See also 1 William Blackstone, *Commentaries on the Laws of England* 119 (4th ed. 1770) (“Persons are also divided by the law into either natural persons, or artificial . . . . [A]rtificial persons are such as created and devised by human laws for the purposes of society and government; which are called corporations or bodies politic.”); F. Stroud, *The Judicial Dictionary* 582 (1890) (“Prima facie the word ‘person,’ in a public statute, includes a Corporation as well as a natural person.”).


5 *United States v. Cooper Corp.*, 312 U.S. 600, 604 (1941) (per Roberts, J.).


8 529 U.S. at 780. See Director, Office of Workers’ Comp. Programs, Dep’t of Labor v. Newport News Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Co., 514 U.S. 122, 130 (1995) (per Scalia, J.) (holding that “person adversely affected or aggrieved” by a final order does not include an agency in its regulatory or policy-making capacity).


12 91 F.Supp.2d at 140.

13 Id. at 141.

14 608 F.3d 34 (1st Cir. 2010).


17 608 F.3d at 38.


21 FCC v. AT&T, 131 S.Ct. at 1179.

45. Repealability Canon

The legislature cannot derogate from its own authority or the authority of its successors.

1 Joel Prentiss Bishop, Commentaries on the Written Laws and Their Interpretation § 147, at 134 (1882).

Pomponium Atticum: in usum Scholar. S. J., 112 (Simeon Bosius ed., 1605) (Letter No. 23) (“Cum lex abrogatur, illud ipsum abrogatur, quo non eam abrogari oporteat.”)).


5 Id.


7 See, e.g., United States v. Winstar Corp., 518 U.S. 839, 872 (1996) (Souter, J., plurality opinion); Reichelderfer v. Quinn, 287 U.S. 315, 318 (1932) (per Stone, J.) (“the will of a particular Congress . . . does not impose itself upon those to follow in succeeding years”); Manigault v. Springs, 199 U.S. 473, 487 (1905) (per Brown, J.) (“This law was doubtless intended as a guide to persons desiring to petition the legislature for special privileges . . . but it is not binding upon any subsequent legislature . . .”); Newton v. Commissioners, 100 U.S. 548, 559 (1879) (per Swayne, J.) (in cases involving public interests and public laws, “there can be . . . no irrepealable law”).


10 Id. at 12.

11 See 1 U.S.C. § 1 (“In determining the meaning of any Act of Congress, unless the context indicates otherwise, words importing the singular include and apply to several persons, parties, or things . . .”).

12 See supra § 36.

13 74 P.2d 940 (Okla. 1937).

14 69 Okla. St. Ann. § 99(k)(2) (as quoted in id. at 943, 944).

15 74 P.2d at 943, 947.

46. Presumption Against Waiver of Sovereign
Immunity

A statute does not waive sovereign immunity—and a federal statute does not eliminate state sovereign immunity—unless that disposition is unequivocally clear.


5 10 Stat. 612 (1855).

6 24 Stat. 505 (1887).

7 60 Stat. 842 (1946).


U.S. 328, 340–41 (1924) (per Holmes, J.) (“The reasons that have prevailed against creating a government liability in tort do not apply to a case like this, and on the other hand the reasons are strong for not obstructing the application of natural justice against the Government by technical formulas when justice can be done without endangering any public interest.”).


13 174 U.S. 373 (1899) (per Brewer, J.).

14 26 Stat. c. 538, § 1.

15 Id. at 375.

16 Id. at 378.

17 See also Schillinger v. United States, 155 U.S. 163, 167 (1894) (per Brewer, J.) (suit for government’s contracting with third party for work to be done through unauthorized use of plaintiff’s patent would not lie in Court of Claims because it was a suit “sounding in tort” and not “upon any contract” with the government).


19 Id. at 275.


22 Id. at 96.

23 See, e.g., Franconia Assocs. v. United States, 536 U.S. 129, 145 (2002) (per Ginsburg, J.) (rule for when a claim against the government “accrues” for statute-of-limitations purposes same as rule in private suits); Scarborough v. Principi, 541 U.S. 401, 420–23 (2004) (per Ginsburg, J.) (applying to 30-day deadline for fee-award application against government a relation-back rule applicable to fee-award applications in private litigation). The Court has declined to apply the Irwin principle to the question whether the statute-of-limitations provision of the Court of Claims Act is jurisdictional and hence must be raised by a court sua sponte. See John R. Sand & Gravel Co. v.


26 *Id.*, at 476.


29 See *College Sav. Bank v. Florida Prepaid Postsecondary Educ. Expense Bd.*, 527 U.S. 666, 680–81 (1999) (per Scalia, J.) (mere participation in a federal program does not constitute a “constructive waiver,” even when the federal program specifically provides that participation will entail state liability to suit).


**47. Presumption Against Federal Preemption**
A federal statute is presumed to supplement rather than displace state law.

1 U.S. Const. art. VI, cl. 2.


5 Id. § 678.

6 29 U.S.C. § 1001 et seq.

7 Id. § 1144(a).


9 Id.


11 Id. at 10.


17 Id. § 1397(k).


21 505 U.S. at 518. See id. at 544–47 (Scalia, J., concurring in the judgment in part and dissenting in part).
22 See Wyeth, 555 U.S. at 626–27 (Alito, J., dissenting).

23 Cipollone, 505 U.S. at 518–19.

48. Penalty/Illegality Canon A statute that penalizes an act makes it unlawful.

1 James Kent, Commentaries on American Law 436 (1826).

2 Id.


49. Rule of Lenity

Ambiguity in a statute defining a crime or imposing a penalty should be resolved in the defendant’s favor.


11 See § 16 (unintelligibility canon).


19 See, e.g., Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co. v. United States, 320 U.S. 422, 429–30 (1943) (per Reed, J.) (upholding government’s imposition of excise tax despite ambiguity in Revenue Act of 1934); Burnet v. Guggenheim, 288 U.S. 280, 286 (1933) (per Cardozo, J.) (upholding imposition of tax despite ambiguity in Revenue Act of 1924); Stryker Corp. v. Director, Div. of Taxation, 773 A.2d 674, 684 (N.J. 2001) (recognizing well-settled rule that tax laws are construed strictly against the state, yet imposing tax because “tax laws also must be
construed reasonably so that the Legislature’s purpose in enacting the statute is not destroyed”); *Johnson v. State Tax Comm’n*, 411 P.2d 831, 834 (Utah 1966) (interpreting ambiguous tax statute against taxpayer to accomplish the legislative purpose and bring about “equal and non-discriminatory taxation”).


22 See *James v. United States*, 550 U.S. 192, 219 (2007) (Scalia, J., dissenting) (“The rule of lenity, grounded in part on the need to give ‘fair warning’ of what is encompassed by a criminal statute, . . . demands that we give this text the more narrow reading of which it is susceptible.”); *Almendarez-Torres v. United States*, 523 U.S. 224, 271 (1998) (Scalia, J., dissenting) (“[W]here the doctrine of constitutional doubt does not apply, the same result may be dictated by the rule of lenity, which would preserve rather than destroy the criminal defendant’s right to jury findings beyond a reasonable doubt.”); *United States v. O’Hagan*, 521 U.S. 642, 679 (1997) (Scalia, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part) (“While the Court’s explanation of the scope of § 10(b) and Rule 10b-5 would be entirely reasonable in some other context, it does not seem to accord with the principle of lenity we apply to criminal statutes.”); *Smith v. United States*, 508 U.S. 223, 246 (1993) (Scalia, J., dissenting) (“Even if the reader does not consider the issue to be as clear as I do, he must at least acknowledge, I think, that it is eminently debatable—and that is enough, under the rule of lenity, to require finding for the petitioner here.”)

23 990 A.2d 477 (D.C. 2010).


25 990 A.2d at 478.

26 Id. at 482.

50. *Mens Rea* Canon A statute creating a criminal offense whose elements are similar to those of a common-law crime will be presumed to require a culpable state of mind (*mens rea*) in its commission. All statutory offenses imposing substantial punishment will be presumed
to require at least awareness of committing the act.


3 Id. at 27. See J.W. Cecil Turner, Kenny’s Outlines of Criminal Law 60 (19th ed. 1966) (“[T]he mistake, however reasonable, must not relate to matters of law but to matters of fact. For it is a basic legal principle... that a mistake of law, even though inevitable, is not allowed to form any excuse for crime.”).


5 342 U.S. 246 (1952) (per Jackson, J.).

6 Id. at 251–52.

7 Id. at 253.

8 Id. at 260.


10 342 U.S. at 260–61.

11 Id. at 262.

12 Id. at 263.

13 Id. at 268–69.


15 Many statutes expressly negate a state-of-mind requirement. See, e.g., Colo. Rev. Stat. § 18-3-205(1)(b)(I) (2003) (vehicular-assault statute) (“If a person operates or drives a motor vehicle while under the influence of alcohol... and this conduct is the proximate cause of a serious bodily injury to another, such person commits vehicular assault. This is a strict liability crime.”); Ga. Code Ann. § 40-6-394 (1999) (injury-by-vehicle statute) (“Whoever, without malice, shall cause bodily harm to another... shall be guilty of the crime of serious injury by vehicle.”); Tex. Penal Code Ann. § 49.07(a)(1) (2007)
(intoxication-assault statute) (“A person commits an offense if the person, by accident or mistake... while operating a motor vehicle in a public place while intoxicated... causes serious bodily injury to another.”).


17 *Id.* at 277. See, e.g., 42 U.S.C. § 6928 (imprisonment for up to two years, and fine of $50,000 for each day of violation for anyone who without a permit “knowingly treats, stores, or disposes of any hazardous waste identified or listed under this subchapter”—knowingly seemingly applicable only to fact of treatment, storage, or disposal, not to unlawfulness); 33 U.S.C. § 1319(c)(1)(A) (imposing fines up to $25,000 per day and imprisonment up to one year for negligent violations of the Clean Water Act); 15 U.S.C. § 78ff(b) (penalty of $100 per day for failure to file under Securities Exchange Act).

18 See 1 LaFave, *Substantive Criminal Law* § 5.5(a), at 274–78.

19 *Id.* at 276.


21 See, e.g., 4 William Blackstone, *Commentaries on the Laws of England* 27 (4th ed. 1770) (“As if a man, intending to kill a thief or housebreaker in his own house, by mistake kills one of his own family. This is no criminal action.”). *See also* J.W. Cecil Turner, *Kenny’s Outlines of Criminal Law* 57 (19th ed. 1966) (“the man can claim that the facts were as he had mistakenly believed them to be, and not as they really were”).


23 *See Dixon v. United States*, 548 U.S. 1, 6–7 (2006) (per Stevens, J.)
(“The duress defense . . . allows the defendant to ‘avoid liability . . . even though the necessary mens rea was present.’”); Nall v. Commonwealth, 271 S.W. 1059, 1059–60 (Ky. 1925) (defendant who was forced to act at gunpoint and then convicted of breaking and entering with intent to steal presented sufficient evidence for jury instruction on defense of coercion). See also Glanville L. Williams, Textbook of Criminal Law 577 (1978) (“A man may be ‘compelled’ by a threat to do something to which he is strongly averse. . . . Subject to certain rules, a threat that is sufficiently grave to be accounted ‘duress’ can operate as a defence.”) (internal footnote omitted).

24 Brogan, 522 U.S. at 406.

25 74 U.S. (7 Wall.) 482 (1868) (per Field, J.).

26 The Supreme Court in Kirby reached the same result, but on the basis of the unbounded doctrine that “[t]he reason of the law in such cases should prevail over its letter.” 74 U.S. (7 Wall.) at 487.


31 See 513 U.S. at 80 (Scalia, J., dissenting).

32 Id. at 81–82.


34 31 U.S.C. §§ 5322(a), 5324.

35 510 U.S. at 148–49.

36 10A Uniform Laws Annotated §§ 2.01–2.05.

37 The Code was promulgated by the American Law Institute in 1962; as of 2001, two states had adopted its “major provisions . . . to a substantial degree.” 10A Uniform Laws Annotated at 1. We have not investigated whether those states, or any others, have adopted the particular provisions under discussion here.

1966) ("[I]t is not possible to formulate any general principle by which to decide to what extent mens rea is a constituent in statutory offences."). See also Rollin M. Perkins & Ronald N. Boyce, Criminal Law 826–934 (3d ed. 1982); Glanville L. Williams, Textbook of Criminal Law 68–106 (1978).

51. Presumption Against Implied Right of Action

A statute’s mere prohibition of a certain act does not imply creation of a private right of action for its violation. The creation of such a right must be either express or clearly implied from the text of the statute.

1 See, e.g., Ashby v. White, (1703) 87 E.R. 810, 815 (K.B.) (per Holt, C.J.) (holding that a violation of a statute granting a right to vote supported a claim for injury); The Case of the Marshalsea, (1612) 10 Co. Rep. 64, 70 (per Coke, C.J.) (allowing action for false imprisonment even though governing statute did not provide a remedy). See also “Privilege of Priests,”(1612) 12 Co. Rep. 100 (summarizing the outcome of a 16th-century case as “when any thing is prohibited by an Act, although that the Act doth not give an action, yet action lieth upon it.”).

2 See, e.g., Kneass v. Schuylkill Bank, 14 F. Cas. 749, 750 (C.C.E.D. Pa. 1821) (No. 7,876) (noting that if Congress had not provided for damages in patent-infringement case, the common law could have provided a remedy); Willis v. St. Paul Sanitation Co., 50 N.W. 1110, 1112–13 (Minn. 1892) (finding that a constitutional provision creating a right need not expressly provide for a remedy to enforce it); Rose v. King, 30 N.E. 267, 269 (Ohio 1892) (allowing suit against landlord for failure to comply with statute requiring a fire escape); Stearns v. Atlantic & St. Lawrence R.R., 46 Me. 95, 111 (1858) (stating that when a statute creates a right, the common law provides a remedy).


5 Id. at 78.

6 441 U.S. 677 (1979) (per Stevens, J.).
9 441 U.S. at 688 (citing 422 U.S. 66 (1975)).
10 Id. at 689–709.
11 Id. at 717.
13 Id. at 575–76.
14 Id. at 579 (quoting Wheeldin v. Wheeler, 373 U.S. 647, 652 (1963) (per Douglas, J.)).
16 441 U.S. at 689–709.
18 Id. at 286–87.

52. Presumption Against Change in Common Law

A statute will be construed to alter the common law only when that disposition is clear.


2 See Harlan Fiske Stone, The Common Law in the United States, 50 Harv. L. Rev. 4, 18 (1936) (calling this relic an “ancient shibboleth”). Compare Roscoe Pound, Common Law and Legislation, 21 Harv. L. Rev. 383, 402 (1908) (stating that the “derogation canon” was not of English origin but in fact was “an American product of the nineteenth century”) with Carleton Kemp Allen, Law in the Making 456–57 n.6 (7th ed. 1964) (conclusively showing that the derogation canon “was at least as old as the time of Edward III [1327–1377] and that the
53. Canon of Imputed Common-Law Meaning

A statute that uses a common-law term, without defining it, adopts its common-law meaning.

1 United States v. Guilbert, 692 F.2d 1340, 1343 (11th Cir. 1982) (“the term ‘assault’ is not defined by the statute, but where a federal criminal statute uses a common law term without defining it, the term is given its common law meaning.”) (citing United States v. Bell, 505 F.2d 539, 540 (7th Cir. 1974), cert. denied, 420 U.S. 964 (1975)).

2 Jung v. St. Paul Fire Dep’t Relief Ass’n, 27 N.W.2d 151, 154 (Minn. 1947) (“[the statute’s] use of the term ‘child’ or ‘children,’ obviously does not by and of itself involve or effect any change in the common
law so as to include illegitimates.”).

3 Neder v. United States, 527 U.S. 1, 23 (1999) (per Rehnquist, C.J.) (applying the principle to defraud: “under the rule that Congress intends to incorporate the well-settled meaning of the common-law terms it uses, we cannot infer from the absence of an express reference to materiality that Congress intended to drop that element from the fraud statutes.”).

4 Citizens Action League v. Kizer, 887 F.2d 1003, 1006 (9th Cir. 1989) (“Because Congress did not define ‘estate’ in the Act, we look to its common law meaning in construing this statutory section.”).

5 Gilbert v. United States, 370 U.S. 650, 655 (1962) (per Harlan, J.) (“[I]t is therefore important to inquire . . . into the common-law meaning of forgery at the time the 1823 statute was enacted. For in the absence of anything to the contrary it is fair to assume that Congress used that word in the statute in its common-law sense.”).

6 Soza v. Hill (In re Soza), 542 F.3d 1060, 1071 (5th Cir. 2008) (Weiner, J., concurring) (“I can only justify providing content to the Insurance Code’s fraud provision by giving ‘fraud’ its common law meaning, not by torturing other incompatible statutes.”).

7 McCool v. Smith, 66 U.S. (1 Black) 459, 469 (1861) (per Swayne, J.) (applying the principle to next-of-kin: “It is a sound rule, that whenever our Legislature use[s] a term without defining it, which is well known in the English law, and there has been a definite appropriate meaning affixed to it, they must be supposed to use it in the sense in which it is understood in the English law.”).

8 Commonwealth v. Minnich, 95 A. 565, 567 (Pa. 1915) (applying the principle to record of conviction: “A word which has a settled common-law meaning, when used in an act upon the subject matter as to which it has acquired such meaning, is to be so understood.”).

9 See Neder, 527 U.S. at 23; Gilbert, 370 U.S. at 655; Guilbert, 692 F.2d at 1343.


11 Id. at 98.
54. Prior-Construction Canon

If a statute uses words or phrases that have already received authoritative construction by the jurisdiction’s court of last resort, or even uniform construction by inferior courts or a responsible administrative agency, they are to be understood according to that construction.

1 Quoting Hecht v. Malley, 265 U.S. 144, 153 (1924) (per Sanford, J.).

2 See, e.g., Bragdon v. Abbott, 524 U.S. 624, 645 (1998) (per Kennedy, J.) (“When administrative and judicial interpretations have settled the meaning of an existing statutory provision, repetition of the same language in a new statute indicates, as a general matter, the intent to incorporate its administrative and judicial interpretations as well.”).

3 [1870] L.R. 5 Ch. App. 703.

4 Id. at 706.


6 Royal Crown Derby Porcelain Co. Ltd v. Russell, [1949] 2 K.B. 417, 429 (per Denning, L.J.). See Carlton Kemp Allen, Law in the Making 508 (7th ed. 1964) (stating that “if a word has once been given a particular meaning in any case of authority, however obscure, in connection with any statute, however recondite, the draftsman who uses that word in a later enactment is, so to speak, ‘affected with notice’ of the judicial interpretation, however remote it may be from the matter in hand”).

7 See, e.g., Manhattan Props., Inc. v. Irving Trust Co., 291 U.S. 320, 336 (1934) (per Roberts, J.) (interpreting the Bankruptcy Act to accord with “the rulings of the great majority of the lower federal courts” that were outstanding when the Act was several times amended).

8 See, e.g., FDIC v. Philadelphia Gear Corp., 476 U.S. 426, 437 (1986) (per O’Connor, J.) (interpreting the word deposit to accord with “the longstanding [agency] interpretation” of the word in a predecessor statute); NLRB v. Bell Aerospace, 416 U.S. 267, 275 (1974) (per Powell, J.) (adopting the Labor Board’s interpretation that employee in the Taft-Hartley Act did not include managerial employees—an interpretation that had been consistent before the Act’s amendment.
55. Presumption Against Implied Repeal

Repeals by implication are disfavored—“very much disfavored.” But a provision that flatly contradicts an earlier-enacted provision repeals it.


2 The Federalist, No. 78, at 468 (Clinton Rossiter ed., 1961).

3 Meade v. Freeman, 462 P.2d 54, 62 (Idaho 1969). Cf. M. DeMatteo Constr. Co. v. City of New London, 674 A.2d 845, 849 (Conn. 1996) (“[T]he General Assembly is always presumed to know all the existing statutes and the effect that its action or non-action will have upon any one of them.”) (quoting In re Ralph M., 559 A.2d 179 (Conn. 1989)).


5 30 P.3d 1134 (Nev. 2001).

7 Id. § 453.332.
8 30 P.3d at 1138.
9 Id.
10 147 F.3d 1116 (9th Cir. 1998).
14 Id. at 616.
15 Id. at 616–17.
16 Id. at 617.
17 See § 24 (whole-text canon).
18 See § 39 (related-statutes canon).
23 451 U.S. at 266.
24 Id. at 270.
25 Id. at 271 n.13.
26 Id. at 266.
28 Goodno v. City of Oshkosh, 31 Wis. 127, 129 (1872) (citing State v. Ingersoll, 17 Wis. 631 (1864), and explaining that “amended so as to read as follows” in a venue statute repealed all of the former statute’s provisions that were not repeated in the amended statute); State v. Andrews, 20 Tex. 230, 231 (1857) (holding that the phrasing shall hereafter read as follows in an amending act effected a complete
repeal of unrepeated provisions of former act).


56. Repeal-of-Repealer Canon

The repeal or expiration of a repealing statute does not reinstate the original statute.


4 Id.


6 Id.

7 See The Chancellor’s Case, 1 Bland. 595, 665 n.(w) (Md. Ch. 1826) (quoting Hanson’s Laws of Maryland, ch. 33 (1765) (“[T]he repealing clause of [an] act, notwithstanding its expiration, is still in force.”)).

57. Desuetude Canon

A statute is not repealed by nonuse or desuetude.

2 See A.K.R. Kiralfy, *The English Legal System* 110 (3d ed. 1960) (“Statutes never become obsolete with the passage of time.”); James Kent, *Commentaries on American Law* *n.466* (Charles M. Barnes ed., 13th ed. 1884) (“A statute cannot be repealed by nonuser . . .”). *Cf.* *Northern Ind. Pub. Serv. Co. v. Carbon County Coal Co.*, 799 F.2d 265, 274 (7th Cir. 1986) (per Posner, J.) (“We do not believe that we have the power to declare a constitutional statute invalid merely because we, or for that matter everybody, think [sic] the statute has become obsolete.”).


4 *Id.* at 360–61 (internal quotations and bracket omitted).


6 Joel Prentiss Bishop, *Commentaries on the Written Laws and Their Interpretation* § 149, at 135 (1882).

7 See, e.g., *State v. Donley*, 607 S.E.2d 474, 479–80 (W. Va. 2004); *State ex rel. Canterbury v. Blake*, 584 S.E.2d 512, 517 (W. Va. 2003). *See also Desuetude*, 119 Harv. L. Rev. 2209, 2209 (2006) (“Desuetude, the obscure doctrine by which a legislative enactment is judicially abrogated following a long period of nonenforcement, currently enjoys recognition in the courts of West Virginia and nowhere else.”). *Cf.* William N. Eskridge Jr., *Dynamic Statutory Interpretation*, 135 U. Pa. L. Rev. 1479, 1496 (1987) (arguing that as a statute becomes more distant in time, the court should give more weight to “evolutive” factors and be less constrained by the text’s words).


10 416 S.E.2d at 726.

11 *Id.*

12 *Id.*


14 Richard A. Posner, *Legal Formalism, Legal Realism, and the Interpretation of Statutes and the Constitution*, 37 Case Western L.
58. The false notion that the spirit of a statute should prevail over its letter.


2 Id.

3 Id.


5 See, e.g., *Cohens v. Virginia*, 19 U.S. (6 Wheat.) 264, 383 (1821) (per Marshall, C.J.) (asking rhetorically whether “the spirit of the constitution” would justify Virginia’s exempting itself from the federal constitution); *McCulloch v. Maryland*, 17 U.S. (4 Wheat.) 316, 421 (1819) (per Marshall, C.J.) (“Let the end be legitimate, let it be within the scope of the constitution, and all means which are appropriate, which are plainly adapted to that end, which are not prohibited, but consistent with the letter and spirit of the constitution, are constitutional” [emphasis added]).


8 *Pocock v. Pickering*, [1852] 18 Q.B. 789, 798 (per Coleridge, J.). Cf. Ulysses S. Grant, *Inaugural Address*, 4 Mar. 1869 (“I know of no method to secure the repeal of bad or obnoxious laws so effective as their stringent execution.”) (as quoted in Frontispiece, 2 Green Bag 2d (Winter 1999)).


11 Id. (emphasis added).
59. The false notion that the quest in statutory interpretation is to do justice.

1 Anderson v. Wilson, 289 U.S. 20, 27 (1933) (per Cardozo, J.).

2 Richards v. United States, 369 U.S. 1, 10 (1962) (per Warren, C.J.). See People ex rel. Davies v. Cowles, 13 N.Y. 350, 360 (1856) (“Courts are not responsible that only wise laws shall be made; they have no power given to them to judge of the wisdom of the legislature, nor to revise and alter that which has been enacted to be the law.”). Cf. W. Nembhard Hibbert, Jurisprudence 95 (1932) (“The prime rule of interpretation of a statute is to give to the words thereof their ordinary meaning if the language is clear, irrespective of what the Judges may think the legislature meant, and irrespective of what pernicious results may flow therefrom.”).


60. The false notion that when a situation is not quite covered by a statute, the court should reconstruct what the legislature would have done had it confronted the issue.

1 See Rupert Cross, Precedent in English Law 172 (1961).

2 2 Edmund Plowden, Commentaries, or Reports of Cases Decided in the Superior Courts During the Reigns of Edward VI, Mary and Elizabeth I 459, 467 (note to Eyston v. Studd, (1574) 2 Plow. 459a, 467).

3 See Rupert Cross, Precedent in English Law 172 (1961).


5 Id. at 548.

6 Smith v. Chicago Sch. Reform Bd. of Trs., 165 F.3d 1142, 1150 (7th Cir. 1999) (per Easterbrook, J.) (observing that “statutory words often have effects in addition to those contemplated by their authors.”).

7 Lord Millett, Construing Statutes, 20 Statute L. Rev. 107, 110 (1999). Cf. Lord Oliver of Aylmerton, A Judicial View of Modern Legislation, 14 Statute L. Rev. 1, 5 (1993) (“Too often, I think, the referee is tempted to shift the goal-posts in reliance upon his own speculation about what it would have been sensible for Parliament to do if Parliament had thought of doing it.”); British Assessment Catering Trades Ass’n v. Westminster City Council, [1987] 1 W.L.R. 977, 982 (H.L.) (per Balcombe, L.J.) (“[W]here . . . the language of the statute is clear, the fact that it may have effects which were not in contemplation when the Act was passed is a matter for the legislature, not the courts.”).


9 1 Dig. 17, 2, 21.


11 Lon L. Fuller, Anatomy of the Law 30 (1968).
61. The half-truth that consequences of a decision provide the key to sound interpretation.


62. The false notion that words should be strictly construed.

1 Y.B. 17 & 18 Edw. III (Rolls Series, vol. 10, No. 9) (Hilary term, 1343–1344), 440, 446 (per Thorpe, J.) ("[A]ccording to the intent of the Statute, which is stricti juris . . ."); Y.B. 18 Edw. III (Rolls Series, vol. 11, No. 31) (Easter term, 1344), 131, 131 ("[S]tatutes are stricti juris.").

2 Theodore F.T. Plucknett, *A Concise History of the Common Law* 296–97 (2d ed. 1936). *See Frank Hall Childs, Where and How to Find the Law* 76 (1926) ("Sometimes hostile construction amends or even abrogates the legislative [meaning]. A good illustration of this was the construction placed upon the old English ‘statute of uses,’ which was held by the courts not to apply in so many situations that it had little practical effect.").


7 See, e.g., James Willard Hurst, The Growth of American Law 186 (1950) (stating that after the 1870s, “strict construction of statutes . . . put a primarily obstructive, if not destructive connotation on the process of statutory interpretation”).


10 Id. at 540 (calling the bloodletter a “barber”); 1 William Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws of England § 2, at 60 (4th ed. 1770) (calling the bloodletter a “surgeon”).


63. The false notion that tax exemptions— or any other exemptions for that matter—should be strictly construed.


See Lederer v. Stockton, 260 U.S. 3, 8 (1922) (per Taft, C.J.) (exemption for charitable corporations granted to a trust whose beneficiary was a charitable corporation; to hold otherwise “would be to defeat the beneficent purpose of Congress”); Helvering v. New York Trust Co., 292 U.S. 455 (1934) (per Butler, J.) (upholding exemption from normal tax rates for capital gains).


E.g., Bailey v. Magwire, 89 U.S. (22 Wall.) 215 (1874) (per Davis, J.) (tax exemption asserted to have been conferred by corporate charter); The Delaware R.R. Tax, 85 U.S. (18 Wall.) 206 (1873) (per Field, J.) (same).

E.g., Territory of N.M. v. United States Trust Co. of N.Y., 174 U.S. 545 (1899) (per McKenna, J.) (exemption from territorial taxes on railroad right-of-way assertedly conferred by federal statute).


Id. at 561.

Tucker v. Ferguson, 89 U.S. (22 Wall.) 527, 575 (1874) (per Swayne, J.). See also Central R.R. & Banking Co. v. Georgia, 92 U.S. (2 Otto) 665, 674–75 (1875) (per Strong, J.) (“[I]t is a well-settled principle that a claim for exemption from taxation cannot be supported, unless the
statute alleged to confer it is so plain as to leave no room for controversy. No presumption can be made in support of the exemption; and, if there be a reasonable doubt, it must be resolved in favor of the State.”).

14 311 U.S. 60 (1940) (per Douglas, J.).

15 Id. at 71.


18 See supra nn.5 & 6.

19 See, e.g., Piedmont & N. Ry. Co. v. ICC, 286 U.S. 299, 311–12 (1932) (per Roberts, J.) (declaring that exemptions to Transportation Act should be narrowed and limited to effect the remedy intended); Abshire v. County of Kern, 908 F.2d 483, 485 (9th Cir. 1990) (stating that exemption to the Fair Labor Standards Act must be narrowly construed); Osborne v. Dumoulin, 55 So.3d 577, 586 (Fla. 2011) (narrowly construing homestead exemptions in bankruptcy); Simpson Strong-Tie Co. v. Gore, 230 P.3d 1117, 1123 (Cal. 2010) (exemptions to anti-SLAPP statute must be construed narrowly).


21 See, e.g., Hampton Police Ass’n v. Town of Hampton, 20 A.3d 994, 998 (N.H. 2011) (exemptions to Right-to-Know Law are narrowly construed “with a view to providing the utmost information to best effectuate the statutory and constitutional objective of facilitating access to all public documents”); Abshire, 908 F.2d at 485 (purpose of narrow construction of FLSA is “to further Congress’ goal of providing broad federal employment protection”); Skinner v. Steele, 730 S.W.2d 335, 337 (Tenn. Ct. App. 1987) (finding that narrowly construing exemption to consumer protection act serves statute’s purpose).

64. The false notion that remedial statutes should be liberally construed.

1 See 3 Norman J. Singer & J.D. Shambie Singer, Statutes and Statutory Construction § 60:2, at 268 (7th ed. 2007) (“[I]f a statute is considered
remedial, it should be given a liberal interpretation and should be construed to give the terms used the most extensive meaning to which they are reasonably susceptible.”). See also, e.g., Peyton v. Rowe, 391 U.S. 54, 65 (1968) (per Warren, C.J.) (“remedial statutes should be liberally construed”); Beley v. Naphtaly, 169 U.S. 353, 360 (1898) (per Peckham, J.) (“[The act] is a remedial statute, and one entitled to a liberal construction.”); City of Mason v. West Tex. Utils. Co., 237 S.W.2d 273, 280 (Tex. 1951) (“If a statute is curative or remedial . . . it [should] be given the most comprehensive and liberal construction possible.”); Miami County v. City of Dayton, 110 N.E. 726, 728 (Ohio 1915) (“[A] remedial statute . . . should receive a broad and liberal construction.”).

2 2 U.S. (2 Dall.) 419, 476 (1793) (opinion of Jay, C.J.) (“The question now before us [is the clause of the Constitution that] . . . extends the judicial power ‘to controversies between a state and citizens of another state.’ . . . This extension of power is remedial, because it is to settle controversies. It is therefore, to be construed liberally.”).

3 1 Joseph Story, Commentaries on the Constitution of the United States § 429, at 304 (2d ed. 1858).


7 See, e.g., Cruz v. Sullivan, 912 F.2d 8, 11 (2d Cir. 1990) (“The [Social Security] Act must be liberally applied, for it is a remedial statute intended to include not exclude.”); Barker v. State, 402 N.E.2d 550, 555 (Ohio 1980) (“these remedial [expungement] provisions are to be liberally construed to promote their purposes”); Martin Marietta Corp. v. Faulk, 407 P.2d 348, 349 (Colo. 1965) (“The Workmen’s Compensation Act should be given a liberal construction because its purpose is highly remedial and beneficent.”).

65. The false notion that a statute cannot oust courts of jurisdiction unless it does so expressly.

1 U.S. Const. art. I, § 9, cl. 2.

2 Buel v. Van Ness, 21 U.S. (8 Wheat.) 312, 324 (1823) (per Johnson, J.) ("If the United States have jurisdiction over all causes arising under their own laws, Congress must possess the power of determining to what extent that jurisdiction shall be vested in this Court."); Cary v. Curtis, 44 U.S. (3 How.) 236, 245 (1845) (per Daniel, J.) ("Congress . . . possess[es] the sole power of creating the tribunals (inferior to the Supreme Court) for the exercise of the judicial power, and of investing them with jurisdiction either limited, concurrent, or exclusive, and of withholding jurisdiction from them.").

3 See, e.g., Chenault v. Phillips, 914 S.W.2d 140, 141 (Tex. 1996) ("This Court’s jurisdiction, like that of all Texas courts, is conferred solely by the Texas Constitution and state statutes. We do not have jurisdiction to decide any case absent an express constitutional or statutory grant."); Lucas v. Biller, 130 S.E.2d 582, 585 (Va. 1963) ("The subjects over which the various courts of this State shall have jurisdiction, if not fixed by the Constitution, shall be determined only by the legislature . . . "); Humphrys v. Putnam, 178 N.E.2d 506, 509 (Ohio 1961) ("It is fundamental, however, that courts have only such jurisdiction as is conferred upon them by the Constitution or by the
Legislature acting within its constitutional authority.”). See also James V. Calvi & Susan E. Coleman, American Law and Legal Systems 48 (5th ed. 2004).

4 See, e.g., Examining Bd. of Eng’rs, Architects & Surveyors v. Flores de Otero, 426 U.S. 572, 594–95 (1976) (per Blackmun, J.) (holding that Congress did not intend to repeal by implication the jurisdiction of the federal district court of Puerto Rico to hear federal civil-rights cases); Colorado River Water Conservation Dist. v. United States, 424 U.S. 800, 808 (1976) (per Brennan, J.) (holding that the McCarran Amendment did not repeal the jurisdiction of district courts to entertain federal water suits); Rosecrans v. United States, 165 U.S. 257, 262 (1897) (per Brewer, J.) (“When there are statutes clearly defining the jurisdiction of the courts, the force and effect of such provisions should not be disturbed by a mere implication flowing from subsequent legislation.”).

5 See Kucana v. Holder, 130 S.Ct. 827, 839 (2010) (per Ginsburg, J.) (recognizing “a familiar principle of statutory construction: the presumption favoring judicial review of administrative action”); Gutierrez de Martinez v. Lamagno, 515 U.S. 417, 434 (1995) (per Ginsburg, J.) (“Because the statute is reasonably susceptible to divergent interpretation, we adopt the reading that accords with traditional understandings and basic principles: that executive determinations generally are subject to judicial review . . .”); Bowen v. Michigan Acad. of Family Physicians, 476 U.S. 667, 681 (1986) (per Stevens, J.) (“We ordinarily presume that Congress intends the executive to obey its statutory commands and, accordingly, that it expects the courts to grant relief when an executive agency violates such a command.”); Abbott Labs. v. Gardner, 387 U.S. 136, 140 (1967) (per Harlan, J.) (“[A] survey of our cases shows that judicial review of a final agency action by an aggrieved person will not be cut off unless there is persuasive reason to believe that such was the purpose of Congress.”).


66. The false notion that committee reports and floor speeches are worthwhile aids in statutory construction.

2 James Kent, *Commentaries on American Law* *560* (Charles M. Barnes ed., 13th ed. 1884).


6 5 Annals of Cong. at 453.

7 *Id.* at 466.


10 Letter from James Madison to Thomas Richie (15 Sept. 1821), reprinted in 9 *The Writings of James Madison* 71 n.1 (Gaillard Hunt ed., 1910).


14 Dubuque & Pac. R.R. v. Litchfield, 64 U.S. (23 How.) 66, 87–88 (1859) (per Catron, J.) (interpreting a congressional land grant, a private bill, in a dispute in which the parties agreed that the facts stated in a House committee report were accurate).

15 United States v. Trans-Missouri Freight Ass’n, 166 U.S. 290, 318 (1897) (per Peckham, J.).

16 Standard Oil Co. v. United States, 221 U.S. 1, 50 (1911) (per White, C.J.). Cf. Omaechevarria v. Idaho, 246 U.S. 343, 351 (1918) (per Brandeis, J.) (referring to “the reports of the Secretary of the Interior upon whose recommendation the Act was introduced, the reports of the committees of Congress, and the debates thereupon” as indicating legislative purpose).

17 FTC v. Raladam Co., 283 U.S. 643, 650 (1931) (per Sutherland, J.).

18 Id. at 648.


20 Id. § 215, at 382.


22 Id.


27 See James J. Brudney & Corey Ditslear, The Decline and Fall of


29 Max Radin, A Case Study in Statutory Interpretation: Western Union Co. v. Lenroot, 33 Cal. L. Rev. 219, 224 (1945).

30 Id. at 223.

31 1 James Kent, Commentaries on American Law 467 (1826) (emphasis added).

32 Id.

33 Oliver Wendell Holmes, “The Theory of Legal Interpretation,” in Collected Legal Papers 203, 207 (1920) (quoted with approval in Schwegmann Bros. v. Calvert Distillers Corp., 341 U.S. 384, 397 (1951) (Jackson, J., concurring)). Cf. Magor & St. Mellons Rural Dist. Council v. Newport Corp., [1952] A.C. 189, 191 (H.L.) (per Lord Simonds) (“The duty of the court is to interpret the words that the legislature has used; those words may be ambiguous, but, even if they are, the power and duty of the court to travel outside them on a voyage of discovery are strictly limited.”).

34 R.W.M. Dias, Jurisprudence 237 (4th ed. 1976) (“In America the suspected insertion by astute politicians of colouring matter into Congress debates and the proceedings of committees with a view to persuading the courts to take a certain view of a statute when it has been passed is proving to be an embarrassment . . .”).

35 See, e.g., 11 Legislative History: Civil Rights Act of 1964 5821 (1965) (“mr. humphrey: Why does not the Senator finish the article and then we will make some legislative history. mr. smathers: Yes, let us make some legislative history. I am for it. I read further from the article: . . .”); United States Senate Committee on the Judiciary, Hearings 148 (1972) (“mr. kennedy: We are trying to make some legislative history.”).

(quoting a personal conversation).


48 John F. Manning, Textualism as a Nondelegation Doctrine, 97 Colum. L. Rev. 673, 728 (1997).


58 *Greenwood v. United States*, 350 U.S. 366, 374 (1956) (per Frankfurter, J.). See Felix Frankfurter, *Some Reflections on the Reading of Statutes*, 47 Colum. L. Rev. 527, 543 (1947) (warning that “[s]purious use of legislative history must not swallow the legislation so as to give point to the quip that only when the legislative history is doubtful do you go to the statute”).


61 The allusion is to an Arthur Conan Doyle short story entitled *Silver Blaze* (1892), in which one of the clues enabling Sherlock Holmes to solve the crime was the “curious incident” that a dog did not bark.


64 *See, e.g.*, *Morales v. Trans World Airlines, Inc.*, 504 U.S. 374, 385 n.2
(1992) (per Scalia, J.) (“[L]egislative history need not confirm the details of changes in the law effected by statutory language before we will interpret that language according to its natural meaning.”).


70 Cf. 387 U.S. at 125–27, 130–31 (Douglas, J., dissenting) (attempting to define the terms as developed by medical studies from the 1940s and 1950s).

71 387 U.S. at 120–21.

67. The false notion that the purpose of interpretation is to discover intent.


3 See Robert E. Keeton, Keeton on Judging in the American Legal System
210 –11 (1999) (“‘[L]egislative intent’ . . . is a legal fiction. Only a natural person can have a state of mind such as intent. No legal entity such as a legislature can have an ‘intent’ in a strictly factual sense.”); John Chipman Gray, The Nature and Sources of the Law 170 (2d ed. 1921) (stating that “the psychic transference of the thought of an artificial body must stagger the most advanced of the ghost hunters”).


7 ICC v. Baird, 194 U.S. 25, 38 (1904) (per Day, J.). See also Philbrook v. Glodgett, 421 U.S. 707, 713 (1975) (per Rehnquist, J.) (“Our objective . . . is to ascertain the congressional intent and give effect to the legislative will.”); United States v. American Trucking Ass’ns., 310 U.S. 534, 542 (1940) (per Reed, J.) (“[T]he function of the courts . . . is to construe the language so as to give effect to the intent of Congress.”).

8 Black Clawson Int’l Ltd. v. Papierwerke Waldhof-Aschaffenburg AG, [1975] A.C. 591, 613. See Charles Fried, Sonnet LXV and the “Black Ink” of the Framers’ Intention, 100 Harv. L. Rev. 751, 759 (1987) (“[W]ords and text are chosen to embody intentions and thus replace inquiries into subjective mental states. In short, the text is the intention of the authors or the framers.”).


13 John Chipman Gray, The Nature and Sources of the Law § 370, at 165


17 *Id*.

18 See, e.g., Lord Millett, *Construing Statutes*, 20 Statute L., Rev. 107, 109 (1999) (“My own experiences . . . led me to abandon the use of the expression ‘the intention of Parliament.’ It was a fiction too far.”); Eva H. Hanks, Michael E. Herz & Steven S. Nemerson, *Elements of Law* 249 (1994) (“[W]hat if the search for intent is so difficult because the thing being searched for is not there? Legislative intent may be like the Loch Ness Monster: for years many have believed (generally against their better judgment) that it exists, and some claim even to have glimpsed it, but in reality there just is no such thing. If there is no ‘legislative intent,’ then the whole theory of intentionality must be wrong.”); John W. MacDonald, *The Position of Statutory Construction in Present Day Law Practice*, 3 Vand. L. Rev. 369, 371 (1950) (“[A]nyone who has ever dealt with the legislative process knows how conspicuously absent is a collective legislative intention.”); Max Radin, *The Law and Mr. Smith* 183 (1938) (“Lawyers and courts . . . never have satisfactorily explained . . . what they mean by the [so-called] ‘intent’ and just how they propose to discover it.”).

68. The false notion that the plain language of a statute is the “best evidence” of legislative intent.


(per Reed, J.) (“There is, of course, no more persuasive evidence of the purpose of a statute than the words by which the legislature undertook to give expression to its wishes.”).


7 Charles Fried, Sonnet LXV and the “Black Ink” of the Framers’ Intention, 100 Harv. L. Rev. 751, 758 (1987).

8 In re Sinclair, 870 F.2d 1340, 1344 (7th Cir. 1989) (per Easterbrook, J.).

69. The false notion that lawyers and judges, not being historians, are unqualified to do the historical research that originalism requires.

1 3 Roscoe Pound, Jurisprudence 491 (1959) (“In the case of constitutional provisions historical interpretation is often necessary.”); R.W.M. Dias, Jurisprudence 221 (4th ed. 1976) (“[I]n the case of antique enactments, whose framers have long since disappeared, . . . [i]t is the judges on whom the task devolves to ascertain the meaning as best they can.”); Van Vechten Veeder, The Judicial Characteristics of the Late Lord Bowen, 10 Harv. L. Rev. 351, 365 (1897) (quoting Lord Bowen as averring that “[t]he only reasonable and the only satisfactory way of dealing with English law is to bring to bear upon it the historical method”). Cf. Walter F. Murphy, “The Art of Constitutional Interpretation: A Preliminary Showing,” in Essays on the Constitution of the United States 130, 150 (M. Judd Harmon ed., 1978) (“[T]o allow the plain words of the Constitution to settle a controversy, judges must either become linguistic historians or adopt some version of the doctrine that the Constitution’s meaning changes over time.”).
2 Max Radin, *Law as Logic and Experience* 138 (1940).

3 *Id.* at 140. Cf. Dahlia Lithwick, “Justice Grover vs. Justice Oscar,” *Slate* (6 Dec. 2006) http://w w w.slate.com/id/2154993/ (“Breyer says that if the only thing that matters is historical truths from the time of the Constitution, ‘we should have nine historians on the Court.’ Scalia says . . . that a court of nine historians sounds better than a court of nine ethicists.”).


7 See, *e.g.*, *McIntyre v. Ohio Elections Comm’n*, 514 U.S. 334 (1995) (in which Scalia, J., and Thomas, J., reached different conclusions regarding the question whether “the freedom of speech” guaranteed by the First Amendment included the right to speak anonymously).


70. The false notion that the Living Constitution is an exception to the rule that legal texts must be given the meaning they bore when adopted.


4 See John O. McGinnis & Michael B. Rappaport, Original Methods Originalism: A New Theory of Interpretation and the Case Against Construction, 103 Nw. U. L. Rev. 751, 802 (2009) (“Nothing in the historical record . . . suggests that the original methods included living constitutionalism or other principles permitting interpreters to update the Constitution to reflect changing values.”). See also Thomas M. Cooley, A Treatise on the Constitutional Limitations Which Rest upon the Legislative Power of the States of the American Union 54 (1868) (“A principal share of the benefit expected from a written constitution would be lost if the rules they established were so flexible as to bend to circumstances or be modified by public opinion.”).

5 See, e.g., Daines Barrington, Observations on the More Ancient Statutes: From Magna Charta to the Twenty-First of James I. Cap. XXVII 1 (5th ed. 1796) (noting, in its very first sentence, that “particular chapters of Magna Charta . . . may at present be enforced”).

6 See, e.g., R. v. Inhabitants of the W. Riding of Yorkshire, [1770] 5 Burrow 2594, 2597 (observing that the plain language of Magna Carta did not obligate a town to build or maintain a bridge); Tonson v. Collins, [1761] 1 Blackstone W. 321, 340 (in which the court was called on to apply the language of Magna Carta to a copyright matter); Digges’s Lessee v. Beale, 1 H. & McH. 67 (Prov. Ct. Md. 1726) (in which the argument was that a minor had the right to present a defense under Magna Carta).

7 17 U.S. (4 Wheat.) 316, 407 (1819) (per Marshall, C.J.). This has been such a rallying cry for the constitutional evolutionists that it is the title of a publication on the website of the American Constitution Society for Law and Public Policy, a group that favors the Living Constitution. See We Must Never Forget, That It Is a Constitution We Are Expounding: Collected Writings on Interpreting Our Founding Document at http://www.acslaw.org/pdf/ACS_Expounding_FNL.pdf.

8 U.S. Const., art. I, § 8, cl. 18.

9 McCulloch, 17 U.S. at 413.

10 Id. at 415.

12 295 U.S. 602 (1935) (per Sutherland, J.).


15 But see William Van Alstyne, “Clashing Visions of a ‘Living’ Constitution: Of Opportunists and Obligationists,” in Cato Supreme Court Review 2010–2011 13, 20 (2011) (arguing that nonoriginalism weakens amendability: “[T]here is a greater collective suspicion of ‘new’ amendments because, I believe, it is feared today that enactment of additional text may just give judges and others still greater license to use that language as one more springboard for reshaping our constitutional regime.”).

16 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137 (1803) (per Marshall, C.J.).

17 See Art. VII, cl. 3.


20 Roper v. Simmons, 543 U.S. 551, 564–68 (2005). The Court transformed these statistics into a proof that “the majority of states” believed that under-18 murderers deserve a special “juvenile” exemption from the death penalty by counting within that majority the states that did not have the death penalty at all. Id. at 567. See also id. at 609–11 (Scalia, J., dissenting).
21 Id. at 563 (quoting Coker, 433 U.S. at 597).

22 U.S. Const. art. V.

23 Thomas M. Cooley, A Treatise on the Constitutional Limitations Which Rest upon the Legislative Power of the States of the American Union 55 (1868) (emphasis in original).

24 See Gerald N. Rosenberg, The Hollow Hope: Can Courts Bring About Social Change? 12 (2d ed. 2008) (warning of “the danger that litigation by the few will replace political action by the many and reduce the democratic nature of the American polity”). Cf. James Bradley Thayer, John Marshall 107 (1901) (observing that the “tendency of a common and easy resort” to litigation to achieve the invalidation of statutes passed by democratically accountable branches of government would “dwarf the political capacity of the people”).

Afterword


4 See Walton v. Arizona, 497 U.S. 639, 673 (1990) (Scalia, J., concurring in part & concurring in the judgment) (explaining that stare decisis has little applicability when the earlier caselaw has spawned uncertainty because the doctrine’s purpose is that of “introducing certainty and stability into the law and protecting the expectations of individuals and institutions that have acted in reliance on existing rules”); South Carolina v. Gathers, 490 U.S. 805, 824 (1989) (Scalia, J., dissenting) (“The freshness of error not only deprives [the earlier case] of the respect to which long-established practice is entitled, but also counsels that the opportunity of correction be seized at once, before state and federal laws and practices have been adjusted to embody it.”). See also Thomas M. Cooley, A Treatise on the Constitutional Limitations Which Rest upon the Legislative Power of the States of the American
Union 52 (1868) (“Before [disregarding stare decisis], . . . it will be well to consider whether the point involved is such as to have become a rule of property, so that titles have been acquired in reliance upon it, and vested rights will be disturbed by any change.”).

5 See Payne v. Tennessee, 501 U.S. 808, 834 (1991) (Scalia, J., concurring) (supporting the overruling of Booth v. Maryland, 482 U.S. 496 (1987): “If there was ever a case that defied reason, it was Booth . . . , imposing a constitutional rule that had absolutely no basis in constitutional text, in historical practice, or in logic.”); United States v. International Boxing Club of N.Y., Inc., 348 U.S. 236, 249 (1955) (Frankfurter, J., dissenting) (“That doctrine [of stare decisis] is not, to be sure, an imprisonment of reason.”).


8 See, e.g., Charles A. Beard, “Judicial Review and ‘the Intent of the Framers’” (1912), in Essays in Constitutional Law 20, 23–24 (Robert G. McCloskey ed., 1957) (“When the judge or the scholar is faced by a seeming conflict between historical intent and orthodox interpretation, no naive rule-of-thumb is available to make his task easy. He is forced to a delicate choice which might involve, for a beginning, such factors as the conclusiveness of the historical evidence, the weight of the precedents that have been built up to support a counter-view, and the disturbance to settled institutions threatened by the proposed change.”).
9 410 U.S. 113 (1973) (per Blackmun, J.). See Helvering v. Hallock, 309 U.S. 106, 121 (1940) (per Frankfurter, J.) (“This Court, unlike the House of Lords, has from the beginning rejected a doctrine of disability at self-correction.”).


12 See, e.g., Wallace v. Jaffree, 472 U.S. 38, 48–49 (1985) (per Stevens, J.) (explaining applicability of First Amendment’s Establishment Clause to the states through the Fourteenth Amendment); Malloy v. Hogan, 378 U.S. 1, 6 (1964) (per Brennan, J.) (holding that Fifth Amendment’s prohibition of compulsory self-incrimination is protected by the Fourteenth Amendment against abridgment by the States).


Appendix A: A Note on the Use of Dictionaries

1 Lord Macmillan, Law and Other Things 163 (1938).

2 Id.

3 The American College Dictionary 949 (1951).


7 The Times English Dictionary and Thesaurus 920 (2d ed. 2003).

8 Webster’s Second New International Dictionary 1934 (1934).


16. *Id.* at 225–26.

17. *Id.* at 226–28.

18. See *Muscarello v. United States*, 524 U.S. 125, 128 (1998) (per Breyer, J.) (erroneously suggesting that the first meaning listed in the *Oxford English Dictionary* is the “primary meaning,” as opposed to the oldest). *Cf. Mississippi Poultry Ass’n, Inc. v. Madigan*, 992 F.2d 1359, 1369 (5th Cir. 1993) (Reavley, J., dissenting) (“I cannot imagine that the majority favors interpreting statutes by choosing the first definition that appears in a dictionary.”), aff’d on reh’g, 31 F.3d 293 (5th Cir. 1994) (en banc).


20. See Edward Jenks, *The New Jurisprudence* 90 (1933) (“As a matter of fact, a copy of the *New Oxford Dictionary* has become an almost essential feature of the libraries of most of the English higher tribunals, for the purpose of assisting them in the interpretation of statutes.”).

21. See generally *Dictionaries and That Dictionary* (James Sledd & Wilma R. Ebbitt, eds., 1962). *See also MCI Telecomms. Corp. v. AT&T Co.*, 512 U.S. 218, 228 n.3 (1994) (per Scalia, J.) (noting that “[u]pon its long-awaited appearance in 1961, *Webster’s Third* was widely criticized for its portrayal of common error as proper usage,” and citing as an instance “its approval (without qualification) of the use of ‘infer’ to mean ‘imply’”).
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